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EDITORIAL.

AN insistent problem :—is the water power of
the State. How much of it has been, or
is being used, and how much remains un-

developed? How shall it be conserved and how-
used? These are all questions which cannot be
answered ofQiand. They require careful con-
sideration, and if we would be prepared for com-
ing events, they require that consideration now.
New England is on the worry over the necessity

of abandoning coal for water power for its manu-
facturing interests. The textile manufacturers
there affirm that unless cheaper power than coal
is available, they cannot, in view of the eight-
hour day, continue their work at a fair profit.

Some of them suggest that the one remaining
thing for them to do, is to shut down their mills
and quit.

*^New York is also moving for greater use of
water power, though the coal situation there has
never been so bad as in New England.'^

We in Pennsylvania, whence the hard coal is

taken, have painful visions of poorer (piality and
higher prices than ever before.
•

Can anyone tell, with reasonable approach to
accuracy, what the available water power is, or
what it might be developed into? With the un-
expected facts of the great war before us still

fresh in mind—the coal famine, the stagnation
of our industries, the physical suffering, the lost
time to labor and the lost money to employer,
we are still hugging the delusion that there is

plenty of time to prepare for the inevitable de-
mand for more water power. Lack of due con-
sideration may lead to giving away of the State's
resources, or wasting them in unworthy purposes,
or failing to use in proper fields for want of a
wise forethought.

All this might be tolerated if our State were
lacking in water power. It is not! We have
probably an altitude of from twelve hundred up
to three thousand feet above tide over one-fourth
of the Commonwealth. And on this vast area
comes a fair annual precipitation of rain and
snow. We have deep valleys, cleft out of the
two thousand feet plateau which once existed

over so large a portion of oui- Commonwealth,
and in these valleys there exists capacity where
water in enormous quantities may be stored with
entire safety to the inhabitants along the lower
courses of the streams. Does any man with aver-
age brain power think such resources, in such a
time as this, when power is the dream of the
world, should be lelt unguarded, or unutilized?
Our legislature is in session. We commend con-
sideration of these facts to the serious attention
of the members. Who among them will be fore-
handed enough to take the matter up and press
due consideration of it? It affords a field upon
which some one may ''write his name high" as
a public benefactor.

Associated with the above is the relation of
State Forests to water conservation. There are
just two facts which any one may see, and which
leave but one answer. They are: First, in the
woods, where there is a good bed of leaves the
soil seldom freezes, except in a winter of unusual
severity. The leaves prevent the escape of the
earth's heat, as clothing prevents escape of the
heat of the body and in addition, there is gener-
ated a certain amount of heat by the slow decay
of the organic matter of the leaves—unless those
leaves have been removed by fire, or otherwise, it

is in winter usually possible to thrust a pointed
cane into the depth of the ground. Second, at
the same time the frozen surface of an open field

will resist the passage of the cane into the ground.
The ground of the forest is in condition to absorb
the melting snow, or the rain (unless already sat-
urated)

; when the water is flowing off from the
frozen surface of the field, unless it is covered
with a dense mass of grass, which is seldom the
case in winter. These are facts which anyone
may verify, and they prove beyond doubt the
water-collecting power of the forest. It is, there-
fore, safe to affirm quite independently of other
observations, that the forests do conserve our
water supply.

Railroad congestion, coming in our time of
greatest need, taught us the value of good roads
and the transportation by trucks. But that is

only half of the lesson. It should lead us to
recognize, also, that in the densely populated
countries canals and rivers still are necessary in
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addition to good roads and railroads. We are

fast approaching that time here!

Our splendid river system is the property, in

one sense, of the State. We share in its control

with the general government, which has already

shown an inclination to exert its authority over

such as are navigable, in order to secure forest

culture on the State highlands. Already the Sus-

quehanna and the Juniata rivers have been

utilized by water power corporations. The Le-

hi^'h, in earlier years, carried coal to market. The

time will come when the Allegheny, the Monon-

gahela and the Delaware—will have dam after

dam stretching across them from their mouths to

their headwaters, wherever there is fall enough to

convert water into power. There will be a succes-

sion of dead-water lakes, capable of floating cargo-

bearing boats. Is it not the duty of the State to

provide that no dam shall cross any one of these

rivers, without having locks through which boats

may pass?

Are we to suddenly realize in some coming

crisis, that our rivers are essential elements in

conveyance of the State products. And that we

need water power, conserved in the forest-covered

highlands of the Commonwealth, to make the

rivers available. It requires fifty years to produce

a forest! There are millions of acres of barren

highlands in Pennsylvania today. J. T. R.

Roosevelt Resolution.

Shall We Prevent Forest Fires or Merely

Control Them?

THE follo\N'ing resolution was unanimously

passed by the Council of the Association

at the death of Colonel Roosevelt

:

The Pennsylvania Forestry Association sor-

rows in the death of Colonel Theodore Roose-

velt. ^ O 4.U

Recognizing in him a pioneer force lor the

preservation of our forests, as well as being a

leader in constructive conservation of our every

natural resource;

Knowing him to have been possessor ot the

highest and most humanistic ideals—whose every

ambition was to lead men toward the ri<,^ht

;

Recognizing in him those qualities which have

made him the pioneer friend of humanity and

which have elevated him to a place of distinguish-

ment, honor, esteem and love second to none

of his time and generation;

Therefore, be it resolved. That this expres-

sion of our esteem be made a permanent part

of the records of the Pennsylvania Forestry Asso-

ciation, and that they be printed in '* Forest

Leaves, '^ and that a copy be mailed to his widow,

Mrs. Edith Kermit Roosevelt.

THE sooner we recognize the human side of

the forest fire problem, and exert our ef-

forts to change it, so as to have it in our

favor, the sooner the solution of the probkm may

be obtained. Of course, the forest will burn as

long as trees produce leaves and branches fall

to the ground and become dry as tinder. Some

of the debris may be cleaned up and disposed ot

at a certain expense and to the satisfaction of

some people. The fuel for fires can be regulated

to a certain extent. The fire itself can be extin-

guished under even unusual and unfavorable con-

ditions, but this work, too, is more largely de-

pendent upon human, than upon physical factors.

But how are fires in forests started ^ Spontane-

ous combustion may cause a few. Lightning

causes a few—probably ten or twelve a year. The

other 1,500 or 2,000 are caused directly or in-

directly by the deliberate action of man. Of

course, a few are started by irresponsible indi-

viduals. Unquestionably the prevention of fires

is a human problem. Why does any individual

with brains permit a spark to come in contact

with highly inflammable, extensive, and valuable

property, as, for example, a forest? Perhaps

psychology may give the answer. Common sense

certainly will. But at any rate there must be

a study of local relationships. The so-called

careless fires do just as much damage as the in;

tentional fires. Why are the people careless,

or why do so many accidental (?) forest fires

happen in spring and fall, and not so many in

winter and summer'?

How, then, can the minds of men be reached

so as to change their attitude from one of

thoughtlessness and indifference to one of care-

fulness, of community interests? Even without

this change, fire extinction, the physical oi>eration,

is not a difficult operation wherever force is avail-

able for the purpose. But in the majority of

cases this means men, women, and boys with

equipment. How is it possible to get this force!

Was there willingness or unwillingness? Even

thou^'h this force were present under duress, who

exerted the pressure ? Was it law? Who enacted

the law, or who would enforce it? No matter

from what angle you look at it, you face a human

problem.

The only logical way of producing change in

the human mind is by education. It is well to

investigate and tabulate causes, but it is bet-

ter to control and extinguish them when they
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occur. To do these things there must be an or-
ganization large enough to cover the forests to
be protected. There must be a head to the or-
ganization and sufficient help to keep it going.
There must be inspection, and there must be a
number of alert, interested, efficient men ready
to do promptly, whatever must be done. Fires
must be detected promptly, reported promptly,
extinguished promptly. A force of helpers and
sufficient equipment must be available at a mo-
ment's notice. Other details must be worked out,
and through all the details runs the human
element.

We need in Pennsylvania a more compact or-
ganization for fire control. We have advanced
about as far as possible now without funds to
employ supervising fire wardens. The local
wardens are a splendid body of men, but there
are things they cannot and will not do until
some one else does it with them and for them.
The State must be divided into districts accord-
ing to our present law and a District Forester
or District Fire Warden, a forester, in each dis-
trict. Under present conditions there is work
enough to keep 21 such men busy every minute
of the time. These could be reduced gradually
to probably 13 or 14.

For prompt detection of forest fires, we must
have at least 100 primary stations of observation
on high mountains, and at least 100 secondary
stations. In the majority of places this will de-
mand steel towers, with stej>s, enclosed tops,
cabins> equipment, and telephonic connection.
New Hampshire has 39 such towers. New York
36, and expects to build more. Other States are
building them. Needless to state a tower is no
good for fire detection without a live man on
it and without another live man within reach of
the other end of the telephone line. Some patrol-
men must be employed, in spite of towers. Dur-
ing extreme conditions there will be need for
not fewer than 300 men for this work. Under
fair or average conditions the number may not
exceed 150. New York paid in 1918, something
over $7,000.00 for 13 observers.

The fire w^ardens and their men find old
methods of fighting fire with sticks and brush
too slow for the standards we propose to them.
They continually ask for better equipment. To
give each warden an efficient equipment of
torches, axes, saws, sprayers, brush cutters, etc.,

a small sum could be expended judiciously and
much loss could be prevented. But the equip-
ment should be complete and in a convenient
tool box. This is not a new idea, either, for other

States and the National Government are sup-
plying these things to their forest guardians.
The men must be organized into crews and be

used as men, not machines. They must be given
a decent wage, they must get to and from the
fire, they may need food, and they always need
water. These expenses must be provided for and
should be paid promptly, not a month or more
after service has been rendered.
To complete the organization outlined above,

within the next five years, and to take care of
current fires, will require a sum of not less than
.i?290,000.00 per year. This is a large figure,
when compared Avith the appropriations for the
purpose in the past. They ranged from $45,000.00
to $80,000.00 for two years, not counting de-
ficiency appropriations. But the annuaf loss
from forest fires is close to $50,000,000.00. and
the amount needed for protection is only a little
over one-half of one per cent, of the loss. This
is not a high rate of insurance by any means.
No good business man would hesitate to spend
$290,000.00 a year if he could save, thereby,
$50,000,000.00 or even half that amount. Why
io State Legislatures and Governors hesitate to
approve an amount with which to accomplish so
much good when they have provided a means by
which more than this may be spent for the pro-
tection of game? It is an acknowledged fact
that game is but an adjunct of the forest. The
answer again is that the human side is para-
mount. The pursuit of game, fish, recreation,
etc., is an immediate and personal proposition,
while growing trees, furnishing labor, influencing
stream flow, climate, agriculture, etc., are things
of the future, and abstract propositions for the
other fellow.

If forest fire control is good, forest fire pre-
vention is better. From what has preceded it

can be seen that this reduces itself to a campaign
of education. This must be begun now and con-
tinued without let up until every individual in
this Commonwealth or who comes within its
borders knows that fire and forest can be com-
bined, only at the risk of great loss and severe
penalty. This must keep up until the idea be-
comes second nature and until parents teach it

to their children as one of the fundamentals of
our economic relations. Certainly this cannot be
accomplished over night, nor by the passage or
enforcement of any law or number of laws. We
cannot expect a reasonable appropriation with
which to begin real work until this campaign has
progressed somewhat. It is the duty, therefore,
of everyone interested in forestry and forest con-
servation to get busy and educate himself and
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his nei-hbors so that a real advance in torest

protection may be taken in Pennsylvania.

Means and ways must be found to

plant the idea of forest protection in

minds of the school children. We must

and take advantage of the point of contact

between protected forests and the laborer, the

farmer, the merchant, the doctor, the preacher,

the lawyer, the engineer, the professional man

of all kinds, the hunter, the fisherman, the camp-

er ^in fact the man, woman, and child in every

walk of life. This is not a small job and will

require no small expenditure of money. 1 er-

sistence and repetition, line ui>on line, must

bring results. ,

Law enforcement is a part of an educational

campaign, but respect for law in general is

something better. At present there seems to be

no respect for forest law, and it is most difficult

to find an attorney or a judge who believes any-

one should be punished for firing the woods. In

the face of law and morals the act is regarded as

nothing more than an accident and something

to be excused by God and man. No inherent right

exists by reason of which property may be de-

stroyed. Our government does provide for the

ownership of property and for the protection ot

that right. Interference with and encroachment

upon such right is prohibited by law; and yet,

in Pennsylvania, individuals and cori^rations

may go the limit to destroy their own and their

neighbor's property. Upon a statement to the

effect that the fire's escape, could not be fore-

told or prevented, the guilty is released and the

innocent owner and community suffer. How long

will an enlightened people stand for such a con-

dition of affairs?

Success is certain with the expenditure of

sufficient funds, but cannot be expected ^yithout

them. *' Nothing succeeds like success.'' The

Legislature will not be asked to bankrupt the

State in behalf of forest protection, although it

is in a fair way to do so by not supporting for-

est protection. Whatever is asked will be below

the amount actually needed.—From IDIS Report

of Chief Forest Fire Warden George H. Wiit.

The U. S. Forester in his rei)ort of 101 S says,

^^A rising tide of public sentiment in favor of

additions to the Natural Forest is now beginning

to make itself strongly felt. Evidence of this

is recorded by the attempts made to secure addi-

tions through acts of Congress, in the seven

States in which presidential additions are pro-

hibited/'

Report of Committee of State Grange.

HON. GIFFORD PINCHOT, Chairman of

the Committee named by the Pennsyl-

vania State Grange, reported at Tyrone

meeting of the Grange upon the forestry and

water interests of the State. The committee

went over the subject carefully.

The report in intent was friendly concerning

forestry and illuminating upon the question of

water resources. We may add, it should prove

to be helpful. The analysis of the history ot

water transportation especially is interesting and

suggestive and should induce immediate State

action.
.

,

Naturally ^^ Forest Leaves" is most concerned

with that portion of the report which relates to

forestry. We quote as follows:

J. As to Forests.

'^HaviiK- visited the State Forest Schools at

Mont Alto and State College, having looked

into the organization of the Department of For-

estry at Harrisburg, and having personally visited

State Forests whii'h contain a majority of the

1 0'^9,023 acres of forest land owned by the State

of Pennsylvania and which extend from southern

Franklin and Adams Counties to northern Tioga,

and from western Huntingdon to eastern Pike

(Uurin^- the course of which examination the

members of the committee traveled by automo-

bile alone more than 1,000 miles), we have the

honor to report as follows:

<<We believe that the Pennsylvania State l^or-

ests constitute by far the most valuable and im-

portant material possession of the State. They

are worth in cash not only all that was paid for

them but in addition every cent that Pennsyl-

vania has expended for forestry all told, to say

nothing of their growing usefulness as great pub-

lic parks for hunting, fishing and camjung, and

their incalculable value for stream control. The

money spent ui)on them is not properly an ex-

pense, but a paying investment.

*<The present value and future importance ot

the State Forests of Pennsylvania are far too

little recognized. It is probably fair to say that

not one citizen in a hundred is aware of the

magnificent State property which has been ac-

quired and not one in ten of those who should

make use of the State Forests for recreation and

other purposes is doing so.

'<The State Forests of Pennsylvania require

\ tf

,
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only time, protection and good management to
become enormously productive in timber and
money, as well as to increase on a huge scale
their present high value in controlling stream
flow and supplying the means of healthy recre-
ation to the citizens of the State. The need for
protection is paramount.

''So far as the present investigation has en-
abled us to ascertain, the purchasing of State
Forest lands has been conducted with unusual
skill and judgment by the Forest Commissioner
and Commission. It is especially noteworthy that
the title to land approved for purchase by the
Commission has never been successfully attacked.
In part because of insuffiicient appropriations,
the purchases have, however, gone on far more
slowly than the best interests of the State re-

quired.

''Most of the State Forests are surrounded by
great areas of private lands whose owners, by
reason of their failure to take sufficient precau-
tions against fire, or any precautions at all, main-
tain these lands in a condition which make? of
them a public danger and a public nuisfjnce, a
continual threat to the property of the State
and to that of adjacent private owners.

"The large area of unprotected private forest

land in Pennsylvania, worthless for any purpose
save forest growth, which still lies outside the

boundaries of the State Forests, is sufficient proof

that these forests ought to be largely increased.

"We recommend that the rate of purchasing

land for State Forests be rapidly increased.

"The war record of the Pennsylvania Depart-

ment of Forestry is a remarkable one. When
we went to war every member of both classes at

Mont Alto volunteered, and of the twenty-two

students twenty-one were accepted. Of the State

Foresters thirty-eight, or more than half, are

now in the military service, three have been

wounded, and one died.

"The State Foresters are not paid what they

fairly earn. In view of the highly trained ser-

vices they render, the responsibilities they carry,

the amounts paid to other servants of the State,

and the present cost of living, their treatment is

grossly unjust. Not one of them is paid more
yian $1800 a year, and only a few men who have

been in the service for more than a decade get

so much. Other men in State employment of cor-

responding grade are often paid twice and not

uncommonly three times as much as the State

Foresters. The same is true in less degree of

the Forest Rangers. Employees of the Fish and
Game Department, working alongside them at I

far less diffiJcult and responsible tasks, are paid
much more.

"The State Forests of Pennsylvania consist,
as a rule, of what were once the richest forests
of the East, but are now, in part at least, the
hardest cut and burned, the roughest, and most
picturesque areas in Pennsylvania. This is true
because these were the very lands most in need
of protection, and because no others could be
bought under the price limit fixed by law. They
can not be expected to pay their way now. But
under wise, sane, and effective protection and
management their productiveness will gradually
come back, and when it does every dollar spent
upon them by the State will be returned over
and over again.

"We are impressed with the excellent spirit

and the effort to maintain high standards both
at Mont Alto and at the forest school aX State
College.

"The out-door eciuipment for instruction at
Mont Alto, consisting of forests, plantations,

wood-working establishments, and other material
for practical demonstration, is unrivaled so far
as we know in the United States, while the build-

ings are exceptionally well fitted for their pur-
pose. The high integrity, skill and devotion to

duty of the State Foresters constitute a remark-
able tribute to the spirit and efficiency of the
training at Mont Alto. Moreover, the services

of the students there in fire protection, planting

and forest improvement as incidental to their

training have undoubtedly repaid the cost of the

school.

"While the buildings and physical equipment
at State College are far less desirable, the op-

portunity for instruction in auxiliary subjects is,

of course, vastly better. Under a judicious

consolidation, the advantages of both schools

can be retained."

Naturally the committee reports against cer-

tain existing conditions. This was to be ex-

pected. It is intimated that purchase of land

for State Forest Reserves has been too slow,

and attributes this delay in part to lack of

money. We do not think, however, that there

was any fault in the system of examination

of the land, or in the extreme care taken to

secure cloudless title. In fact, the report ex-

plicitly states that no acre of the purchases

made has been successfully attacked as to title.

Our system of examination extending back to

the time when the State sold the land, to the

date of its purchase back runs through every

purchase, and the State holds perfect brief of

title for each tract. We think this care has pre-
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vented the endless litigation which now exists

over the New York State purchases.

The report also criticises lack of proper organ-

ization in the office work, and thinks too much

time and money is spent in tree planting in the

absence of sufficient protection against forest

fires. To this our reply is that but a very small

part of the ground planted over is exposed to

serious forest fires, and we feel that there should

be more and not less tree planting done.

The report intimates that an inspector is badly

needed for the Forest Reserves, one who should

devote his whole time to the work, and the

criticism is well made.

The financial accounts of the Foresters lack

unity and system and, therefore, should be im-

proved both in method and in detail. It is a

matter of regret that more space cannot be

given to this interesting and helpful report.

Some Facts in the Life of a Copper Beech

Tree.

Free Forest Tree Seedlings.

A LARGE supply of extra fine forest tree

seedlings will be available for free dis-

tribution this spring by Commissioner of

Forestry Robert S. Conklin. This is a real oppor-

tunity. Anyone who wants to ])lant forest trees

this spring may have them for the asking. There

are no strings to the offer, the only condition

being that applicants plant not fewer than 500

trees, pay for the packing and transportation,

and actually set out the trees in Pennsylvania for

reforestation. The trees may not be sold and

no orders for ornamental stock will be filled.

The stock available for free distribution is

almost all three years old and includes white

pine, red pine, Norway spruce, European larch,

Arbor Vitae, and a limited quantity of Japanese

larch, and white ash.

Last year over 2,000,000 trees were planted by

private owners of forest land in Pennsylvania.

Applications for almost 1,000,000 trees have al-

ready been received for the spring planting of

1919. Hence orders should be sent early for the

supply of certain trees will surely be exhausted,

and the number available in subsequent years

will be considerably reduced on account of the

difficulties experienced during the past few years

in purchasing forest tree seed.

To the close of the fiscal year 191S there have

been issued permits for the utilization of 77(),709

hydraulic horse power in the National Forests.

Of this 405,368 horse power are already com-

pleted.

IN
my home yard there stands a perfect

specimen of the so-called '' Copper Beech,''

which Professor Sargent says, '^s a purple-

leaved variety of the European Beech,'' other-

wise known to botanists as Fagus sylvatica. It

is somewhat remarkable because of its size and

absolute symmetry. Its girth at breast high, ^

carefully measured, is nine feet and ten inches,

which would give it a diameter of nearly three

feet and three inches. Its height is approxi-

mately fifty-five feet. The tree is still more re-

markable because it has attained this unusual

size in sixty years from the sapling state. This

is in part explained by the statement that its

roots went down twelve to fourteen feet into a

well where there was an abundant water supply.

The illustrations show that the tree is a mass

of slender limbs and branches. It is noteworthy

that it, almost alone, among the other trees of

the neighborhood has passed through all the

storms of its lifetime without (as far as I can

discover) the loss of a single limb. The tree

illustrates finely the shade enduring qualities of

its species. One notes the frequency with which

the lower limbs of the pin oak are seen to be

jead—from no disease, but simply because the

denser shade overhead has cut off the essential

sunlight. This particular beech tree, however,

has only within recent years shown the slightest

lack of vigor in its lower limbs—only the very

lowest of them dying, or even appreciably lan-

guishing. Yet it is not insensible to external

iiifluences, for the side of the tree next to the

house puts forth its leaves ten days earlier, as

a rule, than the side next to the street. The

slight amount of sun heat absorbed by the brick

walls and retained by them suffices to start the

leafing. On the other hand, the side overhanging

the street, though more exposed to wind and

storm, retains its leaves much later than the side

nearest the house.

I look from my study window out into the

tangle of its branches, and mark the first sign

of its spring awakening when the spear-shaped

buds commence to elongate and the inner bu^

scales, of a lighter yellow color, loosen and the

young leaves show out above the dark brown

scales which gave color to the buds in the dormant

winter state. The year through this tree is a

study in colors. The unfolding bud becomes

oolden yellow as the leaves are developing, and

then the leaves pass through light green to deep

vi?

.

green with a tinge of copper. So far as my ob-

servation goes, this is the regular sequence, which,

as autumn comes, is to be reversed by the leaves

fading from the copper tinge, back through green
into yellow and then they fall. I have seen a

shower of these yellow leaves on a windy autumn
day. I write this in January and from my window
I see here and there a single yellow leaf still hang-

ing on the tree in spite of cold and wind—but

still retaining the golden color.

The tree has, as may be recognized on one of

our illustrations, two leader branches, one of

which should have been removed in the early

life of the tree. They eventually came together

and by the friction caused in their unequal sway-

ing, wore the bark off and allowed the water to

trickle down the abraded inner surfaces and
penetrate the cambium (growing layer of young
wood and bark) and start unhealthy conditions

that eventually killed and separated the bark on

almost the entire western side of the trunk, from

the level of the injury to the ground. I feared

that it was irreparable; but noticed that where^

the massive roots touched each other, they fused

in healthy union (see base of the trunk). So,

too, inspection of the branches showed if they

remained in quiet contact^ a similar solid vital

union. In either case there was what might be

called auto-grafting!

Why could not the same result be brought

about between those two leaders, if they were

rendered immovable and the friction stopped?

It was worth trying. I sent for a carpenter,

erected a platform from which he could work,

and saw him labor for a whole day to get an

inch and a quarter hole through the leaders,

about three feet above the point of friction. An
iron bolt more than three feet long with a solid

head at one end and a screw nut at the other

was driven through and forcibly screwed up

tight enough to make solid but immovable pres-

sure of the leaders together.

The trunk illustration reveals the present con-

dition from the ground to a height of seven feet

up. The injury commenced at a point three feet

higher, i. e., ten feet from the ground. The

darkest part of the trunk at the top shows what

is left of a space seven feet long and on an

average twenty inches wide over which the bark

died and was entirely gone. Of that naked

space all that remains now is shown by the small

splits and marks in the bark formed since the

repair began. The most striking feature of the

repair was the promptness with which it followed

the support given by the iron bolt.

No doubt there will come a time, as these

leaders grow, when it will be necessary to put
another bolt in higher up, in order to prevent a
return of the trouble which has just ended.

This tree suggests an interesting relation. The
trouble began with an apparent fault in the tree
when it started two leaders. Had this fault not
been obviated by human help it would have
either crippled, or killed the tree. Nature had
reached the limit and needed just a little help;
when nature responded and effected the cure.

Nature was the doctor and man simply the
helper.

One may be pardoned for adding that there
have been distinguished healers of human ills

whose success was in part due to the fact that
they almost instinctively approached their cases
with two questions: First, what is wrong; and,
second, what help from nature can I count on in

this particular case?

J. T. Rothrock.

The Forest Goes Out When the Railroad

Comes in.

REMOVAL of the forests began in Pennsyl-
vania about 290 years ago, but it was not

what is now designated as lumbering. It

was called clearing. ^* Making a clearing*' was
simply removing the timber to make room for

the farms ^Hhat were to be.'* What timber
was not needed for immediate use was burned to

get it out of the way. A little later on the *Mog
rollings'' began at w^hich the men of the neigh-

borhood gathered to lend mutual assistance in

piling the great logs together so that they might
be speedily and completely burned. This work
has practically ceased in this State—though the

term **log rolling" survives and conveys quite

another meaning to the modern mind.

Later lumbering, as we now know it, com-
menced, Ihough in so small a way that the cap-

tains of industry who figure now in the lumber
world would hardly recognize those humble be-

ginnings as worthy of the name. Strong teams
would haul the logs from the woods to the near-

by mill where the old-fashioned up and down
gate saw fashioned them into the desired form.

It was usually for neighborhood use.

Later on rafting began. And the forest prod-

uct was conducted to remote jwints, some of it

reaching distant foreign lands, for Pennsylvania

white pine had commenced to establish a world

reputation. Still the drain upon our forests,

which were honestly thought to be inexhaustible,

was not large.

The end^ however, was nearer than we thought.
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As the railroads extended to the wooded regions

and spread thence over the continent, the sources

of supply and the points of demand were brought

together. Cheap rates of carriage, rapid

increase of national wealth and population drove

the railroad into the heart of the forest and the

end of Pennsylvania lumbering was in sight, and

that of the new era of forestry was about to be-

gin. Reckless waste was to be followed by costly

restoration. Land that the State sold with all

the timber on for 26 2/3 cents an acre, the State

is now glad to buy back at an average of $2.27

an acre without the timber, and begin the

century-long task of restoring sylva to Pennsyl-

vania. *^' ^' ^^'

Recreational Uses of the National Forests.

AN illustrated brochure bearing the above

title has been issued by the U. S. Forest

Service, and the principal conclusions ar-

rived at may be summarized as follows:

1. The National Forests cover wide areas of

land, much of it wild, interesting and beautiful

in- a surpassing degree. The total area is approxi-

mately 156,000,000 acres, equal to about three and

one-half times the whole of New England, or to

the combined States of Louisiana, Alabama,

Florida, Georgia and Mississippi; or to the great

block of Central States, Iowa, Missouri, Illinois,

Indiana and Ohio. These forests are distributed

through 22 States and Territories.

2. Historically it appears that National Forests

were first created for purposes of recreation, and

that this use is traditionally universal.

3. Actually it appears that the National Forests

of the United States have always been extensive-

Iv used for recreation and that these uses are

rapidly increasing. • •

4. The i)rincipal forms of recreation now in

vogue are hunting, fishing, hiking, packing, camp-

ing:, automobiling and picnicing.

5. The construction and general supervision of

l^ermanent camps, picnic grounds, playgrounds

and town sites has become clearly necessary in

the public interest.

6. Game preservation has already been recog-

nized as a legitimate and worth-while feature of

forest administration.

7. The protection of particularly good scen-

ery and of relics of historic or archaeological

^ value is also recognized as a proper function of

Forest Service administration.

8. Several National Monuments assigned to

the care of the Forest Service are maintained

mainly for recreational purposes and for pur-

poses of study.

9. The extent to which the forest areas are

already being used for recreation is remarkable.

It appears that about 3,000,000 persons annually

visit the forests for recreation, and that their

number is rapidly increasing. It is estimated

that the average stay of these visitors is two and

one-half days.

10. A cash valuation may be reasonably placed

on this body of recreation. According to the

lowest possible estimates it would have a com-

mercial value of $7,500,000 annually.

11. At all events it seems obvious that recrea-

tion must be recognized as a large and highly

valuable utility in the National Forests, and that

this utility must be fairly conserved and devel-

oped in proportion to its value to the public.

12. To this end the Forest Service should

undertake to make a study of general recreation

policies and of the specific requirements of spe-

cific areas within the National Forests, so as

to arrive at a correct estimate of recreation

values and to provide the best means of develop-

ing and administering these utilities.

13. In this work the Forest Service should

employ men suitably trained and experienced in

recreation, landscape engineering and related

subjects.

CHIPS.

Col. Henry AV. Shoemaker was appointed,

November 8, 1918, to succeed Hon. W. P. Steven-

son, deceased, as a member of the State Forestry

Reservation Commission. Mr. Stevenson's term

expires February 6, 1922.

One million 2-year white i)ine seedlings will

be ship|>ed to France early in the Spring for

reforesting the extensive devastated areas, and

the Department has made a further gift of 150

pounds of tree seeds.

In 1918 the Department i)lanted 6,000,000

seedling trees within the State Forests and gave

away over 2,000,000 to private planters. Up to

.January 21st, 1919, orders received from private

planters exceeded 330,000. One forester has al-

ready secured orders from thirty applicants. If

every forester gets on the job 1919 will be the

banner year foi' tree planting on piivate prop-

erty.

.
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Minnesota Forest Fires.
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MR. W. T. COX, State Forester, says in
reference to these terrible conflagrations

:

Everyone is interested in knowing how
the great fire calamity came to occur—the extent
ot loss of life, what areas were burned over,
and how much material damage was done. It will
be some time before accurate information is
available on some of these points, but enough is
already known to render a general statement
advisable. Many consider the calamity a mys-
terious or unavoidable visitation. This, however,
It was not, as the forest rangers and others who
have made a study of fires will testify. Groups
of quietly smoldering fires were fanned by a
sixty-mile gale into running fires that united to
form a solid front, which in the case of the fire
that destroyed Moose Lake appears to have had
a front on the west line of Carlton county of
approximately seven miles. The Arthyde fire, to
the south, had a three-mile front; the Corona fire,
to the north, a four-mile front ; and the Cloquet
fire, a six or eight-mile front. A number of
other fires, some very intense, burned scattered
settlements and even into the suburbs of Duluth.
The force of the gale was so gi-eat that the fires
were driven forward on a front which constantly
diminished in width. The several intense fires,
therefore, were in comparatively narrow strips,
separated by laf-ge belts of green timberlands;
and twenty miles is perhaps as great a distance
as any of these fires traveled. This should cor-
rect the wild statement that the fire swept from
the vicinity of Bemidji to Duluth.

''These fires, like all other great forest fires, re-
sulted from carelessness on the part of a great
many people. Incendiarism in the sense of set-
ting fires deliberately to destroy property
(through a conflagration) was not the chief
cause. The devastating fires of October 12th
sprang in the main from slow-burning marsh or
bog fires, the number of which had been increas-
ing as the fall season opened up. These fires
were set by careless people traveling over peat
road grades, by railroad locomotives or by land
owners who were willing to risk their own and
their neighbors' families in the hope of finding
an easy way of clearing their marsh, i)eat, or
cut-over lands. While fire may at times be used
in land clearing, it has been demonstrated that
the time and method cannot be left to the judg-
ment of settlers, loggers and railroad companies.
''With a sufficient number of forest patrolmen

and rangers to see that burning is done under

proper restriction and control, and to see also
that any fires which may start accidentally or
otherwise are promptly extinguished, there would
be no opportunity for a big fire to come into exis-
tence and gain headway. Even during a hi-h
wind the starting of one fire is not likely to
destroy a whole community. The harder the
wind, the less the fire would spread out. It
then travels in the form of a streak, which can
be fought successfully at the sidte, and from
which escape is relatively easy. It is only when
a fire has been allowed to burn long enough to
attain a wide front, or when a number of small
fires are close enough together to easily unite,
thus forming a wide front, that settlements are
serious y endangered. Neither of these condi-
tions should ever exist, but to prevent them re-
quires systematic patrol by a considerable force
year after year, throughout the danger seasons.A large force of inexperienced help for a few
days IS of value only in a defensive way and for
the time being.

"During this fire season the few rangers and
patrolmen discovered and extinguished hundreds
of fires They arrested sixty persons and con-
victed thirty-two persons. Light fines were usual-
ly imposed. However, this did not suffice, since
many other fires were not discovered or reported
until they had burned out or got bevond con-
trol.

"It is known that about 400 settlers lost their
lives in the recent forest fires. A great diffi-
culty IS that settlers seldom know the best
means of saving themselves—many of them beincr
new to the woods. One of these fires swept
through an Indian reservation, but the Indians
were able to take care of themselves and not one
was lost. Prompt and vigorous action on the
part of the rangers undoubtedly prevented several
fires from becoming disastrous, and many people
owe their lives to warnings and help given by
forest officers.

"While the first impression is likely to be that
devastating fires such as these hasten land clear-
ing and development, observations and facts
I)oint strongly the other way. Foresters do not
ask that their opinions in this respect be taken
without further proof, but welcome a thorough
investigation to determine exactly what has
taken place on the scenes of great conflagrations.
Moreover, it is a fact that devastating fires do
not remove the fire danger, but frequently ren-
der the burned area more subject to dangerous
fires. If clearing followed immediately after the
fire, there might be some advantage; but set-
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tiers are seldom able to undertake land clearing

on a large scale. A forest fire does not consume

much of the standing timber or stumps. With-

in three years after the fire, the dead trees are

worthless, mostly blown down, and m excellent

condition for further fires, which by that time

would be fed by a growth of grass, weeds and

brush Anyone who realizes what this means

would be remiss in his duty if he failed to give

warning of tjie fire hazard.

The lack of a large enough force of men

trained in fire prevention work is the chief cause

of the calamity. It was against the law tor

people to set fires during this period. It is against

the law to run locomotives or threshing rigs

that set fires. It is against the law for people

to ride along highways throwing- burning cigars,

cioarettes or matches into the dry tinder along-

side It is against the law to do a great many

things, but a law in itself is of little value un-

less ^he machinery for its enforcement is pro-

vided. What is one policeman (forest^ otticer)

to 700 01* 1,200 square miles, or 20 to 50 town-

ships?
^

^_._ ,

^^The exceptional drouth of the years 191/ an I

1918 was another 1 actor of importance. It was

on account of it that the Forester asked lor an

order which was issued by the Commissioner ol

Public Safety, declaring a closed season on burn-

iivr. This order covered the spring and fall sea-

sons of 1917, and was renewed to cover the spring,

summer and fall seasons of 1918. These orders

were widely published and conspicuously posted

in all directions, but in spite of this precaution

and the prosecutions secured under the order, and

because of inadequate forces to police the for-

ested areas, fires developed faster than they

could be extinguished and the guilty parties

brought to justice.

^' There is a widespread idea that fires improve

the country and hasten settlement. This does

not appear to be justified by past experiences.

One of the recent fires burned through a portion

of the old Hinckley fire area and killed three

people southeast of Bruno. A resident in a near-

by village remarked that the loss of life would

have been heavier had there been any other set-

tlers in that locality. Other areas burned over

within the past ten years were again burned this

year. On the other hand, we have many in-

stances of rapid development in green timber

districts and following logging where fires have

been kept out ; and this happens largely because

the remaining timber can be utilized by the set-

tler at a profit while opening up his fields.

<*The feeling that big fires will occur anyway

and that it is futile to fight them is a contribut-

ing cause of them, and comes from lax reason-

ing. Fires are not necessary, nor are they un-

a\x)idable. A conflagration arises from a small

fire allowed to attain large proportions, or a

^roup of small fires when circumstances like

wind and drouth are favorable.

^'In recent years many millions of dollars have

been expended in partially draining swamp lands

far in advance of settlement. In the absence of

control gates in the ditches, this has resulted in

over-drainage, as we have repeatedly protested,

and greatly increased the fire risk and waste of

timber and soil. As a result, there are thousands

of miles of drainage ditches that have made the

worst kind of fire traps, and the fires in them

are most difficult to handle.

^^ There has been insufficient control of logging

operations, and this, too, has proved a difficult

factor in fire prevention work.

'^The unregulated scattered settlement of land

constitutes not only a needless hazard to human

life, but a waste of man power. Had the settlers

in the burned districts been concentrated in areas

near the villages there would have been little,

if any, loss of life. In each place there would

have been several sections of cultivated farms

and a community of good, progressive citizens.

There is need for a clean-cut land policy to direct

settlement.

^'The attitude of the judiciary has not been the

best. Justices and municipal judges have been

slow to enforce the forest law.

^^ There has been insufficient co-operation by

lailroad and lumber companies in fire prevention

work. ^ ^ ,

'* Penalties for violation of the forest laws are

too light, and the laws are weak in certain other

respects. ,

'^n addition to the remedies which will natural-

ly come to mind in considering the prevention

and control of forest fires, there are others which

may not be so readily discerned.

< ' The work of most State departments is financed

by legislative appropriations for a two-year

period. The amount which each department re-

ceives depends in a measure on public senti-

ment at the time, and what other projects may

be uppermost in mind. Thus it might happen

that when attention to forest fires is diverted

a few years hence bv what at the moment may

appear more pressing, there would be inadequate

provision made asrainst a recurrence of the late

disaster. This might have fatal results, for sure-

ly the price of safety in our timber districts is

r*^
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everlasting watchfulness by men who know the
woods and are selected for their fitness and for
no other reason.

^' Ample means should be provided once and for
all to properly perform the State ^s duty of police
protection against forest fires. There should be
an adequate force of rangers and patrolmen.
They should be properly equipped and paid com-
mensurate with their ability. This is the first
consideration. While the lesson is fresh in mind
there should be adopted a permanent method of
financing the work, and this question should not
be left open, subject to the passing sentiments
of the public and each succeeding legislature.
The problem of fire prevention in a State like
Minnesota will be with us for generations to
come, and for some time will even increase in
intensity. Since the Forest Service is a non-
political department of the State government,
there is no desire to build up a force for any pur-
pose except actual fire control and other legiti-
mate forestry work. It is our duty to make
known to the legislature the fund and the organi-
zation which we believe to be actually needed.
The Forestry Board has biennially made known
the needs, which have erred if at all by being
too conservative. The amount to be provided
rests \yith the legislature and the people of the
State in general.

''There is need for a State timber policy. State
timber should be sold and cut only where, and
under conditions, prescribed by the State forester.

''The recent fires have demonstrated the need
of eliminating wooden culverts in road construc-
tion. They prevented the escape of many set-
tlers by making the roads impassable, and later
retarded relief work in the outlying districts, as
well as mapping of the burned areas.

"Another factor in curing the difficulties of fire

prevention is that of land classification. There
should be a common-sense delimitation of areas
throughout the State which for one reason or an-
other can not be as profitably devoted to farm
crops as to forest crops. Such action would do
more to benefit agriculture than forestry.
"In my judgment one of the best aids to a

thorough fire patrol will be the regulated pastur-
ing of stock, and particularly sheep, by the set-
tlers, on the high lands over large areas of north-
ern Minnesota. Sheep will keep down the grass
and weeds without destroying the timber or even
the little trees. Moreover, the owners would be
more likely to co-operate in fire prevention work
for fear of losing their stock.

"More educational work is necessary in order

that people be given a proper conception of for-
estry, and especially of the first step in forestry
—that is, fire prevention. The well-kept forests
of France have been that country's salvation in
this war. They have furnished fuel, timber for
war purposes, a bulwark against invasion and
a shelter for her armies. It is essential that the
people of Minnesota realize that our forests are
still and always will be, one of our chief as-
sets; that their protection is worth-while, not
only to make human life safer, but to allow the
millions of acres of young timber to grow into
usable size.

"For years we have appealed for the means
with which to safeguard the woods and the mil-
lions of dollars worth of property exposed to
forest fire risk. It has seemed necessary to ap-
peal largely on the basis of financial returns. It
is bad enough to have thousands of acres of
young timber needlessly taken from our pro-
ductive area each year; it is regretable to have
the fertile soil burned off, thus destroying hun-
dreds of farms, and to have our much-needed sup-
plies of pulpwood and other timber still further
reduced and prices correspondingly increased;
even the loss of wild game is considerable. On
these grounds alone the State is justified in going
far in fire prevention work. But all else pales
before the appalling loss of life, where whole
families were blotted out or broken up, and where
homes vanished with the savings and associations
of a lifetime. I have seen too much of this
needless slaughter, for a was in the terrible
Lewis River and Clackamas fires on the coast in
1902. Again in 1910 I fought fire and helped to
rescue people in the mountains of northern Idaho
and western Montana. The pitiful, sickening
sights were the same as here. And yet we know
how all this might be prevented at reasonable
cost.'*

Mr. Cox estimates the property loss at $25,-
000,000 to $30,000,000. The intangible losses
are difficult to determine. An average estimate
of many fires in this section resulted in consider-
ing .$.3.00 per acre as about the value of repro-
duction destroyed. At this rate the approximate
loss of reproduction on the area burned over
would be $3,000,000. The injury to the soil was
of two kinds. First, the burning of peat land
meadows, in some cases destroyed the entire peat
soil down to a bed of boulders or white sand, drv-
ing out the meadow into deep holes and rendering
it too rough for farm machinery. Second, the in-

tense cooking of upland soils where the soil was
extremely hot, thus removing much of the nitro-
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gen and other plant foods, which it will take

years to replace.

Mr. Cox estimates the loss to the meadow land

destroyed or seriously damaged at anywhere from

$1,000,000 to $2,000,000. Also if the peat is con-

sidered to have a commercial value, there would

be a considerable loss of this material which

might have been used some day for domestic fuel

purposes.

Forestry and Reconstruction in New York.

IN
an address before the annual meeting of

the New York State Forestry Association,

held in Albany on January 21st, Dr. Hugh

P Baker, of the State College of Forestry at

Syracuse, who has just returned to his work

in the colleire after sixteen months as an officer

in the regular infantry, described the effects of

the war upon the forests of the world and dis-

cussed the important problem of the develop-

ment of a land policy for New York and the

relation of the forests to water conservation.

He emphasized the fact that the period of re-

construction will be the day of the technical man,

as follows:

'*The turning of nearly every industry in the

country from the beaten path of pre-war years

into war channels through which was poured

unending shiploads of war supplies onto the

shores of France, has demonstrated clearly the

idea that the time of reconstruction in this coun-

try and the period of prosperity which seems to

promise to follow reconstruction will be the day

of the technical man. The old attitude of isola-

tion of education has passed and the day of

effective co-ordination of educational problems

and methods with practical, every-day affairs

has come.

In describing the effect of the war in North-

ern France, Dr. Baker stated that for the two

years ending December, 1918, the total require-

ments of the Associated Governments were ap-

proximately 600 million cubic feet of saw log

timber; three quarters of which by volume had

to be larger sized material. This tremendous

demand upon the French forests had to come

from a greatly decreased forest area since over

1,230,000 acres of forest land was in the terri-

tory occupied by the Germans. The loss of this

acreage of forest land meant to France an an-

nual loss of approximately IT'/z million cubic

feet of saw log timber. The drain upon the

French forests for the past four years is esti-

mated to be equivalent to the growth of twenty

years. In other words, the growth that would

have taken place in the next twenty years m
the French forests has already been used. It

was shown further that the forest areas of prac-

tically every other European country, excepting

Russia, have been seriously depleted and that

lumber for the rebuilding of the devastated por-

tions of France and Belgium must come from

America, as the disorganized condition of Rus-

sia will probably not allow that country to come

into the world lumber trade for years to come.

In emphasizing the place of the foresters in

assisting the State in solving its land and water

problems, Dr. Baker emphasized the necessity

of having a clear understanding of just what

'orestry means. As agriculture means not alone

the growing of a crop of grain, but the produc-

tion of food and draft animals, and the manu-

facture of the crude products, as in the dairy in-

dustry, and, finally, the marketing of the prod-

uct, so forestry has been as broadly defined m
the 200 years* of its application to European

orests. ^And forestry must be defined as it

develops in this country, as not alone the pro-

duction of a crop of trees—that is, tree plant-

ing—but it must mean the harvesting of the for-

est crop and its ultimate utilization, the protec-

tion and production of animal life of the forest

and forest waters, and, finally, it means the

marketing of the product. Recently, too, for-

estry is coming to include recreational develop-

ments of forest lands as evidenced by the efforts

of the U. S. Forest Service in developing recre-

ational possibilities on the National Forests.

Planting Roosevelt Trees.

THE 16,000 troops of the Boy Scouts of

America are everywhere taking an active

part in planning memorials to Theodore

Roosevelt.

Many troops have already held impressive ser-

vices and have taken up Scout Commissioner Dan

Beard 's idea to plant Roosevelt trees.

A million pine trees will be set out in the In-

terstate Park by the Scouts of New York City,

according to the plan of the park commissioner.

These are expected to be a memorial to Mr. Roose-

velt. Several troops of Manhattan Borough

Scouts are endeavoring to have a grove of trees

planted in Central I'ark to represent the forma-

tion of a troop of scouts in the regulation four

patrols and called the Roosevelt Scout Shelter.

Special Roosevelt Scout services will be held in

^5>

t^;*

Philadelphia on April 5th, following which each
troop will plant a tree in a prominent place.
Columbus Scouts, as soon as the weather will

allow, will plant trees in the State House grounds
in the center of the city. Each troop will plant
a tree, and the completed group will be known
as the ''Roosevelt Grove.''

The Boy Scouts in Everett, Wash., are to plant
trees on the highway from Skagit to King Lines
in honor of the soldier and sailor dead, and they
now ask that trees be included for their Chief
Scout Citizen.

Chicago is planning for a fitting memorial in
the forest preserve, and Scout Executive Walter
Dorland says the scouts are eagerly working on
the plan.

In Syracuse, N. Y., Scouts will plant a number
of ''Roosevelt elms'' in each of the city parks,
properly labelled.

Boy Scouts in Rochester have put it up to the
park commissioner to designate the kind of trees
to be planted and the location in the city parks
for the memorial.

There will be a row of trees planted in Marion,
Ind., in memory of Theodore Roosevelt, and the
Boy Scouts will carry out a public ceremony at
the time of planting.

This plan of the nearly half a million members
of the Boy Scouts of America has found instant
support and enthusiastic advocacy.

Peculiarly fitting would be such a testimonial
in view of the fact that due to Roosevelt is the
system of forestry established by the Government
and which today has developed into an im-
portant branch of governmental internal develop-
ment. In addition is the inculcation of the idea,

which should be kept alive in America, of the
need of reforestation.

That the plan should be initiated by the Boy
Scouts is peculiarly fitting in that Colonel Roose-
velt stood for high ideals that can be under-
stood by boyhood the world over and because
he loved the outdoor life and the sports which
should be the environment and form the train-

ing of all youth.

Governor Frank 0. Lowden, of Illinois in

speaking on the necessity of conserving trees

says, "I know of no single acre of land in Illi-

nois, even though it be not suited to cultivation

that cannot be made to produce trees successfully.

We shall, if we are wise, make laws whereby
every acre which will not produce wheat or corn,

will be made to grow trees."

Pennsylvania Forest Fires of 1918.

IN Pennsylvania there are two distinct forest
fire seasons, but it may be a surprise to some
people to know that in 1916 there were

forest fires every month except February ; in 1917
every month of the year ; and in 1918 every month
except January. Seasonal conditions determine
to a large extent the possibility of fire in forests,
but not necessarily the number of fires that
actually occur, nor the damage done. The human
factor is most uncertain. Its results cannot be
foretold. In fact, the combinations which pro-
duce forest fires depend upon so many factors
that the forest must be guarded at all times ex-
cept when snow completely covers the ground,
or when rain or snow is actually falling. In-
deed, we have records of fires continuing to burn,
even after the ground has been covered with
snow.

In 1918 the greatest number of fires occurred
during March, viz., 692. April had 410, May 255,
November 102, and October 88. It is unusual to
have so many fires during March. Notwith-
standing the heavy snows of last winter, they
melted early and the March winds produced
favorable conditions for fires. Railroads were
known to be responsible for 274 of these fii-es and
probably a large percentage of the 231 fires re-

ix)rted as of unknown origin were set by rail-

road engines. Brush burners were responsible
for 59, incendiaries for 40, and miscellaneous
causes for 76.

Brush burning and land clearing in spring are

always great sources of fires. The total number
of fires from this cause reported during the

year was 115. Needless to state these fires are
all the result of carelessness. The burning is

needlessly done, improperly done, or insufficiently

guarded. The proportion of incendiary fires of

this year, in number 118, was not higher than
usual. There did seem to be an unusual number,
however, started by boys playing with matches
and bon-fires. Railroads were responsible for

the usual percentage, the total for the year being

492. They are responsible for the greatest num-
ber of known causes, but if the fires of unknown
origin could be rightly distributed the chances

are that the number set for brush burning and
by eampers, including smokers, fishermen, and
hunters, would run a close second and third.

The total number of fires reported for 1918 was
1,625. It must be remembered, however, that we
a?*e still not getting complete reports, especially

of small fires. Where our protective organiza-
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tion is most complete and efiSicient we probably

get close to 100 per cent, of all fires, but in

certain other parts of the State, we may fail to

get as high as 25 per cent, of the total num-

ber of fires. Because they are extinguished before

they burn over an acre, there is little or no ex-

pense incurred and individuals and wardens do

not report them. In one county several hundred-

acre fires occurred, but no formal reports of them

were made, and nothing Sefinite enough to in-

corporate into our tables.

It is interesting to note the figures shown by

a classification of fires according to acreage

burned over. Two hundred and five were less

than an acre in extent each and burned a total

of only thirty acres. One thousand fires burned

from one to one hundred acres each, and a total

of about 21,000 acres. Three hundred and sixty-

three burned from 100 to 1,000 acres each, and

a total of 92,400 acres. Fifty-seven burned over

1,000 acres each and 114,000 in total. It will be

observed that three-fourths of the total number

covered less than one-tenth of the total area

burned by all fires, viz., 227,485 acres. The

thousand acre fires, as usual, burned half the

total area. The figures prove, as in past years,

the value of prompt detection and attack. It is

difficult to report the percentage of the total

forest area of the State which has been burned

over, either in the past or in 1918. On a basis

of 10,000,000 acres subject to fire, the 1918 loss

represents 2M per cent. But this means, nothing

because no one knows the exa^t forest area of

the State and still less the area subject to re-

current fires. The State Forests, land owned by

the State, are in locations where they are sub-

ject to fires by transients and incendiaries, and

are in the majority of townships where it is

difficult to get men quickly to a fire when it

occurs. Notwithstanding the handicaps and ex-

tra hazards, the area of State Forest burned in

1918 was only 16,600 acres, or about 1.6 per cent,

of the total area now owned. Most of this loss

was restricted to five counties.

The amount of direct damage reported by the

wardens was $410,637.40. Considering the facts

that this does not include reports of all fires,

that many reports had no damage indicated, es-

pecially by large fires, and that the wardens

seldom, if ever, reported loss to property, other

than that to the forest, we are within safe

limits to say that the direct loss was at least

twice the amount or something between $800,-

000.00 and $1,000,000.00. The indirect loss to our

citizens can never be calculated nor agreed upon,

but when we consider loss of production, labor,

taxes, increased prices for wood and wood prod-

ucts, floods and their consequences, droughts and

their consequences, loss to soil, transportation,

agriculture, game and fish, recreation, and other

things, $50,000,000.00 does not seem an excessive

figure. The reported loss resulting from the

fires as classified according to cause is about in

the same proportion as the numbers. As, for ex-

ample, the railroads were responsible for about

30 per cent, of the total number of fires. The

rejwrted loss from railroad fires was 30 per cent.

of the total.

Other interesting facts are brought out by the

forest fire data which will be published in detail

in the report of the Chief Forest Fire Warden.

Whoever is interested in forest protection should

^et these facts, study them and become familiar

with the present conditions in order to help im-

prove them. The average acreage per fire for

each of the last four years was as follows:

1915 306 acres.

1916 152 acres.

1917 153 acres.

1918 134 acres.

This makes a good showing under the conditions

which have prevailed, but the average of this

spring's fires was 150 acres. This is still a great

way off from an average of ten acres per fire,

which is the standard toward which we are striv-

ing.

The total cost of extinction for all 1918 fires

tabulated to date was $25,374.83, which is about

f^5,000.00 less than the cost of extinction in 1917.

Tntil we can get to all fires promptly and extin-

i^uish them before they reach an extent of ten

acres and until the number of fires can be re-

.luced, the cost of extinction per year may be

expected to increase, or at least decrease very

little. The wages of 1918 were one-third higher

than in 1917. Under an efficient plan if the cost

of extinction increases and the loss is materially

lessened we are still better off.

From a tabulation of the costs of extinction

since June 1, 1909, it is plain that for this pur-

pose alone, we cannot do with less than $30,000.00

per year. If an emergency occur, we ought to

be in a position to meet obligations promptly in-

stead of being held up by delays and of having

to wait for deficiencies.

George H. Wirt.

CORRESPONDENCE.

I

I
AM sure that all true lovers of trees are
advocating their planting to commemorate
our heroes. If Camp Dix can have one

living tree for every son of New Jersey sacrificed
on account of the war, why not Pennsylvania
one for each of her heroes ?

What a fitting '* Memorial Day'' our next
''Arbor Day'' would make!

I believe that every county or municipality
would pay for and plant a tree for every hero
lost in the war, provided that the trees were
selected by a competent committee of the State
Forestry Association or one appointed by the
Governor.

The creation o^ such a beautiful, living monu-
ment to the heroic dead would not prevent the
public from carrying out other memorial plans.
We cannot honor those who have died for liberty
and justice beyond their deserts.

Very respectfully yours,

J. M. ANDERS.

In the National Forests there are located three

national game ]>reserves and also forty State

game preserves.

Damages Awarded for Destroying Trees.

Philadelphia, Jan. 25, 1919.
Pennsylvania Forestry Association,

*

1012 Walnut Street.

Gentlemen

:

I have your esteemed favor of January 22,
1919, referring to the verdict which I obtained
in the U. S. District Court for the Eastern Dis-
trict of Pennsylvania against the Western Union
Telegi-aph Company for damages sustained to
my property on the Cooperstown Road, Delaware
County, Pa., for the cutting down of sixty trees
on my property along the line of the road.
The circumstances were as follows:
In January, 1917, I owned a property contain-

ing about 1,250 feet front on Cooperstown Road,
lying between the old and the new Merion Golf
Club Links, which had cost me $100,000, and
which I held for division into smaller estates.
During the months of November and December,
1916, I was ill and confined to my home, and it

seems the Western Union Telegraph Company
desired to make some improvements or repairs
to its line in front of this property, and in-
quired whether they might cut down the brush
under the wires, which I assented to; but inr
stead of trimming out the brush, the company
went upon my property inside of my fence line

and cut down about ten trees, including one oak,
one cedar, five black-heart cherries, one tulip
poplar and several maples, together with a num-
ber of smaller trees, including many sassafras.
When I was able to leave my home and went

to the property and saw the devastation, the
trees all cut down at the base and the trunks
lying scattered, I certainly felt as if I had been
not only damaged pecuniarily, but had been sub-
jected to very harsh treatment, and so I placed
the matter in the hands of my attorney, William
H. Peace, of the Philadelphia Bar, Avho decided
that the conduct of the Telegraph Company
amounted to a trespass, and that they had gone
beyond their right of eminent domain. That the
company had unnecessarily and wantonly de-
stroyed trees, and so suit was begun to recover
damages for the difference in value of the prop-
erty with and without trees; and after the suit
had been thus begun, the Telegraph Company
caused the removal of the suit to the United
States District Court, where it was tried before
a jury and Judge Thompson last week, result-
ing in a verdict in my favor of $7,280.
At the trial, the defendant sought to justify

its acts on the ground of its right to maintain
and repair its lines, free from any interference,
and that pursuant to that right, it had cut down
the trees, but the cross-examination by my coun-
sel of the witnesses of the defendant showed the
necessity was lacking.

The learned judge who tried the cause, submit-
ted the question to the jury to answer, whether
there was any necessity for the cutting down of
the trees, to which the jury, by its written ver-
dict, responded no, and awarded the damages
above mentioned.

Since this the defendant has filed numerous
reasons for a new trial, and I suppose the de-
fendant will contest the recovery as is usual in
such cases.

Yours very truly,

JOSEPH R. CONNELL.

District Forester John Leroy Strobeck died
October 17th, 1918, in the General Hospital,
Philadelphia, of influenza. He had gone to the
hospital about the 1st of October for the purpose
of having an operation performed for gall stones
from which he had suffered for years. The hos-
pital was overflowing with influenza cases, and
immediate attention could not be secured. While
waiting for the operation, he contracted influenza.
At the time of his death, Mrs. Strobeck and the
three children were down with influenza at
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Cresco. The funeral was held at Red Lion, Oc-

tober 21st, 1918.

Mr. Strobeck was born in Jacobus, Pa., March

25th, 1885, educated in the public schools of that

town, and graduated from the High School at

Red Lion. He was graduated from the Forest

Academy with the class of 1909, and was sent

immediately to Cresco. In 1909 he married Miss

Mabel Forry, of Hellam, York County. He was

the first district forester appointed in Pennsyl-

vania. In his death the Department loses one

of its best men.

Lieutenant Horace Fieldhouse Critchley died

of influenza October 20th, at Fort Sill, Oklahoma.

HSs body was brought to his home at Steelton,

where funeral services were held, October 26th.

Lieut. Critchley was born in Steelton, January

10th, 1891. He was graduated from the Steel-

ton High School, and entered the Forest Academy

with the class of 1912. He was graduated from

the Academy with the class of 1913, and was as-

signed to Hunter's Range, Pike County. A year

later he was transferred to the Young Woman's

Creek Forest, with headquarters at North Bend,

Clinton County. He enlisted in the spring of

1917, and was trained at the camp at Fort Ni-

agara. He received a commission in November,

1917, and was sent to instruct troops at Camp
Custer, Mich. From there he was transferred to

Camp Jackson, S. C, and in June, 1918, was

ordered to Fort Sill, Okla., to take special train-

ing in aerial observation.

NEW PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST.

''Clearing Land.''—Farmers' Bulletin 974.

''Preventing Wood Rot in Pecan Trees."—

Farmers' Bulletin 99r).

"Small Saw Mills."—U. S. Department of

Agriculture Bulletin 718.

"Highway Cost Keeping."—U. S. Department

of Agriculture Bulletin 660.

"Recreation Uses of National Forests, 1918."

—Waugh, U. S. Forest Service.

"The Forest Service and Its Men."—By Chap-

man, "Journal of Forestry," October 1, 1918.

"Steam Sterilization of Seed Beds."—Farm-

ers' Bulletin 996.

"Terracing Farm Lands. "—Farmers ' Bulletin

997.

"Water Systems for Farm Homes. "—Farm-

ers' Bulletin 941.

Pennsylvania State Forest Statistics to Nov.

15, 1918.

Total area, 1,029,023 acres.

Total cost of land, $2,342,918.62.

Average cost per acre, $2,276.

Number divisions known as State Forests, 53.

Amount expended to January 1, 1918, other

than for lands, $5,339,946.29.

Number of foresters in service before the

war, 68.

Number of rangers in service before the

war, 93.

Number of foresters now in service, 30.

Number of rangers now in service, 89.

Number of foresters now on State Forests, 26.

Number of District Foresters' 3 ; 2 of them also

have forests.

Total receipts from State Forests to January

1, 1918, $147,713.82, of which three-fifths is for

timber sales.

Receipts for 1916, $21,459.97.

Receipts for 1917, $21,569.69.

Receipts to November 15, 1918, $19,382.02.

Number leased camps, 417.

Number temporary camps, 384; persons using

same, 1,989.

Buildings erected: steel towers on State For-

ests, 9; wood towers on State Forests, 39; and

tree towers on State Forests, 92.

Miles telephone lines built or owned by De-

partment, 292.

Miles of roads built, brushed or repaired by

Department, 3,500.

Miles boundary lines surveyed and brushed,

over 2,000.

Acres surveyed topographically and mapped

out, about 300,000.

Trees planted on State Forests, 31,534,556.

Acres reforested, 19,425.

Acres ot* nurseries, 25.

Seedlings available for 1919 planting, about

9,500,000.

Seedlings given to private planters, about

5,000,000.

Present value of State Forest property:

300,000 acres of land @ $20 $6,000,000

300,000 acres of land @ 10 3,000,000

100,000 acres of land @ 5 500,000

329,000 acres of land @ 2 658,000

Buildings, telephones and towers. 325,000

Tools, equipment) maps, livestock,

vehicles 92,000

$10,575,000

<^'
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EDITORIALS.

MEMORIAL Trees—We hear of them from

all sides, as possible and altogether fit-

ting tribute to our noble dead, who per-

ished in the great war!
Monuments, memorial buildings, highways in

addition, are suggested as suitable expressions of

loyalty to the memory and example of those who
made the supreme sacrifice for the world. It is

small matter what form the offering takes so long

as it is durable, useful and becoming.

It therefore follows that we need no short-

lived trees, nor monuments that are hideous and

without any genuine suggestion of patriotic pur-

pose. Here and there over the country we see

some suitable remembrance of the soldiers of the

Civil War; but the majority of them are as de-

void of patriotic suggestion as was the stone from

which the thing was hewed.

*^ Forest Leaves^' is naturally most interested

in the tree planting form of remembrance. The

idea has forced itself into the public mind. We
hope that it may spread, prosper and remain with

us, for it is distinctly useful from the practical

side and it is equally appropriate for memorial

duty—provided that all short-lived, diseased, or

monstrous forms are rejected. We have in mind

one tree which attracts the attention of every

passer-by. It is large, healthy, and noteworthy

because of its unnatural, conspicuous ugliness.

There is not a limb on the tree that suggests the

full, flowing sweep and curve of healthy life.

Every branch is bent downward, kinked and tells

the tale of suppression by some hostile influence.

Out upon all such remembrances to those whom
we loved and whose glorious memory we would

perpetuate! Let our offering be trees that will

out-last the centuries; trees under whose ample

shade generations may come and name those in

whose memory they were planted.

Every school house outside of the cities should

have a play ground of at least three acres where

all that should be taught in a modern school

would have room for development. We are build-

ing a new world. Let us build it right. Let there

be on that school ground ample room for athletic

exercises, for military drill if needed, for gar-

dens for the children, for flower beds, and for

all the outdoor training that can enter into a
happy, well-ordered home life. And let there be

lOom for a memorial tree to every native of that

school district who distinguishes himself, or her-

self, by some act that adds honor, or happiness

to the district. The children of each school should

be taught to care for and protect those trees

which were the pride of the neighborhood.

Before you plant a tree be sure that it is

adapted to your region. Some of our native

spruce and also our balsam trees are very beauti-

ful trees in the colder parts of our state, but in

most of it they live long enough to become of re-

spectable size and then begin to die. The white

birch is also a tree of northern origin which of

late years has become remarkable by its short

life. It would be almost an insult to the memory
of any one to plant a tree of such kind for a

memorial.

Then on the other hand we know of white oaks

five feet in diameter, and of red oaks as large;

and of pin oaks and scarlet oaks almost as large

—

sturdy, symmetrical, impressive masses of life and

beauty. Among the cone bearing evergreen trees

is the Norway spruce, which in spite of its for-

eign origin, is actually likely to be more durable

than any of our native evergreen trees. White
pines, if planted, should be planted in masses,

where in the struggle for light the main trunks

will grow strong and tall. If the white pine is

planted in the open it sends out long branches

which are too weak to bear the weight of snow

that falls upon them. Then too, the white pine

weevil and the pine blister rust threaten the pine.

Among our other trees we might suggest as

suitable and fairly long lived are the black wal-

nut, the beech and the sugar maple. The hickory

trees have the borer to contend with and often

die out in a neighborhood before its persistent

attacks. For the same reason the locust can no

longer be regarded as suitable for memorial pur-

poses here.

Why should not the soldiers themselves each

returning spring set out suitable memorial trees

in honor of their comrades in arms who have

gone before? Memorial Day, as observed by the

remaining veterans of the Civil War, is still

BiL '
i .^
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sacred to them, but is publicly desecrated year
after year as an open holiday, to be given over to

sports which crowd out all thoughts of the serv-

ices and sacrifices made to transmit the Union in

its integrity. Truly the human memory is short
and requires some mnemonic to maintain recollec-

tion of events that the nation would be the poorer
for having lost sight of. Properly started and
with the definite purpose of allowing no soldier

of the world war to pass to the great beyond
without a living memorial tree to remind the com-
ing generations of his duty done, our tree plant-
ing might become a national custom and a na-
tional blessing. Is it not ^

' up to '
* these men who

are returning home from the battlefields abroad,
and also **up to^' those who serve in the army
here fully and faithfully, but who were deprived
of the privilege of foreign service, sincerely as
they desired, it, to join in commemorating their

departed comrades? Memorial tree planting is

a fitting tribute, and it is also one requiring
nothing but willing hands and loving hearts to
render it a national custom. J. T. R.

* * *

An Act creating a Department of Conserva-
tion and charging it with the duties hitherto at-

tended to ''through the Department of Fisheries,
the Department of Forestry, the Board of Game
Commissioners, the Water Supply Commission
and the State Forestry Reservation Commission, ^ ^

has been introduced as Number 642 in the Senate.
The Pennsylvania Forestry Association has

time and again placed itself on record as op-
posed to consolidation of the Department of
Forestry with anything else, believing that a de-
partment which has in hand the restoration of
one-sixth of the State to a productive condition
is important enough to require a free hand in
its work.

As the proposed act is an administration meas-
ure, it is fair to assume that its immediate opera-
tion and ultimate consequences have all been
properly considered, and that no further com-
ment is necessary, or proper.

One may, however, call attention to the fact
that it is hard to understand how the Conserva-
tion bill and the Grange bills on Forestry and
the Water Resources in Pennsylvania can co-
exist as laws without considerable amendment.

Possibly Section 33 of the Conservation bill is

intended to meet any conflict. J. T. R.
^ 9|C ^

The first contribution of a million forest tree
seedlings from our State Forestry Department
has started to France, to be used in forest res-
toration there—an offering of good will toward
our sister republic.

Our Summer Meeting.

Our members should not forget that the town
of Bedford has been selected for the coming June
summer meeting of the Forestry Association. It

has been strongly advised that June 17th, 18th,

19th, be the dates chosen for the meeting. That,
however, will be definitely fixed at the next meet-
ing of the council.

Bedford is easily reached by the Pennsylvania
Railroad, from Huntingdon, and also equally well
from Cumberland, Md., or from Altoona and
Hollidaysburg.

It is suggested that for those who travel by
automobile the State affords no more interesting
trip than the one over the Lincoln Highway, from
Philadelphia to Bedford. Perhaps it would have
been better to have said, no more enlightening
trip, because the scenic beauty of the route from
Chambersburg to Bedford is really unknown to
the mass of our citizens.

The distance from Philadelphia to Bedford, by
the Lincoln Highway, is 198 miles, which can
easily be done over good roads on a long June
day. Or if one elects so to do, the run could be
divided, making the first run to Chambersburg,
where good hotels await the traveler, and the
next day could be taken slowly over the moun-
tains to Bedford.
A delightful return trip would be to go from

Bedford to Greensburg, thence via Connellsville
to Uniontown and home over the old National
Pike to Hagerstown, thence to Philadelphia. The
U-randest scenery in this State is in its southern
half.

. J. T. R.

The Twin Oaks.

Cover illustration shows an interesting white
oak growing on what is known as the Wilmer
Cheney farm, near Westtown, Chester County.
It might well be designated ''The Twin Oaks.''
Evidently two young white oaks started life to-
gether something more than one hundred years
ago. They grew together and formed a living
union, consolidating fhe two trunks into one
more or less solid trunk.

In this respect these oaks differ from the cop-
per beech described in our last issue, where the
surfaces of the two leaders refused to unite un-
til held together by an iron bolt.

The trunk of the oak is, at breast high, 19 feet
and 8 inches around.
The loose, flaky bark, plainly seen on the two

main trunks, is one of the several distinct types
of bark on white oaks, perhaps the least common
type.

^1
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Spring Arbor Day Proclamation.

WHEREAS, The restoration, protection
and utilization of forests is now recog-
nized as a proper function of statecraft.

The one important and imperative duty is to re-
store forests to every acre of land within the
Commonwealth not capable of producing a better
crop. The forest products now required by our
industries we are obliged to purchase from other
regions. Nothing but wasted timber and neg-
lected restoration prevents selling our own tim-
ber to our own people as once we did, millions
of dollars worth, every year; and

''Whereas, Much of the power of the future
will be derived from falling water. The industries
of the future will surely be required to depend
upon this power. If the timber on the highlands
of the State is not restored, the tree-clad hills

will be lacking that cover which should be there
to retain the rains and melting snows. The water
will pass out of the State in disastrous floods,

leaving us at the most critical season of the
year with insufficient water either for the pro-
duction of power or for ordinary purposes; and

''Whereas, Having fought a victorious foreign
war we are now filled with the spirit of the me-
morial tree in honor of our soldier dead, victims
of a great and cruel contest, held in tender mem-
ory by the public mind. It is a patriotic im-
pulse to preserve the names of these heroes who
made the supreme sacrifice, in a long-lived vigor-
ous tree, capable of outliving the centuries, to
bless those who are to come by its cooling shade
and its added beauty to our land. For this high
purpose no short-lived or puny trees should be
taken. The lofty spirit of patriotism is not satis-

fied with anything but that of the most enduring
character. Our native white oak, red oak, pin
oak, scarlet oak, elm, sugar maple, black walnut,
the pines and the spruces commend themselves
for memorial purposes. The grounds about many
of our schools are ample for tree-planting, and
the pupils ought to be encouraged to plant me-
morial trees in honor of the heroes of the neigh-
borhood. These children should also be made re-

sponsible for their proper care and protection.

The experience had and the lesson so learned
will be of enduring kind, serviceable to the pupils
as well as helpful to the community.

"Therefore, I, William C. Sproul, Governor of
the Commonwealth, in pursuance of the forego-
ing, and in recognition of the lofty and patriotic

service to be rendered by tree-planting, do hereby
set aside Friday, April 11, and Friday, April 25,

1919, as Arbor Days throughout the State. Two

days are designated so that opportunity may be
given to the pupils of schools with an early clos-
ing date to participate in the planting of trees.
This practice, which I commend to the pupils in
our schools and to all our people, is of wise and
generous character. In urging the observance of
these Arbor Days throughout the State, I do so
in the expectation that thousands of young trees
will be started on their future growth to bless
us in the years to coihe.^^

Pocono Protective Fire Association.

ON Saturday, March 15th, an altogether
memorable meeting of the Pocono Protec-
tive Fire Association was held in the

Board of Trade Rooms of East Stroudsburg.
The Pocono region, a few years ago, was the

most fire-infested region of the State. There
were two reasons: First, even as late as 1914
there was but small general interest in forestry.
There was a general impression that it was
cheaper to let the fire burn itself out in the cut-
over region than to suppress it. The second rea-
son was, the Pocono range had to be crossed by
the heavy, coal-bearing trains from the anthra-
cite region. Forced draft was necessary to pro-
vide stean and spark arresters checked the draft.
Consequently sparks flew ''thick, far, and fre-
quent.'' It was nobody's business especially to
bring an end to the burnings.

Today that region is under a close surveillance.
People have learned the value of even the scrub
oak that covers the surface. Valuable holdings
now exist there. Summer homes and summer
resorts are to be protected, and every spot of
scenic beauty has a generous cash value.
The Association has a membership of 3li9.

Its Disbursements.
Fire Patrol $1,230.85
Secretary 's Expenses 67.85
Towers and Telephones 60.41
Printing and Stationery 52.61
Postage 27.69
Advertising 13.58
Distribution of Seedlings 7.84
Other Outlay 25.00—1,4a5.83
Balance December 31, 1918 . .

.

340.73

Liabilities—None.
$1,826.56

The Pocono Association is an example of what
a few energetic men may do toward working out
a needed, practical business reform in a com-
munity. It is an example to be widely followed.

1
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Honor War Heroes on Arbor Day.

SECRETARY of Agriculture David F. Hous-

ton has sent the following letter to the Gov-

ernors of the States:

* ^ The observance of Arbor Day began soon af-

ter the Civil War. A distinguished citizen of

Nebraska, who later became Secretary of Agri-

culture, was the prime mover in securing its rec-

ognition within his State, where it first took root

;

and the Board of Agriculture of that State, on

his motion, designated the first Arbor Day. From

the beginning it has had a civic motive and an

association of patriotism.
^^ Another and greater war has come to its in-

evitable conclusion. The cause of righteousness,

of liberty, of all that Americans hold dear has

prevailed. We shall seek many ways to perpetu-

ate the memory of those who made the great

sacrifice. The memorials will take many forms.

The names of those who have fallen will be per-

petuated by costly monuments and inscribed on

enduring tablets. Great works that serve the

needs of peace also will doubtless be dedicated

to them.

*^But along with these memorials, we can easily

discover ways in which we may simply and spon-

taneously pay our tribute to them. We can keep

fresh our memory of what they gave; and we

can perpetuate their names in familiar places. It

has been happily suggested that we may do this

by adorning with young trees, each named for a

fallen soldier, our waysides, our yards, and our

pleasure places. And in most of our States Ar-

bor Day is at hand. This year we may give to

that day a meaning more profound, a purpose

more exalted, yet also an association more per-

sonal.

**I conceive that, if the origin of the day be

borne in mind, the invitation to our fellow citi-

zens to join in making it a day * especially set

apart and consecrated for tree planting^ may ap-

propriately come from this department. I take

the liberty, therefore, of suggesting that you com-

mend to the citizens of your State, and particu-

larly to those in attendance upon its schools, such

an observance of Arbor Day as w411 secure a wide-

spread planting of trees, dedicated to those whose

lives have been sacrificed in the great struggle

to preserve American rights and the civilization

of the world. '^

I

The Department of Forestry of Pennsylvania

has purchased 20,000 acres in Union, Lycoming

and Clinton counties from the White Deer Lum-
ber Company, and 3,200 acres in Jefferson county.

Private Forestry.

MR. Henry S. Graves, U. S. Forester, in

an interesting address before the late

New England Forestry Conference, said

:

''The emphasis placed on the public forests in

recent years has tended to throw into the back-

ground the problems of our private forests. The

\ery magnitude of the National Forest enterprise

has created in the minds of many people the im-

pression that the problem of forestry in this

country is already on the way to definite solu-

tion. In point of fact only certain initial steps

have been taken; the most difficult problem, that

of the protection and right handling of forests

privately owned, is still before us. The import-

ance of the private forests to our country is

evident when one considers that 97 per cent, of

the timber and other wood products used in the

United States is obtained from them. Less than

2 per cent, of the sawmills of the country are

operating on public forests. Private owners

hold four-filths of the standing timber of the

country, and it is the best and most accessible

timber. Nearly the entire supply of certain im-

portant commercial species is in private owner-

ship, such as eastern white pine and spruce,

southern pine, cypress, redwood, and most of the

hardwoods. ^
^

He then dealt with difficulties experienced in

meeting war demands for timber, the waning

supplies of virgin timber, and the negligent for-

est policy in the United States, as contrasted

with the constructive policies of England and

France. In concluding Mr. Graves said:

*'I am advocating a large program of public

forests widely distributed throughout the coun-

try; but the solution of the forest problem will

not come from public forests alone. Even with

the most liberal i>olicy of acquiring additional

public forests, the nation *s needs with respect

to forests in the future will have to be met in

considerable part from private lands. We point

to the forests of France as having met a great

crisis in the war. Do you know that 60 per cent,

of the American supplies obtained in France

came from private forests?

*'You may ask if the increasing interest in

forestry of private owners and the operation of

State forest laws are not likely to bring greatly

changed conditions in the near future. Unfor-

tunately this will not be the case unless a much
more comprehensive and effective program is

adopted by the public and there is a radical

change in point of view and methods on the part

I
of most timberland owners. We should give

I

)

^4.1

credit to those individual owners and groups who
are endeavoring to handle their timberlands con-
structively. Great credit, too, is due to the State
foresters and their supporters for what they have
achieved in the face of public indifference and
even hostility. But when we consider our for-

ests as a whole we have hardly begun to stem
the tide of forest destruction. Even in the mat-
ter of organized fire protection the effort on
private lands is confined chiefiy to the protection
of the merchantable timber. Cut-over lands and
young tree growth are usually not protected ex-

cept as may be necessary to safeguard the ma-
ture timber; and over a great part of the coun-
try there is practically no effort whatever to

keep out fires.

** Timberland owners feel that they can not
change their present methods. They have pur-
chased the land to exploit the timber and not
to grow a new crop of trees. For an owner who
intends to hold his lands, forestry is just as es-

sential as is agriculture to a farmer. But most
timberland owners do not intend to hold their

lands after cutting the timber; and they see no
reason why they should expend money or effort

on the land to secure public benefits or to avoid
injury to the community. It is the speculative

character of ownership that explains the lack

of incentive to timberland owners to handle their

lands constructively. And we may not expect
that such owners will take any different view
or action on their own initiative. The profits

of forestry, though very real, do not furnish in

themselves a sufficient incentive to cause the

change.

'*In seeking a solution for the forestry prob-
lem on private lands, it should be recognized that

its very character is such as to require public

participation, assistance, and direction. There
are certain things that the public should do, and
in a liberal spirit, to make forestry by private

timberland owners possible and effective. At the

same time the public should insist by adequate
legislation that the destructive processes be
stopped, and that methods be adopted which will

leave the forests in a productive condition. To
secure these ends there is necessary a broad pro-

gram that is practicable and equitable, based on
consideration of existing economic conditions.

Its formation calls for the most careful construc-

tive thought, with no point of view neglected.

'^The limits of this paper do not permit the

discussion of all the problems that must be con-

sidered in an effective program of forestry on
private lands. Some principles may, however, be

briefly indicated. A program of forestry should

include, first of all, compulsory fire protection;
and this should apply to second growth and cut-
over lands as well as to old timber. State laws
should be unequivocal, with adequate penalties,
in their requirements upon timberland owners
for protective measures, including the prevention
of dangerous accumulations of slashings. Fire
protection should be organized and under State
supervision. The States should provide an effec-

tive organization to enforce the fire laws and to

administer the organized protective work. Lib-
eral funds should be made available for patrol,

improvements, supervision, and inspection. In
most of the States the laws are not drastic
enough; there is not sufficient direct responsi-
bility on the owner, and there are not provided
adequate means to execute the laws and adminis-
ter the protective work. The damage by forest

fires can be stopped. Its continuance is due to

a combined failure on the part of the public and
the owners.

^^The methods of cutting determine whether
for one or perhaps several tree generations the
lands will be productive or not. The public, in

its own protection, should prohibit destructive
methods of cutting that injure the community
and the public at large. With the co-operalicn
of the public, constructive measures of forestry
are feasible. They should be mandatory.

**The States should adopt a policy of taxation
of forests that would encourage rather than hin-

der the practice of forestry. Present tax poli-

cies tend to force early cutting and add to the
burden of holding young forests.

*' Other factors also cause premature and
wasteful cutting in most timberland regions. The
speculative character of ownership, the burdens
of carrying stumpage, the necessity to meet the
interest on borrowed capital and other fixed

charges, and the uncertainties regarding mar-
kets, labor, and other conditions are among the
causes of the haste to cut. The resillt is frequent
overproduction, demoralization of the market,
and industrial instability. Lumbermen are al-

ready appealing to the public to aid them to

bring about a more stable condition of the indus-
try. They have requested tax reforms, the nam-
ing by the Government of 'fair prices,' based on
cost of production, and the modification of the
Sherman act to permit agreements, in restraint

of trade, for the curtailment of production.

**The industrial situation is one that demands
the consideration of the public, because of the
many public interests involved, including the
danger to our remaining forests. I do not con-
cur in the proposals that have been made for
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Federal legislation relative to agreements in re-

straint of trade, but I believe that public par-

ticipation is necessary to meet the difficulties.

The solution of this problem involves many fea-

tures that can be taken care of by improvements

within the industry itself; others require public

co-operation to bring about a sounder basis of

ownership and financing of timberlands. In any

case, aid extended by the public should carry

with it an insistence that the forest lands be

handled constructively, from the standpoint both

of protection and of forest growth. In fact, the

very measures that would be necessary to secure

a right handling of forest lands would go far in

solving the problem of instability that constantly

menaces the lumber industry and all the interests

dependent upon it.

**A program of forestry should include, fur-

ther, co-operation in problems of labor, in land

classification looking to the development of agri-

cultural portions of cut-over lands, co-operation

in colonization, public activities in technical and

economic research, co-operation in the methods

of forestry, and so on.

**The farm woodlot offers a special problem.

The public should lend liberal assistance to the

farmers and the small owners, not only in demon-

strating the best methods of forestry and in re-

forestation but also in matters which pertain to

marketing the products of the woodlot.
*^ Finally, a program of private forestry is in-

timately related to that of public forests. We
should greatly extend our public forests. For-

ests on critical watersheds should be owned by

the public for their protective value. Public

forests serve also as centers of co-operation with

private owners and as demonstration areas for

the practice of forestry as well as furnishing

direct benefits in producing wood materials, as

recreation grounds, etc.

**We have been discussing these problems for

many years, but we have made little progress in

securing the right handling of private lands. The
need of the general public to have the forest lands

of the country productive and the need of wood-
c6nsuming industries alike call for the initiation

of a broad program of forestry that includes

private as well as public forests. I have pre-

sented some of the issues as I see them. I urge

that those interested in the forest problem join

in bringing about some definite and conclusive

action. '*

France is said to have lost in the war nearlv

10 per cent, of its lumber and 6V2 per cent, of

its firewood.

What They Say "Over There."

Copied from ''The Stars and Stripes, ^^ the pa-

per published by the men of the American E. F;

in France.

Foresters Set Record,

''Forestry units operating in Base Section No.

2 have broken all records for turning out lumber

for A. E. F. needs.

"For October, headquarters called for a grand

total of 218,000 ties in order that the railroad

work in progress and contemplated might be car-

ried out. The foresters went headquarters one

better and turned out a grand total of 247,000

ties, and this in addition to all other lumber of

various sizes.

"A feature of the big effort made by the for-

esters was a contest between the units operating

at the cities of Dax, Pontenx and Mimizam. The
records of the three districts for October, in

board feet, follow : Dax, 6,300,000 ; Pontenx, 5,-

700,000 ; Mimizam, 4,400,000.

"The grand total of the lumber turned out in

Base Section No. 2, in October, was 16,400,000

board feet, or 3,400,000 board feet better than

in September.*'

A. E. F. Woodsmen Could Fence In Third of

Globe.

"Forestry Division Works 107 Sawmills at 76

Points in France.

"Fuel for Rhine Army Now.
"Raw Material for Railroad Ties, Bread Cases,

Artificial Limbs, all in Day^s Grind.
'

' Imagine a barracks 600 miles long and 20 feet

wide, big enough to house the whole American
E. F. at the time of the Armistice, and to spare;

imagine a flag pole 435 miles high, or enough fuel

wood to make a rick three feet wide, three feet

high and 600 miles long. That is one way of

showing what the Forestry Division of the A.

K. F. has accomplished from the time it got under
way in 1917. And the 17,000 members of its per-

sonnel were still whirlwinding along at a merry
old clip when the Kaiser sneaked out of the ring.

Working Day and Night,

"The men made their own camps, set up their

own mills, built their own logging railroads and
sidings, and their own roads and wagons.^'

Is any job too big for the American Forester?

What the Forests Mean to the Water User.

1,200,000 acres of forest land in France are

estimated to have been destroyed by the war.

More than half of this belongs to the govern-

ment or to the communes.

THE United States Forest Service has just

issued a brochure, by Samuel T. Dana, As-

sistant Chief, Forest Investigations, entitled

"What the National Forests Mean to the Water
User,'' which sets forth the immense value of the

forests in conserving water for irrigating farms
which produce annually crops worth $247,000,000.

The following abstracts are taken from the mono-
graph, and readers are advised to send for a

copy:

"Few people need to be reminded that the

prosperity of the West depends largely upon an

adequate supply of water for irrigation. Water,

rather than land, is the open sesame to the agri-

cultural development of the semiarid regions. If

the precipitation were as evenly distributed in

the West as it is in the East, there would not

be the need for irrigation that now exists, and

the main purpose of the National Forests would

be simply timber production. Except for a nar-

row strip along the Pacific coast, from San Fran-

cisco north to the Canadian line, the great bulk

of the precipitation occurs in the mountains.

Throughout the Coast Ranges, the Cascades and

Sierra Nevadas, and the Rocky Mountains and

Colorado Plateau, the rain and snow fall is far

greater than in the intermediate valleys and

plateaus.

"As a natural consequence of the difference

in amount of precipitation in the mountains and

at the lower elevations, the former are generally

forested and the latter treeless. The National

Forests, of course, are located in the mountains,

where the trees are. At least 85 per cent., and

very likely more, of the water used to irrigate

these 13,200,000 acres, whether it comes from

surface streams and lakes or from underground

sources, has its origin in the mountains where

the National Forests are located. Obviously, not

all of this mountain area is forested, nor is all

of the forested area under Federal ownership.

"No figures are available as to the exact value

added to these lands by the application of water,

but it unquestionably runs into the hundreds of

millions of dollars. Irrigation represents one of

the vital needs for water in the West, but there

are others. Water is the ' white coal ' which fur-

nishes, or will furnish, the motive power for

lighting systems, trolley lines, and manufactur-

ing plants everywhere in the Western States.

As such it constitutes an immensely valuable re-

source. The western mountains contain more

than 72 per cent, of the potential water power

of the United States.

"No less than 42 per cent, of the water power

resources of the 11 Western States, or approxi-

mately 31 per cent, of the water-power resources

of the entire country, is actually within the

National Forests. Moreover, a large part of the

remaining power, although developed outside of

the Forests, is derived from streams rising in

them. Some 732 western towns and cities, with
an aggregate population of 2,265,000, depend on
the National Forests for their domestic water
supply. This does not include, of course, ranches
and small settlements equally dependent on the

Forests, nor the towns and cities securing their

domestic water from streams and underground
supplies which are at some distance from the

Forests, but which rise from sources within them.

"Perhaps the most obvious relation that ex-

ists between forests and water is the tendency

of the tree cover to check erosion. The leaves

and branches of the trees prevent the rain from
beating upon the soil as it does in the open; the

cover which they afford delays the melting of

snow in the spring; the upper layers of the for-

est soil act as an enormous sponge that absorbs

large quantities of water which in turn are

passed on to the great reservoir of mineral soil

beneath ; and finally, the surface cover of stumps,

fallen twigs, branches, and even whole trees, acts

as a mechanical obstruction to prevent rapid run-

off. The surface run-off from forest areas is less,

both in total amount and in velocity, than that

from similarly situated unforested areas. The

steeper and more rugged the topography, the

more marked is this contrast.

"From the standpoint of the water user, the

tendency of the mountain forests to prevent ero-

sion is of the utmost importance. The action of

the forest in reducing surface run-off tends also

to regulate the flow of streams. Instead of rush-

ing away in uncontrollable torrents, the water is

absorbed into the great reservoir of mineral soil,

from which it is gradually paid out to the springs

and streams. This tends to decrease the high

water run-off and to increase the low water run-

off.

"A typical example of the ways in which the

National Forests benefit the water user is fur-

nished by the Pike National Forest in Colorado.

Irrigation by means of water coming Irom the

mountains included in the Pike National Forest

had its modest beginnings in 1860 along the South

Platte River in South Park and also near Denver.

Since then the area on which irrigation is prac-

ticed has grown steadily, until now it is esti-

mated at some 400,000 acres, valued at about

$40,000,000 and with an annual crop production

of over $10,000,000.

"No less important is the use of the water for
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domestic and municipal purposes. Altogether,

s^me 35 cities and towns with an aggregate popu-
lation of 275,000, and an investment in water-
works of over $17,600,000, obtain their domestic
supply from this forest. The value of water as

a scenic, or esthetic, asset, and its contribution

to recreation in the region, should also not be
overlooked. To the Pikes Peak region come thou-

sands of visitors every year, attracted by the

scenery and climate.

''The following letter from a rancher in north-

ern Wyoming throws light on what the protection

afforded by the Bighorn National Forest means
to the water user in that part of the country

:

'I have resided on Rock Creek for 28 years. Dur-
ing all this time I was owner of a ranch and was
dependent on a good supply of water for all my
crops; the welfare of my stock and my own
financial standing depended, therefore, more or
less, on a good flow of water in Rock Creek.
We all know that if a forest fire runs through
the biggest portion of the watershed of a stream
the water supply of such a stream is greatly di-

minished, if not entirely cut off, during the latter

part of July and August, and untold damage is

done to all ranchmen who are dependent on such
a burned-off area for their irrigation water.

'' 'As proof of the foregoing, I mention the
great fire on the headwaters of Rock Creek in

1890, when four-fifths of the Rock Creek water-
shed was burned off. There was good reason to
think that it was incendiarism. Immediately
after the fire and for eight years afterwards
there was very little water at the right time.
There were some destructive floods too early in
the season to do the irrigator much good. But
as the hills became covered with young reproduc-
tion the flow of Rock Creek kept increasing and
the floods became less destructive, and today, 20
years after the fire. Rock Creek is nearly normal
again, but not quite, for the reason that in the
head of the main fork the fire was so destructive
that there were no seed trees left for a distance
of nearly 5 miles on the south side of the creek,
and consequently the reproduction is very scat-
tering.

" 'In conclusion I wish to state that anyone
who successfully farms a ranch in this part of
Wyoming understands the great importance of
keeping the forest fires out of the mountains and
of maintaining a good stand of timber on the
watersheds of all streams to hold the snow and
help prevent the rapid run-off of the water too
early in the season to be of much use to the irri-

gator. *

"An outstanding feature of National Forest

administration is the emphasis placed on fire pro-

tection. Fire is the worst thing that can happen
in a forest, both as regards destruction of prop-
erty and interference with the water supply.

Every fire, no matter how small, destroys some
of the organic material in the surface layers of
the soil, and to that extent reduces its absorp-

tive capacity. Repeated fires on the same area,

even if they do not destroy the forest outright,

may practically nullify its effects in preventing
erosion and regulating stream flow.

"The system has now reached a stage of ef-

ficiency where the majority of fires are brought
under control before they do any serious dam-
age. In 1916, for example, 73 i>er cent, of the

5,655 fires on the National Forests were extin-

guished before they had burned over 10 acres,

and only 4.4 per cent, caused a damage of more
than $100. The chief opportunities for further
progress lie in reducing the number of fires that
occur, and in this work every citizen can help.

Necessary precautions are likewise taken to keep
in check insects and diseases which would en-

danger the forest cover on watersheds in the
National Forests.

"Grazing in the National Forests has been
regulated in such a way as to repair damage due
to over-grazing to the fullest possible extent and
to prevent similar damage on areas not already
affected. In cutting timber on the National For-
ests, similar precautions are taken to see that the
interests of the water user are properly pro-
tected. At the higher elevations, where because
of thin soil, steep slopes, and heavy precipita-
tion the preservation of a fairly dense forest
cover is particularly important, 'protection for-

ests' may be set aside in which little or no cutting
is allowed. At lower elevations the amount of cut-
ting that may safely be allowed naturally varies
more or less with local conditions. In each case
a careful study of the situation is made, and the
timber is never thinned below the point of safety,

[^umbering is carried on with the primary ob-
ject of improving the forest and keeping it con-
tinuously productive. So far as possible, new
growth is secured by natural reproduction from
the old trees left standing.

"Areas burned over before the creation of the
National Forests need to be planted to trees.

Planting is done principally on areas from which
towns and cities or irrigation projects get their
water supply. The various activities on the Na-
tional Forests are handled in such a way as to
insure the fullest possible protection and utiliza-

tion of the water supply as well as of the tim-
ber, forage, and other resources. '^
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Typical View of the Cascade Mountains in the Columbia National Forest, Wash.,

With Mount St. Helens in the Background.

Courtesv U. S. Forest Service.

Forest Lkaves, \^,i.. xvii.. Xo. 2.

Headwaters of Lewis River in the Rainier National Forest, Wash.. With Council Lake
IN THE Foreground and Mount Adams in the Background.

Coi:rlesv U. S. Forest Service.

Yellow Birch Shoot, Growing Horizontally from Stump, Then Rcot-

ing and Sending up Vigorous Stem. A Procedure Rare Among
Forest Tree Species, But Not Unusual Among Shkubs

—as the Witch Hobble for Example.

i

Î

Rhododendrons at 8° Fah:^. Leaves Revolute, i. e.. Rolled Backward
Lengthwise. Probably Both a Protective Measure and

Also Simply a Mechanical Effect of Cold.

i

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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The White Pine Blister Rust Situation.

THE American Plant Pest Committee has
just issued an interesting report on White
Pine Blister Rust Control in 1918. Investi-

gations showed that the White Blister Rust had
been found in the New England States, New
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Michigan, Wis-
consin and Minnesota. In the Southern, Central,
and Western States the disease has not yet been
discovered.

The report in regard to Pennsylvania was en-
couraging, being as follows: ^'A total of 2,097,-
063 pines and 37,134 Ribes were inspected this
year. A few infected pines were found in two
plantations near Reading, and in one near Pen-
llyn. One infected pine was found in a nursery
near Philadelphia. No Ribes infection has evei
been discovered in the State. Both wild and cul
tivated Ribes were intensively inspected for sev-
eral miles around each infected pine plantation
The three infected localities are far removed from
native pine and rigid inspection for the next few
years should eliminate the disease.**

Dr. Haven Metcalf gives a summary of the
situation at the close of 1918 as:

^^1. The work to date has proved that will
currants and gooseberries can be found and de-
stroyed. The cost per acre is low—cents rather
than dollars—and will not compare with the cost
of the damage if the bushes are permitted to re-

main and spread infection to the pines.

**It appears that even under war conditions
the local eradication of Ribes is financially practi-
cable. Under peace conditions the cost of such
eradication will inevitably be materially lowered.

*'2. The demonstrated low cost of Ribes
eradication is sufficiently encouraging to warrant
the resumption of the planting of white pine in
the East. It must be clearly understood and
noted, however, that such planting should only
be undertaken with seedlings of known ante-
cedents which are beyond all possibility of doubt
free from the blister rust. Ribes must be eradi-
cated from the planting area in advance of the
planting; and the plantations kept free from
Ribes during subsequent years.

*^It is evident that in the East more and more
stress must be laid upon local control. The re
sponse of private owners, towns and associations,

in the way of active financial support is most en-
couraging.

''4. The results of continued research on the
disease are on the whole encouraging. The now
demonstrated fact of over-wintering of the dis-

ease on Ribes, both in the field and in a dry con-

1

dition, has confirmed the wisdom of State and
National quarantines. The distance of spread
from Ribes to pines is more often less rather than
greater than has been supposed.

*'5. Continued scouting in the far West has
failed to demonstrate a single case of introduc-
tion of the blister rust. While this fact is en-
couraging, the scouting must be continued both
by the United States and Canada. TJie value of
the 5-needled pines in the West, mainly sugar
pines and western white pine, is approximately
$177,000,000. This amount of property is worth
saving.

''6. Quarantines, both State and National,
which are now enforced against the trans-ship-
ment of pines and Ribes must continue to be rig-
idly enforced for an indefinite period.

^^7. We may congratulate ourselves, not on
the measure of- success with which our work has
been carried out the past season but upon the
fact that we have been able to work at all. The
loss of men due to the draft, to war industries,
the diffi,culties of housing and lodging, general
increased expense of the work, the poor quality
of much of the available help, and during the
last two months the epidemic of influenza—all

have greatly increased the difficulties of our
work. ^

'

The committee gives ten points to be remem-
bered, viz.:

1. The blister rust cannot spread from pine
to pine. It destroys white pines only after a
period of growth on currant and gooseberry
'3ushes, and in no other way.

2. The destruction of all currant and goose-
berry bushes (wild and cultivated, including flow-
ering currants) is the only successful method of
protecting the pines.

3. All known facts indicate that the maxi-
mum distance to which it is necessary to remove
currant or gooseberry bushes does not exceed
one-third of a mile, even under the most favor-
able conditions for infection. Under ordinary
conditions a distance of 200 yards between white
pines and currants or gooseberries will give much
[>rotection, probably sufficient to grow white pine
commercially.

4. Pines of all ages are attacked, but the older
the tree the longer it takes to kill it. Young
pines, under 25 or 30 feet in height, should be
a:iven protection first to insure their reaching a
marketable size.

5. Commercial planting of white pine is prac-
ticable, if care is taken to secure uninfected
planting stock, and if all currants and goose-
berries are destroyed in and around the planting
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area to a distance of not less than 200 yards, and

preferably to at least 500 or 600 yards.

6. Whenever you see a wild CURRANT or

GOOSEBERRY bush, PULL IT UP, and hang

it up so that it cannot grow again. Go over your

land systematically until it is clear. Be sure to

pull up the bushes by the roots; do not cut or

break them off or they will sprout again.

7. Cultivated black currants are especially

susceptible to the disease, and cause very serious

pine infection. In the infected regions, they

should not be grown within one-third of a mile

of white pines.

8. Spraying will not prevent or cure the dis-

ease on currant, gooseberries or pines.

9. If you suspect the disease on pines, cur-

rant or gooseberries, send specimens to your

State Forester, State Nursery Inspector, State

Agricultural Experiment Station, or the Office of

Forest Pathology of the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

10. White pine is one of the most valuable

and most useful commercial trees in North Amer-

ica. White pine growth on lands that would

otherwise be waste has paid off mortgages, im-

proved farms, and educated families. Its logging

and manufacture provides employment for thou-

sands of people. With heavy taxes to pay after

the war, we cannot afford to lose our white pines.

Forestry Legislation Correspondence,

Editor of Forest Leaves:

IN
your last issue (February) of Forest

Leaves, considerable space was devoted to

quotations from the reiwrt of the Grange

Committee on Forestry and Water Power. This

report was read by Mr. Pinchot at the annual

meeting of the State Grange at Tyrone. Of

course it was intended to lead to something

—

which proved to be two bills recently introduced

into the Pennsylvania Legislature favoring

changes in existing management of the State

Forestry and Water Power interests. From the

fact that the editorial ''We" was used, I infer

that the review you published was an editorial. 1

am surprised that you should say that the report

was helpful, at least, to Forestry. On the con-

trary, it appears to me after reading Bill No.

285, that the report is distinctly harmful, because

it means change in a system of which the report

itself praises the efficiency, and proposes reforms

the value of which remain to be proved.

The Grange Committee made a careful exami-

nation. It will be interesting to note its con-

clusions, some of which are given herewith:

The Forestry Department has created State

Forest Reserves which aggregate 1,029,023 acres,

which ''constitute by iar the most valuable and

important material possession of the State. They

are worth in cash not only all that was paid for

them, but in addition every cent that Pennsyl-

vania has expended for forestry all told." . . .

"The purchasing of State Forest lands has been

conducted with unusual skill and judgment by

the Forest Commissioner and Commission. It is

especially noteworthy that the title to land ap-

proved for purchase by the Commission has never

been successfully attacked." . . . ''The war rec-

ord of the Pennsylvania Department of Forestry

is a remarkable one. When we went to war every

member of both classes at Mbnt Alto volunteered.

Of the State Foresters, more than half are now

in the military service, three have been wounded,

and two died." This loyalty too was in spite

of the fact that "the State Foresters are not

paid what they fairly earn." ... "We are im-

pressed with the excellent spirit and the effort

to maintain high standard, both at Mont Alto

and at the forest school at State College." . . .

'
' The out-door equipment for instruction at Mont

Alto, consisting of forests, plantations, wood-

ivorking establishments, and other material for

practical demonstration, is unrivaled so far as

we know in the United States, while the build-

ings are exceptionally well fitted for their pur-

pose. The high integrity, skill, and devotion to

duty of the State Foresters constitute a remark-

able tribute to the spirit and efficiency of the

training at Mont Alto. Moreover, the services

of the students there in fire protection, planting,

and forest improvement as incidental to their

training, have undoubtedly repaid the cost of the

school. While the buildings and physical equip-

ment at State College are far less desirable, the

opportunity for instruction in auxiliary subjects

is, of course, vastly better. Under a judicious

consolidation, the advantages of both schools can

be retained." Just here the question naturally

arises, why consolidate the Mont Alto school,

which has such a record for high standard, loy-

alty to the service, patriotism, and in addition

has repaid its own cost, with any other school?

So far as I know the forest school at State Col-

lege has no enemies. There is abundant use for

it in teaching farm forestry, as it seems to be

doing well. Its only mis ortune is that it was

born out of due time. It was unexpected because,

just then, too late to be of pioneer service, Mont

Alto had pre-empted the field

!

Inquiry shows that land purchases have been
hampered by lack of funds, and by the desire to
have funds available for purchase of much needed
lands on the Ohio watershed, if any were avail
able, at reasonable rates. It also appears that
the loss of young planted trees by fire has been
very small and that it would be a monumental
blunder to cease planting. In spite of all asser-
tions to the contrary, the one great need is tree
planting on selected ground which can be pro-
tected.

Considering the fact that the Commissioner o'

Forestry is not "a trained forester," but never-
theless has placed Pennsylvania on such a high
plane of efficiency in forestry work, it might h?
well for some of the other states to ascertain at
w-hat school he was educated.
About the only wise suggestion that I find in

the resume given of the Grange report, is for an
inspector who shall give constant supervision to
the forest reserves of the State.

Possibly you will allow me to say in addition
that the State Forestry Department has already
started a half million acres of land on the road
to improvement; that it has given an increased
value to every acre of woodland in the State;
that it has made 3,000 miles of roads in the State
passable; that it has surveyed topographically
and mapped about 300,000 acres; that by re-

moving and sawing old, fire-killed, or diseased,
trees from the forests, it has turned in to the
School Fund of the State over $180,000; that
it has a million young forest trees to present
to France, in the name of the State, for restora-
tion of the desolated lands there; and that there
is another and still another million young trees
raised in our State Forest Nurseries ready to
follow, whenever and wherever needed by our
Allies.

Such and other good deeds of the State Fores
try Department should render it immune against
further attack. SAM'L MARSHALL.

Editor of Forest Leaves

:

THERE has recently come to my attention
House Bill 285, introduced into the House
of Representatives at Harrisburg, in which

it seems a new attempt is being made to disturb
the settled forest policy of the Commonwealth.
I would like to direct your attention to a con-
sideration of a few of the matters contained in
this bill for the purpose of pointing out the un-
wisdom of proposed legislation of this character:
The old question of a trained forester is again
being raised. It undoubtedly refers to training

in a forest school, but schools do not make
trained foresters. Men who have grown up in
the business, have learned the principles of for-
estry and how to apply them practically, are far
better trained foresters than young school men.
The present Commissioner of Forestry in this
sense is "trained," and he has had a notable
experience. The work he has accomplished at
the head of the Department speaks for itself.

Even those who pretend to be critics of Penn-
sylvania Forestry admit, though reluctantly, that
the work in Pennsylvania has proceeded with a
high degree of success. There is, therefore, lit-

tle need for radical legislation on this subject.
A practical and experienced business man with
technically trained and practically experienced
persons serving under him, is the very best kind
of an arrangement for the needs of Pennsylvania.
The purchasing of land for State Forests has

received from every person conversant with af-
fairs, the most unstinted praise. No title thus
far has ever been successfully attacked. This
has not been the case in States where trained
foresters are employed in the sense that school-
trained men only are taken. The land at the
same time has been economically purchased and
no wasteful practices have ever been charged
against the present State Forest Commission.
There is no need for changing the present plan
of land purchase, and the Commission as consti-
tuted is capable of purchasing ten million more
acres in the same way if the Legislature will fur-
nish the means.

Those who understand Pennsylvania Forestry
and Pennsylvania conditions, are absolutely hos-
tile to the thought of any exchange of lands ac-
(piired for forest purposes. The lands are orig-
inally so well selected that no exchange is neces-
sary. To introduce an exchange of lands will
simply be to open the door to all kinds of efforts
to procure good State land in return for poor
private land. It also prepares the way for all

kinds of political pressure to be exerted in a de-
partment where politics ought not and do not
count. The exchange idea is vicious in the ex-
treme and ought never to be thought of in con-
nection with Pennsylvania forest land.

The present act of assembly, that of May 13,
1903, P. L. 373, provides all the necessary ma-
chinery for the education of foresters, forest
rangers, wardens, and all those who have to do
with forestry in the State. No additional legis-.
lation is called for. The only thing needed is

money to put the machinery into motion. If
means are found to do this, the methods are al-
ready well known and at hand.
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The attempt to make a football of the State

Forest Academy is resented by all men who know

the history of its founding, its subsequent record,

and its absolutely unquestioned superiority in all

matters relating to forestry education. It was

first in the field, it is best situated to do the work

it was created to do, the record of its students

has been of the finest, and no criticism has ever

been leveled against it which is worthy of notice.

The desire on the part of certain interests to ab-

sorb it has been apparent for some time, but the

motive is not one of economy but of selfishness.

The Forest Academy is the logical place for the

education of foresters in Pennsylvania and all

other schools having to do with this subject may

well confine their efforts to general elementary

forestry and farm forestry as it ought to be

taught to all our people. The one high grade

scientific school, modeled on the plan of West

Point and Annapolis, is the Academy at Mont

Alto, and it would be a grand mistake to disturb

its present status. Besides, the Academy is a

State institution, and State College, which seeks

to absorb it, is semi-State, if it is even that. As

an entity the latter is a private corporation man-

aged by a board of directors who are responsible

to nobody but themselves. It would seem to be

unwise to have a capable State institution broken

down for the sake of giving a jealous rival the

opportunity to absorb it.

There is no need for a general or State-wide

law with respect to the gift of seedling trees to

our Allies in Europe. This, I learn, has been pro-

vided for by agreement among responsible State

officials. The effort to do this was especially ap-

plauded by Governor Brumbaugh as a meritorious

act, who approved and directed that it be done.

It is a simple phase of Pennsylvania forestry, a

gift to a friendly nation.

That provision of the bill requiring the pay-

ment of 1 cent an acre to the counties in which

forest land is situated, has been anticipated by

a bill now on its passage and which undoubtedly

>vull be favorably received and become a law.

Any person trained in the history of the deri-

vation of our common law knows that the com-

mon law is still in force in Pennsvlvania whea
not specifically changed by statute. Every per-

son who is injured by the act of another has at

common law an action for civil damages against

the one causing the injury. This is so well under-

stood that the Legislature has never yet seen fit

to enact a statute specifically giving the right

to collect damages for forest fire losses by civil

action against those responsible for the fire. The
principle is so well known that even a tyro in

legislation or in legal affairs understands the rea-

son. Those who are not conversant with the

underlying and basic principles of Pennsylvania

law are hardly capable of advising upon that sub-

ject. If there be any necessity for a mere stat-

ing of the common law in statute form, this may
well be done in the general forest protection code,

where it belongs.

It would therefore seem that Bill 285 is con-

ceived in a venturesome spirit, probably as the

entering wedge to something beneath but undis-

closed. All the provisions of this bill are either

met and covered by existing law or by other and

more meritorious bills which have been intro-

duced into the present Legislature. The attempt

to legislate specifically upon particular phases of

particular subjects, as they spasmodically arise,

is to be deprecated. The result is an unsettling

of our general scheme to concentrate and codify

our laws and to read into one general statute all

the needed provisions relating to a single sub-

ject. When changes or amendments are deemed
necessary these will be made as such to the basic

law, but not in a loose manner through a multi-

plicity of bills leading to confusion and multi-

fariousness in legislation. For years we Penn-

sylvanians have been constructing codes having

the above object in view, and now to launch an

attempt of the foregoing type is assuredly not

a step in the right direction.

J. F. HENDRICKS.

Sullivan Road—Easton to Wyoming.

PEACE between Great Britain and the United

States was declared in 1782. England, as

Bancroft, says, had refused to continue

the American War. The surrender of Cornwallis

at Yorktown, October 18, 1781, ended the fight-

ing.

The massacre at Wyoming occurred July 3,

1778. To avenge this. Congress^ on February 25,

1779, directed Washington to chastise the Seneca

Indians, who were the guilty parties.

Washington sent General John Sullivan to com-

mand the expedition and with his intimate knowl-

edge of wilderness war and Indian fighting, gave

Sullivan the following instructions (I quote from
Bancroft): **Move as light as possible, even

from the first onset. Should time be lost in

transporting the troops and stores, the provisions

will be consumed and the whole enterprise may be

defeated. Reject every article that can be dis-

pensed with; this is an extraordinary case and

requires extraordinary attention.'' ''The best

part of the season was gone when Sullivan, on

i
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the last of July, moved from Wyoming.'' Mean-
while the Indians had been committing their

depredations on the Susquehanna waters and
had practically depopulated extensive areas. Ban-
croft states that Sullivan's '^ arrival at Tioga
sent terror to the Indians." Which place
(Tioga) was also known as Esthertown—as
given on the maps of the expedition it was 81
miles above Wyoming.

Coincident with General Sullivan's operations
along the Genessee River, a smaller force under
Colonel Brodhead, following up the Allegheny
River from Fort Pitt, destroyed the homes of the
Senecas on the headwaters of that stream. Gen-
eral James Clinton was to co-operate by com-
ing west through New York with a body of
troops.

These attacks, made in force, did not entirely

end the savage assaults upon the frontiers of
our State, though the Indians living in New York
were greatly outnumbered by the forces we could
muster, and they were thus brought into a rea-

sonable subjection.

The w^hole question of Sullivan's Expedition
is an interesting one. There are several aspects
of our State and National development upon
which it touches and it would be worth while to

enter upon a consideration of them. To do this

would require time not at command of this meet-
ing and I will, therefore, confine myself to the

Sullivan Road from ''Easttown" (Easton) to

Wyoming.
It is well to remember that it was a wilderness

campaign. It is true that there are frequent men-
tions made of settlements and farms, but these,

more frequently than not, were reached by trail

over which transportation was mainly by pack

and saddle horses. The first task of Sullivan was
to provide a road over which food and munitions

could be carried by wheels. Not necessarily a

good road, but a passageway wide enough and

clear enough to make transit possible, even

though difficult. Such roads always require time.

Indeed it is safe to say that primitive as they

were, they required more time and labor than

first estimates demanded. I have had consider-

able experience in just such tasks and can read-

ily understand why Bancroft, the historian, who
probably knew but little of the actual difficulties,

failed to place proper estimate upon the real

efficiency of Sullivan. He finds fault with the

firing of the evening and the morning gun when
on the wilderness march, which proclaimed to

the watching Indians just when and where he

was—but it is well to remember that no secrecy

could prevent the Indians from knowing. He

condemns his tardy progress, but seems to for-

get that it is wiser to be safe than swift, and that
our own history has been full of regrets be-
cause, of movements improperly guarded by due
preparation. And above all he pays no proper
tribute to the fact that Sullivan's march was
successful

!

Judge Harding notes that there was a bridle

path cut through from the Wind Gap to the site

of Wilkes-Barre as early as 1762, that is seven-
teen years before the Sullivan campaign began.
The wagon road from Easton came via the Wind
Gap to Earners, now known as Tannersville.
From this bridle path other paths diverged north
and south to the scattered homes in the wilder-
ness, though there was a way open to the immi-
grants from New England to Wyoming. It was
known as the Yankee Road, and came via Pough-
keepsie to the present site of Scranton.
On the wagon road from Easton, Larners was

the outpost of civilization—where danger from
the Indians actually began. July 3, 1781, Mr.
Larner and his son were killed and scalped there.

Easton, for our purpose, may be regarded as
the point of departure. General Sullivan did not
reach it until May 19, 1779. Just one month
later the main body of the army encamped at

Larners.

On May 15th, the Second New York Regiment,
Col. Van Courtland and Col. Spencer's New Jer-

sey Regiment began to ^^mend a road to Wyom-
ing," which road seems to have left Stroudsburg
and ''passed through the townships of Pocono,
Tunkhanna, Tobyhanna, Birch, Bear Creek, to

Wyoming. '

' Much of this road is still in use and
is known as the ''Old Sullivan Road." (See
notes in Journal of Lieut. John L. Hardenbergh,
in General Sullivan's Expedition, page 118). The
advance road-making party. Judge Harding states

in his most interesting paper ("The Sullivan

Road") "was properly officered and consisted

of riflemen, engineers, hunters, soldiers, axmen,
workers of all kinds, all necessary to complete
a work so difficult in the shortest possible time."

The road seems to have been ready for the pass-

age of the army by May 31st, for on that date a
note of thanks was issued by the commanding
general to Colonels Courtland and Spencer for

their "unparalleled exertions in clearing and re-

pairing the road to Wyoming."
It was passable, however, in April for troops be-

cause the command of Major Powell passed over
it then and suffered the loss of Captain Davis,

Lieutenant Jones and others at Laurel Run, from
ambushed Indians.

"From Larner 's, the starting point, on as far
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as Locust Hill in Monroe county (about seven-

teen miles as given by map No. 1 of the expedi-

tion, by Lieutenant Benjamin Lodge), the road
authorities of the several intervening townships
have adopted the Sullivan Road as the public

traveled road and have worked it accordingly/'

See Harding's paper, page 9.

The name Hungry Hill comes to us from the

fact that a camp for the road makers was located

here, probably because of the springs. The camp
was the feeding and resting place for the road
builders both east and west. When moved on, it

would be located, if surroundings allowed, some
miles to the west of the completed part of the

road. Of course, an abundant supply of good
water was an essential condition. Wood was an-

other need, probably also an open spot where a

little pasturage could be had, though such open-

ings, if any, must have been rare. Thus the camp
was placed in the middle of the working division

—to be moved forward when the point of labor

was too far advanced to enable the w^orkmen to

reach the camp without undue fatigue. Hungry
Hill was so called because, even then, owing to

transportation difficulties, shortage of food al-

ready existed. This difficulty, naturally, became
more pronounced as the expedition pushed on
into the wilderness. Indeed, before Sullivan had
fully completed the duty assigned him by his

orders, his command was already on half rations,

which fact alone prevented his marching on to

Niagara after he had destroyed the Seneca towns
on the Genesee.

Judge Harding also states that at Hungry Hill

^*a fatal accident befell one of the soldiers—

a

falling tree killed him and the grave today (1899)

can be seen by the passer-by as plainly as when
it was first made.*'

The Rev. William Rogers in his Journal writes

thus on Monday, June 30th, 1779: ^^This day
we marched through the Great Swamp and Bear
Swamp. The Great Swamp, which is eleven or

twelve miles through, contains what is called on
our maps ^Shades of Death,' by reason of its

darkness; both swamps contain trees of amazing
height, viz., hemlock, birch, pine, sugar maple,

ash, locust, etc." He also says, **This day we
proceeded twenty miles, and encamped late in the

evening at a spot which the Commander named
Camp Fatigue. The troops were tired and hun-
gry. The road through the swamps is entirely

new, being fitted for the passage of our wagons
by Colonels Courtland and Spencer at the in-

stance of the Commander-in-Chief; the way to

Wyoming being before only a blind, narrow path.

The new road does its projectors great credit

and must, in a future day^ be of essential service

to the inhabitants of Wyoming and Easton. In
the Great Swamp is Locust Hill, where we dis-

covered evident marks of a destroyed Indian

Village." See Sullivan Indian Expedition, p.

119.

Hungry Hill affords an interesting study of

the *' view-point. " To the commanding general it

was *
^ chowder-camp " because of the delicious

meal furnished by trout of a nearby stream. It

was ^^rum bridge" to those who had especially

in mind the occasional issue of a rum ration, as

was the custom then. But its first name seems
to have been White Oak Run, and it has been
confused with Hungry Hill which is three

miles further in towards the Tunkhanna.
From Locust Hill on, the Sullivan Road di-

verged more or less from t^ie present highway.
It is a characteristic of military roads made dur-

ing an actual campaign, and especially where they

follow, as they often do, an earlier trail, that

the most direct route is followed, if possible.

Less attention is paid to grades. In fact, grade
is a complicated problem and can only be given

the consideration its importance demands after

repeated surveys are made and the results com-
pared, which is seldom possible during a pressing

campaign.

The Lincoln Highway runs from Bedford across

the mountains westward in general through the

country en which General Forbes marched to take
possession of the abandoned Fort Pitt. In many
instances the roads cross each other, and they
often run close together. The Forbes Road,
however, is the more direct of the two probably.

The Lincoln Highway shows evidently greater

attention to grade.

Leaving Hungry Hill and all its interesting

associations, the next point of note is the Tunk-
hanna, a fair sized stream which empties into the
Tobyhanna, ^*a distance of about two miles,"
further on. The first name, Tunkhanna, is said

to have meant in the Indian language the small
stream. The second name, Tobyhanna, means
the alder stream. The combined waters of the
tWo find their way into the Lehigh near Stoddart-
ville.

The Tobyhanna was a considerable sized stream
requiring not only that a bridge be built, but
that the approaches to it be filled with logs, be-
cause of the swampy ground. Time has removed
one bridge after another at this point. There is

an iron bridge there now. Properly enough the
name remains, it is still the Sullivan Bridge> or
was, when, ten years ago. Judge Harding wrote
his most interesting account of the road.

In its march the army at this point began to
encounter the primeval heavy timber, to which
allusion has already been made.
A mile beyond the Tobyhanna is an inconsider-

able stream called '*by the road builders. Middle
Creek, '

' now known as '
' The Branch. '

' Near its
eastern bank the workmen bad a camp, from
which they worked forward about four miles to
Locust Hill. Harding objects to the name. Locust
Ridge, because he says, properly enough, that it

is a hill with a diameter of a mile and an '
' eleva-

tion of six or seven hundred feet," but it is not
a ridge. He further says: ''During all Revolu-
tionary times Locust Hill was a favorite halting
place for our soldiers going to and returning from
the wars."

Lieut. John L. Hardenbergh, of the Second New
York Militia, from whose journal I have obtained
most of my information of the march, says his
regiment (road-making) remained in camp from
Tuesday, May 18th, to Sunday, the 23d, because
of the rain, when they marched from White Oak
Run to Tunkhanna in the ''Great Swamp,"
where they were obliged to halt because the road
was so bad that the baggage could not come up.
They went back to mend the road, and camped
"where the baggage was."
After leaving the Lehigh and passing the

Shades of Death, approaching Bear Creek, we
come into an opening which had been made as
early at least as the opening of the trail be-
fore the road was even contemplated.

It was, however, enlarged as travel on the trail

became more common. Judge Harding, deriv-
ing his information first hand from the survivors
of the revolution, says that there were, at that
early day, "several quite large structures there
which were temporarily occupied whenever the
weather was inclement," and that it was most
commonly "used as a camping ground for soldiers

going to and coming from the distant battle

grounds." Across the creek from this old camp-
ing ground are the home and business plants of

Mr. Albert Lewis, our fellow member and host.

Near Bear Creek portions of the old Sullivan
Road remain quite open and distinct and are
often used as foot thoroughfares. As a matter
of botanical interest, I may add that along one
of these clear places, the climbing fern, called

also Connecticut fern, was found years ago. Its

popularity has probably led to its destruction.

Judge Harding, who knew intimately, one may
say, every foot of the Sullivan Road from Larn-
ers to Wyoming, says: "It is most unfortunate
that the tablet placed about a twelve-month ago
along the turnpike near the residence of Mrs.

Mayer, is incorrect as marking the track of the
Sullivan Road at this point. The nearest dis-
tance of this tablet, as now located, to the Sulli-
van Road is about two hundred and fifty yards
northerly along the turnpike to the top of the
second rise of ground, where the former is crossed
by the latter, as already pointed out."
The labors of Colonels Courtland and Spencer

in making the Sullivan Road ended at what was
known as the Three Mile Mountain, and at this
point the road ceased to follow the old trail,
along which it would have been impossible to
make a road for safe conduct of wagons, or
artillery. The road out from the present site
of Wilkes-Barre was laid out and constructed
under direction of Colonel Zebulon Butler. It
started (Judge Harding says) "at the westerly
foot of the Mountain near a spring known as
Bowman's Spring." "It descended the easterly
side of the mountain to a point about fifty yards
westerly from the station of the Central Railroad
of New Jersey." "From this point the road
continued directly up Laurel Run for a mile and
a quarter."

The usefulness of this historic road did not
cease with the Indian war. It remained the
only thoroughfare connecting Easton and Wilkes-
Barre until 1808, when the turnpike was com-
pleted. Without it no crushing campaign against
the British and the Indians could have been con-
ducted. It was, therefore, an important factor
of the Revolutionary struggle."

In view of the unjust attacks upon Sullivan,
it would be unfair to close even this hasty paper,
without a tribute to him for his successful direc-
tion of the Indian campaign entrusted to him.

It is unfortunate that a historian so widely read
and so generally trusted as Bancroft should, ap-
parently without a full knowledge of the facts,
write: "While he (Sullivan) was wasting time
in finding fault and writing strange theological
essays, the British and Indian partisans near
Fort Schuyler surprised and captured twenty-
nine mowers. Savages under Macdonnell laid

waste the country on the west bank of the Sus-
quehanna till the 'Indians, by his own report,
were glutted with plunder, prisoners and scalps. *

Thirty miles of a closely settled country were
burned. Brant and his crew consumed with fire

all the settlement of Minisink, one fort excepted.
Over a party of one hundred and fifty men, by
whom they were pursued, they gained the advan-
tage, taking more than forty scalps and one
prisoner. The best part of the season was gone
when Sullivan, on the last of July, moved from
Wyoming."
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The whole of this criticism seems in view of

the facts, to be unjust. Whatever Sullivan 's con-

duct may have been at Brandywine, Washington

evidently had confidence in him. And of all

men, Washington was the one best qualified to

judge whether or not Sullivan could be trusted

to conduct a campaign in a distant region with

a considerable portion of the entire army, when

there could be no support in case of defeat. The

fact, too, is that of all our revolutionary actions

in the year 1779, save Wayne's brilliant capture

of Stony Point, the Sullivan Campaign was the

only one wholly successful.

It further appears that in all this delay, the

hand of Washington is seen. His instruction to

Sullivan was distinct and explicit—that Sullivan

was to elude the enemy by waiting threatened

French resistance in Eastern waters, with the

idea that his, Sullivan's, expedition was to co-

operate with that. Also that his destruction of

the Indian towns and crops was to be at a season

too late for crops to be replanted and too early

for any to be stored for winter. Roads were to

be constructed, provisions collected and trans-

ported, and when the army finally marched, it

was through a country of which Sullivan says in

his report to Washington, *^We had not a per-

son who was sufficiently acquainted with the

country to conduct a party out of the Indian

path by day, or scarcely in it by night, though

they were the best I could possibly procure.

Their ignorance, doubtless, arose from the Indians

having ever taken the best measures in their

power to prevent their country being explored."
^* Though I had it not in command, I should have

ventured to have paid Niagara a visit, had I been

supplied with fifteen days' provisions in addition

to what I had, which I am persuaded from the

bravery and ardor of our troops, would have

fallen into our hands." Nothing but the devo-

tion of the troops enabled Sullivan, in the critical

moment of the campaign when there was a short-

age of food, to move forward in his final attack

upon the Indian villages.

To sum up: Sullivan reports, '^The number
of towns destroyed by this army amounted to

forty, besides scattering houses. The quantity of

corn destroyed, at a moderate computation, must
amount to 160,000 bushels, with a vast quantity

of vegetables of every kind. Every creek and

river has been traced, and the whole country ex-

plored in search of Indian settlements, and I am
well persuaded that except one town situated

near the Allegana, about fifty miles from Chine-

see, there is not a single town left in the country

of the Five Nations."

Taking it all in all, considering the lack of

roads, lack of provisions, ignorance of the coun-

try, distance from any support, the Sullivan In-

dian Campaign stands as one of the most bril-

liant, most successful and most far-reaching

movements conducted by an American army.

J. T. ROTHROCK.

Note.—From "The Siillivan Indian Expedition of 1779,"
published in 1887, I have obtained most of my information
concemmg the Sullivan Hoad, by consulting the Journals of

the oflBcers which are published therein. The book is now
hard to obtain, and I am greatly indebted to Dr. William R.
Fisher, of Swiftwater, for kind permission to use his copy.

Hon. Garrick M. Harding, of Wilkes-Barre, who had step

by step gone over the entire road and who had obtained
much information at first hand from those who remem-
bered its making, prepared' and read a paper before the
Wyoming Valley Chapter of the Daughters of the Ameri-
can Revolution in 1899. That paper is unique in value for

the real information that it gives upon the road.

New Publications.

The Botany of Crop Plants, by Wilfred W.
Robins, Ph.D. 8vo. 681 pages, illustrated,

bound in cloth. P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1012

Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

This book has grown out of a course of in-

structions by Dr. Robins, extending over a num-
ber of successive years, to his students in botany

at the Colorado Agricultural College. It is a

school, text and reference book which will give

the reader a knowledge of the botany of common
orchard, garden and field crops.

In Part I are given a number of fundamentals,

such as descriptions of the internal structure of

plant body, the roots, stems, leaves, flowers, fruit,

seed, seedlings and their development; also the

classification and naming of plants.

Part II consists of thirty-two chapters, each

treating of one of the following families or spe-

cies, viz.: Grass, wheat, oats, barley, rye, corn,

sorghums, rice, millet, timothy, sugar cane, lily,

mulberry, buckwheat, goosefoot, gooseberry, mus-
tard^ rose, apple, plum, pea, flax, rue, grape, mal-

low, carrot, huckleberry, olive, morning glory,

l>otato, gourd and thistle. The principal species

of each family are fully described, together with

its geographical distribution, uses and economic

importance. Numerous illustrations aid in an
easy understanding of the descriptions. At the

end of each chapter is a list of references. There
is also a glossary and index.

The volume furnishes a convenient handbook
not only to the student, but also to the general

reader, and differs from most others in that it

ties botany up closely with economic interests

and draws upon economic plants in citing exam-
ples, and in choosing objects of study in the

laboratory.
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EDITORIAL.

THE Spring Arbor Days were more gen-
erally observed this season than usual.

This was probably due first to the clear-

cut, sensible, practical character of Governor
SprouFs proclamation, which commanded re-

spect as a terse, business-like statement of actual
facts that had been too long neglected. A second
reason undoubtedly was, that the idea has taken
firm hold in the public mind, that a vigorous,
shapely tree once dedicated to a man who served
his country in the world war would be a fitting

reminder of the important service rendered, that
would make our highways for centuries to come
a patriotic lesson for succeeding generations.

All hail to the idea so successfully launched.
May it endure! It is unfortunate that the hu-
man memory is so short. Impressions are apt
to be of brief duration, even when of exceeding
importance. If the inspiration of these me-
morial trees tends to an improvement in this

regard, it will render public service.

With no great struggle at hand since the Civil

War, patriotism was dormant. We lost months
of time in preparing to meet the impending war.
Had our forces been in the field a year earlier

the war would probably have ended in a victory

for righteousness before the Russian defection:

which in itself would have saved hundreds of

thousands of human beings from needless slaugh-

ter. So then let us plant, care for and love

these memorial trees because they keep alive the

names of those who saved the land at the risk

of their own lives.

A famous scientist wrote of a tree thus:

'*Even a tree, at least one of the old giants in

a primeval forest, has something overwhelming
and overawing. Its deepest roots are beyond our
reach, its head towers above us. We may stand
beneath it, touch it, look up to it, but our senses

cannot take it in at one glance. Besides, as we
say ourselves, there is life in the tree, while the

beam is dead. The ancient people felt the same,
and how should they express it, except by saying
that the tree lives. '^ ^^By saying this, they did

not go so far as to ascribe to the tree a warm
breath or a beating heart, but they certainly ad-

mitted in the tree that was springing up before
their eyes, that was growing, putting forth
branches, leaves, blossoms, fruit, shedding its

foliage in winter, and that at last was cut down
or killed, something unknown and strange, yet
undeniably real ; and this unknown and unknow-
able, yet undeniable something became to the
more thoughtful among them a source of con-
stant wonderment. They could lay hold of it

on one side by their senses, but on the other it

escaped from them.^'

In the far back, our Aryan ancestors prayed
^^May the earth with its trees protect our
wealth. ^^

J. T. R.

The Bedford Meeting.

THE summer meeting of the Pennsylvania
Forestry Association will be held at Bed-
ford, Pa., on June 18, 19 and 20, 1919. The

sessions will be in the Court Room of the County
Court House, and the headquarters will be at the
Fort Bedford Inn, Bedford, Pa.
The program is as follows:

Wednesday, June 18th, 8.15 P. M. Session.—
Address of Welcome, John H. Jordan, Esq.
Response to Address of Welcome, Dr. Henry

S. Drinker^ President of the Pennsylvania For-
estry Association.

'^The Ruined Forests of Northeastern
France, '^ illustrated, Percival S. Ridsdale, Secre-
tary American Forestry Association.

'*The Pennsylvania Highlands of the Ohio
Watershed'^ (illustrated), Dr. J. T. Rothrock,
President Emeritus of the Pennsylvania Forestry
Association.

Thursdayy June 19th, 9.30 A. M.—The members
and friends of the Association will leave the Fort
Bedford Inn in automobiles for a visit to the
Bedford County State Forest of 10,792 acres, lo-

cated chiefly on Martin Hill, which reaches an
elevation of 3,092 feet. Mr. William L. Byers,
the Forester in charge, will exhibit and explain
the forest plantations, illustrating the various
methods of forest planting and will conduct the
party to points of interest. From the hill satis-
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factory views may be had of Friends* Cove and

the Snake Spring country.

8.00 P. M. Session:

** Working with a Shade Tree Commission,*'

Walter D. Ludwig, Pennsylvania District Fores-

ter.

^^A Practical Problem in Forest Utilization/*

Alfred E. Rupp, State Forester.

^^When and How Trees Grow/* Prof. J. S.

Jllick, in charge of the Bureau of Silviculture,

Department of Forestry of Pennsylvania.

^^The Canadian Forestry Association and Its

Relation to Canadian Forestry,** Robson Black,

Secretary Canadian Forestry Association.

Fridayy June 20thj 9.30 A, M.—Automobile
trip to *^ Grand View** on the top of the moun-
tain, w^est of Bedford, from which splendid views

of a large part of the county can be secured.

Visits will also be made to points of interest in

the neighborhood of Bedford, including a drive

along the Juniata River.

8.00 P. M. Session :

^^The Proper Attitude of the Public Schools

Towards Forestry,*"* Prof. Lloyd H. Hinkle,

County Superintendent of Schools.

**How the State Can Assist the Private Owner
to Practice Forestry, * * Prof. F. W. Besley, State

Forester of Maryland.

^^The Forest and Lumber Interests of Bedford
County,** A. B. Egolf, Timber Merchant and
Lumberman.

^*The Timber and Forest Situation in the

United States,** Col. Henry S. Graves, Forester,

U. S. Department of Agriculture.

''Why the People of Bedford County Are In-

terested in Forestry,** John H. Jordan, Esq.
Bedford is readily reached via the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, connections being made from the
north either at Huntingdon or Altoona for Bed-
ford, or from the south over the Juniata Division
from Cumberland, Md. Automobile parties will

find the best route over the Lincoln Highway,
along which is some of the finest scenery in

Pennsylvania.

The papers and outings arranged for are most
interesting, and we hope all of our members who
can will make an effort to attend. All those who
expect to be present should notify F. L. Bitler,

Recording Secretary, 1012 Walnut Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa., promptly, so arrangements can be
made for their entertainment.
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Rothrock Memorial Grove at Caledonia
Park.

The Massachusetts Forestry Association has ar-

ranged an interesting trip to National Forests
and Parks this summer. For information apply
to Harris Reynolds, Secy., 4 Joy St., Boston.

ON Arbor Day, Friday, April 11th, at Cale-

donia Park, Pa., and within the Caledonia

State Forest, a fitting tribute was paid to

Dr. J. T. Rothrock, President Emeritus of the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association, and the first

Forestry Commissioner of Pennsylvania. A
grove of eighty white oak trees, one for each of

the years of his life, was planted in honor of

Dr. Rothrock, who two days previously had at-

tained this age. The place selected is a flat

piece of good land, triangular in shape, bounded
on two sides by streams of water, and on the

third by a road, thus affording the best natural

protection for the grove. The trees are thrifty

specimens and with the attention which the De-
partment will be able to give them, should grow
rapidly and in a few years make a pleasing and
beautiful grove, a fitting memorial of one who
has devoted his life to the upbuilding of forestry

in Pennsylvania.

Although the rain was continuous, there was
a large gathering of friends from all over the

State. The electric railway company which owns
the pavilion at Caledonia Park opened it spe-

cially for this meeting because of the rainy

weather.

The meeting was convened at 2 P. M., the Hon.
Robert S. Conklin, Commissioner of Forestry,

presided and introduced the speakers.

I. C. Williams, Esq., made the first address,

which is given in full on another page in this

issue.

Miss Mira L. Dock spoke of her early associa-

tion with Dr. Rothrock as a member of the State

Forestry Reservation Commission, told many in-

cidents regarding the early work of that body,
and described how from a small beginning a great

State work has grown, now recognized as efficient

and practical, and doing the things which Penn-
sylvania has neglected for all too long.

Col. Henry W. Shoemaker, the youngest mem-
ber of the Forestry Commission, described with
what interest he has entered the work and how
he longed for years to be a member of the Com-
mission and share in its labors. Mr. Shoemaker
was enthusiastic about the promise of forestry
in Pennsylvania and felt that the program for
the future is of such an alluring character that
it would be an honor to be connected with the
work in whatever fashion it may be cast.

Col. D. A. Orr, of Chambersbarg, brought to

the meeting a message representing the local

people and told briefly how the work of forestry

had grown in the immediate locality from an
almost unnoticed beginning to a matter of such
value and importance that it is now regarded
not only with great favor but as being vastly
important for the interests of the local counties.

Prof. J. S. Illick told how the idea of planting
the grove originated. It was derived from a
visit to a similar grove which was planted to the
memory of Heinrich Cotta one of the best known
German foresters. These trees were planted be-
fore his death, and he requested that he be buried
among them, which was accordingly done. There
is a rustic monument placed upon his grave in
the midst of the trees, an illustration of which
appeared in the October, 1911, issue of ** Forest
Leaves. * *

The last speaker was Dr. J. T. Rothrock him-
self, responding to the addresses of the others
and telling in a more intimate way about the
beginning of things and how delighted and
pleased he was to see that the work has been
carried to a satisfactory point. He also ex-
pressed his deep appreciation and great satisfac-
tion in being permitted to be present at a meet-
ing held in honor of himself, particularly since
it involved a tree planting effort of such unique
character and proportions.

After the meeting the Misses Dock served a
luncheon and tea to all the visiting friends at

the Graeffenburg Inn, an event which offered an
opportunity for further meeting of friends and
a discussion of the pleasing occurrences of the
day.

Use But Do Not Abuse Farm Woodlands.

MR. C. R. TILLOTSON, Forest Examiner,
U. S. Forest Service, states that farm
woodlands are furnishing perhaps double

the ordinary amount of wood for fuel. This in-

creased demand may result in considerable and
lasting damage to the woodlands unless certain

precautions are taken. On the other hand, the

cutting of cordwood affords each owner of wood-
land an opportunity to clear his land and put his

timber in better condition. To accomplish this

the idea to keep in mind is to remove for cord-

wood the poorer, less valuable trees, leaving the

better ones to stand. In removing the fuel wood
the greatest precautions should be taken not to

injure the more valuable trees or the young
growth. Briefly, the material which should be

removed is as follows:

1. Sound sticks lying on the ground. This

will include tops which have been left in logging

operations, and trees which have been blown

over by the wind, crushed down by snow, or
otherwise toppled over. If left on the ground
these tops and trees are a serious fire menace,
will eventually rot, and are then of no value for
any purpose.

2. Dead trees which are sound and still stand-
ing. They are usually dry, make good firewood,
and are of no account in the woods.

3. Trees which are diseased, or are so seriously
injured by insects that they will probably die;
and also trees which are specially subject to seri-
ous disease or insect attack. By cutting them out
the spread of the disease or insects may be check-
ed. Thus chestnut, which is almost certain to be
killed when attacked by the chestnut bark disease,
should be cut out in preference to other kinds of
trees whenever this disease is present.

4. Crooked trees which are crowding out
straight ones. The former will not become valua-
able timber trees while the latter may.

5. Large old trees unsuitable for lumber, and
having big tops which shade out numerous smaller
trees growing beneath them.

6. Small trees which are overtopped and
stunted by larger and better ones. The former
are not likely to develop into trees of any value.

7. Trees of the less valuable kind which are
crowding good trees ol the more valuable kinds.
Thus a black oak or a beech which is crowding
out a white oak or a hard maple of equal size and
health should be removed.

8. Trees which by some chance are growing on
ground unsuited to them. They will not grow
into valuable lumber trees. Thus a yellow poplar
on a dry ridge should be cut out in preference to
a hickory, an oak, or a pine in its locality.

9. Slowly growing trees which are crowding
out equally valuable kinds that grow faster. Thus
a white oak, hickory, or sugar maple should be
removed in preference to a yellow poplar, black
walnut, or ash.

10. Trees badly fire-scarred at the butt. These
are of less value for lumber than sound trees.

They usually become rotten, and are among the
first to be blown over by heavy winds.

11. The ideal trees for cordwood are those
which range from 4 to about 10 inches in diame-
ter. The yield of cordwood from trees smaller
than 4 inches in diameter is very slight, and
trees larger than 10 inches in diameter are usually
more valuable for some other purpose, unless
they are defective.

The war losses in the forests of France durimr
the late war are estimated at $800,000,000.
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A Pennsylvanian With a Vision.

THE man whose life and work we seek to

honor has accomplished so many things in

so many directions that it might be dif-

ficult to point out a particular feature worthy of

greater recognition than others. We are told in

the Scriptures that without vision the people

perish. If one feature more than another of Dr.

Rothrock^s life is to be emphasized on this occa-

sion, it is his persistent, uncompromising, pene-

trating, comprehensive vision.

Born 80 years ago (April 9, 1839), within the

shadows of the Pennsylvania mountains, the son

of a well known physician, and of a mother

whose dearest pleasure lay in the right develop-

ment of her children, among surroundings domi-

nated by great natural attractiveness, it could

not be otherwise than that the physical vision

which the growing boy obtained from the tops

of neighboring hills, ever wondering what lay

beyond, should be expanded in later days into

the splendid mental vision which has ever been

his goal and the guiding star of his whole con-

tribution to life.

As the son of a physician, he naturally inclined

to the profession of his father. As a student in

medicine and its allied sciences at the University

of Pennsylvania, Harvard University, and in con-

tinental Europe, he laid the broad and deep foun-

dations upon which has since been reared the fine

structure of later achievement. We of this com-
pany not only honor him, but ourselves as well,

in planting this grove of enduring trees, to re-

main, we hope, for centuries of time, more last-

ing than monuments reared by hand, fixing in-

delibly upon the minds of the future the thought

that only the things of the soul endure; that the

growth of an idea knows no repression; that its

culmination lies we know not where.

His studies interrupted and the practice of his

profession diverted into new channels by the

coming of the Civil War, Dr. Rothrock responded
to the call of his country then, just as those who
bear his honored name have with equal ardor

made a similar response in later days, served

with distinction throughout the struggle, and re-

turned again to his practice in the mountains of

northern Pennsylvania. Subsequently he was ac-

corded the honor of accompanying the Wheeler
exploring expedition of the United States, where
as assistant surgeon and capable botanist he
rendered that competent and painstaking service

which brought him noticeably to the attention

of the superior officers of the Army of the United
States. It may be said that upon this expedition

he obtained the first glimpse of that vision which

he has pursued to this day, which he has not quite

overtaken, but which we believe he will ulti-

mately see worked out in complete and harmoni-

ous practice, that it doesn't pay to be sick, that

man as a race is not and ou^ht not to be con-

demned to a life of disease, that the normal and

natural man is well and strong, that good health

is the rule, that its opposite is an accident, and

that the sociology of the times demands that the

State as a governmental entity is charged with a

duty in this respect, the exercise of which has

been postponed to a late date, and the recognition

of which is not yet fully admitted or completely

understood.

This vision of the young surgeon acquired amid

the snows of the Colorado mountains and earlier

as a member of other expeditions into British

Columbia and southern Alaska, in violation of

precedents and the medical lore of the day, could

no longer be confined, but thrust itself in upon

the repose of the Luzerne County Medical Society

in 1874, when Dr. Rothrock gave an account of

his experiences in the far west, notably remark-

ing that thousands of sufferers from tuberculosis

were ignorantly ordered by their physicians to

go into the wilds of the Rockies, where without

suitable provision for their reception, they

crowded themselves into hotels and boarding

houses and died ; while those who live in the open

air, have nourishing food, and use their strength

judiciously, are almost invariably helped and

sometimes entirely cured; and cited cases from
his own experience to prove the correctness of

his position. But such a departure from the ac-

cepted medical opinion of the day was little short

of heresy to some of those who governed their

conduct by precedent and their beliefs by vision

to the rear. They could not pass by without con-

demnation and vitriolic attack the bland and pre-

sumptuous suggestion of a junior practitioner

whose vision was forward, and who relied upon
experience as the guide for the course he took.

But not all men condemned. Happily there were
those who saw the ray of light and could dimly
look forward to the accomplishment of better re-

sults in support of the young physician. And
when, on an occasion he described his plan of

the open air and laid it before the eminent Dr.

Gross of Philadelphia, the learned old doctor, in

open-eyed surprise, could do little more than stare

and then exclaim :
* ^ Young man, how in the world

did you ever happen upon that idea?**

In pursuance of his belief, with complete re-

liance upon the value of the truths as they ap-

peared to him, Dr. Rothrock actually established
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an open-air sanatorium in the North mountains
of Pennsylvania, which is among the earliest, if

not the very earliest, of the now common summer
camps for boys and which idea was followed in
the founding of the camp at White Haven. Had
he not been shortly afterwards called by the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania as Professor of Botany,
where he served with distinction for many years,
it is probable that the sanatorium idea, now fully

recognized by the State, and of the value of
which we have complete evidence within a few
miles of this place, would have been developed at
an earlier day and thousands of good lives nursed
back to comparative comfort or complete restora-
tion. But this work has not yet been fully ac-

complished and his vision has not yet been pur-
sued to the end, though more of this in a moment.
Michaux, the great French botanist, in honor

of the courtesies he had received in America, and
the fine treatment accorded him wherever he
went, left a sum of money to the American Philo-

sophical Society at Philadelphia as a legacy to

the American people, to be used to advance ^Uhe
progress of agi^culture with reference to the pro-

pagation of useful forest trees. * * From the time
this fund became available in 1856, the interest

thereof for the purpose intended remained un-
used for twenty years, when Dr. Rothrock was
made the first Michaux lecturer in America, and
the only person who has ever been accorded the
honor of that position. As lecturer under this

fund, we who are older remember his travels

throughout Pennsylvania with photographer and
lantern, endeavoring to enlighten the people with
respect to the value of our trees, particularly

trees in forest formation covering great areas
of non-agricultural land, then rapidly becoming
denuded by the progress of the business of lum-
bering. And strange to say, there were developed
the same indifference and hostility to a great

cause which first characterized the action of the

members of the medical society. To realize what
great distances we have come, let it be known
that at the first lecture given under this fund in

Horticultural Hall, Fairmount Park, Philadel-

phia, succeeding the close of the Centennial Exhi-

bition, the audience consisted of the lecturer, Eli

K. Price, the janitor, and one timid person be-

sides, who probably by accident had wandered in,

attracted by the glamor as birds are drawn by
lights at night. But nothing daunted the lec-

turer, and while it was a poor beginning, it cer-

tainly couldn^t hav^e been a worse one, and this

was reason to feel encouraged. And so it turned

out that in the years to come the people crowded
to hear the Michaux lectures, and to understand

the descriptions which taught them how rapidly
our State was being robbed of its wealth; that
it would in a short while become disastrously af-

fected by droughts and floods,, that the rising

price of a useful commodity, the common plain
lumber of every day use, should caution us not
to waste our timber wealth but husband it, care-
fully protect its growth, restore it where possible,

and treat it as an asset of great future value.

No man is so ready to criticise, to object, to

oppose, as the man without knowledge, the man
without vision. It is lamentably true that thou-
sands of Pennsylvanians looked upon the new
forest propaganda as just one more new thing
intended to burden the people and add additional

expense to the public treasury. Forests we would
always have, they said; fires did no damage, but
improved the land; timber would always be
cheap; and water! Who would ever want for
anything so common as this? Since that day,
thirty short years have lapsed, and what do we
find? Our timber about gone, at least one-
seventh, or four million acres of this great Com-
monwealth, reduced to a state of barrenness, for-

est fires burning on every hand with inadequate
control because of inadequate means supplied
for control, waters at abnormal heights carrying
death and destruction for a part of the year, and
almost an absence of flow during other seasons,

waste on every hand, timber prices soaring to

the clouds, and our people complaining now be-
cause of changed conditions which affect them
adversely. Had the vision of a far-seeing Penn-
sylvanian been understood and adopted as a pro-
gram years before, we would be just so much
nearer the end of the proper State endeavor
which is now going forward. Delays are always
costly. We realize it no more fully than in this

very instance where Pennsylvania and her people
are bound to suffer from the profligacy of the
past, waiting all too long to remedy damage
which might have been prevented had real intelli-

gence been employed in the development and
management of our public and private affairs.

And so the Michaux lecturer continued his

work. He carried the message into churches and
schools, into clubs and societies, to the granges,
the engineers, the lawyers, the merchants, and
the doctors. He plead for an awakening of the
public conscience and proved the truth of his
message by the living and glaring examples he
was able to bring to them in word and in picture.
The first fruit to this effort may be said to have
resulted in the formation of the Pennsylvania
Forestry Association in 1886, which had for its
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single purpose the protection and restoration of
Pennsylvania 's forests ; and so well did this body
of influential citizens, intelligent and earnest
Pennsylvania men and women, campaign for the
cause, that in 1893 it resulted in recognition by
the State government, at which time a Forestry
Commission was appointed to inquire into the
forest resources of the State and to report upon
the character of the remaining timber, the denud-
ing of mountain sides, the disastrous effect upon
stream flow; to make a general study of condi-
tions as they then existed, out of which it was
hoped might be devised a program which would
agree with the ideas of the man of vision. And
so for two years Dr. Rothrock and his co-laborers
traveled the State, collected data, interviewed
people, carried on enormous correspondence,
studied our hills and mountains, woods and
streams at first hand, and finally brought the es-
sence of this knowledge into a report to the gov-
ernment, published in 1895. So immediate was
the result and so startling the revelations that
in no time the edition was completely exhausted
and the Legislature ordered a second printing;
and as this report was published as Part II of
the report of the Department of Agriculture for
that year, this seems to be the first recorded in-
stance where a second printing of an agricultural
report has ever been demanded at any time
within the history of our State.
From this time forward the movement was

more rapid. New laws were passed to punish
those who set forest fires, and to protect and im-
prove our forest growth. We see the beginning
of the great Pennsylvania State Forests. The
act of 1897 authorized the purchase of 120,000
acres on the three watersheds and made an ap-
propriation for the purpose. Lands at tax sales
were authorized to be purchased and many thou-
sands of acres were acquired by these means.
And now the new science of forestry burst upon
the State, a business that is old in other parts
of the world but new to America. Again, forestry
was not understood, and was made the subject
of attack. It was said to be theoretical and im-
practical, and the introduction of some new thing
which our people didn^t understand. It meant
the diversion of more public money. But the
Pennsylvania Forestry Association, with a clear
understanding of the purpose of the new laws,
was able by all proper means best known to it-
self, so to impress the Legislature of 1901 that
the Department of Forestry bill was enacted into
[avN^ and from this time forward State Forestry
in Pennsylvania was placed upon a firm and en-
during basis.
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As the first Commissioner of Forestry, from
1893 to June 1, 1904, and thereafter as a member
of the Forestry Commission, with the exception
of a short interval which happened in accordance
with his own private wish, Dr. Rothrock ^s hand
has continuously been kept upon the forestry
throttle from the inception of the idea in the
Michaux lectures to this culminating moment. As
the father of forestry in Pennsylvania, he is

justly entitled to the praise of men who under-
stand what we have accomplished here. He pre-
ceded by many years the practical activities of
the National government in forest preservation.
His ideas and his accomplishments were used as
living examples to illustrate what could be done
in scientifically handled forests, and he had al-
ready grown gray in the work before other men
of national prominence sprung into the limelight.
Need we hesitate to call our honored guest
''Father of American Forestry'^? While it is

well known that his conservative nature will pre-
vent him from making such claim, his friends
who understand will in time see complete justice
done him.

There remains to be accomplished one more
fact within the purview of the great vision. This
is better governmental provision for the collec-
tive health of our people, and the Rothrock plan
proposes that this shall be accomplished not by
building costly sanatoria, although we admit the
great necessity for this part of the work; not
by providing at State expense a physician for
every person who is ill or suffers from disease;
not by such paternalizing care as will repel per-
sons by reason of the mark of dependency at-
tached to it, but a program which will lay open
for the use of our people the great forest regions
of Pennsylvania, where, by reason of State co-
operation and State help, opportunity will be
given those who need rest, or who are slightly
below normal, or who otherwise need life in the
open, to live a free and untrammeled existence,
at such times as may be convenient during por-
tions of the year most suitable to the individual,
and where the purest air, the best water, and
nourishing food may be furnished for those who
need it, not as a mere gift or gratuity ; but as a
contribution toward the health of the State
wherein the value of the life of each citizen may
be reckoned almost by a money measure, and
where any condition of our people less than nor-
mal is a tax upon the resources of the Common-
wealth. This idea comprehends the upbuilding
of health in the forest, not only individually but
collectively; and as the State possesses the only
means by which this plan may be most wisely

and economically administered, and in the end
is the loser as the result of non-administration,
the State justly becomes a party and may legally
devote a portion of its power and its resources
to the benefit of such of its citizens who other-
wise may not be benefited and who in time may
become an involuntary charge upon the bounty
of the State.

A portion of this great vision was accomplished
in the sanatorium at Mont Alto, established in

1903. Meeting as we do today almost in the
shadow of that institution, it is needless to tell

you who are here assembled the meaning of that
effort or of its good results. Conducted for four
years by the Commissioner of Forestry and man-
aged under a meagre appropriation accorded the
Forestry Department, after the value of the idea
was appreciated it has become enormously ex-
panded. Today we find similar State institutions

at Cresson and at Hamburg, all founded upon
the experiment conducted at the White Pine
Sanatorium above Mont Alto; and the hope of
us who know these facts is that in the exigencies
of time the life of the one whose vision foresaw
and produced these results may be spared to us
until the complete, fruition of his plan has been
established.

We plant these eighty white oaks today as a
fitting tribute to the one whose personality is

enshrined within them, persistent in their vigor,

silent in their growth, enduring in their tenacity
of purpose, evolving themselves into the form
which nature has indelibly stamped upon them,
strong in the right, defiant of petty opposition,

late in full fruition, quiet and unobstrusive^ con-

fidently looking forward into the centuries, typi-

cal of the eminent Pennsylvanian who had a
vision. They will not be diverted from their des-

tin;f. They will seize the place each carves out

for itself. Standing at attention and beckoning
the traveler of the future to rest beneath their

shade, they invite him to absorb the spirit of

themselv^es and of the one whose name they com-
memorate. This planting we agree to do in the

presence of the living, do it with spontaneous

desire, with the feeling that it is wiser and better

to place the laurel of achievement upon the brow
of the friend who is with us than to lay the

wreath despairing upon the tomb of the friend

who has departed.

A popular writer has recently directed our at-

tention to the silent personalities of the world.

He says that to these nothing but victory could

be vital air; that those who watch and wait,

who plan and dream and think, who know that

the product of the brain must live, that these are

the silent personalities that rule the world, and to
these have come few cheers, few bouquets, until
they join the more silent personalities of those
who sleep the dreamless sleep. That it is a
greater thing to build a nation than to run it;

that it is a finer thing to shape human character
than to covet the acclaim of the multitude, and
that the securest thing in human life is work well
done where all longing for selfish grandeur is ab-
sent. These are the silent personalities, the ones
who make the world better for having passed
through it, who sometimes think and do what we
call the impossible, who dream dreams, who see
visions.

These eighty oaks becortie the silent person-
alities of this honored ground and typify the sil-

ent influence which has overcome a group, a com-
munity, a State. Year after year they will usher
in the great tidings of new vigor, new life, new
joy, new growth, new effort of lasting and endur-
ing kind, in memory of the quiet personality who
had a vision among the mountains of Pennsyl-
vania, and who, in the rounding out of eighty
years of vigorous, useful, helpful life, typifies

for us the value of enduring character.

L C. WILLIAMS.

The Illustrations.

The Over Cup Oak, on cover, is not a common
tree in eastern Pennsylvania. It is, however, one
of the hardiest and most striking of all our oaks.
In spite of the fact that it is of very slow growth,
it is one of the most desirable trees for orna-
mental puriwses. It is also sometimes known
as the Mossy Cup Oak. Planting of memorial
trees bids fair to become general. For such pur-
poses it is suited because of its long life and its

fine, clean, stately form.

Our Illustration—An Old Oak—Stands on the
bank of the James River, near Ijower Brandon,
in Virginia. It of course commands respect. The
top-most branches show that it is slowly yielding
to age. The hollow, fire-blackened base shows
how in spite of natural decay it has year after

year struggled for life and resisted human at-

tacks in the effort to maintain the dignity which
belongs to a typical White Oak.

It would be interesting to know through what
adversity it has passed. That it was witness to

the scenes of the Civil War associated with the

Peninsular campaign there is no doubt.

It is more than likely that it was a vigorous

tree when the settlers landed at Jamestown
island. It has witnessed the changes of our
country from weak colonies, to the vigorous re-
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sistants of later years. Under its branches Con-

federate and Union troops had camped when the

great question was being determined whether or

not this country should be wholly free!

Beside it the slaves mended and dried their

sturgeon nets and chanted their mournful song

of ^^ Swing Low Sweet Chariot, '^ as they labored

to receive on the wharf the goods from other

lands, or deposited the product of the soil for

shipment elsewhere. Generation after genera-

tion of Virginia boys met and played under its

spreading branches.

It appeals to human sympathy. It stirs the

imagination when we remember what has trans-

pired in its long, eventful, perilous life.

Such trees sometimes start trains of thought

which develop into gems of literature, or awaken

love for the home tree around which cluster the

happiest associations of childhood to ripen into

memories which last as long as life.

Scene of Forest Fire on Cape Breton Island.—
The illustration showing What Fire May Do in a

Dayy reveals a scene on Cape Breton Island. I

passed it in the morning, when it was a superb

spruce forest, as free from disease, or sign of

physical imperfection as any forest I ever saw.

Twelve hours later it was a burned, leafless stand

of dead timber, with no sign, or hope of return-

ing life. It attracted attention simply because

of the sudden change from one condition to an-

other.

It could make no appeal because of rarity, for

such changes (though less striking) were going

on over the entire tree-producing portions of

North America. Every year hundreds of thou-

sands of acres of forests of like potential use

and wealth were being charred to death, and all

of it so utterly needless. There is no excuse for

forest fires. Except in the rare instances of fires

from lightning, no forest fire need be. Each and

every one on final analysis, resolves itself into

some neglect, or crime of mankind. When w^e

destroy a forest we add to the severity of the

struggle for life which humanity must make. Yet

with a pitiable blindness we have allowed years

to pass into centuries without ending this wicked,

wilful waste and allowed it to go on unchecked

!

One of the necessary changes of this new era

into which we are passing is to end forest fires.

J. T. R.

Memorial Trees.

^ HERE is a constant increase in the num-

I ber of uplifting organizations over the
•* country. The voice and hand of woman

is noticeable in them all, or at least, certainly

in the best and most effective.

Once an idea is adopted by them it is usually

persistently maintained and pushed to success.

Mrs. H. W. Spessard, Chairman of the Shade

Tree Committee of the Chambersburg Civic Club,

sends the following, which may well serve as an

illustration of the activities of the club, as well

as an example for other clubs to follow:

^^Dear Friends:
^^ Permit us to call your attention to the beau-

tiful idea that is spreading from city to city,

from valley to valley, that is being welcomed as

the most acceptable, poetical, appealing way in

which to honor our soldier boys—the planting

of trees, a living memorial not only to those who
fell among torn forests, but to those who re-

turned in safety to walk beneath their own green

monuments.
^^ There are subtle reasons for the wide-spread

sympathy evoked by the idea. It is a touch of

healing to the wounds of outraged nature. It

is a memory of the Argonne and the forests of

France. It is a tribute to the barrier so often

reared by trees against the menace of the Hun.

Also a tree is the most beautiful thing in nature

and therefore the most worthy monument to the

brave boys who have won the admiration of the

world.

^^The movement for memorial trees originated

in our own State and was adopted so promptly

by others as to presage universal approval. The
plan is for each church to plant on Arbor Day
one or more trees of beauty, perhaj>s one for each

of her soldiers, or for individuals to so honor the

one they love> or for communities to adorn pub-

lic parks and playgrounds with these living

monuments. '

*

The total estimated drain on the French For-

ests due to the war is 22,472,000,000 B. M. feet.

It is thought 100 years will be necessary before

this loss is replaced.

During the war just ended, the Germans are

said to have cut down in France an aggregate

of 1,436 square miles of forests in addition to

what was destroyed by shell fire. Other destruc-

tion of wood products is shown in the complete

loss of 250,000 buildings, and damage to an equal

number, 115,000 farm wagons, 88,000 harrows^

84,000 plows, 56,000 cultivators 50,000 land

rollers, 48,000 hoes, 36,000 seed drills, 32,000

reapers, 30,000 mowing machines, etc.

I
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Principles of a Program for Private
Forestry.

CIRCUMSTANCES connected with the war
have called sharp attention to a condition
in our forests that the public has been

heretofore unwilling to recognize and face. The
country now is suddenly shocked to find that the
timber in the East is rapidly approaching an end.

Studies made during the war to ascertain the
available timber supplies for war needs revealed
the fact that if the country ^s emergency had
come fifteen years later, we would have had dif-

ficulty in meeting our requirements for wood
products except with great delays and embar-
rassments due to shipments from great distances.

Our Waning Supplies.—The most acute situa-

tion is with the supplies of wood material suited

to newsprint paper. The pulpwood of northern
New England and New York is being rapidly

exhausted. The same is true in the Lake States.

Already the paper mills of the country import
30 per cent, of their raw imaterial, either in the

form of wood or pulp. New York lumbermen
demand the opening of the public reserves be-

cause of the approaching end of their own sup-

plies. The old timber of Pennsylvania, which
was once a great center of lumber production,

is practically gone. Michigan and Wisconsin and
Minnesota have only a small fraction of their

forests left. Fifteen years will see the bulk of

our ash, hickory and best grades of oak sub-

stantially gone. The same period will cover the

life of the principal supplies of yellow poplar.

And we now learn, upon the representations of

the southern lumbermen themselves, that orig-

inal sources of yellow pine that support the

great sawmills of the South will only last from
10 to 15 years. The exhaustion of this resource

means also the exhaustion of the source of

cheaply produced turpentine, and a practical end
of one of the most important industries in the

South.

When I speak of the exhaustion of the south-

ern pine, I do not mean that the last tree will

be cut, nor that every sawmill will be closed.

But the bulk of the forests back 6f the large

mills will have been exhausted. Southern pine

will cease to be a controlling factor in the com-
petitive markets of the country as it is now.

The effect in increasing the price of lumber
throughout the country will be very marked.

Consequences of Forest Depletion,—The con-

sequences of the dissipation of our stores of for-

est wealth in the East are already being felt

seriously by the public. The high prices of lum-

ber are in part due to the high cost of labor;
but we must look as a main cause to the deple-
tion of our forests. Many wood-using indus-
tries are already embarrassed for supplies. The
situation is especially acute with the approaching
exhaustion of pulpwood in the Northeast and the
Lake States, and with some of the industries
that use high grade oak, hickory, walnut, and
ash.

In hundreds of communities the local supplies
of lumber are being exhausted and wood-using
factories, often the chief industry of the com-
munity, are closing. The rural communities are
beginning now to regret the way the forests have
been exploited, for in these days of effort to

build roads and to make modern public improve-
ments of all kinds, they find their natural wealth
swept away and the towns and counties impov-
erished, with great stretches of waste, unproduc-
tive land that can make but little contribution
in taxes, but rest as a burden, in places an ac-

tual menace, to the community.
The great body of lumber consumers are in-

creasingly uneasy because of the mounting
prices of lumber. When the farmer w^ho wishes
to put up a shed or barn has to pay $40 or more
per thousand for his lumber, he begins to ask
why such prices are necessary in a country sup-
posed to be better endowed with forests than
any other.

What is Being Done.—Thousands are asking
what is being done to perpetuate our forests so

as to prevent the exhaustion and to prevent
prices from becoming prohibitive later on. The
answer is that the problems of forest protection

and forest perpetuation are not being met.
Neither the present nor the future public needs
ior forests and their benefits are being provided
for. We have, to be sure, our National Forests
and some State forests, but they are not exten-
sive enough nor well enough distributed to do
more than meet a small part of our forest needs.

The bulk of our forests are privately owned,
and these are not being adequately protected nor
are steps being taken to perpetuate them. De-
structive processes go on unchecked. In many
parts of the country little or no effort is made
even to protect the forests from fire. Private
owners do not try to secure natural replacement
of young trees in place of the old timber. Such
forest reproduction and growth as occurs is ac-

cidental and in spite of forest abuse. Almost
none of it is obtained by conscious effort on the
part of the owners. The aggregate of all the
growth is probably not over 30 per cent, of what
we cut, use, and destroy. In short, we are acta-
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ally using up our forest resources when we might

have been growing forests at a rate to enable us

to cut the maturing trees freely and with cer-

tainty of a sustained forest wealth to continue

our industries and to meet our domestic needs.

Lumber Exports and Raw Material,—The situa-

tion takes on special significance at this time

when lumber men, representatives of trade or-

ganizations, and public officials are making every

effort to build up a large export trade in lumber.

It happens that the species that, with the excep-

tion of Douglas fir, will be in most demand for

export are those that are being most rapidly de-

pleted.

It is not sound public economy to build a great

export trade on a rapidly diminishing resource.

Our wood-using factories which are today em-

barrassed for accessible supplies will not view

with equanimity the competition of foreign man-

ufacturers for the raw materials that are logi-

cally suited to serve them. American consumers

of lumber will not with contentment see the

prices of lumber mount still higher because for-

eign demand is increasing the drain upon our

already depleted supplies. We should not hesi-

tate to meet our real duty in supplying Europe

with lumber, as with other materials for re-

construction, but our export policy must give

heed to the question of the natural resource and

the drain upon it for domestic purposes. If our

lorests were rightly handled, we could produce

by growth enough to meet all our home needs

and have a surplus for export amounting to sev-

eral times the quantity now sent to other coun-

tries. A national policy of export in lumber

must be accompanied by a national policy of

forestry to ensure the continuance of our raw

materials and to protect the interests of domes-

tic consumers.

Need of a Forestry Program.—The situation

outlined in the foregoing discussion constitutes

the background for the new movement of fores-

try that has been initiated and that is being for-

warded in many parts of the country. Obvi-

ously the situation calls for a broad national

policy that gives consideration to the public

needs for well managed forests, to practical eco-

nomic and industrial conditions, and to the great

variation in conditions in different regions of

the country. We recognize at the start that no

single legislative measure can accomplish the

objects of our movement. But there is necessary

a central national policy and, in application,

adaptation to special regional conditions. It is

thus the purpose of this and other conferences

to give consideration to the special conditions

of different regions and to have the local repre-

sentatives participate in the building of our na-

tional policy as well as of the local forest pro-

grams.

Objectives of a Policy,—The new movement in

forestry has for its objective the bringing about

of permanent forest production on all lands of

the country which are best suited for the grow-

ing of trees. There is enough land in the coun-

try, which otherwise would be idle, to produce

ample supplies of timber and wood products for

our domestic needs and for a large export trade.

This can only be done, however, by the adequate

protection of our forests and by replacing the

old timber, as it is cut, with new growth.

It is proposed to secure these objectives in

two ways: First, by a large extension of the

public forests, including those owned by the Gov-

ernment, states, and municipalities; and, second,

by bringing about timber growing on private

lands through public direction* and co-operation.

Public Forests.—There should be extensive for-

est areas owned by tHie public. These should

comprise the bulk of the critical areas on im-

portant watersheds, and any other forests that

for their public service require a character of

management impossible for a private owner. In

addition, the public should own extensive areas,

the purpose of which is primarily to grow tim-

ber, the meeting of local economic, and indus-

trial needs, and serve as demonstration areas

and centers of public co-operation with private

owners. The program of federal ownership of

forests should be greatly extended; each State

should have its own program of forests; and

every town and city, at least within the natu-

rally forested regions, should maintain its

municipal forest, or forest park, for the benefit

of its people.

Private Forests.—There are two distinct classes

of private forests: First, the farm woodlot, and,

second, the commercial timber tract. The prob-

lems of these two classes of forests are so dis-

tinct as to require different consideration in the

methods of bringing about forestry; they are,

however, mutually so closely related that they

must be co-ordinated in the broad forest pro-

gram.

The Farm Woodlot.—The majority of the

farms in the country, at least within those por-

tions originally wooded, have a certain amount

of land which is not used for agriculture. In

most instances this can be most profitably used

for growing trees. It is an essential part of the

farm; its management should be brought about

through the same methods as other phases of

farm management. The public is co-operating
extensively with the agricultural interests in edu-
cating farmers to the better handling of their
properties. The problem of farm forestry should
be worked out through the machinery which has
been provided by the public to educate the
farmer to better methods of agriculture. Alto-
gether there are probably about 150,000,000 acres
of land properly classified as farm woodlots.
The Commercial Timber Tract,—The commer-

cial timber tract is essentially different from the
farm woodlot. The land has usually been pur-
chased or is held with a view of exploiting the
timber and not with a view of a permanent pro-
ductive enterprise as in the case of the farm
woodlot. The handling of commercial timber-
lands is almost wholly by methods of exploita-
tion. The purpose of the owner in holding the
land is temporary. His interest is in the grown
timber only. He does not concern himself with
the use of the land for continued forest produc-
tion. Forestry on such lands will not be brought
about through ordinary educational methods or
even through bounty inducements offered by the
public. There is required, therefore, a different
method of meeting this situation than that which
is readily applicable to the farm woodlot.
Need of Public Action,~The public interests in

the i-ight handling of private forests are so great
that the matter cannot be permitted to drift any
longer without definite action. Our nation and
the individual states cannot afford to permit the
forests to be dissipated as is now being done
without measures for replacement. The public
cannot afford to permit the different localities
and the nation at large to suffer the injurious
consequences of forest dissipation. The public
must take steps to stop destructive processes
now going on and substitute for them construe-
tive methods of forestry.

Responsibility of Private Owners,—The owner-
ship of forests carries with it certain definite re-

sponsibilities. Private ownership does not give
the right to handle lands in a way that jeopard-
izes the public interests, and the public may
adopt such measures as may be necessary to pro-
tect itself from injury. This principle has been
repeatedly recognized by municipalities in ordi-
nances that place restrictions on property hold-
ers. Special requirements are often placed upon
land owners to safeguard the public from injuri-
ous insects and diseases. In some states the
public has already placed upon private owners
certain restrictions to reduce the menace from
forest fires. Obviously the public may not de-

mand the impossible of the private owner, but
it must take such measures as are essential and
reasonable to protect itself from injuries result-
ing from destructive measures of handling for-
ests that have obtained heretofore.

The Mandatory Principle.—The character of
the forestry problem is such that the average
timberland owner will not upon his own initia-

tive and without direction and co-operation by
the public adopt measures of protection and of
forest perpetuation essential for the interests of
the country at large and of the local communi-
ties. To bring about the practice of forestry on
private lands, there will be required more far-
reaching action both on the part of the private
owner and the public than has heretofore been
proposed. In order to safeguard its own inter-
ests, the public should make it mandatory for
all timberland owners without discrimination to
adopt adequate measures for fire protection and
for forest replacement. At the same time the
public should give such co-operation and aid as
may be needed to make such measures feasible
in practice.

Any requirements placed upon private owners
by the public must be without discrimination.
There should be sought a basis for the minimum
requirements to which all owners should adhere.
There are instances in which the public welfare
may demand special measures in order to secure
from certain forests special public benefits. Thus
on certain watersheds it may be essential to
leave standing considerable portions of the for-

ests for protective purposes. Obviously it would
be unfair to require the owner to make financial

sacrifices beyond the minimum requirements
placed upon all. Such action would be discrim-
inatory; and under such circumstances the pub-
lic should bear the extra burden of securing the
benefits it seeks> through taking over the prop-
erty or through other means.

In the practical application of methods neces-
sary to secure forest protection and forest re-

placement on private lands, certain difficulties

exist which can be met only through the co-
operation and assistance of the public. The
placing of requirements upon private owners in
protecting and handling of their property car-
ries the obligation on the part of the public of
giving such assistance as may be necessary to
make it feasible in practice to carry out the re-
quired measures. The public thus would share
the responsibility in the right handling of the
forest property; it also would share the burdens
in order to safeguard the welfare of the public.
Federal and State Action Necessary,—To apply
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the foregoing principles, action is necessary both

by the Government and by the states. In the

matter of requirements upon private owners, a

federal law is essential in order to secure an

equalization of action as between states, to stim-

ulate state action, and to maintain standards of

forest practice. Federal action is desirable to

aid the states in their co-operation and assist-

ance to timberland owners, and there are certain

features of industrial co-operation which are the

function of the Federal Government rather than

of the states.

It is probable that both from the standpoint

of law and of policy, the Federal Government

would act in conjunction with and through the

states. There would be state legislation making

certain minimum requirements as to protection

and forest replacement. The Government would

afford very substantial assistance to the states

and the industries, but make such assistance con-

ditional upon the states taking action in the

matter of mandatory forest practice, in accord-

ance with standards set by the Government.

Character of the Requirements.—It would be

the aim to establish a minimum requirement

which w^ould apply to all timberland owners.

There would be, first, definite requirements as

to fire protection. Necessarily these would vary

somewhat as between regions, but they would be

substantially uniform within given economic

forest units. They would be carefully worked
out as a part of the organized protective system

for the State.

There would also be minimum requirements as

to methods of cutting. The aim would be to

make provision for natural reproduction of good

species to follow lumbering. The methods neces-

sary to secure such natural reproduction will

necessarily be simple and within the possibili-

ties of practical application.

Character of Co-operation with Owners.—Co-

operation with owners would be designed to

overcome the obstacles that are faced by indi-

vidual owners who undertake unaided to prac-

tice forestry. This co-operative aid w^ould ordi-

narily fall within the following classes:

1. Aid in fire protection. This would be

similar in principle to that already in existence

in several states. As the requirements and
standards would be greater under the new plan,

so also would the financial and administrative

co-operation be greater.

2. Land Classification.—Any plan of require-

ments as to forest replacement involves classi-

fication in order to determine the lands that

should remain under forest. Such a classifica-

tion is very practical, as is shown by the fact

that the Forest Service completed a similar clas-

sification of 150,000,000 acres of National For-

ests in about five years.

3. Establishment of a system of taxation that

levies a reasonable annual tax on the land, but

collects the main tax on the timber when it is

cut.

4. Co-operation in technical methods of for-

est work, through the advice of experienced men
in the public service.

5. Aid in securing long term loans at low

rates of interest, through a credit system similar

to that of the Federal loans to farmers.

6. Industrial co-operation. This may take a

variety of forms. It may involve labor prob-

lems, domestic trade relations, exports, tariffs,

encouragement of sound trade methods, indus-

trial research, diffusion of useful information,

etc.

7. When public and private forests are ad-

jacent or interlock, it may be desirable to work
out co-operative or joint undertakings, under

adequate safeguards of public control, to ensure

an economic development, a sustained produc-

tion of materials for the local industries, and

the permanence of the communities w^th the op-

portunities for sound community life.

HENRY S. GRAVES, U. S. Forester.

Millions Made Available for Building Roads'
and Trails in National Forests.

The development of the National Forest road

systems is given great impetus by the terms of

the Post Office appropriation act which the Presi-

dent has signed. Besides increasing by $200,000,-

000 the total fund available under the Federal-

aid roads act> the new law makes available for

expenditures by the Secretary of Agriculture $9,-

000,000 for roads and trails within or partly

within the Forests.

The law also authorizes the Secretary of War
to transfer to the Secretary of Agriculture ma-
terial, equipment, and supplies suitable for high-

way improvement and not needed by the War
Department. While most of this will be dis-

tributed among the highway commissions of the

States for use on Federal-aid roads projects, not

to exceed 10 per cent, may be reserved by the

Secretary of Agriculture for use in building Na-
tional Forest roads or other roads constructed

under his direct supervision.

The $9,000,000 fund may be used for mainte-

nance as well as survey and construction. The
new legislation, like the Federal-aid roads act,

makes the building of roads and trails necessary
for the use and development of National Forest
resources or desirable for the proper administra-
tion, protection, and improvement of any Forest
contingent upon co-operative local contribution;
but in addition to this it contains a new feature
of much importance.

This new feature permits the Secretary of Ag-
riculture without the co-operation of local of-

ficials to build and maintain *^any road or trail

within a national Forest which he finds necessary
for the proper administration, protection-, and
improvement of such Forest, or which in his

opinion is of national importance.'' In the view
of forestry officials this law is the most im-
portant step ever taken for rapid development
of a National Forest roads system, and will be
of inestimable benefit to the local public.

''The measure gives us much broader scope for

a fully developed program than we have had be-

fore,'' says Henry S. Graves, Chief of the Forest
Service, in commenting on the new law. ''Under
the Federal-aid roads act we had available, for

roads within or partly within the Forests, $1,-

000,000 a year, available until expended. Owing
to the war, which practically halted the work,
we have an accumulated balance of $2>500,000
unexpended and another $1,000,000 which will

become available July 1.

"Of the new appropriation, $3,000,000 is im-

mediately available, and $3,000,000 will become
available July 1. There will also be available

$400,000 or more from the 10 per cent, of Na-
tional Forest receipts. Altogether, therefore, we
have in sight for the coming year about $10,000,-

000, if we can use it advantageously. Whatever
we can't use advantageously so soon will be

added to the $4,000,000 of new money that be-

comes available the following year.
'

' We already have our plans for approved road

projects sufficiently shaped up so that a prompt
start will be possible as soon as the weather per-

mits. In some cases, however, these plans must
necessarily be suspended on account of pending

proposals for the creation of National Parks af-

fecting National Forest lands. It would be ob-

viously improper to expend the funds intended

and voted by Congress for the development and
protection of the National Forests on areas which

may soon cease to be National Forests.

"This legislation will not only make it easier

to protect the Forests without costly expendi-

tures to fight bad fires in inaccessible localities,

but will also help enormously the many small

communities and scattered settlers in and near

the Forests who now suffer for lack of roads. It

will also enable the construction of important
trunk-line roads crossing the mountains, with
suitable provision of subsidiary roads. One re-
sult unquestionably will be a marked development
of recreational use of these great national play-
grounds with their wealth of too little known
attractions. Altogether, the opening up of the
Forests to more complete and varied use by the
public, which is the fundamental object of their
administration, will be tremendously advanced.'^
Under the law preference is given to the em-

ployment of honorably discharged soldiers, sail-

ors, and marines for the required labor.

Army Aircraft to Fight Forest Fires.

ARMY airplanes and captive balloons will

cover portions of the National Forests of
California, Arizona, New Mexico, and

other States this summer, to aid in detecting and
suppressing forest fires.

Patrol by Army airplanes to give early warn-
ing of fires developing in the forests will begin
June 1, according to arrangements completed
with the War Department by the Forest Service,
United States Department of Agriculture. On
the same day observations covering a large part
of the Angeles National Forest will be begun
from a captive balloon stationed over the Army
Balloon School near Arcadia, Cal.

Two routes of airplane patrol work will be
operated from March Field, twelve miles south-
east of Riverside, Cal. Two planes will be used
on each route, the routes will each be approxi-
mately 100 miles long, and each route will be
covered twice a day.

This will be the beginning of experimental
work in which the adaptability of aircraft to for-
est patrol work is to be thoroughly tried out. If
the tests should prove successful it is expected
that the airplane patrols will be extended before
the end of the 1919 season, and that airplanes
will become a permanent feature of the ceaseless

battle against fires in the National Forests.

The airplane routes from March Field will af-

ford an opportunity to survey about 2,000 square
miles in the Angeles and Cleveland National For-
ests. The airplanes are not equipj>ed with wire-
less telephone apparatus of such a nature that
they can communicate with the ground without
the installation of expensive ground instruments.
Warnings of fires will be transmitted by means
of parachute messages dropped over a town, the
finder to telephone them to the Forest Service;
by special landings made to report by telephone;
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and by returning to the base and reporting from

March Field direct to the forest supervisor.

Fires will be located and reported by squares

drawn on duplicate maps, one to be in the posses-

sion of each airplane observer and another to be

in the office of the forest supervisor.

The observation balloon over the Arcadia Field

is to be maintained at an elevation of about 3,000

feet from 7 A. M. until 2.30 P. M. each day. The

student detachment learning observation, now

stationed at Mount Wilson, also will render fire

lookout service. Reports of fires from both the

balloon observer and the Mount Wilson detach-

ment will be telephoned to the Ai^my Balloon

School and transmitted to the Forest Service of-

fice at Los Angeles.

A fire-fighting truck, with ten enlisted men,

will be stationed at Arcadia as part of the fire

suppression forces, and will be subject to the call

of the Forest Service.

One of the interesting possibilities to be tested

is bombing fires to put them out. It is believed

that bombs charged with suitable chemicals can

be used with good results. Another plan to be

tested is transporting fire-fighters by dirigibles

from which ladders can be lowered to the ground.

At present the Forest Service relies for fire

protection partly on patrol, usually by men on

horses, motorcycles, or railroad speeders, and

partly on watchers stationed at lookout points.

Aircraft have many points of obvious superiority

for both classes of detection work.

Lookouts in a very broken country, cut up by

deep canyons or where mountain ridges obstruct

the view, or in a flat country that affords no good

points of vantage, are often unable to pick up
all fires quickly by the rising smoke, or to locate

them accurately. For precise location the system

in use depends on triangulation through reports

telephoned from separate observation points.

From the Army standpoint, the use of aircraft

in protecting the National Forests affords a valu-

able opportunity for training fliers and develop-

ing further the possibilities of aircraft and the

art of flying.

The United Kingdom is taking steps to plant

1,770,000 acres with trees. Of this two-thirds

would be planted in 40 years, and the balance

within 80 years, the latter figure being taken as

the average rotation. The estimated cost for the

first 10 years is £3,425,000 and in the 40-year

period possibly £15,000,000, after which the en-

terprise is expected to be self supporting.

Forestry in Hawaii.

C. S. Judd, Superintendent of Forestry, Terri-

tory of Hawaii, has published an interesting ac-

count of forestry in these islands, which has such

a great bearing on its prosperity, and from which

the following excerpts are taken:

Originally the Hawaiian forests were limited

no doubt only by such natural conditions as lack

of rainfall, elevation, and lava flows. The ex-

tent of the original native forest is not known,

but that it was much greater than at present is

certain from the scant evidence that remains.

The present area of original forest lands in

Hawaii through various agencies has been re-

duced until now it covers approximately only

800,000 acres or 20 per cent, of the total land

area, two-thirds of which is under government

control.

What remains of the Hawaiian forests to-

gether with the forest of introduced trees, may
be divided for the purpose of convenience in for-

est management into forest types. Technical

botanists have classed the Hawaiian flora into

different groups or zones based on physical fea-

tures mostly of elevation. Hillebrand gives us

five of such zones; the low land, lower forest,

middle forest, upper forest and the bog zone,

and Rock has added to these one more, the strand

type or zone.

The prime value of the main Hawaiian forest

types lies not in their commercial wood products

but in their ability to serve as a protection to

the watersheds of streams and springs needed

for irrigation and domestic purposes and to

watersheds tributary to artesian basins and in

their beneficial forest influences in regions where

the people depend mainly upon the rainfall for

their water supply.

The chief value of the forest, therefore, is the

effect which it has on the supply of water, and

the industries of the Territory demand that it

be managed chiefly as a protection forest. Fores-

try in Hawaii therefore is chiefly concerned with

forest protection.

The continued grazing of cattle today in the

native forest for the pecuniary benefit of a few

to the detriment of the future welfare of the

chief industry of the islands and of the com-

munity is very short-sighted. If this one ele-

ment of damage were removed once and forever,

a great deal will have been accomplished for

forest protection in Hawaii.

Another phase of the deterioration of the na-

tive forest has recently been discussed and this

involves changes in soil conditions. It has been

asserted that the present flora is a new-soil flora
which is not able to persist on old soils ; that the
native forests are doomed and are dying out so
rapidly that within 50 years or more they will
have no value whatsoever as protective coverings
for the watersheds; and that the only solution
is to replace the native flora by introducing new
plants.

From evidence in the wet forest region of
Molokai and other places where the native
growth has come back wonderfully as a result
of complete protection against stock, I believe
that the balance of native forests if given this

complete protection will continue to serve their

purpose as water conservers for many many
years after we and our descendants have been
forgotten.

In order to get rid of the vast stretches of
Hilo grass now found on the borders of or within
the native forest, as a preliminary to reforesta-

tion, it will likely be necessary to expend con-

siderable money.
Except for some introduction and tree plant-

ing work which was performed by the govern-
ment previous to 1903, and the protection of
certain forest areas by private owners, the real

forestry movement began with the creation of

the Division of Forestry under the Board of

Agriculture and Forestry. The principal work
of this Division in the past has been the de-

marcation and setting apart of forest reserves

and the raising and distribution of trees for

planting. The first has almost been completed so

that now there are 39 reserves having a total

area of about 772,000 acres of which 68 per cent.

or over half a million acres is government land.

The boundaries of these reserves have been

drawn so as not to interfere with revenue-pro-

ducing land or areas which may be developed

for agriculture except where stream protection

and forest influence are unquestionably more im-

portant.

It would have been better had the reserves

originally included more land so as to secure the

protective benefit of woodland belts above and
below them. To make appreciable reductions in

any of the forest reserve areas on the plea of

increased stock production or on other grounds,

would be disastrous to the main purpose for

which they were created. Where adjacent priv-

ate lands are involved in these reserves, the

proclamation creating reserves applies to them
only in the nature of a recommendation that

such private lands be protected and held by the

owner as a forest reserve. In some cases, such

lands have under the law been turned over to

the care and control of the Division of Forestry.

In others, the owner has given them adequate
protection. In still other cases, the opposite has
unfortunately been true.

Of recent years, an attempt has been made
with the available facilities to take these re-
serves out of the class of ''paper reserves'' and
to place them under true forest administration
and protection. On almost 50 miles of reserve
boundaries fences have been built or repaired
where it was necessary to keep stock from the
native woods. The Division of Forestry is al-

ways ready to meet the adjacent owners half
way in the cost of co-operative fences. A com-
prehensive regulation against trespass on the
reserves has been passed and is enforced along
with other regular work of fence building and
repairing, tree planting, and patrolling for for-

est fires in the dry season, by six forest rangers
who are constantly on duty so that each main
island now has at least one forest ranger to look
out for the government's interests in the re-

serves.

In reforestation, special attention has been
given to the planting up of watershed areas.

Upper Nuuanu received early treatment and
more recently the government reserve lands in

Manoa and the Makiki Valleys have been re-

forested with native species, mostly koa and
kukui, with great success.

White Pine Blister Rust.

Scientific Research and Field Investigations in

1918,—The scientific studies of white pine blister

rust in 1918, were carried on by the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, principally at Block Island,

R. I.; Kittery Point, Me.; North Conway, N. H.;
and Ivewis, N. Y.

Special efforts were made by means of spore
traps and by scouting to get definite information
on the distances that spores may be carried. Cur-
rents of air are evidently the chief agents of dis-

tribution of these spores. Aeciospores were found
in traps at an altitude of 2,700 feet above the

nearest known source of the spores which was
five and one-half miles distant. Spore traps 20
feet above the fruiting cankers caught many more
aeciospores than did traps at either side or be-

low, showing the extreme lightness of these

spores.

The investigations at North Conway and Lewis
have shown conclusively that the spores produced
upon pine are much more widely distributed than
has been previously supposed. A considerable

amount of data from other localities and previ-

ous years tends to support this fact. These
spores are spread for miles, starting scattered

ikAll 1
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infections upon Ribes over great areas. It was

also found that a larger percentage of these

spore's germinate than is the case with any of

the others. Moreover, they retain this power of

germination for a period of some weeks. All

these facts taken together show that the disease

spreads far and wide by means of the spores pro-

duced upon pine.

On the other hand it was found that the early

summer stage upon Ribes is not widely dis-

tributed as had been previously supposed. In

the work at North Conway and Lewis with spore

traps, as well as other experiments for the pur-

pose, the uredospores were found one to three

hundred yards distant. They retain their power

of germination a somewhat shorter time than do

the spores upon pine. This experience with Cro-

nartium ribicola is exactly parallel to that of

other investigators with the other species of Cro-

nartium. It is possible that a season of more

moisture may give us somewhat different results

with the spread of the uredo stage. This, how-

ever, remains to be seen.

The season of 1918 was one of drought through

the latter part of the summer at Lewis where spe-

cial attention was given to observations upon the

spread of Ribes infections. A study of the gener-

ations of uredospores show that a period of sev-

eral rainy days is followed in due time by a new

generation of these spores. In 1918 only seven

distinct generations were produced at Lewis.

Studies upon the spread of the disease from

Ribes back to pine are not in as satisfactory a
;

condition as with the two preceding stages. Mc-

Cubbin's data published a year or so ago was to

the effect that heavy infection of pines did not

take place at any great distance from the Ribes,

a distance of one or two hundred yards being the

limit. Our limited observations show somewhat

similar results. At Lewis, N. Y., viable sporidia

were not abundant during the warmer part of

July and August. They were very abundant dur-

. ing September and thereafter. Sporidia were

found frequently uix)n spore traps near infected

bushes but not at a greater distance than two

hundred feet, even when infection was very

heavy. In no case was infection found upon

pines as far as two hundred feet from Ribes.

The width of the Ribes-free zone necessary to

protect pines will vary from 100 to 600 yards

according to conditions. The width of this zone

is largely to be governed by topographical fea-

tures, direction of the prevailing winds at the

time the sporidia are produced, humidity, age of

the pines, exposure and species of Ribes (i. e.,

whether in open places or screened beneath vege-

tation), and the composition, height and density

of the vegetation between Ribes and pine. Tests

taade by Dr. York and his assistants show that

the sporidia produced upon the telial columns

are very short lived—being hours rather than

weeks in duration. This indicates that moisture

conditions (favorable or unfavorable to the de-

velopment of the spores on the pines) may de-

termine very largely the amount of pine infec-

tion and the distance to which Ribes- can infect

pines. While they are apparently of such a na-

ture as to be easily blown about, this shortness

of life may prove to be a factor in determining

the width of the Ribes-free zone for protecting

pine areas. It is believed that under ordinary

conditions the width of this safety zone may be

considerably less than one-third of a mile and yet

a merchantable stand of pine be secured within

a protected area. A large scale experiment has

been made in the region of general infection for

the purpose of securing definite data on this point

in a practical way. -

It is believed that the over-wintering of the

fungus in the uredo stage upon Ribes has been

demonstrated. Dead leavea, which were heavily

infected last fall and which had remained on or

under the bushes all winter, were secured early

in the spring (March) and positive results were

obtained when inoculations were made with the

uredospores remaining upon them.

Healthy white pines, planted on Block Island

in the spring of 1916, among heavily infected

Ribes, produced a number of blisters in the

spring of 1918, making an incubation period of

18 months. In a pine plantation near Lake Clear

Junction, N. Y., the disease has been prevalent

since 1902, with several cases of apparent prim-

ary infection, at least one of which had not

fruited prior to 1917. This is an incubation

period of 15 years and illustrates the persistent

nature of the dormant disease in the pines.

A Cronartium upon Ribes has been known to

occur in Colorado for a number of years. It has

been considered by some to be the same thing as

the European white pine blister rust in the East-

ern States. Investigations carried out during the

past two years under the direction of Dr. G. G.

Hedgcock have shown that it is distinct from

Cronartium ribicola and it has been named Cro-

nartium occidentale. It does not attack the five-

leaved pines but is known to attack only the

pinon pines, Pinus monophylla and Pinus edulis.

It has been found to range from the southern

portion of Wyoming into Arizona and . New
Mexico.
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EDITORIAL.

The Pennsylvania Highlands of the Ohio
Watershed.

THE earliest actual constructive forestry in

Pennsylvania was the authority to create

on each of our three g:reat river water-

sheds a State Forest Reserve of 40,000 acres. No
one possessed of ordinary sense has ever doubted

that it was a wise measure. The only criticism

that we can make of it now is the limit to

40,000 acres; though at that time it was con-

sidered a great concession to those who were be-

wailing the disappearance of our forest cover.

It proved to be the first of a great movement

which has resulted in placing upon the Susque-

hanna and the Delaware watersheds within our

State more than a million acres of land to be

devoted to production of timber.

On the Ohio watershed a paltry 12,000 acres

has been given for forest purposes. This dis-

crepancy is too great and too unfair to remain

unexplained, especially as an attempt will be

made to show that important as forest cover is

for the other great streams it is vastly more

important for the Ohio.

I^et it be said in advance, however, that at-

tempts to acquire land were made on the Ohio

slope just as they were on the Delaware and the

Susquehanna. Small success attended the ef-

fort, though there were many thousands of acres

that were suitable for State purposes and were

better adapted to growth of timber than of any

other crop. This leads to a generalized state-

ment that wherever in Pennsylvania, coal min-

ing, either anthracite, or bituminous, was the

dominant interest the price paid for land was

higher than where other interests prevailed.

There were two reasons for this: First of all,

the inherent value of coal-containing land, and,

second, the large demands made for timber for

mining purposes.

For rough, steep, non-mineral ground which

was stripped of its timber and unfit for farming

purposes now, the average price paid for land

in fee simple has been about $2.40 an acre.

Obviously no land which contained either an-

thracite or bituminous coal could be bought in

fee for any such price. Up to five years ago

but a few thousand acres of land had been pur-

chased at the maximum price of $5.00 an acre,

allowed by law.

More recently the law was liberalized and the

Forestry Commission authorized to pay $5.00 an
acre for the timber and surface rights alone; and

still later the permissible price was extended to

$10.00 an acre for surface and timber rights

alone.

With such a free hand even the Forestry

Commission has purchased almost no land on

the Ohio watershed, in the interest of which

the price was so greatly increased. This has

been due to several causes:

First. Paying five to ten dollars an acre for

surface land on the Ohio would inevitably end

purchases at the old rates elsewhere.

Second. The Commission apparently failed

to realize that it required but a few years for

poor land to produce a crop of small timber suit-

able for use in the bituminous mines and that

the demand for it was pressing then and was

constantly increasing.

Third. If the Forestry Commission ^^went the

legal limit ^' and paid the price of from five to

ten dollars an acre for land on the western slope,

there would come up from over the State an

immediate charge of graft against the Forestry

Commission and others who were interested in

the transaction.

Now the outstanding facts are:

First. The Ohio watershed needs and is en-

titled to at least as extensive a State timbered

area as the eastern slope.

Second. It is within the power of the citizens

of the Ohio region to make their needs more

widely known, and to demand their just rights

so insistently that the Forestry Commission will

be obliged to make the land purchases and pub-

lic sentiment will approve of it.

Third. It is notoriously true that no such

general demand has ever been made by those in-

terested citizens. For years the Forestry Com-

mission, and the Pennsylvania Forestry Associ-

ation have failed, in spite of earnest efforts, to

awaken a wide-spread interest in Forestry Re-

serves west of the mountains. It is true that we

Mi
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I

have had the earnest support of the leading papers

of Pittsburgh periodically, and we have had the

constant support of the Wild Life League and

its organ ^^In the Open/^ But we have lacked

utterly the popular demand which would com-

pel and justify the Forestry Commission in pay-

ing such sums as would produce the land. The

lukewarm support given by many of the mem-
bers of the Legislature from the western region,

is a matter of record, and needs to be changed

into an aggressive forestry propaganda. There

will be no better time to begin such a campaign

than now

!

There remains one more statement to make.

The report of the Flood Commission indicates

that the dangers to Pittsburgh from flood are

becoming both more frequent and more serious.

It is also stated by those best qualified to judge,

that of the methods proposed to control the

floods but two are worth considering, namely:

Construction of storage basins to control, direct

and utilize the water during times of unusual

flood, or drought ; and the creation of large forest

areas which will lessen the rapid flow of the

water and increase the volume that sinks into

safe storage in the depths of the gi'ound.

It is worth remembering that in the flood of

1907 the following conditions existed in Pitts-

burgh: The power plant shut down. City was

in darkness. Few, if any, street cars were run-

ning. A rise of six inches more would have

cut off supply from main pumping station. Seven

principal bridges were surrounded by water, and

vehicle travel was cut off between the north side

by the 'S^A feet flood, which covered 1600 acres

of the low districts in the city. The assessed

valuation of the district submerged was $160,-

000,000, and the depreciation of the property

was $50,000,000 as a result.

It was the water from the storage basins which

relieved the situation in 1917 by floating 300,000

tons from the Kanawha mines to points below

Pittsburgh. I quote the following from U. S.

Report: *^The certainty of shipment and con-

venience of handling heavy commodities by river

is reported by the larger industrial plants as of

far greater importance than any saving of

freight.'' Such utilization of the river was of

vital importance when the railroads were con-

gested by war traffic.

It is worthy of note that the money value of

the traffic on the Ohio River in 1917 was $309,-

272,75.5.73. The passengers carried in the same
year by the river numbered 3,003,033.

In the future, more than in the past, the pros-

perity of the region through which the Ohio

River and its tributary streams flow will depend

upon the care given to the water-collecting sur-

face and to the success with which the flow is

regulated and utilized.

Adequate forest reserves are even more im-

portant to the western than to the eastern slope

of the State. It is high time they were found!

J. T. R.

The Bedford Meeting.

THE summer meeting of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association was held at Bedford,

Pa., June 18th to 20th, inclusive. All the

sessions were held at the County Court House.

On Wednesday, June 18th, John H. Jordan,

Esq., formally welcomed the association. He
spoke of the immense value of the forests and

timber derived therefrom in the late European

war. He then reverted to Bedford County, once

timber clad, but which has been deforested, so

that the streams have dwindled, and in dry sea-

sons the water supply for municipal and house-

hold use is so small that its use must be cur-

tailed. It will be necessary to reforest the de-

nuded hillsides, and in this way increase the

minimum water flow. He desired information

as to what should be done.

Dr. Henry S. Drinker, President of the Penn-

sylvania Forestry Association and of Lehigh

University, replied, speaking of the necessity of

renewing the vanished forests. He briefly re-

viewed the history of the Association, of the De-

partment of Forestry and of the Pennsylvania

Conservation Association. The Pennsylvania

Forestry Association stands for all moves which

are in the interest of forestry, aiding good and

discouraging bad legislation. He spoke of the

forestry regiments which had been sent to France

and of their splendid achievements in felling

timber, in setting up and operating lumber mills

to supply the large and varied needs of the

armies for lumber, and in aiding to save and re-

plant trees.

Mr. Percival S. Ridsdale, Secretary of the

American Forestry Association, who recently

inspected the timber regions of England,

France and Belgium, gave an illustrated address

on *^The Ruined Forests of France.*' His re-

marks will be found in this issue.

Dr. J. T. Rothrock, President Emeritus of the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association, then de-

livered an illustrated lecture on '^The Pennsyl-

vania Highlands of the Ohio Watershed,'* the

text of which appears in another column.

On Thursday morning, at 9.30 A. M., a visit

was made in automobiles to the Bedford State
Forest of 10,792 acres, located chiefly on Martin
Hill, south of Rainsburg, in the southeastern part
of the county, seventeen miles from Bedford. A
picnic luncheon was partaken at the rangers'

cabin, after which the party divided, some going
to the top of Martin Hill—said to have an eleva-

tion of 3092 feet, the second highest known point

in the State. From this hill good views may be

had of Friends Cove and the Snake Spring coun-

try. The remainder of the party, under the lead

of Mr. William A. Byers, forester-in-charge,

inspected the forest plantations, viewing the

various methods of forest planting. The visitors

were much impressed with the good, excellently

drained roads in the reserve, the well kept tire

lanes, and the satisfactory timber growth, due

to the prevention of forest fires. A description

of the Bedford State Forest and its tree planta-

tions will be found in this issue.

On the return trip a visit was made to the

mill of Mr. C. G. May, at Rainsburg, where

locust insulator pins and tree nails were made,

and the methods of manufacture seen.

In the evening a second session was held at

the County Court House, at which the following

papers, all of which will appear in ^'Forest

Leaves," were presented:
*^ Working with a Shade Tree Commission,

Walter D. Ludwig, District Forester.

**A Practical Problem in Forest Utilization,

Alfred E. Rupp, State Forester, Buchanan

Forest.

^^When Trees GrowT' Prof. J. S. Illick, in

charge of the Division of Silviculture, Pennsyl-

vania Department of Forestry.

^*The Canadian Forestry Association and Its

Relation to Canadian Forestry," Robson Black,

Secretary Canadian Forestry Association.

On Friday morning an automobile trip was

taken to ^^ Grand View," on the Lincoln High-

way, at the top of the mountain, sixteen miles

west of Bedford. From this point a splendid

panorama can be had of the surrounding coun-

try.

In the evening a third session was held at the

County Court House, which was presided over by

Harry C. James, Esq., District Attorney of Bed-

ford County. Mr. James gave some interest-

ing statistics in regard to the area of the county

and its need of forests, also of the necessity

of bringing its importance before the public

schools.

Prof. Lloyd H. Hinkle, County Superintendent

of Schools, s{K)ke on ''The Proper Attitude of

1 f
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the Public Schools Toward Forestry." He said
that the main object of the public school was to

make good men and women out of the children.

As George McDonald said, ''I don't know why
God created me. He hasn't finished me yet,

He is making me now. '
^ So the children are in the

making. Teach them what they should do to make
the world better. The school owes somethino: to

a community. If pupils knew more about the

forests, they would protect and encourage them
and enable the farmers to raise more wheat
per acre by securing more equable conditions.

Heavy rains take the best part of the soil Irom
the fields, but forests prevent the washing and
retain moisture in the soil.

If the farmers are to continue in business

they must understand conditions now, and as

they will be in the future. If they knew the

value of the forests the farmers would be en-

thusiastic supporters of them.

The farmers must raise more grain per acre.

If the boys and girls are to be farmers they must
be educated in natural laws.

From forestry comes love of the beautiful.

What would old Bedford look like if every tree

were cut down, and the mountains denuded. He
instanced a man who offered $10,500 for a farm,

and later when it was proffered to him at that

figure, refused it, saying that it was then worth

$5,500 to him, as one tree which was in front of

the house, and which he would have prized, had

been cut down for firewood.

Boys and girls can be taught in school to love

the beautiful. Train them to love trees and care

for them, have them see God's handiwork in

the trees and forests. The average child does

not know what damage a forest fire does. Train

them to protect the forest, have them under-

stand that the forest reserves help the schools,

the money secured going to the school fund of

the State, and if forests backed up the schools

the schools should back up the forests, and do

what they can to preserve and conserve them,

and stand back of the forestry movement.

Prof. F. W. Besley, State Forester of Mary-

land, told ''How the State Can Assist the Private

Owner to Practice Forestry."

A. B. Egolf, lumberman of Bedford, read a

very important paper on "The Forest and Lum-

ber Interests of Bedford County."

Mr. Paul Kreuzpointer spoke of the situation

in Blair County and what is being done by the

Blair County Forestry and Fish Association, of

which he is secretary.

All of these papers will appear in "Forest

Leaves. '

'
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John H. Jordan, Esq., in closing made a short

talk on ''Why the People of Bedford County

Are Interested in Forestry,'^ and of the benefit

derived from the addresses made. He stated

that the inhabitants would appreciate the value

of the forests and aid in preserving them.

The Committee on Resolutions, composed of

Dr. J. T. Rothrock, J. F. Hendricks and Samuel

Marshall then made their report, which was

unanimously adopted. It appears in another

column of this issue.

This brought to a close a well attended meet-

ing, one of the most interesting which the asso-

ciation has had, and which was enjoyed by all

those present.

Resolutions Adopted at the Bedford
Meeting.

WHEREAS, Because of the encouragement

received from the citizens of Bedford

and Bedford County, the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association was moved to select the

Borough of Bedford as the place for holding its

summer meeting, and because of the cordial co-

operation of the citizens of said Bedford County

our meeting has been one of unusual interest

and of great practical importance to the State

of Pennsylvania

;

Therefore, Be it Resolved, We desire to thank

all of the residents who co-operated with us in

producing results so eminently satisfactory.

Further Be it Resolved, That our acknowl-

edgments are especially due to Messrs. Thomas

C. Bradley, Nevin Diehl and Albert Layton, the

County Commissioners, for the use of the Court

Room in which our sessions have been held; and

to the Hon. John H. Jordan and H. C. James,

Esq., and to the Hon. S. A. Cessna for their pre-

sentation of our Association to the citizens of

Bedford and for the welcome we have received.

Also to the local committee of arrangements and

to the citizens of Bedford County for their

general interest in the work of the Association

and their active assistance in making the meet-

ing the success it has proved to be.

Resolved, further, That we express our great

indebtedness to the friends who so kindly sup-

plied the transportation from point to point.

We will carry with us to our homes a lasting

remembrance of your glorious scenery and of

your generous assistance in enabling us to en-

joy it.

Resolved, also, W^e owe to State Forester Wil-

liam L. Byers, a frank recognition of the effecti e

work he is doing in restoring and protecting the

State Forests and other forests of this district.

He needs no eulogy from us for his work speaks

for itself, though we must thank him for the

care he has taken to clear for us, the entrances

to his forest domain.

And Be it Resolved, That to those in charge

of the Fort Bedford Inn we owe many thanks

for constant care and attention to meet our

wishes. Nothing was left undone to provide for

our comfort. We believe that there will be a

long lingering memory in our Association of

the unusual support accorded us in our efforts

to serve the forest interests of the State.

Resolved, That the thanks of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association are especially due to the

newspapers of Bedford County for the wide pub-

licity they have given to the meeting of the As-

sociation at Bedford and for the attendance

thereat.

The Bedford State Forest.

THIS forest of 10,792 acres is located in the

southern portion of Bedford County, in

the townships of Oolerain, Cumberland

Valley and Southampton. Starting on Tussey

Mountain to the east of Rainsburg, it extends ta

the Maryland State line, a distance of about

twelve miles—the maximum width being about

four miles. It is situated on Tussey and Evitts

Mountains with their ridges, and also on Martin

Hill, which connects the two first named moun-

tains at the head of Friends Cove. Its elevation

ranges from 1,400 feet above tide to 3,092 feet

on Martin Hill, said to be the second highest

point in Pennsylvania.

The purchase of land was started by the State

in 1903, the last tract being secured in the spring

of 1919. The total cost was $25,136, or $2.32 per

acre.

The soil is usually sandy, but in the north-

western part of the main tract is mixed with

slate. The hollows are mostly rocky sandstone,

although there are some slate outcrops, and in

Friends Cove, VA miles from the reserve, lime-

stone out<5rops. The land is not suitable for

agriculture and much of it for years prior to

its purchase was burned over every year.

Mr. W. L. Byers, the Forester, who has had

charge of the reserve since 1907, divides the

forest into three different types. First. The

^* hollow'^ type where the trees are 70 to 80 years

old, mostly white oak, yellow poplar, chestnut

and in some cases a few hemlock. The young

growth consists of chestnut, red oak, hemlock

and white pine, ranging from 20 to 50 years old.

These stands are not dense and cover about
3-16 of the reserve. Second. Chestnut and
rock oak from 30 to 35 years old. This is found
on the mountains and ridges, and covers about
one-half of the reserve. The young growth is

from 15 to 20 years old. On parts of the reserve

this type is dense, while elsewhere it is open.

Third. Very dense barren oak with a few scat-

tered yellow pines 35 to 70 years old, covering

about 5-16 of the reserve. All three types run

into each other.

There are thirty-six springs existing in the

forest, a number of which go dry in times of

drouth proving that heavy planting should be

done around them.

No virgin woods are found in the forest, the

entire area having been lumbered over, it was

then swept by forest fires, and used for grazing

purposes, thus damaging the young growth. Dur-

ing the past twelve years much work has been

done by the State on the reserve. Eleven and

one-seventh miles of roads made in the forest;

16.9 miles of fire lanes (of whieh 4.9 have been

improved) ; 10.9 miles of trails (of which 4.9

miles have been improved), and 20,000 feet of

boundary lines opened (of which 6,000 feet have

been improved). All the roads are seven feet

wide, with brush removed for four feet on each

side, while the trails are made four feet, and

the fire lines fourteen to eighteen feet, the four

feet in the center being improved.

The illustration shows the Sweet Root Gap
Road, 7,700 feet long, running from the Blankly

Road to the creek at the head of the Gap. It was

constructed in 1915 at a labor cost of $77. Two
tree fire towers have been made.

Two hundred and seventy-two thousand two

hundred and thirty seedling trees, principally

white, Scotch, pitch, red and jack pine have

been planted, with some Norway Spruce,

European larch and western yellow pine,

covering an area of 121 acres. The illus-

tration, taken in 1916, shows part of a plan-

tation of 5,000 white pine and 100 Scotch pine,

two year old seedlings, set out in 1909. The white

pine are now seven feet in height, and the Scotch

pine eleven feet. Three pounds of white pine

seed were also sown on five acres.

During 1915 and 1916, $1,918 net return was

secured from the sale of locust wood.

itThe Ruined Forests of France."

The State Department of Conservation and

Development of New Jersey has purchased 1400

acres of land in Woodland township, Burlington

County, and added it to the Lebanon State

Forest.

FRANCE stands today as an example to the

world that a national forest policy pays
big dividends to foresters—the result of a

policy inaugurated more than 100 years ago, kept
the Hun from reaching Paris and saved civili-

zation. Those forests heard the call. They are
battered and torn now but they answered the
call just as surely as the poilu, and now that
^Me jour de gloire est arrive '^ they have just

as big a part in *Hhe day^' as the poilu. Un-
less one has been there one cannot understand
the destruction, for words cannot tell it or pic-

tures quite sense the dreariness of the devasta-
tion.

Not only did France have to see its forests

destroyed in the actual fighting and in the move-
ment of armies, but had to supply its own army
and those of its allies with wood for their numer-
ous military needs. This had to be done because
lumber could be more readily secured in France
than anywhere else, and France, thanks to its

splendidly developed system of forestry, not only

was able to supply army requirements, but was
able, by reason of its forests, to retain its liberty

and save its national soul. Had it not been
for the defensive value of the forests of northern

France, which enabled it to hold back the in-

vaders, and for their offensive value, permitting

the secret gathering of large bodies of troops

for attack, France would early in the war have

been overrun and defeated by the Germans. The
forests saved the country, and in this one re-

spect alone more than amply paid for all the

work and all the expenditures on them during

the last 125 years, the period for which a definite

forestry system has been in force.

The ability of Germany to repay, in timber,

the losses sustained by France, Great Britain and
Belgium has been carefully studied by forest

experts of these countries. From oflfi-cial statis-

tics, the total area of German forests (not includ-

ing the forests of Alsace-Lorraine) is of 16,341,-

700 acres, of which 10,663,800 acres arc State

Forests, i. e., forests belonging to various States,

and 5,677,900 acres belonging to the Communes
or to the Public Establishments. These forests

are composed, above all, of resinous trees; Scotch

pine covers about half of the area (exactly 47

per cent.), and Spruce the fourth part of the

total area. Among deciduous trees, the Beech is

by far the most widely distributed.

There exists, in the bulk of the German forests,

7,867,000 acres of timber of more than 60 years

of age, which may be used for carpenter's work,

It
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i. e., as lumber. Ha^f of this area is covered by

Scotch Pine, more than one-fourth by Beech, and

a little less than one-fifth by Spruce.

Domaniales forests contain 4,.032,000 acres of

timber of more than 60 years of age. To this

quantity may be added 03,950 acres of Communal

Pine timber located in the Grand Duche de Bade

and in Wurtember^-. On this basis, it is easy to

state what volume of lumber is immediately

available, in the State Forests. This volume

is at least 338,000,000 cubic meters. More than

the third is Scotch Pine, which is excellent tim-

ber for lumber. The fourth part is Beech, which

can be used for lumber and for railroad ties.

Spruce and Fir will produce 3,000,000 of plain

boards. Oak will also be w^elcomed by cabinet-

makers and carpenters Avho fear the lack of this

raw material.

The money value of these 338,000,000 of cubic

meters of standing? timber will amount to 5,400,-

000,000 francs ($1,000,000,000) if we take as a

basis the sale prices realized durin"- the last

10 years in the bulk of German State forests.

At the present rate, the value will be double and

more, and perhaps triple. The material cominu'

from the Communal Fir timber of the Grand

Duche de Bade and Wurtemberg, represents 8,-

000,000 of cubic meters, able to produce 250,000,-

000 of boards, valued at the pre-war rate, about

200,000,000 francs ($36,700,000) on standinjr, and

more than the triple at the actual rates.

French soil having been the chief battle ground

it is proper to first of all consider the forest

conditions and plans for restoration of its

forests.

The total area of the French forests situated

in the fighting zones, and in the regions which

were long occupied by the enemy, or subject to

fire, has been estimated in round numbers at

1,482,600 acres.

The i)rincipal varieties of trees which make
up these forests are as follows

:

Among the deciduous trees : The Common Oak
(var. Quercus sessiliflora and Quercus peduncu-

lata), the Beech {Fafjus sylvatica), the English

Hornbeam (Capinus hetulus), the Ash (Fraxinus

errelsior), the Elm (Ulmus campestris) , the Birch

(Hetula alba), and the Alder tree {Alnus gluti-

nosa.)

Among the indeciduous trees: The Fir (Abies

pectinata), the Norway Spruce (Abies or Picea

excelsa), the Scotch Pine (Pinus sylvestris) and

the Black Pine of Austria (P. laricio Austriaca)

.

These varieties are scattered very differently

according to the regions. The deciduous pre-

dominates in the north of France (Departments

of the North, of the Somme, of the Pas-de-

Calais, of the Aisne, of the Oise, of the Ardennes,

and of the Meuse). On the contrary, in the east

the fir and the spruce constitute the greater

part of the woods in the mountainous -part

of the Department of the Vosges; and, in

the chalky plains of the Champagne (Depart-

ment of the Aube and of La Marne), the Aus-

trian black pine is very common.

The principal forests belonging to the Govern-

ment which are not in the regions in question

are:

Mormal, 22,649,186 acres; Nieppe, 5,728 acres;

St. Amand, 8,191 acres; St. Michel, 7,568 acres;

Chateau Regnault, 13,397 acres; Signy, 7,860"

acres; Sedan, 9,496 acres; Moyeuvre, 5,189 acres;

Compiegne, 22,239 acres; Laigue, 9,439 acres;

St. Gobain, 7,904 acres; Retz, 14,826 acres;

Coucy-Basse, 5,322 acres; Lachalade, 5,436 acres;

Spincourt, 5,189 acres; Lisle, 6,671 acres; Som-

medieu, 4,942 acres; Les Elieux, 5,189 acres; Par-

roy, 6,424 acres; Bois-Sauvages, 5,310 acres;

Valde Senones, 10,331 acres; Rambervillers, 13,-

679 acres.

The forests belonging to Communes or to pri-

vate individuals are:

Mazarin, 7,029 acres; Sauton, 5,169 acres;

Boux, 17,222 acres; La Fague, 10,827 acres;

Nouvion, 9,234 acres; Ban Lemonie, 11,633 acres;

Valtin, 3,867 acres.

At all events it does not seem to be exaggerat-

ing to estimate at 741,200 acres the total of

the lands on which work of reforestation will

have to be undertaken, 494,200 acres of forest

lands and 247,000 acres of agricultural lands

having been ruined.

This will be reforested, as the case may be,

either by planting or seeding. The nature of

the land and its condition on the surface, the

nature of the forest trees to be employed, and

on the other hand, the labor resources, will in-

volve the choice of one or the other of these

methods.

It may be estimated that the area planted

will be 444,780 acres and the area seeded 296,420

acres, which will necessitate^ altogether, the use

of 720,000,000 saplings and l,a51,864 pounds of

seeds of different varieties or 72,000,000 saplings

and 185,186 i)ounds of seed per year, assuming

a period of 10 years as necessary for the execu-

tion of the work.

The general estimate of the war losses and

loss in reproduction value of the destroyed

forests of France is placed at $800,000,000. It

is estimated that 16,960,000,000 board feet of saw

timber have been felled in the French forests

since the war started. Nine-tenths of this tim-

ber was used for military purposes. In addi-

tion, military operations have destroyed 2,544,-

000,000 board feet, while the Germans confis-

cated 2,968,000,000 board feet. The total esti-

mated drain on the French forests is, therefore,

some 22,472,000,000 board feet. It would take

France fully 100 years to fully recuperate from

these forest losses, for the productive capacity

of the French forests has been reduced about

424,000,000 board feet a year over a very long

period. Devastated forests in France cannot

be put to agricultural uses because the soil is

of such a quality that under French economic

conditions the forest crop is the most profitable

one that will grow upon land assigned for forest

production.

Following a three months^ trip to the battle-

fields, principally those upon which the Ameri-

cans fought, the writer had the pleasure of pre-

senting to the French Government officials the

offer of the American Forestry Association to

provide France with American tree seed to re-

forest not only sections of devastated forest

land but for use on agricultural land so badly

torn by shell fire that it is no longer of agri-

cultural value. Such land may be ultimately

restored for agricultural purposes after being

planted as a forest for nature then may very

gradually heal the scars of war.

PERCIVAL SHELDON RIDSDALE,

Editor, American Forestry Magazine.

Spring Forest Fires in Pennsylvania.

The reported fires for the spring fire season

of 1919, including all fires occurring from the

1st of January to the 1st of June, total 737.

During the same period in 1918 there were re-

ported 1,359. Total acreage burned over this

spring is 106,070 acres. Damage resulting from

these fires as reported by the fire wardens is

$179,918.00. For extinction the Commonwealth

has paid $10,442.12. It is interesting to note the

following table of averages for spring fires:

Area Burned

1918 150 acres

1919 144 acres

Damage

$262.00

$244.00

Cost

$16.21

$14.16

There were a few large fires as usual this

spring and in practically every instance these

fires became large ones because of not being

detected or attacked promptly.

In addition to the regular force of foresters

and forest rangers on State Forests there have
been 63 patrolmen in service this spring, 55

being the highest number on duty at one time.

Patrol service was rendered in 22 counties. These

men observed 205 fires and extinguished 36 of

them alone, assisting with 49 additional ones.

Remaining fires were reported but were too far

away for the patrolmen to render assistance.

Patrolmen traveled over 12,600 miles and pro-

tected over one and a half million acres of

forest land. Total cost of the patrol service

was a little over $3,700.00; the rate of wage
ranging from 16 2-3 cents to 40 cents per hour.

Based upon average figures the protection af-

forded in the saving of area from being burned

over was not less than $10,000.00. The patrol-

men more than saved the total amount paid them

in other ways.

The Department of Forestry has purchased

sufficient material to extend the telephone lines

on and in the neighborhood of State Forests

about 200 miles. This will enable a number of

foresters to be in telephonic communication with

'

their rangers and some of the neighboring fire

wardens. It will also make possible the extend-

ing of telephone lines to observation stations.

This equipment will more than pay for itself in

one yearns service.

Collections for fire extinction from those re-

sponsible for starting forest fires amount to over

$800.00 since the 1st of January, and settlements

are being made every week.

A number of sawmill engines have been fitted

with spark arresters this spring as a result of

their being declared public nuisances. A great

many fires have also been prevented by the

burning of safety strips along railroad rights-

of-w^ay. The work is usually done by the rail-

road employees without expense to the Depart-

ment of Forestry.

The revision of the forest fire law failed in

the Legislature. The people clamor for protec-

tion, but their agents in the General Assembly

will not permit it. Why not clamor to some

pur{X)se'? The crime of burning forests should

be put on the same level as other crimes. When

the Legislature ceases to protect the criminal,

we will have the means of assuring protection to

forests. Nevertheless, we have had several suc-

cessful criminal suits against individuals who

were responsible for setting of forest fires and

several additional cases are pending. There are

several undetermined suits against men who re-

fused to assist forest fire wardens in the extinc-

tion of forest fires without giving reasonable

excuses for not doing so.

I:
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With the scarcity of timber increasing every

day and with the price of timber constantly going

up, it is evident that the protection of forests

from fire is an absolute necessity.

The moving picture film, ^^The Curse of the

Forest/' was used several times in Clarion

during the month of April. This film is

available for any moving picture house free of

char^^'e.

In*" the National Forests of the West, carrier

pigeons will be used together with airplanes in

the protection of forests from fire. Pigeons will

be carried by the aviators and messages delivered

by the pigeons. Pigeons will also be used in Canad-

ian forest patrol work, several pigeons being car-

ried by each patrolman whether on loot or

traveling by some other method. Airplane patrol

service in Pennsylvania does not seem to be

feasible because of the fact that we have few

satisfactory landing places throughout our forest

regions.

It is interesting to report the co-operation

which we have had with various railroad com-

panies. The superintendents of the B. & 0.

railroad system in southwestern Pennsylvania

have been in consultation with our district fores-

ter and a number of improvements have been

made along their right-of-way. The N. Y. C.

has burned safety strips through Lycoming

county. The Lehigh Valley Railroad Company

made special inquiry with regard to the estab-

lishment of safety strips and promised hearty

co-operation with us for the prevention of fires.

The Bellefonte Central, which was responsible

for a large number of fires heretofore, n' w oi)er-

ates with an extra screen over the outside of the

engine stack and is improving conditions ma-

terially. Along several divisions of the P. R. R.

safety strips have been established, but unfor-

tunately along several other divisions of this

railroad someone is responsible for a consider-

able amount of carelessness. The IX L. & W.

Company and the Reading Railway Company

have burned safety strips in Monroe, Lackawan-

na, Luzerne, Columbia and Schuylkill counties,

and would have burned more had it not been for

some of their work being held up by short-

sighted individuals who refused to grant permis-

sion to the railroad employees to do the burning

on their land.

Practically all of the railroad companies of the

Commonwealth are reimbursing the Common-

wealth for the cost of extinction of fires started

by their engines and for damage to State Forests

, resulting from such fires, except the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company. This company has

taken the attitude that because it is the heaviest

taxpayer of the State, the Commonwealth should

not look to it lor reimbursement for such claims.

It is interesting to note that the U. S. Rail-

road Administration has informed us that claims

for the cost of extinction of forest fires are mat-

ters outside of the jurisdiction of the Director

General and must be handled by the officials ot

the railroad company whose operations are re-

sponsible for the fires.

It is a remarkable fact that Congress has pro-

vided laws for the establishment of safety ap-

pliances on interstate railroads in order to

insure safety of life and limb, but up to this

time there have been no laws, and no rules or

regulations by the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion providing for the installation of safety ap-

pliances to prevent the destruction of property

from fires along the railroads of the country.

This loss amounts annually to almost $10,000,000,

and it is needless to state that practically 99

per cent, of it could be prevented. G. H. W.

Farm Firewood a Valuable Crop.
r"

a
That farmers helped materially in conservin

coal in 1918 by substituting wood as fuel is

shown by statistics recently tabulated by the

Bureau of Crop Estimates, United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture. An average of 11.5 cords

of wood, or a total of 77^092,000 cords, were

burned on the farms of the country during 1918.

The total production of cordwood during the

year, which includes wood burned on farms and

that sold by farmers to city dwellers, amounted

to approximately 102,903,000 cords. The aver-

age farm value in 1918 was $4.73 a cord. Upon

the basis of estimates for 1918, the Bureau of

Crop Estimates says the farm fuel-wood crop is

one of the important crops of the farm, inasmuch

as only five crops—corn, wheat, oats, rye, and

cotton—exceeded it in value in 1918. The figures

show that farmers in the Southern States are

the heaviest fuel-wood users. North Carolina

leads with an average of 18 cords used on each

farm during the year. The farms of South Caro-

lina and Arkansas averaged 17 cords; of Mis-

sissippi, 16 cords; of Georgia, Tennessee, Louisi-

ana, Kentucky, Nevada and Vermont, 15 cords.

The Michigan Legislature recently passed a law

to encourage the planting of nut-bearing and

other fruit-producing shade trees along State

roads. The trees will be furnished at nominal

cost to local officials and private individuals, and

are to be set 20 to 40 feet apart.
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Working With the Shade Tree Commission.

J

WITHOUT a doubt, one of the most potent

and efficient methods of getting the aver-

age urban dweller interested in for-

estry principles and practices is to convert

him into a shade tree enthusiast. By a proper
system of educational training, hints, and sug-

gestions, he will soon become inoculated with the

virus of forestry and so an ardent advocate of

the cause. Where it is not possible to carry the

city man into the forest, it is possible to plant

a tree in his yard or along the street in front

of his home and cultivate his interest in its suc-

cessful growing and care so that he will be but

a few short steps away from a knowledge of

trees in the aggregate and their relationships to

our industrial and economic life.

Shade tree forestry then must take its place

as one of the many methods of educational effort

which are to be fostered and encouraged to brinu

about a more intimate knowledge of the care and

protection of trees and their importance in the

general life and actions of the people.

As a rule the condition of the average

shade trees on the streets of the many cities,

boroughs, and townships of Pennsylvania is de-

plorable and shows a complete disregard of the

proper methods of handling and caring for trees.

The trees have been planted without any re-

gard to the proper species suitable for a cer-

tain condition, have been supposedly trimmed

but really hacked into a semblance of their

former majesty and beauty by the greatest

enemy of the shade tree in existence today, the

^Hree butcher,*' and have suffered other untold

but unmistakably plain evidences of ill treat-

ment.

Despite these evidences of flagrant abuse, it

is singular that more cities, boroughs, and town-

ships in the State have not taken advantage of

the many statutes which give them the neces-

sary authority to proceed with the proper care

and protection of their shade trees. The Act

of May 31, 1907, approved by Edwin S. Stuart,

then Governor of the State, provides for the

planting and protection of shade trees and the

appointment of a shade tree commission. After

the acceptance of the provisions of this act by

the duly constituted authorities, the necessary

rules and regulations in accordance with local

conditions can be drawn up and put into effect.

It is my wish to confine the paper from this

point principally to the activities of the Shade

Tree Commission of the City of Johnstown, a

city of the third class, located in Cambria

county, and with whose functions I have been
actively identified since its adoption of the pro-
visions of the act of 1907.

Johnstown is one of the four third class cities

in Pennsylvania to accept this act, which was
done by proper ordinance early in April, 1916;
and the ordinances, providing for the care and
protection of the city's shade trees, were passed
finally by city council April 18, 1916, to take
effect on and after April 28, 1916.

Ordinances Governing the Commission. The most
important thing to be done is to see that care-

ful and appropriate ordinances and regulations

are drawn up to give the necessary measure of

protection to the shade trees; and all the records

of existing shade tree commissions should be

searched thoroughly for the best features incor-

porated therein. Without these necessary things

with which to give power to the commission, it

is a waste of time and effort to take steps to

create such a body.

I feel safe in saying that the Johnstown regu-

lations are the equal of those in any other city,

because the commission and myself, as its con-

sulting forester from the beginning of its activi-

ties, searched every record and ordinance in

other cities, paying particular attention to those

of Newark, N. J., and Boston, Mass.

Our ordinances are modeled primarily a'ter

those of Newark and in addition, contain other

features peculiar to certain conditions which are

merely local in character. They are rather dras-

tic, but not more so than was indicated by the

circumstances. Besides providing that written

permits must be obtained for the removal, plant-

ing, or trimming of any tree in the public high-

way, and specifying penalties, these ordinances

contain provisions which will care for almost

any contingency which may arise. And it might

be added that they state specifically that *4t

shall be unlawful,'' to do so and so and say

nothing about what sort of evidence such acts

shall constitute.

I should like to read these ordinances because

of their value to other communities, which may
be thinking of demanding a shade tree commis-

sion; but they are too lengthy for this paper,

and I shall quote from only several of their more

important provisions.

They provide for such injuries as may be

caused by gas, hot water, steam, or other sub-

stance deleterious to tree life coming into con-

tact with the soil around the trees, the penalty

being $50 for each tree so killed or destroyed.

They specify that there must be maintained

about the base of the trunk of each shade tree
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at least six square feet of open ground for a

tree of three inches in diameter, and for every

two inches of increase of such diameter, there

must be an increase of at least one square foot

of open ground. They provide against injuries

caused by any kind of electrically charged wire

coming into contact with the branches of a tree.

They require guards and stakes, and adequate

protection from horses and animals ; and proper

care in the erection, or repairing of buildings in

the city.

Requirement of Permits. Nothing will so im-

press upon the people the fact that there is some
[

authorized body looking after the welfare and

care* of the shade trees as when they are asked

by local officials whether they have a permit for

such work as they are doing or are having done

to their trees. Too often the people, especially

property owners, have looked upon the shade

tree which they have planted in front of their

own property as something with which they could

do as they pleased, and this old idea is hard

to eradicate. Undoubtedly there are many cases

where trees are trimmed without the knowledge

of the local shade tree commission, but these in-

fractions of the law become less frequent, if

there is a summons to the magistrate to answer

for the violation.

During the year 1918, the yearly report of the

Johnstown commission shows that permits were

issued for the trimming of 239 trees-, killing of 9

trees, and planting of 17 trees, making a total

of 85 permits for 265 trees.

As to the recognition of the supervisory work

of the commission and its growth, the records for

the past spring nearly surpass by half those of

the whole year 1918. Permits were issued so

far in 1919 as follows: Trimming, 259 trees;

removing, 53 trees ; and planting 78 trees ; making

a total of 390 trees.

Additional Rulings Required. It is not always

possible or desirable to incorporate in the ordi-

nances every phase of shade tree work which

may arise, and in such cases additional rulings

of the commission must be made and enforced.

Probably one of the most difficult things to con-

tend with and handle satisfactorily is the Caro-

lina Poplar. I need not mention the many bad

qualities of this tree for shade and street work,

but we have had to remove such trees often

where the roots had completely shut up a water

or sewer pipe. This tree has been planted rather

extensively in the mining and industrial towns

of Western Pennsylvania and to order a whole-

sale removal of all these trees would have meant

the practical destruction of all shade trees.

However, the commission ruled that it would not

permit the planting of any more of these trees,

and that it would not require a written permit

for the killing or removal of such trees.

Another matter which requires attention is

the height of the lower branches of shade trees

above the sidewalks. An open grown tree will

produce branches all along its trunk and unless

systematic pruning is practiced, the lower

branches will hang too low, thus preventing free

passage to pedestrians, especially carrying um-

brellas. To remedy this condition, the Johns-

town commission has passed a resolution provid-

ing that all trees must be trimmed to a height of

not less than ten feet above the sidewalk.

''The Tree Butcher.'' The greatest enemy of

the shade tree anywhere is undoubtedly the man

who takes a saw and an ax, and starts to cut

and hack at the trees as though they were so

much cordwood, and to be disposed of as quickly

as possible. Probably there is no other calling

or profession in which there are so many per-

sons engaged, who believe that they really know

their business, and yet do not actually know the

rudiments of their work.

Where it is at all possible, I would urge that

all communities take steps to have the duly con-

stituted authorities make a sufficient appropri-

ation for the employment of a competent forester

and shade tree expert to see that the w^ork of

the commission is carried out correctly and to

the letter. I am sorry to note that we have not

reached that stage in Johnstown yet, but we

hope that this will be realized shortly.

In the meantime, we have issued our permits

for trimming and other tree work only after an

investigation and report on the work to be done

is submitted by me and the person who is to

do such work has received my approval. In

small communities it is possible to get one man
who will be responsible, but in the larger places,

this is out of the question. After seeing the

work of those who claim they are expert tree

repairmen, I submit a report to the commission

and they approve the work of those who qualify

according to these standards. When a permit

is asked for and the work is to be done by one

of the accredited men on the qualified list, the

secretary of the commission issues the permit.

Tree Planting. Before any intelligent plan of

planting <?an be adopted, it is essential that a

tree census of the community be taken. This

should locate every existing shade tree, its size,

species, general condition, treatment suggested,

and other pertinent facts.

We have already taken such a census of several
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of the streets of Johnstown and these records

are a permanent part of the shade tree work.

The census will be extended as rapidly as possi-

ble, so that the whole city will be covered.

Much educational work is necessary to bring

the matter of the purposes of the commission

before the people, especially with respect to

planting. I recall that the proposed planting

of one street in Johnstown was abandoned be-

cause of the opposition of the property owners

who, of course, must pay for the cost of such

work, according to the terms of the Act of 1907.

In other cases, the property owners will peti-

tion lor a systematic planting of their streets

and the work of the commission will be greatly

simplified.

In order to conduct an intensive educational

effort the secretary of the commission and my-

self have been authorized to take a number of

photographs of various shade tree conditions in

the city and these will be made into stereopticon

slides and an illustrated lecture given in all

parts of the city. WTien the people realize that

the commission is aiming to protect the shade

trees and give them proper care and attention,

they soon support the movement and render co-

operation and assistance. Much of the opposition

to such commissions has arisen from a misunder-

standing of its purposes and objects, which are

construed to mean an arbitrary and despotic con-

trol. Just as soon as the rulings of the commis-

sion become such, the whole success of the work

is bound to be jeopardized.

As to the species of trees to be planted, much

depends upon local conditions. In general, no

mistake will be made in using Norway Maple,

Oriental Plane, Red and Pin Oaks, Hard or Sugar

Maple, and occasionally Horse Chestnut, White

Ash, American Elm, and Catalpa. We do not

encourage the planting of the Silver and Soft

Maples, because the wood is brittle and the

trees usually develop poor trunks.

We have some extreme conditions, near the

railroads and steel mills, for instance, where

apparently nothing will grow but Ailanthus and

these trees must be used. Our theory is that it

is a waste of time and money to plant species

of trees under conditions where experience has

shown that they will not thrive, consequently

this mistake is to be avoided, so as to give as

little cause as possible for criticism of the work

of the commission. Obvious mistakes in judg-

ment and professional advice will soon react to

the detriment of the work anywhere.

Professional Supervision, Probably nothing

contributes to the success of the work of a
shade tree commission so much as efficient pro-

fessional supervision; and it should be the aim
of our foresters so to equip themselves by a

course of study and reading that they may be
in a position to render this sort of assistance

to communities in Pennsylvania. There are

many pamphlets and circulars to be obtained

from the various shade tree commissions and
experiment stations and there are many excellent

books published on the subject. With his broad

knowledge of trees, supplemented by specific data

as to the habits and behavior of trees under the

adverse conditions of street planting, he will

soon be equipped to render this service to the

])eople.

The attitude of the members of the commis-

sion and those in authority in the various cities

and boroughs is another factor in the success of

this work. Fortunately, the Superintendent of

Parks and Public Property of Johnstown, Mr.

Charles H. Stroup, whose department has direc-

tion of the work of this commission, is keenly

interested in his work and is giving active sup-

port and co-operation to the commission. Mr.

Leo J. Buettner, the secretary of the commis-

sion, is also an interested and efficient worker

in the interest of shade tree problems. Besides

his position with this commission, he is also

Secretary to the City Planning Commission, the

Park Board, and the Bureau of City Assess-

ments, which duties give him an insight into the

plans and purposes of these bodies, thus en-

abling him to coordinate all of their activities.

Shade tree forestry and the ability to render

assistance along this line is an important factor

in general forestry work and our foresters must

be prepared to meet these problems whenever

they arise. By so doing, they will be furthering

the efforts of the Department of Forestry to be

of service to the people and to inculcate love

for trees, which will lead eventually to tree pro-

tection and to a clearer comprehension of the

aims and purposes of forestry.

List of cities, boroughs and townships of the

first class in Pennsylvania, now having Shade

Tree Commissions:

First Class Cities

—

Philadelphia.

Second Class Cities-

Pittsburgh,

Third Class Cities—

Easton,

Johnstown.

Scranton.

Wilkes-Barre,

York,

i n
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Boroughs

—

Beaver,

Bellefonte,

Bristol,

Clearfield,

Doremont,
Dorranceton,

Ebensburg',

Jersey Shore,

Knoxville,

Narberth,

New Freedom,

Oakmont,
Ridley Park,

Shenandoah,

Tarentum,

Tyrone,

West Chester,

Westmont.

Mauch Chunk,

Townships of the First Class—

Mt. Lebanon, Allegheny County.
.

WALTER D. LUDWIG,
District Forester,

Johnstown, Pa.

When Trees Grow.

TREES are among the commonest and most

conspicuous objects of nature. Next to

the gTasses, which comprise about 3,000

species, trees are the most widely distributed and

best known members of the vegetable kingdom.

They are found in every land and occur in a

great variety of situations. As vanguards of the

forest they stand on the shores of the ocean

battling with the mighty waves and the compell-

ing winds. They beautify the banks of placid

streams and protect their shores against raging

torrents. They frame the home picture and give

thereto an expression of homeliness and com-

fort. They furnish a protective cover to steep

mountain slopes, which, thror^^h regulating the

run-off of water resulting from heavy rains and

melting snows, checks erosion and prevents de-

structive floods. Furthermore, they yield many

of the most essential and indispensible commodi-

ties which man uses in times of peace and war.

Trees and the products derived from them were

powerful factors in the prosecution and winning

of the recent war. And now, our common trees

are being planted as memorials to those who

made *Hhe supreme sacrifice.''

This many-sided inter-relation between the

human inhabitants of the earth and trees is not

of recent origin but has existed since the cre-

ation of the world. Man has always been, is

now, and ever will be a friend of trees. In spite

of the long duration and the uninterrupted con-

tinuity of man 's friendly attitude towards forest

trees there yet exists an evident lack of real

intimacy. It is a creditable accomplishment to

be intimately acquainted with our common trees,

that is, know their names and distinguishing

characteristics and be able to chart their kin-

ship and discuss their family history, but I be-

lieve that real tree appreciation can be developed

more readily, fully, and satisfactorily by study-

ing their essential life relations and processes,

that is, by acquainting ourselves with their

numerous activities and behaviors while at work

and at rest. Professor Liberty Hyde Bailey,

for many years Dean of the College of Agricul-

ture at Cornell University, and the writer of

many authoritative books in the field of botany

and horticulture, wrote that 'Hhe ideal plant

teaching begins always with functions and essen-

tial life relations, even with young children.''

Nothing about the numerous processes of trees

is more readily comprehended than that they

grow, for the results of growth are so obvious,

and in some cases striking, particularly in tem-

perate regions where annually a period of vege-

tative rest alternates with a period of activity.

I propose to present for your consideration some

interesting and essential facts pertaining to the

gTowth-behavior of our common forest trees.

Growth, however, is such a comprehensive sub-

ject, and some phases of it so technical that I

have decided to limit myself to the question

^^When Trees Grow?"
The data which will be presented herewith

were collected near Mont Alto, Pa., by myself

and by several of my former students under my
direction during the past four forest tree grow-

ing seasons. I wish to acknowledge helpful and

suggestive assistance from Ml*. Ralph Musser

and Mr. Charles Z. Bates, two former students.

The field work embraced the measuring of many

trees at rather regular, usually weekly, inter-

vals and the keeping of meteorological records,

especially of temperature and rainfall. In order

to obtain detailed field data over 200 trees were

measured daily during the 1918 forest tree grow-

ing season, and in a number of cases specific

gi'oups of trees were measured both in the morn-

ing and evening.

The belief is prevalent that trees grow through-

out the general growing or vegetative season,

which embraces in Pennsylvania from 150 to 200

days, and extends from the last killing frost in

the spring, that is, when the leaves of the larches,

birches, cherries, and maples appear, to the first

killing frost in the autumn when the leaves ex-

hibit their autumnal coloration. This, however,

is a mere supposition, for most of the native

and introduced forest trees in the vicinity of

Mont Alto make 90 per cent, of their height

growth in less than forty days.

The following tabulation lists five representa-
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tive species of forest trees, gives the date in

spring when the growth of each starts, indicates

the percentage of the total growth of the season

opposite specified dates, and schedules the prog-

ress, duration, and cessation of growth:

tender growing points of these trees from the
cold of winter by placing them within small
buds which are almost completely imbedded
within the twigs. This means of adaptation also
protects the tender new growth of spring from

Species

Growth
Starts

I April 15

,§ May 1

g May 15

I
June 1

4> June 15

S July 1

t July 15

^ August 1

Wild
Black Cherry

April 4th

45.0%

Sweet Buckeye

April 6th

67.5%
95.0%
100.0%

White Pine

April 18th

80.0%

Tulip Tree

April 25th

65.4/̂o

Norway Spruce

May 6th

00.0%
00.0%
2Z.4

74.1

99.2

100.0%

76.8%

Not all forest trees begin to grow at the same
time.

Some start early in spring while others begin

rather late. The Wild Black Cherry Prunus
serotina is the first forest tree in the vicinity

of Mont Alto to begin height growth. The elon-

gation of its twigs starts about the fourth of

April. The Domestic Cherry, Prunus Aviumy be-

gins its growth about four days later than the

native Wild Black Cherry. The Sweet Buckeye,

Aesculus octandra^ begins about April 6th, White
Pine, Pinus StrobuSy about April 18th, Tulip Tree,

Liriodendron Tulipifera, about April 25th, and

Norway Spruce, Picea Abies, about May 6th. The
date when the different species start the elon-

gation of their twigs depends upon the inherent

tendenc}^ of the species and the factors of the

environment. The late opening of the buds of

Norway Spruce is not a local characteristic, but

an inherent tendency, for records from Germany
show that they usually open after May 8th, and

in the extreme northern part after the end of

May. On the other hand, factors of the en-

vironment, such as latitude, altitude, exposure,

shade, and shelter, also have a strong influence

on the starting time of the season's growth.

As a rule, buds open about 2J^ to 3 days later

with each degree of latitude and about 2 to 2^
days later with each 350 feet of altitude. White
Oak begins its growth from 7 to 14 days later

on northern than on southern exposures on the

Mont Alto State Forest. Trees with small and

partially or completely imbedded buds such as

Honey Locust, Black Locust, Kentucky Coffee-

Tree, Tree of Heaven, and Catalpa, begin growth

relatively late. Nature seems to protect the

late frosts, for the small and deeply imbedded

buds are not stimulated so early in spring as

large exposed buds; hence, the resultant vegeta-

tive growth usually appears after the damaging

frost period.

Pennsylvania is the meeting ground of many

northern and southern forest tree species. The

northern follow the mountains towards the

South and the southern extend northward

through the valleys. The distinctly southern

species, which are decidedly sensitive to spring

frosts, as a rule, begin the elongation of their

shoots rather late, that is, after the danger

l>eriod of frost damage is past. The Eastern

Catalpa, supposedly a native of the South At-

lantic States, does not leaf out until the latter

part of May. Likewise other southern species,

such as Persimmon, Kentucky Coffee-Tree, and

Bald Cypress postpone the beginning of their

vegetative elongation until late spring.

The range of the period during which the

height growth of forest trees ceases is longer

than that during which height growth starts in

the spring. The Sweet Buckeye, Aesculus octan-

dray usually completes its growth at Mont Alto

as early as May 10th to May 15th, and by June

15th one can find full-sized winter buds. This

si>ecies is the first to complete its height growth

of the season. Most species of forest trees in

southern Pennsylvania cease growing during the

latter part of May and the early part of June.

Only a few species continue their growth into

July. On June 10, 1919, I examined 79 different

species of trees in the vicinity of Mont Alto,

5.5 of which, that is 70 per cent., had already

ceased growing in height. Oti June 18 and 19,
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1919, I examined 50 species of trees in the vicin-

ity of Bedford, Pa., and found that the height

growth of 40 had already stopped. This is an

unusually high percentage of growth cessation,

and is probably due to the extremely cold period

during the early part of May, followed imme-

diately by an unusually hot period during late

May and early June. Such extreme temperatures

and the abrupt transition from one extreme to

the other are potent factors in retarding growth

and in extreme cases may cause entire cessation

of growth. The White Pine, which usually stops

growing in the vicinity of Mont Alto about June

15th, but may continue to grow as late as June

30th, ceased growing this year (1919) about

June 3rd. It is the writer's belief that 85 per

cent, of the forest trees of Pennsylvania have

already (June 20, 1919) completed their normal

height growth for the season. Of the remaining

15 per cent, the Tulip Tree, Sycamore, and the

Larches are prominent species, which may con-

tinue to grow until the middle or latter part of

July. By the first of August the normal height

rofoSiaF for

f^sT as a^rule^ceasftd.
• In order to determine the progress of the

height growth each species must be examined by

itself, for each individual species possesses dis-

tinctive inherent growth characteristics. Some

place their growth without a break, while others

place it by leaps and bounds alternating with

rest periods. In this respect the method of

working followed by trees, and growth surely is

work, differs little from the methods of other

organisms, including man. Rarely does any or-

ganism work continuously, but rest periods are

usually, and sometimes frequently, interspersed

between the periods of work. Rest periods, how-

ever, should not be regarded as synonymous with

idleness, for they are normal prerequisites to the

optimum functioning of all organisms. Without

them no organism can attain optimum efficiency

nor maintain health.

Few comprehensive statements can be made

regarding the growth behavior of forest trees

during the growing season. There is a wide

divergence between the height growth behavior

of Wild Black Cherry, Sweet Buckeye, White

Pine, Tulip Tree, and Norway Spruce. Yet, in

spite of this wide divergence the fundamental

features of the growth procedure throughout the

growing season may be summarized as follows:

Growth begins slowly, after a variable period risrs

rapidly, then reaches a maximum irhich is main-

tained for a short while, finally falls gradually to a

minimum, and then ceases completely.
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The actual growth is, however, less regular,

or the rate of growth usually exhibits a certain

rhythm or periodicity. It progresses by leaps

and bounds alternating with rest periods, which

may be of long or short duration. Rest periods

of short duration occur frequently and at ir-

regular intervals, but are hard to detect with

instruments of ordinary precision. Rest periods

of longer duration are also common and readily

measurable.

The terminal shoot of a Chestnut Oak, Quercus

PrinuSf started to grow on April 17, 1918,

and continued its elongation until May 23rd,

when the first upward thrust ceased. A resting

period of 24 days followed and on June 16th

growth was again resumed and continued until

July 13th, a period of 27 days. The first growing

period extended over 36 days during which the

terminal shoot elongated a total of 10 inches,

that is an average of approximately one-third

of an inch per day. This was followed by a

cessation of growth for 24 days when the second

and final elongation of the season began. The

second gi'owing period extended over only 27

days during which the terminal shoot elongated

a total of 13.5 inches, that is an average of one-

half an inch per day. Such a periodicity of

growth is not unusual, but rather peculiar to

certain species. Pin Oak, Black Oak, Chestnut

Oak, and Pitch Pine frequently begin to place

a second gi'owth 10 to 25 days after the original

growth of the season has ceased.

The period during spring and summer when

height growth does not progress may be regarded

as a resting period^ a recuperative period^ or a

period of preparation. The trees apparently rest

but in reality they are preparing for the next

upward thrust which may be longer than the

original advance. Furthermore, the writer be-

lieves that the recurring rest periods may be-

come a rather fixed and regular feature of the

growth of certain species. This is certainly true

in the case of normal young Pitch Pine in the

vicinity of Mont Alto which exhibits annually

a cessation of growth for a period of 2 to 3

weeks.

The rate of tree growth not only fluctuates

throughout the growing season but also during

each day. The maximum growth usually occurs

late at night, apparently after the preparation

and translocation of food and other essential

materials becomes less active, and the minimum
growth falls in the afternoon of each clear day

when the greatest activity in the manufacture

of starch and sugar is in operation.

About 20 trees of each of the four species

given in the following tabulation were measured
regularly at 7.30 P. M. and 7.30 A. M. for a
specified period. The derived results for height

growth during the day and at night are given in

the following tabulation:

Species Day Night

Tree of Heaven 35% 65%
Tulip Tree 40% 60%
Norway Spruce 18% 82%
White Pine 39% 61%

Average 33% 67%

The foregoing tabulation shows that trees grow
about twice as much at night as during the day.

By using instruments of greater precision the

percentages would, no doubt, be changed some-

what, but the general comparative rate of growth
would still stand unchanged.

To some persons it may appear that the prob-

lem of growth behavior of trees hag only an

academic application. This point of view is,

however, untenable for there is an economic

side to the study. If conducted in a scientific

manner it will supply the basic data for the

preparation of a rational schedule for transplant-

ing in the nursery and setting out trees in the

woodlot and forest. Foresters, silviculturists,

and plant physiologists recommend that plant-

ing and transplanting operations should be con-

ducted when the material to be planted is in

a dormant condition. No fault can be found

with their recommendation, but in order to exe-

cute it properly one must know when trees really

are dormant. This can be ascertained best by

determining when trees grow, since growth is

so evident and measurable, and whenever trees

are not growing they are dormant, that is, in a

static condition, the duration of which is hard

to determine.

Furthermore, such a study facilitates the

preparation of a schedule for field work cover-

ing the problem of growth. That determination

of the quantitative and qualitative growth on

cut-over lands is one of the most important and

urgent problems in American forestry is con-

ceded by the most authoritative foresters. This

is one of the four major problems which the

Chairman of the Forestry Committee in the

Division of Biology and Agriculture of the Na-

tional Research Council recommends as worthy
of immediate and thorough consideration. Here-

tofore, we have generally been instructed that

the height growth of the season cannot be ac-

curately ascertained until late in fall or during

the winter months when the weather is relatively

unfavorable for field work and the days rather
short. Consequently it now follows that since trees
actually cease growing in height in May or
June, no reasonable exceptions can henceforth
be filed against the collection of height growth
data immediately after the cessation of growth
in summer.

It should be understood, however, that the
problem WHEN TREES GROW is but a pre-
lude to the major problem, which is far more
comprehensive, and includes also a study of
diameter and volume of growth of the stem and
the growth of roots, all of which should be
undertaken; for the results derived therefrom
would be of great economic value.

A knowledge of WHEN TREES GROW also

aids in the determination of the best time to

peel bark. Bark can be peeled satisfactorily only
when the sap is abundant and active. Briefly,

the bark peeling season coincides with the grow-
ing season of trees, even to the extent that lum-
bermen recognize a ^^ second sap'' period dur-

ing June in Chestnut Oak trees. This furnishes

practical proof that the second period of growth
recurs rather regularly in this species. The
second period is usually short and the bark does

not peel so satisfactorily as in the first period

of the season. It is, therefore, recommendable
that the period of active growth be accurately

determined for each species, the bark of which

is peeled, in order to determine the exact limits

of bark peeling season.

A thorough study of the growth of trees will

also furnish much needed information to the

legal profession. Many legal decisions concern-

ing boundaries and titles hinge on the question

whether each growth ring represents the growth

of one season, or if fictitious rings are sometimes

formed. The writer examined a large number of

Pitch Pine and Chestnut Oak trees and found

that fictitious rings are regularly formed when

a prolonged resting period occurs within the

growing season. Hence, in some cases two rings

represent the growth of a season, instead of one

annual ring.

I wish to add that the problem—WHEN
TREES GROW—is not only of technical int^est

and economic value but might be used as a

means of developing real tree appreciation among

the children of our public schools. The best soil

in which to plant love for trees is the heart of

childhood and womanhood. The present lack of

a fuller appreciation and a more compelling

warmth towards the out-of-doors in which we

daily move and often toil is largely due to the

kind of education practiced in the past and still
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retained in a few ultra-conservative communi-

ties. It is pedagogically criminal to instruct the

boys and girls in Pennsylvania concerning the

Eucalyptus trees of Australia, the Big Trees of

California, the Yew trees of England, and the

Cypress trees of the South without mentioning

the White Oak, Chestnut, Tulip Tree, or White

Pine which may stand near the school-house

door. And merely to mention the names of these

trees is not sufficient. This simply serves as an

introduction, but if the children are also in-

structed concerning their growth and other

activities they begin really to know these trees,

and will continue to observe and study their

habits.

I regret that a certain geography used exten-

sively in the public schools of our State is often

recommended highly because is contains a special

feature of fourteen pages in the rear part per-

taining especially to the geography of Pennsyl-

vania. In this special part the subject of plant

life is omitted entirely and animal life is con-

sidered in a space of eight lines. In the general

part of this textbook the plant and animal life

of distant Africa are considered in eleven and

twenty-three lines respectively. More than four

times the space is devoted to the consideration

of the animals and plants of far away Africa

than to the home fauna and flora with which

the children come in contact every day.

J. S. ILLICK,

Chief, Division of Silviculture,

Pennsylvania Department of Forestry.

Pennsylvania Forestry Legislation.

THE Legislature of Pennsylvania adjourned

on June 26, 1919, and the following pro-

posed forestry laws were not passed: An

act establishing a Conservation Department to

be composed of the Department of Forestry, De-

partment of Fisheries, Board of Game Commis-

sioners and the Water Supply Commission.

The act sponsored by the State Grange pro-

posing changes in the Department of Forestry.

The revised and improved Forest Protection

Code.

The forestry bills approved by the Governor

and which are now laws are:
.

Act 61—Makes all lands acquired for State

Forests subject to an annual charge of one cent

per acre to be paid to the counties in which the

State Forests are located.

Act 293—The act establishing the Department

of Forestry was amended, making a State Forest

Commission, composed of the Commission of

Forestry and four other members appointed by

the Governor. This Commission is given addi-

tional power in that it can acquire land for State

Forests by condemnation proceedings, appoint

scientific assistants and other employes; also

publish the results of forestal investigations and

inquiries. The salaries of the Commissioner of

Forestry and of the Deputy Commissioner of

Forestry are raised.

Senate Act 733—Provides for condemnation by

the Commonwealth of lands suitable and desir-

able for forestry purposes when a price for such

lands cannot be found, and defines the powers

and duties of the Department of Forestry or

the Department of Conservation in relation

thereto.

The General Appropriation Bill giving $919,200

for the use of the Forestry Department for two

years was reduced to $899,200, $10,000 being cut

from the labor fund and $10,000 from the Forest

Protection Fund.

Forests of British Columbia.

The Commission of Conservation of Canada

has just issued a comprehensive report by H. N.

Whitford and Roland D. Craig, on the *' Forests

of British Columbia. *'

This report states that the timber on 100,003

square miles, or two-thirds of the land once

forested has been totally destroyed by fire, and

on over half of the remaining 55,855 square miles

the timber has been seriously damaged. Using

the timber still standing as a basis, it is esti-

mated that the province has lost through forest

fires at least 665 billion feet board measure.

It is thought that on the remaining timber land

about 28,000 square miles carry at least 5,000 to

8,000 b. f. per acre, and 23,800 square miles

between 1,000 and 5,000 b. f. per acre. The

principal trees are the Western red cedar, Doug-

las fir. Spruce, Western Hemlock, and Balsam

which comprise over 92 per cent, of the standing

timber. The total stand of all kinds of mer-

chantable timber is estimated as 350 billion

board feet of timber. The cut of the Province

for the last five years has averaged VA billion

board feet.

With over 100,000 square miles on which young

forests are established, and which if protected

it is estimated should produce from 5 to 7 billion

board feet per annum, the forest resources of

British Columbia could, under conservative ex-

ploitation, supply at least five times the present

cut, without seriously depleting the capital stock.
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EDITORIALS.

WITHIN the lifetime of a generation we
have seen State after State east of the

Mississippi cease to produce enough of

lumber for its own use. Pennsylvania within

that period having ceased to provide lumber for

export is now bringing from elsewhere seventy-

five per cent, of the supply required to meet the

home demand.
Substitutes for wood have been found in some

cases. This was usually not because the substi-

tute was better, but because it was cheaper. It

is on the other hand, true that new uses for

wood are constantly being found. Some of these

uses require wood of high quality, likely to be

needed in times of national stress: Black walnut,

which is of all woods, thus far tested, best

adapted to propellers of airplanes and military

gun stocks. It is a well-known fact that at this

hour it would be difficult to supply enou-Jih to

meet the pressing needs of an active, severe war.

The prices have gone up for every important

kind of wood, as the quality of the product de-

clined. Take a single instance, which every one

may note : Oiir packing boxes have year by year

become lighter, less secure and finally unaccept-

able. A long-lived white pine shingle has prac-

tically ceased to appear on the market. So it

goes in every phase of our domestic and public

life, that an increasing shortage of wood is evi-

dent. The doings of those who give character

to the lumber trade indicate that the situation

with them is acute.

Our most influential newspapers tell of the

constantly increasing anxiety as to a future

supply of wood pulp for production of paper;

and the same journals rightly condemn extrava-

gant use of paper, but with a singular incon-

sistency, waste page after page with banalities

which can not be considered in the light of news,

or as leading to any economic, moral, political

or educational uplift.

The point to which we were drifting by mis-

use and waste of our forest product has long

been recognized, and vigorously pressed upon pub-

lic notice. It is only recently, by the investiga-

tions of the Federal Forest Service that the public

has been made acquainted with the seriousness

of the forestry problem for the whole country.

It is to be noted that where a decline in the

lumber industry in 1918 over 1917 occurs it can

usually be traced to war conditions.

The following extracts are from the pen of

U. S. Forester Henry S. Graves:
^^ Leaders of the southern pine manufactur-

ers state that the bulk of the original supplies

of yellow pine in the South will be exhausted

in 10 years and that within the next 5 to 7

years more than 3,000 manufacturing plants will

go out of existence.''

*' Already paper manufacturers are em-

barrassed for supplies.''

^* Sometimes forests are wiped out by a gi-eat

conflagration, like that in Minnesota last fall

that killed several hundred people and destroyed

many million dollars' worth of property. Gen-

erally the process is slower and less spectacular,

but the consequences are just as serious."

** Hundreds of communities are suffering be-

cause the resource supporting their chief industry

has been exhausted. Sawmills and woodworking

establishments close, subsidiary interests can no

longer exist, the population moves away, farms

are abandoned, roads and other public improve-

ments deteriorate, and whole townships and

even counties are impoverished."

*^A few individuals may have realized hand-

somely from the speculative enterprise. The

community has been gutted of its principal

capital.
'

'

**This is not an occasional occurrence. It is

the history of millions of acres of land unpro-

ductive and now an economic desert."

J. T. R.
•" •

WE desire to acknowledge the receipt of

$1,000 legacy under the will of Dr. J.

Ewing Mears, to be invested and the

interest used "as working fund by the Pennsyl-

vania Forestry Association.

For 33 years our Association has done a steady,

progressive work in favor of preservation, resto-

rati'on and utilization of forests in this State

on land that was capable of producing no better

crop. Its career has never been spectacular,

but it has never halted, and to-day finds this
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state with large forest holdings and with a well-

defined forest policy, in which as compared with

other States, it holds a commanding position.

This legacy comes at a time when financial

aid is urgently needed. There never has been

a time when active interest in forest restora-

ation has been so important, for never before

has our timber supply been so short, and also

the need for it so great. From the Federal

Forest Service there comes an earnest appeal for

such constructive forest work as w411 reduce,

though it cannot prevent, a dearth of timber

within the next twenty years. The situation

has become serious. For a third of a century

our Association has conducted an active propa-

ganda, laying before the people of the State

the relation of forests to the prosperity of the

Commonwealth. It is important that this work

be. conducted with the utmost vigor now. It is

educational in character. It costs money, as all

other educational efforts do. The more important

they are the more they cost and should cost.

The Association needs money and needs it now.

There are two ways in which relief may come:

1st, by every member giving the small sum of

an additional yearly due; 2d, by each member

securing a new member. If each one will do

this for the Pennsylvania Forestry Association

we will be able to conduct an aggressive cam-

paign for the next twelve months. Surely an ap-

peal for so small an individual effort will not

go unheeded by our Membership. Give us your

help, and give it to us promptly.

We repeat our sincere thanks for the gen-

erous remembrance by Dr. J. Ewing Mears.

J. T. R.

« « •

A VIGOROUS publicity bureau in the State

Dei)artment of Public Health raised an

obscure bureau of the State government

into a much-appreciated, widely-known depart-

ment and increased its powers and public use-

fulness. There were but few citizens of Penn-

sylvania who were not thus brought into touch

with its sanitary efforts. It is safe to say that

the more our people know of governmental doings

the better for the State and for the people!

Our State Forestry Department has slowly

awakened to a recognition of the value of pub-

licity; but now that it has done so, we hope

that it will keep itself well in the public gaze.

It is an open field of interest for 300,000 of our

citizens who take out yearly gunning licenses;

and also for the ever-increasing body who love

the State woods as an outing ground, when in

search of health, renewal of life and freshening

of jaded mental power. There are now hun-

dreds of cabins built on State forest ground

leased for that purpose. The more cabins we have

the more friends the work will have and the more

protection w^e will have against forest fires.

Take the public into official confidence and the

value of your work will be more fully recognized.

J. T. R.
*

THE Pocono Protective Fire Association,

which, by suppression of forest fires, in its

field of operation, has rendered such im-

portant help, has enlarged its outlook and hence-

forth will be known as the Pocono Forestry As-

sociation. ^^ Forest Leaves'' welcomes the new

member to the field of general forestry.

Attention has already been called to the newly-

formed Bedford County Forestry Association,

which is now in successful oj>eration. We hear

also that there is a reasonable prospect of an-

other forestry organization right where it is

most needed. That is in Northwestern Pennsyl-

vania. J. T. R.

OUR Association sincerely regi'ets the death

of Mr. Joseph Johnson, who passed away
on September 28th after a lingering ill-

ness.

Mr. Johnson was for manv vears one of our

most active and faithful members. He was fond

of the out-doors, and his cooperation in the

Forestrv movement was to him a labor of love.

At the time of his death he was one of our Vice

Presidents, and his place in the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association will be hard to fill. We
tender our most sincere sympathy to his family.

His genial presence will long be missed by those

who for so many years were honored by being

associated with him in public service.

J, T. R.

Men who have not sense enough to discover

that every burning match, every cigar stump,

every pipe full of ashes, dropped in the dry

forest leaves may mean a loss of thousands of

dollars to the State, should not be allo^ved to

roam the woods during the fire season.

One of our great railroads has caused most of

the fires which destroyed the young forest growth
in a region where the same company had to un-*

derlay its track with ties from the Pacific coast.

I It was in Pennsylvania.

Autumn Arbor Day.

To Citizens^ SeJiool Diraotors, ^Mperintendents,
Teachers and the 'Children of the Commonwealth:

CONFORMING to a practice which has been

wisely followed in Pennsylvania for many
years, it is my privilege to designate a day

in the month of October to be appropriately ob-

served as Arbor Day. Under the law such day

must also be observed as Bird Day. I therefore

hereby designate as the

AUTUMN ARBOR DAY AND BIRD DAY,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1919.

There is no State in the Union whose natural

resources are more varied or more valuable than

the natural resources of Pennsylvania. A noted

writer recently referred to our Commonwealth

as the ^^ Industrial Titan of America.'' The in-

dustrial supremacy of the State depends in a

large measure upon her coal, iron, forests and

rivers. The vast mountain forests, the numer-

ous rivers and streams, and our delightful

climate have made the land of Penn the abode

of a large variety of summer and of winter birds.

The birds exercise a great influence upon many

phases of agricultural life, and the forests,

streams and birds not only influence economic

and commercial affairs but they are agencies of

great value in promoting the health, the social

conditions, and the happiness of our people.

The school may not therefore render a gi-eatcr

service to the State than to inculcate in every

child under its influence a spirit to conserve

every natural resource and to protect every use

ful bird. Every citizen of the Commonwealth

should be educated to feel that the waste of any

of our natural resources is a national injury and

an offense to the good name of the State. I,

therefore, suggest that, on the day set apart for

the observance of the Autumn Arbor and Bird

Day, the schools co-operate with the public and

with all organizations desiring to promote the

best interests of the State, by holding in the

schools or elsewhere such appropriate public

exercises as shall show the value of our natural

resources, the relation which they bear to the

continued prosperity of our people, the vital

necessity of their conservation, and how many

of those which have already been depleted

may be, in part at least, ultimately restored.

Where an adequate number of trees have been

planted on the school grounds it is suggested that

the school authorities co-operate with the high-

way authorities in planting trees along the high-

ways. The children and the adults will get much
pleasure and will render a great service in per-

fecting plans which will extend to the winter
birds a cordial invitation to remain with us and
a hearty welcome to the summer birds on their

return to us in the spring.

THOMAS E. FINEGAN,
State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

OCTOBER.

suns and skies and clouds of June,
And flowers of June together,

Ye can not rival for one hour
October's bright blue weather.

—Helen Fiske Jackson.

DON'T KILL THE BIRDS.

Don't kill the birds, the happy birds.

That bless the helds and grove;

So innocent to look upon,
They claim our warmest love.

The happy birds, the tuneful birds,

How pleasant 'tis to see!

No spot can be a cheerless place.

Where'er their presence be. —Coles wort hi/,

FROM AUTUMNAL DREAMS.

When the maple turns to crimson

And the sassafras to gold;

When the gentian's in the meadow,
And the aster on the wold;

When the moon is lapped in vapor.

And the night is frosty-cold;

Wlien the cliestni't-burs are opened.

And the acorns drop like hail,

And the drowsy air is startled

With the thumping of the flail—

With the drumming ot the partridge

And the whistle of the quail:

Through the rustling woods I wander.

Through the jewels ot the year.

—Bayard Taylor,

While lumbering and tanning were in full swing,

the town of Medix Run had over 2,000 jwpulation.

When the tannery closes there will be four or

five families.

With the end of Southern pine in sight and

the price of lumber rising we can't afford to burn

a growing sapling.

There is not enough wood in Pennsylvania to

meet our immediate need—yet we still allow an-

nual fires to destroy the coming crop over thou-

sands of acres.
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The Forest and Lumber Interests of

Bedford County.

WITH the Allegheny mountains forming

the western boundary, Ray's Hill moun-

tain on the east, Evitt's, Will's and

Buffalo mountains running through it, Bedford

county must be called mountainous.

This county consists of 640,000 acres, with about

270,125 acres, or 42 per cent., in woodland area.

These forests consist of about 20 different kinds of

commercial woods, namely: White oak, rock oak,

red oak, black oak, pin oak and swamp oak, white

and yellow pine, hickory, chestnut, hard and soft

maple, locust, with a small percentage of black

walnut and some white walnut, cherry, hemlock,

poplar, cucumber, linn, ash, gum, beech and birch.

The oaks are used principally by all the rail-

roads and coal companies for car lumber, switch

and cross ties, with a small percentage of it used

for furniture. But during the war a large amount

was shipped for the U. S. Government for docks

and the construction of war plants.

A gi-eat deal of bark is peeled in Bedford coun-

ty each spring. The operation must be accom-

plished within a limited time, namely, during

the rise of the sap. This season for oaks begins

ordinarily about April 20th, and unless the

growth is too rapid, extends until about June

1st. Usually preparations for peeling are made

well in advance and the trees are carefully

watched for the first signs of rising sap. The

season for the hemlock is much later and ex-

tends until about August 1st.

The rock oak and hemlock bark are used for

the purpose of tanning leather. The black oak

bark is used in the manufacture of dyes and dur-

ing the war a large percentage was used in the

'* khaki'' blends for uniforms, canvas and other

equipment.

We have one tannery in Bedford county.

This one tannery consumes about twenty-five per

cent, of the rock oak bark produced in this coun-

ty, the balance being shipped largely to tanneries

in other parts of Pennsylvania.

Most of the white pine of the country is shipped

to the match manufacturers with a small percent-

age of it being used for car lumber and building

material.

The chestnut is utilized for building purposes,

extract wood, cross ties, telegraph, electric light

and telephone poles. This wood has been seriously

damaged in the county, as well as the State by

the chestnut blight. A decreased production in

Pennsylvania has dropped the State from the

second to the fourth rank. The same condition ex-

ists in the county from this blight. I have a speci-

men here taken from a second growth chestnut

which may be of interest. It is regrettable that

there has been no remedy discovered for the

prevention of this disease.

Our locust is used extensively in the manu-

facture of insulator pins, tree nails for the con-

struction of wooden ships, also for fence posts

and foundations for frame buildings.

We have two plants in the county which man-

ufacture insulator and ship pins who use a large

proportion of the output of the county. The

plant of The Cottage Planing Mill Company was

taken over by the Government during the war

for its output of locust, and the Government also

utilized the black walnut which was shipped in

the log, for gun stoeks.

The poplar and linn are used mainly for finish-

ing lumber and packing boxes.

The hickory, maples and ash are used in im-

plement, automobile and handle factories. We
have several handle plants in our county which

consume substantial quantities of this material.

We have in Bedford county about 177 sawmills,

with an annual capacity of 45,000,000 feet, board

measure, whose production at an average price

of $32.50 per thousand would be equivalent to

$1,462,500.

The annual output of cross ties is estimated to

be 300,000 at an average price of $1.00 each,

making the value for the county production per

year $300,000.

We peel about 15,000 tons of rock oak, hem-

lock and black oak bark, which sells at an aver-

age of $15.00 per ton and brings into our county

a revenue return of $225,000.

The locust output of the county for the i>ast

year was 1,856 cords, at a market value of $10.00

per cord and amounting in total to $18,560.

There was shipped 12,575 cords of paper woo.d

at an average price of $13.00 per cord which

brought into our county a revenue return of

$163,475.

We also produced from our county 3,600 cords

of extract wood at a price of $5.00 per cord, with

a total return of $18,000.

Bedford county also furnished 11,000 telegraph,

electric light and telephone poles during the past

year, at an average price of $6.00, or a total

of $66,000.

With the exception of soft woods, all of the

woods grown in our vicinity are generally used
in the production of pit posts and mine ties. We
produced in the past year 800,000 pit posts, which

sold at an average price of 12c, bringing a return

in total of $96,000. The mine ties shipped num-

bered 240,000 at a price of 18c each, or a return

of $43,200.

The grand total of $2,392,735 value of forest

f)roducts manufactured in Bedford county each

year will surprise the average person, who is in-

clined to place a limited value upon the indus-

try as it affects the community in a financial

way. Instead of being a business of limited im-

portance It is the largest manufacturing industry.

The money represents the sale of natural re-

sources and brings into this county a large

amount of money from outside districts which re-

mains in this county and adds in an important way

to the wealth of the people.

The changes in the market requirements in the

kinds of woods are becoming broader each

year and where twenty years ago white oak was

practically the only hard wood manufactured,

we are now able to supply to the satisfaction

of the consumer other woods to be used for the

same purposes for which white oak was one time

required. This has had an important bearing

on the timber supply. Mills are now cutting over

tracts of oak and chestnut where 20 to 30 years

ago other mills had cut all the white oak only.

I favor the conservation of timber for the pro-

tection of our water sheds and trust that the

State will extend its forest reserves from time to

time.

A. B. Egolf.

A Problem in Forest Utilization.

The late Dr. J. Ewing Mears, mentioned edi-

torially in this issue, was born in Indianapolis

in 1838. He graduated in Medicine in the Jef-

ferson Medical College in 1865, and was for

nearly fifty years a prominent figure in the medi-

cal life of both the city of Philadelphia and the

State of Pennsyvlania, rendering an efficient serv-

ice as lecturer, professor, practitioner and author.

It would, however, be unfair to his memory to sup-

pose that activities so varied as these exhausted

his interest, or his desire for public service. He

was also executive officer of a military hospital

during the Civil War, surgeon-in-chief of the

Pennsylvania National Guard, member of the

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, and trustee

of the Hall, honorary member of the Massa-

chusetts Horticultural Society, member of the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association, and of the

City Parks Association. In religious affiliation

he was an Episcopalian. Dr. Mears has left the

record of an honored, useful life.

THE problem of forest utilization has been

a vital one to the Department of Forestry.

The Department owns many acres of land

capable of producing a good crop of trees. The

present growth of fire-scarred, blighted, crooked,

and timberless trees, has prevented reforesta-

tion.

Such were the conditions on 140 acres of the

Buchanan Forest. Nearly forty years ago sixty

acres of this area were used for agriculture.

Later it was abandoned. A volunteer crop of

forest trees, of which 35 per cent, were tulip

poplar, 20 per cent, white walnut, 10 per cent,

hickory, 15 per cent, locust, and 20 per cent,

of other species, like sassafras, ash, cherry, maple,

and chestnut, covered the area. The remaining

eighty acres were in larger timber. The 140

acre area under discussion lies on the east slope

of Cove Mountain and has a gradient of about

twenty degrees. The soil is of Juniata forma-

tion consisting of Martinsburg shale covered by

a sandstone wash. The soil is smooth and the

greater portion could be planted. From 1911

to 1915 we planted 33.8 acres in trees, 30,830

white pine, 27,300 Norway spruce, 4,000 white

oak, and numerous other species. This planting

was done under a canopy of 20 per cent, to 30

per cent, density, consisting of white walnut,

poplar, table mountain pine, and other species.

The young trees in the plantations demanded

more light and it was necessary to remove all

trees forming the canopy.

Another portion of the 140 acre area, con-

taining about twenty-seven acres, supported a

mixed growth of poplar, white walnut, locust,

cherry, maple, chestnut, sassafras, and pine. The

chestnut was fire-scarred and blighted. The

sassafras, small and crooked. The white wal-

nut was stocky, crooked, and full of small

branches. The poplar only was making a satis-

factory growth.

The remaining area of eighty acres contained

a splendid growth of young hickory, white pine,

and chestnut oak, shaded by large fire-scarred

and blighted chestnut trees. The whole area, to-

gether with the entire forest of 6,800 acres, was

lumbered during the years 1900 to 1910. All

timber trees of value were cut at that time. The

problem was: What to do with this area. We

could not cut it into lumber because it was lum-

bered onlv nine years ago, and not more than

30 per cent, of the trees were fit for any kind

of lumber. The fire-scarred chestnut trees were
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hollow at the base. The other species were too

small and crooked to be saw^ed into lumber.

Cord-wood was worth $5.00 a cord and cost

that much to cut and deliver to market, a dis-

tance of five miles.

We were sure that the old trees, especially

those growing in the plantations, had to be re-

moved. The local market could not handle the

products. With the lumber and cord-wood mar-

ket closed to us, we sought help in the cooper-

age market. After deciding that the keg stave

market was the only one in which we could

utilize all the material with a minimum of waste,

we started the operation, having three purposes

in mind:

To remove all trees without future value so

that young valuable species might develop and

form the predominating stand.

To market the products at a fair profit.

To train sawyers and operators for future

stave mill operations.

Two keg stave mills were purchased at scrap

iron prices. One of the mills and a 25-horse

power engine and boiler were shipped at this

time last year, from the Mont Alto forest to

the Buchanan Forest. The mill consisted of one

cut-off frame, one bolter frame, one stave saw
frame, one crozier, and one jointer, together with

the necessary pulleys, shafting, saws, and belt-

ing. This outfit, including boiler and engine,

was worth $675.00. The moving expenses were

$69.14.

To house the mill machinery properly, it was
necessary to erect a strong building 20 feet by 20

feet, and portable, to facilitate moving. The
building was put up by the forest employes, at

an expense of $111.22, which included the plac-

ing of the machinery. To build it, very little

lumber was available. It was necessary to hew
the frame timbers and to rob the old logging

bridges of plank for flooring. When winter set

in, additional lumber was secured from the Cum-
berland Valley Railroad Co. The building was
sheathed and windows set in for light. The cost

of this additional work, and for improvements
made from time to time, was $140.24.

A brief description of the mill is as follows:

The engine is located in front of the mill and
a little to the right of the center. The diameter
of the main drive shaft is 2V2 inches, and the

length is 18 feet. Six pulleys are mounted on
this shaft, with the main pulley near the cen-

ter. Pulleys of various size are placed so as

to give each machine proper speed. The first saw
operated is the cut-off. This saw is mounted on

a swinging frame which is drawn towards the

log by the operator. The logs are brought to

the logway so that the large part of the log may
be utilized first. To do this, three large wooden
rollers are mounted in a frame near the cut-off

saw and a four wheeled truck moves on a 40-foot

track in line with the rollers.

The large end of the log is placed upon the

rollers and the top, or small end, is placed upon
the truck. One end of a 40-foot rope is tied

to the truck and the other to a windlass placed

near the operator. A head block is so con-

structed that every section sawed off by the

operator is 19 inches long. By turning the wind-

lass the log is moved forward towards the head-

block as fast as the operator can saw off the

sections and place them in position for the bolter

operator.

The bolter machine consists of a 36-inch saw,

mounted on a heavy frame. The blocks are

placed upon a small track carriage and are held

in place by two small dogs. The operator must
saw a bolt having at least two edges, and it must
not be more than 5 inches thick. The bolt,

when in proper shape, is placed before the stave

sawyer. The stave saw, mounted on a steel

frame, is driven at the rate of 2500 revolutions

per minute. The saw is bilged like a keg, so

that when the stave is sawed, it has a bilge of

one-half inch. The bolts are i)laced upon the

carriage by the operator. Both the carriage

and the track are curved to suit the bilge in the

saw. Two strong springs are mounted at each

end of the track for the purpose of driving the

carriage back and forth at the will of the oper-

rator. The bolt is fed into the saw and as fast

as the staves are sawed they are placed on a

table, in position for the crozier. The crozier

is the first finishing machine. It consists of a

mandrel containing two saws 18 inches apart,

with one stop cutter knife, and one chiming knife

mounted with each saw on the mandrel. The
staves are fed into the saws and knives by a
large steel wheel having spoke-like offsets to

carry the staves. After passing through the

crozier, the staves emerge grooved, chimed, and
18 inches long. They fall into position for the

next operator, who is the jointer.

The jointing machine consists of a large incased

wheel upon which are mounted six knives. A small

opening at the front of the machine is large

enough to insert and hold the edge of the stave

against the revolving knives. To make the
proper bevel, the staves are held against the
knives by two steel fingers operated by a pedal
at the command of the operator.
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The staves are now finished. They are sorted

and piled in the drying yard, where they are

dried and counted by piling them in squares. A
pile five feet four inches high contains 200

staves each four inches wide. When dry they

are packed in round bundles containing 100 four

inch staves, or 400 inches to the bundle. A
bundle of staves when dry weighs from 55 pounds

to ^b pounds, depending upon the species of wood

used. The staves are hauled to the railroad sid-

ing in a large rack holding from 75 to 80 bundles.

We* have used chestnut, jwplar, pine, sassafras,

basswood, white walnut, and hemlock in stave

manufacture. The timber should be green and

the pines saw best when frozen.

A stave mill requires one team and ten men.

The men operating the machines must be skilled.

Every man must be able to handle the staves as

they come to him. The speed of the output is

determined entirely by the speed of the slowest

man. Time and practice are required to develop

a skilled mill crew. Such a crew will operate

the mill to full capacity, but the absence of

one man will reduce the output 25 per cent, to

30 per cent. It is necessary for our employes

to live in tents and they are provided with home

comforts. We acquaint the men with stave prices

and endeavor to operate on a co-operative basis.

When stave prices change, labor prices also

change and the men are satisfied. We did not

begin sawing staves to see how much money

could be made. We are working for future

benefits. If this operation assures this, we need

make expenses only to justify the operation.

We have made more than expenses as the follow-

ing statement shows: We have sawed 501,944

staves, which were sold f. o. b. our shipping point

for $5,019.44. The cost of manufacture to date

is $3,528.44. The profit, therefore, is $1,491.00,

with a large amount of unsold material on hand.

The operating expenses are proportioned as fol-

lows : Logging 23 per cent., sawing 62 per cent.,

marketing 15 per cent.

Logging operations include the felling of the

trees" road-building, and hauling the logs to the

mill. Sawing includes all mill work. Marketing

includes selling, packing, hauling, and loading

the staves. We paid five cents a bundle for

packing, four cents for hauling, and one-half cent

for loading on board car.

A number of measurements were made to de-

termine how many staves could be sawed from

one cord of wood, using the Humphrey rule for

measuring cord-wood with calipers. This rule

determines the contents in a stacked cord of 128

cubic feet. The result of the measurements
shows that we were sawing 1,800 staves to one
cord of wood (128 cubic feet).

The profit on the staves sawed was $2.97 a

thousand, or $5.34 a cord stumpage for the

wood. State Forester Rane, of Massachusetts,

and the insulator pin manufacturers give figures

showing that a cord of wood such as we have

been using, will contain about 500 board feet

of lumber. Computing the figures given, in terms

of board feet, there was a profit of $10.68 on

the material manufactured into staves, omitting

any charge for raw material and interest.

We also found that certain size blocks were

producing more waste than others. This led to

the following conclusions : Blocks having diame-

ters from 7 inches to 9 inches have the greatest

waste, while those from 3 inches to 6 inches,

and from 10 inches to 11 inches, have the least.

The reason is that blocks 7 inches to 9 inches in

diameter are too large to square and too narrow

to be cut through the center. The ideal tree is

one producing blocks which permit squaring for

the stave saw or cutting through the center.

Trees more than 12 inches in diameter,

unless damaged, should not be used for keg

staves, but should be cut into lumber re-

gardless of their value in staves. We have

thousands of cords of wood, worthless for lum-

ber, which will make good staves.

The Department of Forestry paid $2.00 an

acre for this land. At an exi>ense of $13.25 per

acre, 33.8 acres of the area were planted in

trees. The shelter trees in the plantations have

all been removed, and about 27 acres additional

have been cleared of all large growth. The

chestnut has been removed from 80 acres by

selective cutting. The removal of this timber

and its manufacture into staves has paid the

Department more than $10.00 an acre. This is

$8.00 more than was paid for the land. We
expect the cleared area will reforest itself in

tulip poplar, and the selective cutting area in

hickory and chestnut oak. Great care, at extra

expense, was exercised in the logging operations

to save the young growth. We have reason

to believe that the treated areas will become as

valuable as the planted area.

The total amount of the Department invest-

ment is $1,730.00, which includes team, wagon,

engine, mill machinery, and buildings. The profit

of^'the operation to the present time is $239.00

less than the cost of the equipment ; but the dry-

ing yard contains 70,000 staves unsold, and 150,-

000 staves are still to be manufactured from this

area. The large chestnut and poplar logs have
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Six Head of Horses Drawing a Heavy Load of 22 Feet Logs to the Mill.

Marchenoir Operation.

\\\

II

Interior of Saw Mill. Marchenoir Operat;on of the 20th U. S. Engineers. (Forest)

A Large Load of Logs at the Mill. Marchenoir Operation.

!•

r Truck and Trailer Carrying 1.500 Board Feet ok Oak Lumber. Marchenoir Operation.
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lor France during the latter part of October
of that year. There was a crying demand for

forest products and the greatest possible speed
for quick organization was demanded.

On January 3, 1918, six more companies em-
barked and one of these, (^o. D, 4th Bn., later

termed the 23rd Company of the 20th Engineers,

was ordered to Marchenoir, a small village in the

Department of Ix)ir et Cher, central France.

This is one of the most beautiful and fertile

parts of France, and frequently termed the Gar-

den of France. Here also the purest French is

si>oken and the peasants are considered the kind-

liest, most hospitable, affable and humorous of

any peasant class in France. How could they

be otherwise when surrounded from early spring

to late fall with such an abundant vegetation and
great masses of bright, beautiful flowers. The
quality and size of their horses and cattle are

unequaled anywhere else in the country. p]ven

the forests appeared to be made up of larger

and better timber than most other regions. Com-
})any D of the 4th Battalion was fortunate in-

being so favorably placed.

The operation was on the Forest of March-

enoir, a stand of hardwoods, mainly pedunculate

oak (Quercus pedunculata) ^ the wood of which

corresponds closely to the white oak {Q. alba)

so common in Pennsylvania. There were five

(.")) parcelles (compartments) and four (4) x)art

j)arcelles comprising 116.5 hectares (288 acies)

of mature timber to cut, estimated to contain

about 6,000,000 board feet of lumber. The cut-

ting was clear, that is, all the trees were taken.

So again this operation was fortunate for the

selection system followed on so many American

operations in France, made progress more slow

and laborious, as greater care had to be exer-

cised in felling the trees to prevent injury to

those left standing. Cutting began about the

28th of January, but not very briskly nor under

favorable conditions. The weather was bad, due

to frequent rains, I might say continuous rains,

and mud was a serious handicap. The men were

billeted in barns in the town and then in tents in

the forest. The tents were without floors, but

each one was ecjuipped with a Sibley tent stove

(cone shaped). Tools and other working equip-

ment were not at hand and the greatest difliculty

was encountered to obtain them. Men were

being sent across faster than equipment could

be shipped. Each battalion before sailing had

worked out the e(iui|)ment needed, but generally

what was ordered for one battalion was fmally

used by other overseas forces. The Marchenoir

operation obtained a saw mill, which, 1 believe,

had been ordered by the 10th Engineers. Up to
the middle of February we had only a few axes
and cross cut saws available, so work was slow.
However, we had three 3-ton English make
trucks, and then 60 head of horses arrived, but
no harness nor wagons. These latter were re-
ceived toward the end of February and in the
meantime a fairly good supply of axes and cross
cut saws. The early part of March saw a 50
H. P. Farquhar boiler and engine on the ground,
followed a few days later by a ten thousand
board feet capacity saw mill. These were quick-
ly set substantially, for there was a year's work
ahead and hard oak timber to be sawed. The
wisdom of substantial setting proved itself later

by the fact that the mill sawed regularly 50 per
cent, above rated capacity, and, on several differ-

ent occasions, more than 100 per cent, above rated

capacity. In other words, the day's cut of two
ten hour shifts, was anywhere from 30,000 to

44,000 board feet, whereas the rated capacity in

two shifts was about 20,000 board feet. By the

end of March the mill was running well. The
timber was of good size and quality, much better,

cleaner and with fewer defects than could be

found in stands of like age in this country. An
order came through to furnish a quantity of tim-

ber for dock construction 8 in. x 16 in. x 32 ft.

long. These were duly shipi>ed although 32 feet

was the maximum log the mill could saw. The
cover plate of this issue shows two logs at the

mill ready to go on to the carriage. The one

on which men are standing cut two 8 in. x 16 in.

X 32 ft. timbers and in addition several 2 in.

planks 16 in. wide, in all about 800 board feet.

The second log a similar amount.

The stand of timber was 2^/^ miles from the

mill, with a good hard road connecting. This

road was not kept in repair, and heavy log

wagons, trucks and tractors with trailers soon

played havoc with it. All logs were skidded to

the road and there loaded on either four or

eight wheeled wagons, the latter proving much

the better for the work at hand. With four

horses attached they easily carried 1200 board

feet of logs where the road was faiily good, but

frequently six head were necessary, where the

road became soft. The illustrations herewith

are both of eight wheeled wagons and the size

of the loads will be noted.

Transportation from mill to a standard ^auge

railroad gave considerable difficulty. The mill

stood within 500 feet of a meter gauge railroad

or tramway, but there was no siding. Although

but one train a day passed back and forth, yet

no lumber could be loaded direct. After dicker-
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ing with the French authorities for nearly three

months a railroad was put in by our men, with

our materials, and at our expense. Then we fur-

nished two meter gauge locomotives and 10 or 12

cars and the train crew to man the *^ Special/*

This train was run to Blois, about 18 miles,

where we also had to install siding both from

the narrow gauge and standard gauge roads.

Until the "railroads were built, most of the

lumber was hauled either to Vendome or Beau-

gency on trucks, trucks with trailer, or tractor

with three or four trailers. The distance to Ven-

dome was about 12 miles and to Beaugency 8

miles. The illustration shows a truck and trailer

loaded with four 12 in. x 12 in. x 30 ft. tim-

bers besides a few of smaller dimensions, aggre-

gating approximately 1500 board feet or 7000

pounds in weight.

The Marchenoir operation produced results

which gave it an enviable position among the

better of the A. E. F. lumbering jobs and did its

part toward winning the war. Let the people of

the United States not forget the part lumbering

played in gaining this end.

W. Gard Conklin.

Forestry Conditions in Blair County, Pa.

MR. JAMES A. IRVIN, Chairman Commit-

tee on Forestry, Blair County Game,

Fish and Forestry Association, has com-

piled the following data in regard to Blair

County

:

The fire wardens are notified by telephone by

interested citizens, by other fire wardens, or by

the Blair County Fish and Forestry Association,

of the location of a fire. They then gather to-

gether a gang of men and extinguish the fire. At

South Lakemont, a suburb, a volunteer Forest

Fire Society has been formed. The fire fighters

are paid 20 cents an hour by the State Forest

Department, one-half of which is levied on the

County Commissioners.

One paid fire warden will be in Blair County

this fall. There were few fires this spring.

An analysis of the foregoing statement dis-

closes the fact that the quantity of timber cut per

annum is greater than the amount of annual

growth, added to the principal stand of timber

large enough to be cut. Thus, in Blair County,

at present and for years in the past, the present

and future generations have been robbed of an

indispensably necessary source of industrial

wealth and support of civic welfare.

At the present rate of cutting, the relation of the

annual increase in growth of merchantable tim-

ber and the amount of cutting is such that Blair

County will be without merchantable timber in-

side of 35 years. This is about the same limit

of time for the merchantable timber supply of

the whole of the United States.

However, meanwhile the present small sized

timber will have grown to a size which will make

it serviceable for other pur^wses, such as paper

stock, chemical wood, cord wood, ties, mine posts,

and poles. But an absolute guaranty of this con-

servation must be based upon an efficient system

Forested Area 134,000 acres

" " non-productive 10,000
" small, productive 90,000

• " large, productive 34,000
" " water-shed preserves 39,487

per cent, water-shed 29.5 per cent.

Area Forest Plantation, at present 345 acres.

Area Forest Fires, nineteen years (1900 to 1918) 92,306 acres.

per cent 68 per cent.
• annually (1915 to 1918) 9,200 acres.

per cent 7 per cent.

Cost to County, fire extinction, annually $299.

County Millage for Cost, per acre 2 mills.

Damage, Annual Material Loss (1900-1918) $14,656.
" Annual, per acre burned $1 60.

Wood Cut Annually, cubic feet (1900-1918) 3,350,000 cu. ft.

Wages Paid for Labor, annually $164,000.

Annual Growth, to Cutting Size of Trees, cubic feet 1,700,000 cu. ft.

Annual Excess Cut, cubic feet 1,650,000 cu. ft.

Annual Growth, with Trees Too Small to Cut 7,150,000 cu. ft.

Number of Fire Wardens 35.

Number of Fire Wardens Rieached by Telephone 33
Total Economic Loss, Annually, Due to Fires and Absence of Cutting Regulations. . . .$270,300.
Cost of Plantation, annually $320.
Future Labor Loss, from Present Excess Cutting $85,000.

of fire prevention, discovery and control of fires.

The menacing fact of the annual economic loss

of $270,300.00 due to fires and over-cutting is not

only of local but of national importance. Condi-

tions being largely the same all over the United

States this economic loss may safely be multiplied

a thousand times and it is seen what an enormous
tax this loss means to the people in the long run.

In its effects upon the industrial and social

welfare it acts like a silent, insidious dry rot upon
the social structure.

The other startling fact is the calculable period

of the disappearance of the merchantable timber

in the United States, this statement coinciding

with the statement made by officers of the United
States Agricultural Department at the Conserva-

tion Congress, at Washington, in 1913, where
it was predicted that the available merchantable

timber would be exhausted in forty years. Six

years have past and but little improvement in

the forest policy of the country has taken place

since then. Permit me to give a concrete example
what that means.

In 1904 the Deputy Minister of Education of

the then Empire of Austria visited the St. Louis

World's Fair. On his return he visited the De-
partment of Tests of the Pennsylvania Railroad

at Altoona and engaging in conversation on the

subject of competition between nations the gen-

tleman asked how Austria could meet American
competition with its comparatively small handi-

craft industries and lack of extensive resources

of raw materials. And even if Austria were in

l>ossession of large mineral resources, that coun-
try would not have timber enough to support such
an extensive industrial system like that of Ger-
many or of the United States. Now, the lesson

to be derived from this remark made as to the

inability of a country with extensive industries

of the modern type being unable to sustain those

industries unless there be available a sufficient

supply of timber applies exactly to the rapidly

waning forest resources of the United States. If

Austria could not sustain large industries because
of lack of merchantable timber, the United States
will likewise be unable to sustain its extensive

industries when the merchantable timber is gone,

there being no special providence to guard the

people of this country against the effects of

wasteful, careless habits, and reprehensible dis-

regard for the rights and welfare of the coming
generation. I remember when a boy, 70 years ago,

when Austria tried in vain to reforest certain

I)arts of the Tyrols Alps, which, during a previous
generation had been as thoughtlessly denuded of
their forest cover as is being done in this country.

Herein lies the significance of the relation of the
Blair County forestry condition and the anxiety
of the Deputy Minister of Education of Austria
how to meet the industrial competition of the
United States with Austria's lack of sufficient raw
materials and forestry resources.

I told the Deputy Minister that, if the United
States persisted in its wastefally destructive policy
in the use of its forests and other resources the
time will come when there will be no competition
to be afraid of because of the then growing neces-
sity to conserve what resources there are left

^

for the purpose of providing food, shelter and
clothing for America 's increasing population. That
this phase of the economic life of nations is well

understood by the older nations of Europe and
Asia is proven by the fact that of the thousands
of foreign engineers, educators and government
officers from twenty-two different countries who
have visited the United States since 1885, and
of whom I have met hundreds personally, the

wasteful use of our resources did not escape their

observation and their remarks on this point were
most instructive, not a few expressing their satis-

faction that this wasteful use of timber and min-
erals would eventually help them to meet more
easily the competition from the United States.

No other country but Russia is blessed with such

a wealth of resources as are the United States.

Taught after a thousand years of dire necessity

to be economic in the use of what resources they

possessed, these foreign engineers and educators

were good judges in their estimation of the ef-

fects of deforested mountains, eroded hillsides, or

dried up water courses, upon the industrial life

of the countrv in the future.

Thus, from whatever standpoint we look at this

statement of forest conditions from Blair Coun-

ty, it being typical of the forest conditions of the

county at large, it reminds us most forcibly

that the conservative use and scientific manage-

ment of the remaining timber supply of the

United States has become a patriotic duty and

paramount necessity because without a prosper-

ous agricultural and industrial activity we cannot

maintain our democratic institutions, nor our

present political, commercial and industrial

standing.

Hence also the need for a vigorous, purpose-

ful forest policy, State and national, free from

the play of partisan politics and aiming at the

liberal co-operation of all interests, of capital and

labor and of all the people as a matter of national

welfare and self-preservation.

Paul Kreuzpointner,

Secretary.
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How the State Can Assist the Private

Owner to Practice Forestry.

THE wooded area of the United States

is approximately 545,000,000 acres. Of

this, 29 per cent, is in National forests or

parks and about ^ per cent, owned by the states,

leaving over 70 per cent, in private ownership.

While the management of the national and state

forests is not nearly so intensive as is desirable,

the character of ownership and the technical

direction of the forests insure reasonably effi-

cient operation. It is, therefore, to the private

forests, which not only comprise the great bulk

of the wooded area, but an even greater percent-

age of the standing timber, that we must turn

to develop a forest policy that will provide the

timber supply of the future.

Colonel Graves, of the U. S. Forest Service, in

taking up this problem of the regulated manage-

ment of private forests, is undertaking a large

task beset with many difficulties, but he has

the assurance that practically all the foresters

and those interested in forest conservation are

likewise interested in extending the practice of

forestry to private lands. There is no doubt

that the situation is a critical one, requiring ac-

tion and even the adoption of what may ap-

pear to many as revolutionary measures, if we

are to avert serious consequences 20 years from

now. In dealing with the forests we are dealing

with a crop which requires many years for ma-

turity, and if we must wait from 30 to 50 years

from the time of seeding until harvest, it means a

long look ahead.

In growing timber, however, the fact must not

be lost sight of that we are producing a crop

just as certainly as though growing corn or

wheat, and that the crop of timber is just as es-

sential to the welfare of the country as the corn

crop or the wheat crop. We must get away

from the common misconception that the timber

business is essentially the harvesting of a crop

rather than the growing of it. The main em-

phasis must be placed upon the growing of the

crop, the harvesting being only an incident.

Pennsylvania has approximately 13,000,000

acres of woodland, of which the state, in its 53

forests, owns a little over 1,000,000 acres, or

less than 8 per cent. There are no national forests,

so that the remaining 12,000,000 acres, or over

92 per cent., is practically all in private owner-

ship, and about equally divided between farm

woodlands and large timber tracts. The lumber

cut ten years ago was nearly 1,500,000,000 leet,

but has gradually declined to about 500,000,000

feet a year, or about one-third what it was a

decade ago. Considerable progress is "being made

on the state forests in fire protection and forest

management, but little is being done on the pri-

vately owned lands, comprising more than nine-

tenths of the wooded area of the State.

The great problem, is, therefore, to bring about

better forest management on the privately owned

lands, as representing the main source of the

forest wealth of the state. Since the growing

of timber under present conditions is not always

a profitable undertaking, but is one nevertheless

essential to the welfare of the state, the state

itself is justified in offering inducements toward

the practice of forestry to offset the handicaps

of timber growing and the regulations it may be

necessary to impose upon private owners for

the public good.

There are at least four lines along which the

State can offer assistance, namely : Forest fire pro-

tection, advice and expert assistance to wood-

land owners, a special tax for forest lands, and

developing public sentiment for better forestry.

Fire Protection, The first and main emphasis

should be placed on fire protection, for unless

the owner can be assured of reasonable fire pro-

tection, we are not justified in asking him to

make an investment in reproducing a forest that

is likely to be destroyed. On large areas of

mountain land good forests can be maintained

indefinitely by keeping out fires alone. Fire pro-

tection is, therefore, a prerequisite to the practice

of forestry.

Forest property is held by several classes of

owners, some of it in large areas, but much of

it in smaller holdings. It is all land which pays

taxes and is entitled to its full measure of pro-

tection. A large share of it is in continuous for-

est, so that a fire on one property may spread

to dozens of others unless proper control measures

are adopted. This fact makes it distinctively the

duty of the state to exercise authority and to

come to the assistance of the individual owners

in saving their property from threatened danger

—a danger for which they are in no wise re-

sponsible. Often even where this danger of fire

spreading over large areas is greatest by reason

of the character of the country, there is the least

interest on the part of private owners. The

mountain and hilly lands under forest cover

have practically all been cut over, some of them

several times, and forest fires have run over

them so repeatedly that there is often a feeling

of helplessness; that fires are inevitable; and
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even if by the expenditure of money in fire pro-

tection on their part there would be a possi-

bility of reducing the fire damage, many look upon

it as an experiment of doubtful value and are in-

different to protective measures. To others it is a

question whether fires do any considerable

damage, and of course until such owners can

be convinced of the damage caused by fires they

are not going to be enthusiastic over fire protec-

tion.

This feeling of indifference toward forest fires

will give way to interest in forest protection

when the state assumes its full share in the duty

of providing competent legislation and an ef-

fective organization for fire protection. Public

sentiment in its favor will grow as rapidly as

its benefits can be carried to the people who own
the forest land.

He who cause fires through his carelessnes or

indifference should be regarded as a public nui-

sance. Laws of nearly all of the states make a

deliberate setting of fires for destroying the

forest a criminal offence. The number of con-

victions, however, are few in comparison to the

number of offences. There is a growing tendency

to extend the police powers of the state for the

benefit of the whole people over matters that

were formerly considered of purely local sig-

nificance. This has helped to solve many problems

where through local indifference or lack of au-

thority nothing could be accomplished. The

forest fire situation is a case in point. It is just

as much the duty of the state to protect the

forests from fires as it is the duty of the city

to protect city property from fires.

Pennsylvania has taken advanced grounds in

this respect and is working out a complete fire

protection system. The number of fires and the

amount of damage in the state, however, indi-

cate that there is much to be accomplished be-

fore real fire protection is assured and much
stress must necessarily be placed on. fire preven-

tion. This means that the forest fire protective

organization must get in closer touch with the

private owrner in order to secure his co-operation.

No forest owner should be allowed to create or

maintain a fire menace on his land that may
threaten other property any more than one suf-

fering from a contagious disease should be al-

lowed in public places. Fire protection can

progress no more rapidly than such co-operation

is secured. Pennsylvania has made a splendid

beginning with a big problem, with much yet

to be attained.

Expert Assistance to the Private Owner, The

practice of Forestry by the private owner with-
out outside assistance is not often possible, be-
cause it is seldom that the owner knows any-
thing of technical forestry, and he is not in-

clined, and seldom justified, in employing a For-
ester when the growing of timber is a more or
less uncertain venture. Inasmuch as the state

at large is benefitted by maintaining the high
productivity of forest lands, it should provide
the technical assistance to the private owner
under the most reasonable terms. It will pay the
state to do so from the benefits to be derived,

and the owner will be benefitted in the knowl-
edge that he is handling his woodlands along the
most practical lines to maintain timber produc-
tion. The assistance offered should consist of

advice as to the best system of management with
recommendations as to the proper measures to be
taken to secure desired results. This is all that

is needed in many cases and the advice should

be furnished by the state free of charge, or at

not more than the travel expenses of the

Forester.

Often, how^ever, it will be found that the plan

of management involves the making of thin-

nings, improvement cuttings, or the removal of

mature timber, which requires the help of an ex-

pert in selecting and marking trees to be cut.

Unless this work is done under expert super-

vision, the purposes of Forestry as applied to

such lands will not succeed. Since this operation

generally results in a revenue to the owner and

is of direct benefit to him, he should be willing

to pay a nominal fee for the service. Further-

more the part payment for the service rendered

constitutes an investment in Forestry on the

owner's part and he is more apt to carry through

the plans made by the Forester when he has

something invested in them.

The plan that has been working successfully

in Maryland for several years seems to work

for the best interests of the state and the pri-

vate owner, who is willing to invest something

for a second crop. Under this plan, the For-

estry Department furnishes a Forester to super-

vise the selecting, marking and estimating of the

timber to be cut on a given tract. The amount

of timber, its stumpage value and a definite plan

for the sale of the timber is the result of the

field work. The expense of the field work is borne

about equally between the owner and the state,

while the office work is done entirely by the

state. The advantages in this plan are that

since the selection and marking of the trees is

under the direction of the Forester and only

marked trees are to be offered for sale, it means

I': I
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that a workable plan of forest management will

be instituted on the ground. The advantage to

the owner is that he has the assurance that only

trees that are mature or that should be cut in

the nature of thinning or improvement cutting are

to be taken out, that the young growth is fully

protected, and that he knows accurately how

much timber he has and its value. Moreover, in

the selling of the timber he is given the benefit

of competitive bids through the list of timber

buyers furnished by the state. He is also given

assistance in preparing a timber contract, and

any other help of a technical nature that may

be required. This has been found to be one

of the best ways of actually securing forestry

practice on the forest lands of hundreds of own-

ers, each constituting a demonstration of prac-

tical forestry, and, too, at a small cost to the

state. This system applies particularly to small-

er tracts of less than 200 acres, although it is

applied with modifications to larger areas.

There are considerable areas of land not in

forest, or only partially stocked with timber

trees, that can be advantageously planted, and

the same kind of expert assistance should be pro-

vided by the state to owners of this land as

in the case of owners of woodland. No forest

planting should be undertaken without a care-

ful examination of the land to be planted by

an expert, so that the species best adapted to

the site and to the needs of the owner may be

selected, and no planting undertaken where the

plantation cannot be reasonably protected from

fire and other damage.

Forest Yield Tax. The taxing power of the

state is more far-reaching and effective in its

working than any other power, and if this could

be applied in the form of a special tax on forest

lands so that the forest owner who practices

forestry would be somewhat compensated by the

state for possible loss, while the owner who fails

to practice Forestry would be penalized for his

failure, the universal practice of Forestry would

be brought about within a decade; whereas, with

other measures proposed, it will take a long time

to secure the desired results. Such a tax law,

however, as will pass the State Legislature and

stand the test of the courts, may be very difficult

to frame. I believe, however, that it is along this

line that the greatest progress is to be made.

If we are ready to admit that the private owners

should be given special inducements to practice

Forestry at some financial loss, then it should

be clearly the duty of the state to compensate
him for the loss.

The forest taxation laws of Pennsylvania, en-

acted in 1913, offer, it seems to me, greater in-

ducements to the private owner than the laws

of any other state. In fact, they are so liberal

that it is surprising that more people do not

take advantage of them. That, however, has been

the experience of all forest tax legislation. Peo-

ple are naturally conservative about such mat-

ters, and they are slow in departing from the

beaten paths until the benefits to be derived are

so clearly shown that they can make no mistake.

The principle of a yield tax on timber when cut

and harvested is economically sound and is be-

coming more generally recognized. The taxes on

forest lands should be based on the principle of

a yield tax on the crop when harvested, the per-

centage of the yield to be paid in a tax depend-

ent upon the length of time that exemption from

the general property tax is enjoyed, up to a

limit of years, which would represent a reason-

able time for the growing of a crop. The chief

objection to a yield tax law is that the local

tax receipts are more or less irregular and the

revenues for the support of local government

suffer. This should be corrected by maintaining

the local tax receipts from amounts paid by the

State and charged off against the yield tax when

paid. The Pennsylvania law meets this situation

by paying at the rate of four cents per acre for

such land for local purposes, but apparently re-

ceives no direct return from the tax. The priv-

ilege of listing woodlands for the forest tax

should be oi>en to all woodland owners. Wood-
land which is not listed under the forest tax

should be assessed at its full valuation, as the law

requires under the general property tax. This

would emphasize at once the advantages of the

forest tax and force woodland in this class.

Provision should be made that all land listed

under the forest tax shall be maintained in a

productive condition under proi>er regulation of

the Forestry Department, which would place in

the hands of the State at once a means of bring-

ing about the practice of Forestry on a large

scale.

Developing Public Sentiment. Educational

Methods for reaching the public in promoting

better forest management must be developeil.

This involves the use of all available agencies

—

the public press, bulletins, lectures, exhibits, and
work in the schools are all needed. No matter
how good the laws or how good the cause, the

benefits of each must be known in order to suc-

ceed. Publicity methods of reaching the people

have fully demonstrated their value. In the

matter of fire protection, since nine-tenths of

the fires are the result of thoughtlessness or care-

lessness, there are great possibilties in prevent-

ive measures through education.

To this end, every available means of reach-

ing the nine-tenths who are careless should be

employed. This involves the general publicity

campaigns through the newspapers, particularly

the local papers; distinctive, ^* catchy^' posters

in public places and along highways ; lectures and
addresses, to local communities; forest fire laws
and literature on fire protection generally dis-

tributed among the people; and personal inter-

views by forest wardens with the residents of

forest sections. In this c(^nection the Forest

Patrolmen can perform a most valuable service.

These men who are constantly travelling about
over their district have every opportunity to

come in close contact with every resident of the

district, and should lose no opportunity of in-

teresting them in fire protection, securing their

full co-operation, as it is generally possible to do.

He should also work through the public schools

by securing the co-operation of teachers and dis-

seminating forestry literature and impressing the

importance of fire protection upon the school

children. I know that this can be done, for it

was done in a mountain section of Maryland,
just across the line from you, which a few years

ago had the worst fire record of any in the

State. Practically every form of fire danger ex-

isted in the district. There were fires from rail-

roads, logging railroads, hunters, fishermen, brush

burners, and incendiary fires set for the purpose
of improving the range for cattle and sheep, and
little respect for fire laws anywhere. Link Sines,

a lay preacher, who knew every one for miles

around, and who was familar with every foot

of ground, was appointed Federal Patrolman for

a section of approximately one hundred square

miles. This man made fire protection a part of

his creed, which he taught in the schools, Sunday
Schools, and churches, and talked with every resi-

dent of his district. In three years ^ time the at-

titude of the people toward fire protection was
completely changed, and instead of being the

worst fire section of the State, fires were reduced
60 per cent., and it is now in many respects a

model of co-operative effort in fire protection.

When Link Sines calls for fire fighters no mat-
ter at what hour of the day or night, men will

respond, not only from a desire to help him in

the good work he is doing, but also because they
have learned that fire protection helps the game
and permits new forests to grow.

F. W. BESLEY,
State Forester of Maryland.

I'

Protect Locust Trees From Borers.

PLANTATIONS of the locust tree can be
successfully protected from the borer and
grown profitably on a commercial scale if

the trees are planted in thick stands or mixed
with other trees, so as to produce a densely
shaded condition during the first 10 or 15 years.
Investigations of the United States Department
of Agriculture showed that more trees were de-
stroyed by borers in tracts which had been pruned
occasionally or closely grazed, or in which fire

had killed out the underbrush, thus destrovina:
the natural shade produced by weeds and shrub-
bery.

The denser the underbrush about the trunks of
the trees, the less the damage done by borers.

Trees growing from two to three feet apart were
seldom injured, while near by isolated trees were
riddled by borers.

All trees and all parts of the tree are not sub-
ject to the same degree of attack by the borer.

Rough bark provides crevices in which the bor-

ers deposit their eggs. Young trees, less than
one and one-half to two inches at the base, are

not attacked unless the bark is rough. On young-
er trees the borers are found at the base and near
rough crotches. Trees with trunks more than five

or six inches in diameter rarely contain the in-

sects. On such trees the larger branches fre-

quently are infested, but such injury is seldom
common enough to do much harm. Protection

from borers is necessary for only a comparatively

short i>eriod during the tree's growth. Under
good growing conditions this item should not ex-

ceed ten years.

The locust is widely planted for ornamental

and shade purposes. It is highly desirable because

it grows rapidly in a variety of soils and situa-

itons. It grows rapidly and forms a shapely

crown when planted in the open. But it is fre-

quently attacked by borers. This is because shade

trees are planted singly and in the open, thus

furnishing favorable conditions for attack.

Young borers can be killed readily by the use of

an arsenical spray. Spraying will be necessary

only every two or three years unless badly in-

fested trees near by are not treated. As a rule,

spraying will not be needed after trees reach six

inches in diameter. Trees of that size are usually

immune from attack, but should be watched.

Locusts make such desirable shade trees that

they should not be neglected and allowed to

become injured or destroyed by borer. The in-

creasing value of black or yellow locust for many
purposes makes it a profitable tree to grow com-
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and Waynesboro are receiving their water supply

wholly or in part from State forest reserves. We
often balk at cost of piping water long distances,

and content ourselves with a supply which may

be uncertain, both as to quantity and quality.

The time is near when this will be changed. The

ordinary safe-guard of human life will demand

for every one an abundant supply of pure water

whenever at all possible.

Our civilization becomes year by year more

intensive. It costs more to live and to maintain

ourselves in productive condition than it ever did

before. Human energy is too important to drown

in filthy or unwholesome water! What it costs

to produce it we must pay

!

Then, too, just now seems to be the opportune

moment to inaugurate new, helpful forces. We
have a governor who has made a most successful

claim upon the grateful remembrance of the peo-

ple in his projected system of good roads, the

Lincoln Highway, the William Penn Highway,

and part of the old National Pike, will all be

grouped (without loss of their present designa-

tion) in the general system of Sproul roads. In

addition to this, his vision of the importance of

forestry to the State is clear and he has already

given evidence that it is to be pushed during his

administration.

We venture to suggest to Governor Sproul that

the importance of the forests of the State to the

water supply of the towns is a subject which

merits fuller consideration than it has ever re-

ceived, and that the time to consider how to meet

a great coming necessity is before it comes. It

would be a great constructive act to forever asso-

ciate with a memorable administration.

J. T. R.

In accord with almost unanimous sentiment in

Idaho and in response to considerations vitally

affecting adjoining National Forests, Congress

has set apart 1,116,000 acres of land in Idaho

known as the Thunder Mountain region, as Na-

tional Forest lands. This great tract, difficult of

access and having not over 1 per cent, of its area

suitable for agriculture, has for years been the

scene of destructive fires and devastation due to

overgrazing. It is now to be added to the Pay-

ette National Forest which adjoins it on the

south and west, and the Idaho National Forest

which adjoins it on the north and west. The area

lies approximately 100 miles northeast of Boise.

Because uncontrolled, it has been a recurring

menace to the adjoining National Forests by

reason of fires that have gained great headway in

its vast unpatrolled regions.

Narrative of the Annual Meeting of the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association.

THE Annual Meeting of the Association

was held at 1012 Walnut St., Philadel-

phia, on Monday, December 8th, 1919 at

3 P. M. President Henry S. Drinker in the chair.

The president stated that forestry was going

along nicely. At the last meeting of the legis-

lature the Association had been of service, and

used its influence against a proposed Depart-

ment of Conservation, to be formed by combin-

ing the Department of Forestry, the Game Com-

mission, Department of Fisheries and the Water

Supply Commission, the objection to this being

the loss of initative.

The reports of the Council, the General

Secretary and the Treasurer were presented ap-

proved and ordered printed in ^^ Forest Leaves''.

They will be found on other pages of this issue.

Mr. William Lloyd suggested the advisability

of including in the licenses for hunting issued

by the State, a rule requesting that care be

exercised by hunters so that no ^^forest fires''

be started. The discussion was participated in

by Messrs Williams, Hendricks, Drinker and

Caley.

It was moved and carried ^^That it was the

sense of the Association that a rule be inserte<l in

hunting licenses endorsing caution in the matter

of forest fires."

As recommended by the Council the following

amendment was made to Article I, Section 4,

2nd paragraph of the by-laws of the Association

:

'*The dues of annual members shall be $3,

assessed on the first day of January of each

year and the receipt of the Treasurer of the

Association for the same shall be a valid certifi-

cate of membership for the time covered by

such payment and shall entitle the member to

receive the publications of the Association."

Messrs. I. C. Williams and F. H. Shelton were

appointed as Tellers of Election, and after col-

lecting the ballots announced that the followinu

officers were elected to serve during the coming

year

:

President Emeritus, Dr. J. T. Rothrock.
President, Dr. Henry S. Drinker,
Vice-Presidents, Robert S. Conklin,

Wm. S. Harvey,
J. Fre-eman Hendricks,
Albert Lewis,
Samuel L. Smedley.

General Secretary, Samuel Marshall.
Recording Secretary and Treasurer, F. L. Bitler.

Council.

Adams County, C. E. Stable.
Alleffheny County, H. M. Brackenridge,

Hon. Walter Lyon,
George M. Lehman,
John E. Potter.

Beaver County, Robert W. Darragh.
Bedford County, W. L. Dyers.
Berks County, Mrs. Edward Brooke. .

.

Geo. G. Wenrick.
Blair County, Jos. S. Sillyman.
Bradford County, O. S. Maurice.
Bucks County, Henry C. Mercer,

Henry T. Moon.
Butler County, Dr. J. Linwood Elsenberg.
Cambria County, Walter D. Ludwig.
Cameron County, Harry E. Elliott.

Carbon County, M. S. Kemmerer.
Centre County Theodore D. Boal,

Prof. J. A. Ferguson.
Chester County, Alexander Brown Coxe,

Miss Esther G. Leggett,
Mrs. David Reeves.

Clarion County, F. L. Harvey.
Clearfield County. W. F. Dague.
Clinton County, Forrest H. Dutlinger.
Columbia County, C. R. Woodin.
Crawford County. E. O. Emerson, Jr.

Cumberland County, John Ri. WllliaTns.
Dauphin County, W. Gard. Conklin

Geo. H. Wirt.
Delaware County Joseph Elkinton,

F. H, Shelton.
Miss E?thel A. Shrigley,
Hon. Wm. C. Sproul.

Elk County, Charles E. Zerby.
Fayette County, Rioland' C. Rogers.
Forest County, N. P. Wheeler, Sr.
Franklin County, J. S. IlHck,

Alfred E. Rupp.
Greene County, M. E. Carroll.
Huntingdon County, Hon. Geo. B. Orlady.
Indiana County, S. J. Sides.
Jefferson County, W. N. Conrad.
Juniata County, S. E. Pannebaker.
Lackauxinna County, J. Benjamin Dimmick,

Hon. L. A. Watres.
Lancaster County, Horace L. Haldemann,

Hlugh A. North, Jr.
Lau^rence County, Wm. N. Brown.
Lebanon County, Mrs. Horace Brock.
Lehigh County, Harry C. Trexler.
Luzerne County, Dr. Alexander Armstrong,

Mrs. Ek:kley B. Coxe,
Alvan Markle,
William R. Ricketts,
Samuel D. Warriner.

Lycoming County, L. Clyde Smith
McKean County, Elisha K. Kane.
Mercer County, W. A. Addicott
Mifflin County, F. W. Culbertson.
Monroe County, Dr. Wm. R. Fisher.
Montgo^nery County, Isaac H. Clothier,

Dr. H. M. Fisher,
Miss Mary K. Gibson,
John Wanamaker.
Irvin C. Williams.

Montour County. H. T. Hecht
Northampton County, Dr. John Henry MacCracken,

J. Clarence Cranmer.
Northumberland County, C. Q. McWilliams.
Perry County, H. E. Bryner.
Philadelphia County, Dr. J. M. Anders.

Richard L. Austin,
Wm. L. Baily,
Charles Biddle,
Carl P. Birkinbine.
Owen M. Bruner,
Mrs. Brinton Coxe,
W. Warner Harper,
John W. Harshberger,
Bayard Henry,
J. Franklin Meehan,
J. Rodman Paul,
Harold Peirce,
Eli K. Price,
John H. Webster, Jr.
Albert B. Weimer,
Dr. W. P. Wilson.

l^ke County, John E. Avery.
Potter County, R. Lynn Emerick.
Schuylkill County, William H. Newell.
Snyder County, W. J. Barrtschat.
Somerset County, V. M. Bearer.
Susquehanna County, Edgar A. Turrell«
J^^oga County, Paul H. Mulford.
Vtiion County, Phillip B. Linn.
Venango County, Peter M. Speer,
^'arren County, A. J. Haseltine.

Wayne County, Alonzo T. Searle.
Westmoreland County, D. J. Snyder
York County, Samuel Small, Jr.

On motion adjourned.

Report of the General Secretary.

THE annual custom requires from your Gen-
eral Secretary some statement of the most
notable events of the past year, growing

out of the activities of our Association, as well
as an expression of opinion in regard to our
policy for the immediate future.

The Pennsylvania Forestry Association, in its

long campaign of thirty-three years, has passed
through three distinct stages—the first a period
when friends were few and most of them rather
languid. It was allowed that the efforts in be-

half of forest protection and restoration were
well intended, but that the time had hardlv come
for an energetic prosecution of any such cam-
paign. The second passed out of the period of

toleration into one of greater intensity. The
lumbering interests had become awakened, and
among the lumbermen sturdy advocates in favor

of forestry appeared among our Legislative mem-
bers, these were men who had themselves ravaged

the forests and had now become convinced that it

was time to call a halt. One of the most active

friends of forestry was the late J. Henry Coch-

ran, who for 15 years represented Lycoming

County in the State Senate. He was one of the

type of men who lifted our forestry campaign

out of what had been considered mere sentiment

into the field of practical every day effort. Such

representatives shaped matters in the legisla-

tures, gave direction and standing to the efforts

of those who were starting the movement. They

had access to our governors. It became easier to

get a proposed forestry measure from the com-

mittee to the floor and when there, to secure its

passage.

The third stage came when the governors them-

selves urged greater activity, and openly ordered

the more rapid purchase of land, for forest re-

serves. The public, too, were clamoring for out-

ing grounds, where life and health might be

sought and found. Forestry had become one of

the great movements of the day, recognized as

such, and no longer considered a fad.

From the administration of Governor Pattison

down there has been no Governor whose sympa-

thies were not at least in favor of State Fores-

try. The work already accomplished has so com-

mended itself to our executives, that they take

the initiative; such, for example, as a recent
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statement of Governor Sproul :

'

' Thus, I regard

the matters connected with this Department

(Forestry) as of great importance to the people

of the State, and I am most anxious that a policy

be adopted and adhered to which will be of great

public benefit/' One may now safely say that

scientific forestry has become a fixed policy of

the State. No man of considerable influence has

been heard within recent years to speak against

appropriations requisite lor its development, or

who has failed to regard it as a constructive

agency, essential to the maintenance of prosper-

ity within the Commonwealth. It may well he a

source of pride that Pennsylvania stands among

the other States as a pioneer in the forestry

movement.

To indicate a few of the many lines along

which our State forestry work should proceed.

First of all, it is time that substantial gain should

be made in State forest acreage of the Ohio

Watershed. The middle and eastern portions of

the State have made a satisfactory start in the

acquisition of land, though much remains to be

done there. West of the mountains there is, if

possible, an even greater need of extensive fores-

try holdings, controlled by the State, than there

is to the east. Every reason which exists for

State forest reserves in the Susquehanna and on

the Delaware watersheds exists for the same on

the Ohio River slope in even greater measure.

Twenty thousand acres make a poor showing in

comparison with 1,100,000 acres.

This injustice is, in part, due to the people of

the western part of the State. For years they

took small part in the forestry campaigns which

were waged here. What was done for forestry

in the legislature was often done, not only with-

out their help, but sometimes in the face of

their opposition. Within a year or two there

has been an awakening, especially in Pittsburgh,

upon this question which is vital to their inter-

ests. We hope it will continue.

It should be most distinctly understood that

there has never been a time when co-operation

by the Forestry Department with the western

part of the State was lacking. The real difld'-

culty has been that the price of land offered and

the conditions of purchase were prohibitory.

This price, however, was, and is, in part due to

the high price of mining timber, which being of

smaller dimensions matures earlier than that

used in anthracite mining, and to the large de-

mand for it within reasonable distance. This, of

course, made the price higher. We have now in

the Wild Life League of that region earnest help-

ers in our work and the movement for the acqui-

sition of land is fairly started.

The demand from all over the State for camp-

ing sites, temporary and permanent, is growing

to enormous proportions. It is, to be sure, part

of the general demand for shorter hours of labor

and more recreation. This spirit, in many in-

stances, is connected with the general unrest and

is, in some ways, not wholly wise, though no one

may deny that in the main it is a healthy and

natural desire which must be met. Clubs having

a large and wealthy membership have purchased

many large areas of land from which the public

is excluded. This, naturally, is noted by the

many thousands of our citizens who join in de-

manding rights on the State lands. Just here

attention may be called, as we have done before,

to the importance to the Commonwealth of the

fact that these camps become nurseries of rifle-

men upon whom the effectiveness of our troops

so largely depends in times of national stress.

General Pershing has recently stated that in

spite of artillery the individual sharpshooter still

remains a most important factor in actual bat-

tle. We, of course, hope that the time is not far

distant when national disputes will find a more

humane means of settlement than by war. Our

Association may well take pride in the fact that

it was the first and most effective agency in urg-

ing provision by the State for outing grounds for

our citizens. Public health is so largely associ-

ated with this movement that further comment

upon it is unnecessary.

It is a matter of great regret that destructive

forest fires still continue. For generations we

have contented ourselves with suppressing rather

than preventing them. Legislative appropri-

ations have never been sufficient to safeguard

our forests effectually. Existing laws have never

been rigorous enough to impress upon thousands

of evil-disposed men the danger of starting such

fires. Furthermore, such laws as we have had

have often received scanty recognition by some

of our courts. Indeed, it may safely be said

that in some instances they have been practically

ignored. There is now a marked change for the

better in this respect. It must be remembered

that the public has but recently recognized the

enormous loss of wealth they caused the State,

and that over an extensive area a present crop

of berries was regarded as of more value than

a future crop of timber. Public sentiment in

this direction is making a wise turn for the bet-

ter in the mos^ backward counties.

Everything considered, probably the strongest

force in favor of increasing the acreage of State
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forests, is opening them, under proper restric-

tions, to the public, which could hardly be ex-

])ected to have a very lively interest in land

from which they were excluded, and from which

they received no direct individual benefit.

At this very hour there are camped upon our

State forest lands thousands of our citizens, who

are enjoying their annual outing in a rational,

healthful way, each one of whom has positively

pledged himself to destroy no timber, to start

no forest fire, or in any way to foul the waters

of the State, to help in suppression of fires, and

to inform on any one who breaks these regula-

tions. The following paragraph is on every hunt-

ing permit :
' ^ Every person receiving a camping

permit is required to report to the Commissioner

of Forestry any violation of law, or of the rules

for the government of the State forests, coming

under his observation.^'

The autumn forest fire season is practically

over. Owing to frequent rains, fires have been

fewer in number and less destructive than usual.

The one great need of our Association is a

large increase in membership. It is hoped that

each member will make it a duty to report at

least one new member. This is so easily done

and will be such an effective help in our work

that it is hard to understand why aid so easily

rendered and so helpful should be neglected.

Samuel Marshall,

General Secretary.

Report of the Council of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association.

IN
1919 most of the millions of Americans

who had been engaged in the gigantic World

War returned from Europe, and have now

resumed their accustomed avocations. The dis-

charge of the forestry regiments permitted the

return of about one-half of the total number of

Pennsylvania State Foresters, and about one-

fifth of the males employed in the United States

Forest Service. This supplied the specially

trained men whose loss was so badly felt in 1917

and 1918. They bring back with them new ideas

of the immense value of forests to a country, ap-

preciate more keenly the need of true conserva-

tion of our timbered areas, and their absolute

necessity for the safety and welfare of the na-

tion, especially when so much of the well kept

forests of France, Belgium, Italy and Great Bri-

tain have been utilized for various military

needs, or destroyed by shell fire. In all of these

countries long intervals of time ranging from 50

years to centuries will be necessary to replace

the inroads made on their timber resources.

Nearly all of these nations are now taking active

steps to replace the devastated timber lands, and
Great Britain is planning a large and compre-
hensive program, covering a period of 80 years,

during which time 1,770,000 acres would be plant-

ed, the estimated cost for the first 40 years being

about $75,000,000, after which it is thought the

enterprise would be self-supporting.

In France, which suffered more severely than
any of the other countries, active steps are being

taken to reforest denuded or devastated areas,

and the 4,000,000 white pine seedlings which were

proffered by the Pennsylvania Department of

Forestry, were accepted and one million seedlings

were forwarded in the spring, also 150 pounds of

the seeds.

The American Forestry Association has also

rendered assistance by furnishing quantities of

desirable forest seeds.

In Pennsylvania at the close of the year 1918

there were 1,032,233 acres in the 53 State For-

ests, and in the present year 16,459 acres were

purchased, making a grand total of 1,048,692

acres. It should, however, be borne in mind that

much of this area has been denuded, and re-

peatedly burned over by forest fires, so that much

tree planting and reforestation will be neces-

sary. Of the total forested or unseated lands,

woodlots, etc., from 80 to 90 per cent, is in the

hands of private owners, and it is essential to

devise some means whereby these private hold-

ings will be cared for.

In order to reduce the taxation on this class

of woodland, legislation was introduced whereby

owners might enter them, under certain regula-

tions, as Auxiliary Forest Reserves, the tax then

being based on an assessed value not to exceed

one dollar per acre until such time as the timber

is cut, when 10 per cent, of the value of the tim-

ber harvested is to be paid to the County Treas-

urer in which the land is located. For some un-

known reasons as yet but few persons have

availed themselves of this privilege.

Most of the State Forests, owing to the limit

of $10 per acre placed on the purchase of lands

for this purpose, are in the central and north-

I

eastern sections of the State, in the western and

southeastern sections it is too valuable to be ob-

tained at this figure. Through legislation just

passed, however, it is hoped that about 5,000

acres on Haycock Mountain in Bucks County,

can be secured as a reserve, and also serve as

a home for native birds and game.

In the past year, 1,750 acres in State Forests

were planted with 2,134,542 seedling trees, mak-
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ing a grand total of 33,798,333 young trees set

out on 21,175 acres. In addition, owing to lack

of help in tree planting more seedlings than

usual were given to citizens, the number being

3,139,479, sufficient to plant 2,625 acres. The

total given to date is 8,940,476. The largest

planters were the water and mining companies.

There are now on hand in the seven State nur-

series, 4,754,218 seedlings available for planting

in the spring.

The worst enemy of the forest is fire, but dur-

ing the past danger seasons in the spring and

fall, the State was particularly fortunate in hav-

ing good climatic conditions which aided the

Bureau of Forest Protection in reducing the

number of and losses through forest fires.

The number of forest fires reported in 1918

was 1,625, burning over 227,485 acres, the total

direct damage being rei>orted at $410,637, and

the cost of extinction $25,375, the indirect losses,

however, such as floods and droughts, loss of soil,

damage to young seedlings, game, fish, birds,

recreation, loss in taxes, increased prices for

wood, loss to nearby labor, etc., would amount

to many times this figure.

In 1919 up to the present time there have been

reported but 882 fires, burning over 121,330 acres,

causing a damage of $262,719, the cost for ex-

tinction being $14,826. The average acreage

burned per fire being 337 acres as compared with

138 acres in 1918.

This Bureau has established an excellent sys-

tem of combating forest fires^ secured a well

trained force of fire wardens, erected 15 steel

towers (and 7 additional ordered), 40 wooden

towers and 177 tree and mountain lookout sta-

tions.

The Bureau of Forest Protection has charge of

probably 90 per cent, of the forested area of the

State, the balance being principally farmers

woodlots which do not need supervision. The

Bureau has also brought to a successful conclus-

ion a number of suits against parties responsi-

ble for forest fires, and this will have a beneficial

effect.

The appropriation for fire fighting for the

years 1919 and 1920 is $90,000, or $45,000 per

annum, which is considerably more than previ-

ously given for this purpose.

Up to present writing 490 camp sites have

been leased to persons desirous of restoring and

prolonging their health by living close to nature.

One of the favorable signs of an aroused pub-

lic interest in the protection of our forests from
fire is the formation of local associations.

The Pocono Protective Fire Association has

erected 3 wooden fire towers, and uses another,

all equipped with telephone lines; also maintain-

ing an efficient patrol and fire fighting organiza-

tion.

The Anthracite Forest Protective Association

has erected 2 steel towers, with the necessary

telephone lines.

The Central Protective Association has done

but little, but it is hoi>ed that it will have a re-

vival.

The McKean County Protective Association

works in McKean County.

The Blair County Game, Fish & Forestry As-

sociation has also conducted an active campaign

in that county.

Arbor Days both those in the spring by Guber-

natorial Proclamation and in the fall by the

Superintendent of Public Instruction were well

observed, especially by the school children, and

this is particularly appropriate, as under the law

the proceeds derived from the State Forests go

to the School Fund, $185,273 having already been

contributed, and this interest should be recipro-

cated. The Ai'bor Days are now also celebrated

as Bii\l Days, calling attention to these friends

of the forests and of agriculture.

The State Forest Academy at Mont Alto was
handicapped during the war by the enlistment

of both professors and students, but these have
now returned, and the future guardians of the

State Forests are receiving excellent courses of

study in their profession.

The Department of Forestry at Pennsylvania

State College is well attended, and at Lehigh
University there is an excellent course of fores-

try lectures, together with experimental planta-

tions, and an arboretum. Many of our high and
preparatory schools also have addresses on fores-

try topics.

The press and women's clubs, as well as others

interested in forestry have all rendered valuable

aid.

As far as is now known the chestnut tree blight

will ultimately destroy this valuable species of

tree, as no remedy, neither natural or artificial,

has as yet been discovered. Vigorous and prompt
measures to suppress the white pine blister rust

have proved efficacious and it is hoped this men-
ace will soon disappear. Fortunately, only four

isolated cases have occurred in Pennsylvania.
The new and strict quarantine laws which were
enacted this year it is hoped' will lessen the dan-
ger from imported tree diseases, such as that

above mentioned.

During the biennial session of the State Legis-
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lature, which adjourned last June, the following

new forest laws were passed;

Act 61: Making all lands acquired for State

Forests subject to an annual tax of one cent

per acre, to be paid to the counties in which they

are located.

Act 293: Amends the former act establishing

the Department of Forestry, by making a State

Forest Commission, composed of the Commission-

ers of Forestry and four other members ap-

pointed by the Governor. The Commission is

also empowered to acquire lands for State For-

ests by condemnation proceedings, appoint scien-

tific assistants and other employees; also publish

the results of forestal investigations and inquir-

ies. The salaries of the Commissioner of Fores-

try and of the Deputy Commissioner were in-

creased.

Act 289 : Provides for the condemnation by the

Commonwealth of lands suitable and desirable

for forestry purposes when a price for such land

cannot be agreed upon or the owners cannot be

found, and defines the power of the Department

of Forestry in relation thereto.

The General Appropriation Bill gave $1,006,000

to the Department of Forestry or $503,000 per

annum. This sum includes the amount appropri-

ated for roads, schools and counties. While it is

to be regretted that the full amount requested

by the Department was not allowed, the work

Avill be energetically prosecuted to the full extent

the appropriation will allow.

On June 18th-20th the Summer Meeting of the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association was held at

Bedford, Pa. The attendance was good, and

many interesting papers and talks were given

at the three sessions of the Association.

A visit was made to the Bedford State Forest

of 10,792 acres, where the forest plantations, the

satisfactory timber growth, the excellent roads

and fire lanes made a splendid impression.

An automobile trip was also taken to ''Grand

View*' on the Lincoln Highway on the top of

the Allegheny Mountains, from which a mag-

nificent outlook can be had of the surrounding

country.

That this meeting has been of benefit is indi-

cated by the proposed formation of a local for-

estry organization.

There are now 151 National Forests with a net

area on June 30th, 1919, of 153,933,700 acres, of

which 146 are in the western section of the

United States. Five of these forests (the White

Mountain, Natural Bridge, Shenandoah, Alabama

and Pisgah) were established in 1917 and 1918

by Presidential Proclamation from lands ac-

quired under the Weekg Law for the protection

of the watersheds of navigable streams in the

White Mountains and Southern Appalachians.
They have a combined area of 621,429 acres.

There are also under administration by the Gov-
ernment a number of Purchase Areas which will

be given formal designations as National Forests

when title is obtained, and plans for handling

them are prepared. These areas are located in

Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Ten-

nessee, Virginia and West Virginia and have

an acreage of 726,237 acres. Of the total of 1,

347,666 acres acquired under the Weeks Law,

1,333,405 acres were purchased, the remainder

being unoccupied and unentered public lands in

the Alabama National Forest. At the close of

the fiscal year there remained a total of 396,493

acres approved for purchase by the National For-

est Reservation Commission and under process

of acquisition, and the plans for ultimate ac-

quisition at that time embraced additional areas

aggregating 4,422,167 acres. •

Approximately 70 per cent, of the area of the

National Forests contain merchantable timber,

after making allowance for young stands, areas

above timber line, open parks, etc.

The receipts from the National Forests in the

fiscal year 1919 were $4,358,414.86, or 175 per

cent, of those of 1915, and the operating ex-

pense for the last five years, not including expen-

ditures to meet extraordinary fire conditions,

which fluctuate from year to year, has been ap-

proximately $4,000,000.

In the fiscal year 1919 there were 6,761 acres

of National Forests planted with young trees and

150 acres sown with seed.

The annual forest fire losses in the United

States are appalling. In 1916 there were 38,000

fires burning over 12,700,000 acres causinji: a loss

in timber, young tree growth and improvements

of about $10,500,000. The data was more com-

plete in 1917 when 28,000 fires burned over 12,-

000,000 acres, causing a loss of about the same

amount as in the previous year.

In the National Forests in the calendar year

1916, 299,954 acres were burned, the total dam-

age being estimated at $162,386. In 1917 this

w°as increased to 962,543 acres, the loss being

$1,358,627. The 1918 figures were 694,651 acres

burned over with damages amounting to $688,332.

This year the Forest Service experienced a par-

ticularly hard fire season in District No. 1 in

Idaho and Montana. Conditions were extremely

bad as the present season was the third suc-

cessive one of extreme drouth. The seriousness

was particularly aggravated by the large num-

ber of lightning fires which occurred in the high

mountains where they are most difficult to reach
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and fight. Preliminary estimates indicate that

approximately 1,500,000 acres of National Forest

land were burned over during the 1919 fire sea-

son. Seven men are reported to have lost their

lives in 1919 fighting forest fires.

In District No. 1 over $2,950,000 were spent

to control fires and it became necessary to call

on Congress for a deficiency appropriation.

Whereas in 1917 the total cost of fighting for-

est fires was $1,121,451, and in 1918 but $714,010.

In California the number of man-caused fires

has been greatly reduced in the past year through

a vigorous campaign of public education, also

through the success the Forest Service has had

in the prosecution of individuals responsible for

fires of this kind.

Lightning is supposed to have caused the

greatest number of fires, followed by campers,

the railroads and brush burning.

There are now in the United States 21 State

Fore^ry Associations, and 20 other forestry as-

sociations.

Thirty-five States have Forestry Departments

with a State Forester or similar officer.

I^lfteen States have State Forests, the total

acreage being 4,041 ,()91, also 28,591 aci'cs of State

Parks. Those having over 20,000 acres are as

follows:

New York 1,838,322

Pennsylvania 1,048,692

Wisconsin 380,443

Minnesota 333,000

Michigan 289,515*

South Dakota 80,000

Vermont 20,135

There are now in the United States 23 uni-

versities and colleges with courses leading to a

degree in forestry, 9 of these also have ranger

courses; and 13 of them in addition to 29 other

schools have short courses other than ranger

courses.

During the past year 33 persons joined the As-

sociation. The losses through death were 28,

among whom were many earnest, valuable work-

ers, inchuling Mr. Joseph Johnson, Vice-Presi-

dent, and Mrs. John Harrison, member of Coun-

cil. Their wise counsel will be missed. Twenty-
six resigned or were dropped leaving the mem-
bership 1,227 at the present time.

F. L. hitler,

Recording Secretary.

300,000 acres additional, consisting of scattered State
lands outside the State Forests, are reserved from sale
or entry, to be used for exchange for alienated lands with-
in State Forests.

The Forest of Marchenoir, Loir-et-Cher,

France.

THE Forest of Marchenoir, situated in the

Department of Loir-et-Cher, central

France, is the property of a Duke of old

lineage. Consisting of approximately 8,200

acres, it has been managed along sound scientific

forestry principles for the past hundred years

or more. To the American Engineers (Forest)

who were sent to France to supply the armies'

needs in lumber, timbers, railroad ties, etc., the

French forests were a revelation, and the Forest

of Marchenoir was no exception. How few of

them had ever heard of a forest being scientifi-

cally managed! But very few knew of the sub-

division of a forest into compartments and the

setting down on paper of the exact year when

certain trees on each compartment, or ^^ coupe"

as it is called there, were to be cut and how

much and what of the growth should be removed.

When the 23rd Company, 20th Engineers (For-

est) arrived in the little village of Marchenoir

they were exceedingly anxious to get out into

woods where their part of the war was to be

fought. J have no doubt but that they expected

to find rugged hills, rocky and steep, covered

with uneven growth such as is so commonly

found in America. This they had heard, that

forest roads in Europe were good, but did they

expect to find anything so nearly approaching a

modern *^ State Highway" as the one shown in

the accompanying illustration! This is only one

of the main roads or ^^allees" on the Forest of

Marchenoir. Well rounded road bed and deep

side ditches provide the necessary drainage, and

a crushed stone surface made of the road one to

be envied by the agi'icultural regions of Pennsyl-

vania. I may here add that the crushing of the

stone was entirely by hand, a slow, laborious

task.

Instead of rugged hills or mountains what was

our surprise to find nearly level country with

deep, rich, loamy soil, in fact, land in every way
suitable for agriculture, yet it was in forest and

undoubtedly will be kept so indefinitely. The

outline of the forest is very irregular and practi-

cally surrounded by cultivated land, farms

among the best, for this region is regarded the

garden spot of France.

The forest is subdivided into square ^'coupes"

or compartments with the exception of those

bordering the forest's edge. This subdivision

is as nearly ideal as it could possibly be, level

country permitting its being blocked of¥ int(»

' sciuares resembling a checker board. The coupes
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Logs Cut on the Forest of Marchenoir, Loir-et-Cher. France.
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vary slightly in area due to certain main roads
being wider than other subdivision lines, the

average, however, being about 18 hectares (44.5

acres). The largest coupe is only 18.6 hectares.

The subdivision lines are straight as compass
could make them, running parallel and at right

angles to one another. All of these lines are

cut open and kept clean of trees and shrubs.

When the lines are used as roads they are opened
to about 10 meters (33 feet) in width, while all

others are about 4 meters (13.2 feet) wide. This

subdivision of a forest and the keeping of all

subdivision lines clean and clear was a matter

of unusual interest to the men of the lumber
company. They found the lines of great conven-

ience in traveling through the forest and in

orienting themselves, but to them this seemed

scarcely to warrant the expense of keeping open

the lines. When one considers that approximate-

ly 155 kilometers (94.86 miles) of lanes or * bai-

lees'' must be kept open on a forest of about

8,200 acres, one mile to every 86.4 acres, it does

seem as though the expense w^ould lay a very

heavy burden on the cost of management. But
it is done and not without due consideration of

cost. And will not the same be considered neces-

sary in America before many years. Are we
not slowly but surely working toward this very

same proposition for Pennsylvania State For-

ests? It will come but probably not to such an

intensive degree as is now found advisable in

Europe.

In France the forest owner has a big handi-

cap over us in America, from hunting privileges.

These are purchased by the wealthy class and

the poorer people are not permitted to enjoy

the chase simply because they are unable to pay

the price. Hunting privileges supply sufficient

funds to the forest owner to warrant the ex-

pense of keeping his coupe lines clean. On the

other hand open lanes are necessary to the par-

ticular method of hunting followed in France.

Oame is quite abundant on the forest and in-

cludes wild hogs, deer, chevreuil (resembling

'leer), rabbits, pheasants, quail, etc. Wild hogs

have become so abundant throughout France that

the government pays a bounty of fifteen francs

(normal rate of exchange about $3) for each

one killed. The hunt itself was most interesting

to us as it is conducted so entirely different

from what we in the States are accustomed to,

both as to method and time. Here we think it

necessary to make an early start in the morning,

usually about day break, whereas in France the

morning is devoted to preparations for the hunt,

mainly reaching the rendezvous and looking over

and discussing guns to be used. The hunters ar-
rive in various kinds of conveyances, including
automobiles, two wheeled carts so widely used
in France, or a large bus similar to our western
stage coach. Girls are frequently members of
the party. Dressed in natty coat suits with short
skirts and neat fitting high boots, they make a
pleasing addition to the party. The men are
also very smartly dressed in well fitting suits of
loosely woven wool, the coats usually of a darker
color than the breeches. Suits of khaki almost
universally worn by American hunters are sel-

dom if ever seen in France.

A real ^^ smart" hunt is always preceded by
an elaborate *^ breakfast" served at the hunt-
ing lodge anywhere from 10 to 12 o'clock in the

morning, and includes a variety of choice wines
and liquors. The '^breakfast" finished, guns are

uncased, revealing shot guns of .12, .16 or .20

gauge. Frequently the hunters equip them-
selves with two guns in case one becomes dam-
aged or does not quite suit his fancy for that

particular day. These guns, I may add, are gen-

erally of the most expensive type and often

artistically engi'aved with the owner's name, or

with elaborate designs symbolic of the chase.

Gold or silver inlays are not uncommon.
The hunt itself is made quite easy, the hunt-

ers posting themselves along the lanes around

three sides of a coupe while from the fourth

side a dozen or more men and boys with dogs

go crashing and yelling through the thick under

growth within the coupe. Any game which is

scared from its hiding place must pass through

the line of hunters. I can vouch for it that

even a wild hog can sometimes pass through

without receiving injurj^ and a man with a gun

not more than 15 paces from where he passed.

The man in question was ^Mozing" on his little

one-legged stool with which all equip themselves.

Apparently the wine was having its effect.

To hunt one coupe requires only about half

an hour after which another particularly promis-

ing: one is hunted in like manner.

So the keeping open of coujie lines is most

important to the peculiar style of hunting carried

on in France, and the hunter is willing to pay for

it; while, on the other hand, the land owner can

afford to spend the money in keeping the lanes

open since at the same time they are necessary

to management plans laid down for that forest

by the forester.

One of the hunting privileges on the Forest of

Marchenoir was held by M. Soupar of Paris, and

he owned a very comfortable little hunting lodge

at the site of our saw mill camp. Very gener-
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ously he placed this lodge at the disposal of

the officers of the Marchenoir operation, A. E. F.

(See cover plate). It was used as our living

quarters and stood within 200 yards of the saw

mill. This same site some years ago, was occu-

pied by a German who conceived the unique idea

of raising tigers and other wild animals. He
had constructed a row of cages somewhat simi-

lar to those seen in zoological gardens. There

was the covered shelter built partly of concrete,

and the strong iron cage in front. Even a steam

heating plant had been installed. Apparently

the venture had not turned out very well for he

departed leaving his cages in good condition.

Now, it so happens that soldiers require rather

severe discipline at times, and, being court mar-

tialed, are sentenced to imprisonment. We had

several cases of this and having no other place

of imprisonment at hand, the tiger houses were

found to serve the purpose satisfactorily. This

may seem rather harsh and barbarous, but actu-

ally the prisoner was made quite comfortable.

During the day he was put to work under guard

and only his ^* leisure^' moments were spent in

the tiger house. Furnished with plenty of straw

and his blankets he could make himself com-

fortable. A Sibley stove within the enclosed por-

tion of the pen provided sufficient heat and

warmth.

The Marchenoir operation required two camps,

one at the saw mill and the other 2.4 miles

fiu-ther away near the timber being cut and

known as the ''woods'^ camp. In this latter

were all the loggers, swampers, tie hewers, etc.,

while the saw mill camp included all the saw mill

men, truck drivers, trainmen, and the company

headquarters. This, of course, was the larger

of the two camps. In both the men were quar-

tered in '' squad '^ tents, 6 to 8 men in a tent.

Their living conditions were not of the best

when the camps were first established in Febru-

ary, 1918. The ground was wet and no lumber

was available for flooring. But by ditching

around each tent the water drained off, and as

each was equipped with a Sibley stove (cone

shaped sheet iron) which burned wood, the tents

were made habitable. Bunks of saplings with

straw were provided, later, after the saw mill

was in operation, conditions were vastly im-

proved. Each tent was walled up with boards

four feet from the ground, a floor laid within,

and board bunks constructed.

Next a mess hall and kitchen were built at

each camp. Slabs were used for siding and the

roofs were of corrugated galvanized iron. Tables

and benches were .provided and the floor covered

with several inches of saw dust. Still later we

procured an electric light plant for the saw

mill, and it was found feasible to place one light

in each tent and in the officer's quarters. The

woods camp was not quite so well taken care of

in the matter of light for it was not practicable

to extend the wires that far away. I might add

that shower baths were placed in each camp com-

pleting *' modern conveniences'' to a degree no

doubt surprising to the '^folks'' back home who

heard so much about hardships the men of the

A. E. F. underwent.

And what a contrast this was to what our com-

batant troops were undergoing. About the time

the Marchenoir operation was so completely and

comfortably cared for I was transferred to com-

batant troops where living conditions were so

entirely different. Most of the time we had no

shelter other than ^^pup" tents and no bunks

other than a shell hole or a bed of leaves, roots,

mud and stones. At times we were billeted in

small villages 20 or more miles behind the front

lines. Here the officers -were made fairly com-

fortable but the men usually were crowded in

barns, lofts, etc., where it can scarcely be said

they had ^^all the comforts of home." What a

contrast this was to Marchenoir!

And the contrast between the forest areas of

the front to those at Marchenoir! Two of the

accompanying illustrations show the type of tim-

ber cut on the Forest of Marchenoir. In con-

trast, imagine this same stand after undergoing

four years of shell fire and you can picture the

sort of *' forests" we saw and lived in at the

front, for much of the time we were expected

to take what shelter was possible from aerial ob-

servation, and shell torn timber land only was

available. I often thought of the beautiful For-

est of Marchenoir, with its straight open lanes

and magnificent trees when hunting a spot be-

tween shell holes sufficiently large to lie down

on and call it a bed.

W. Gard Conklin.

Depletion of the United States' forest re-

sources is said to be more than twice, probably

three times the actual growth in a form which

will be serviceable for products other than fire-

wood. High prices of lumber are not wholly duo

to the increased cost of labor and materials. A

part is due to the ever retreating sources of tim-

ber supply. Already the supplies of all our great

eastern centers of production are approachinii

exhaustion with the exception of the South, and

even there most of the mills have not over ten

to fifteen years' supply of virgin timber.
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Tribute to Dr. J. T. Rothrock.

WE all know and honor Dr. Rothrock for

his life-long devotion to forestry and to

public service.

The State of Pennsylvania owes to him the

original establishment of a free Sanatorium at

Mont Alto, Pa., for the open air treatment of

tuberculosis. This project, dating from 1902,

has grown under the encouragement of the State

into a large and efficient hospital, and is being

managed and supported by 'the State, through the

Department of Health.

Dr. Rothrock 's fellow-members in the Chester

County Medical Association, with the co-opera-

tion and support of the State Department of

Health, arranged for the placing of a bronze

tablet on a large boulder in front of the ward

for children at the Sanatorium, and appropriate

exercises were held at the Sanatorium on Thurs-

day,' October 9, 1919.

There were present at this meeting a number

of Dr. Rothrock 's friends and admirers and ad-

dresses appreciative of his great record of altru-

istic and self-denying devotion to public service

were made by Colonel (Dr.) Edward Martin,

Commissioner of Health of Pennsylvania, Dr.

Henry S. Drinker, President of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association, Dr. Lewis H. Taylor of

Wilkes-Barre, and Dr. Joseph Scattergood,

Chairman of the Delegation from Chester County,

who presided at the ceremonies.

The inscription on the tablet reads as follows:

Joseph Trimble Rothrock, M.D.

Botanist, Soldier, Explorer, Pioneer in the cause

of Forest Conservation in this Country

established the first free Sanatorium

for the open air treatment

of Tuberculosis in Pennsylvania

at Mont Alto in 1902.

This tablet was placed here

as a token of Honor and

affection by his fellow-members

of the Chester County Medical

Society in 1919.

In responding Dr. Rothrock spoke as follows:

**Few, if any, public institutions, which have

achieved success, owe their origin to those in

whose hands they came before the world. This

jrreat sanatorium is no exception to the rule.

'^In 1877 a legacy left by F. Andre Michaux

to the American Philosophical Society, for the

[»romotion of Forestry in America, became avail-

able.

''There was in Philadelphia, still active and
vigorous, a venerable, distinguished member of
the Philadelphia Bar, a life-long, public spirited

citizen, the Hon. Eli K. Price, who had for years
witnessed with anxiety the ruthless waste of our
forests. He had recognized the fact, as few
others had done, that we were destroying the

proper proportion of forest to cleared land, and
dooming a large portion of the Stat6 to a barren
condition. He, at once, called the legacy into use, .

and had instituted a course of lectures in Horti-

cultural Hall, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia,

which became popular under the name of the

Michaux Forestry Lectures. It is well to note

that at that time the word ''forestry" hardly

appeared in our American dictionaries. Those
lectures became one of the most active forces in

leading up to The Pennsylvania Forestry Asso-

ciation, which was the direct cause of the cre-

ation of the State Forest Reservation Commis-
sion in 1893, which Commission has developed, or

led, to the development of our splendid State

Forest Reserves of 1,100,000 acres. The original

impulse was due to the Hon. Eli K. Price. It

may interest you, Colonel Martin, to know that

your good lady, Mrs. Martin, the granddaughter

of Mr. Price, was among the earliest attendants

at those Michaux Lectures, and there is a singu-

lar fitness in my mentioning that fact on this

occasion.

''Your speaker was, in 1901, the head of the

Forestry Commission. The fresh air treatment

of tuberculosis was then partly possessing the

public mind. It was nothing new to me. I had

imbibed it from my youth up, for my father,

an honored country doctor, had, a half century

earlier, made the discovery that those of his

tubercular patients who lived most in the open

air, lived longest. I had noted, in 1873-4, the ef-

fect of open air upon two tubercular patients

under my care, in an exploring expedition operat-

ing in the mountains of Colorado.

"The thought flashed upon me that I had

under my control, as Commissioner of Forestry,

600,000 acres of State land, which by right of

purchase belonged to the citizens of this State.

Why, therefore, should any of them be deprived

of a chance for life because he could not go to

Colorado ? In my travels I had learned the com-

mon repor.t that on this mountain no case of tu-

berculosis had ever developed, though on the

other side of the valley it was rife. Was it true?

If so, what was the cause? My conclusion was

that in these open log houses the fresh air could

not be excluded from the homes of the moun-

taineers, but that in the better dwellings on the

tl
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other side of the valley, it was, if not intention-

ally kept out, at least it had less access. Facts

seemed to confirm the conclusion.

^^ Without warrant of law, I. determined to

make a trial here (at Mont Alto) of a campaign

ground, to which the sufferers might come, board

themselves, and drink our pure water and inhale,

without cost, the fresh air that belonged to them.

'
' Such, in' 1903, was the origin of this Sana-

torium, though a start had been made a year

earlier. There is still here, in the capacity of

matron one of the two first comers, a lady whose

husband, Mr. Andrew Klee, was restored to fair

health, only to die several years later by a heart

trouble.

**The success and the popularity of the camp

led to the question—how was it to be main-

tained? We had not a penny of aid from the

State. There was no money in sight from any

source

!

^^In 1903 there was a meeting' of the State

Federation of Pennsylvania Women in Carlisle,

at the close of which a large number of delegates

visited the camp. As a result of this visit, Mrs.

Scarlett, then Vice-President of the Eastern Dis-

trict, was enabled to contribute from that Dis-

trict sufficient funds to prevent the closing of

the camp, which, at one time (from lack of fuel)

seemed inevitable. I wish here to add my grate-

ful acknowledgment of that timely assistance,

and to say that one of the representatives of the

Federation, Miss Mira L. Dock, is with us to-

day. Her constant, effective assistance, her in-

terest in the camp, never ceased. Without it we

would have fared hard.

*'So far as I am aware, no sufferer was ever

allowed to leave camp for want of aid to keep

him here. In 1907, on the request of the Fores-

try Department, the care of the infant sanator-

ium was transferred to the Department of

Health. A new, larger career for it became pos-

sible. The then Commissioner of Health, the

late Dr. Samuel G. Dixon, recognized at once the

peculiar advantages of the situation and the

vast importance of the work begun and possible

here. I am not sure that any extensive plans

relative to sanatoria similar to this, under State

direction, had been earlier considered by him

—

but I do know that he promptly resolved to push

the work on a larger scale. The c(vintry was

then in the flush of the open air treatment. We
knew that many advanced cases of tuberculosis

had been apparently cured by life in the open air,

and rashly jumped to the conclusion that given

open air and abundance of nourishing food, and

the majority of such sufferers could be restored.

There were those (among them some of repute)

who proclaimed that knowing what we did, it

would be but a short time before tuberculosis

would be a thing of the past. Experience has led

us to another conclusion, though still one of

hope.

^*The policy of Dr. Dixon was abreast of our

knowledge at the time. He and his able coadju-

tor. Dr. Johnson, built up a great institution

here, the fame of which rendered the creation of

the sanatoria at Cresson and Hamburg not only

easy, but necessary. This institution established

a standard for Pennsylvania of free care of its

tubercular patients and a standard, also,. for the

aspiration of other States.

*'It has safely passed through its period of

probation and, with errors detected, with new

life, with a saner policy which has grown out of

past experience, it starts upon its career under

its new, distinguished chief, Colonel Martin,

whose record yields abundant promise of larger

usefulness in the era upon which the world seems

about to enter. His keen vision of possibilities

centers upon the young cases; many of those

may be saved and may be re-created, and re-

stored to perfect health.

**It is a disgrace that the children of a vigor-

ous ancestry should in this land of wealth, abun-

dance and opportunity, have degenerated physi-

cally until they were only fifty per cent, fit to

defend the country in its hour of need. It is

intolerable that such a condition be allowed to

continue. There is but one help for it, namely,

to make obedience to the laws of health a rule of

life. This can only be brought about by training

from childhood up. Thank God that our State

Departments of Health and Education have this

vision in full view ar \ that they never before

were in such i>erfect co-ordination to realize this

great desire as under the new chiefs of Health

and Education. It is plainly our duty to give

them our cordial, earnest, unceasing support in

the work of regenerating our own children's chil-

dren.

**May I make a brief personal statement?

^*I would be a strange man, indeerl, if* I did not

appreciate the honor the Chester County Medi-

cal Society and the State Department of Health

have conferred upon me and upon my family

name. I sincerely thank you, and gratefully ac-

cept it; with the reservation that I can claim no

share in the results shown within the sanatorium

enclosure, further than to have recognized the

value and the promise of the location, and to

have had, without warrant of law, enough cour-

age of my convictions to invite Pennsylvania

tubercular sufferers out on to their own land

to get relief; and that I helped beg enough money
to keep the camp alive during its three years of

infancy, until the State adopted and cared for it.

^^As I look over the State charitable institu-

tions, I can see that this one is especially fortu-

nate. It is located on a great State forest re-

serve where, as the generations come and go, its

inmates will breathe air filtered and purified by

miles of living foliage, and drink water from

the very fountain heads of streams, as these is-

sue uncontaminated, from the mountain heart.

'^The only regret that I have now and here

is that the partner of my life, to whose help I

am so greatly indebted for whatever success at-

tended my pioneer efforts, is not now visibly here

to share in your approval of the work to which

she so largely contributed.'*

Case of the Pennsylvania Department of

Forestry vs. Blair Lumber Company,
for Setting Fire, April 27-28, 1918.

THE forester who entered prosecution in

this case was not in the district at the

time of the fire and was unable to make
a personal investigation of the matter until June

1, 1918. Finding sufficient evidence to justify a

hearing, information was made before a local

justice-of-the-peace charging the defendant with

setting fire as set forth in act of assembly of

June 9th, 1911.

In order to make certain that the information

might be drawn up properly and in good form,

the justice submitted it to his advisory attorneys

for their correction and approval. His attorneys

having *^ corrected*^ the information, a hearing

was held on September 12, 1918.

During the hearing all three members of the

log train crew stated that they saw the fire a few

minutes after their train passed along and that

they had gotten back to it in about six or seven

minutes from the time they passed that point.

It also developed that a hand-made screen was

used on the stack and while it prevented the

upward motion of sparks and cinders, it allowed

them to bound downward and outward, lighting

along or near the track. The inside diaphragm

screen and the ash-pan were likewise shown to

be in need of repair.

The justice held the defendant for court

under bail of $500. A few days before the

i'ollowing term of court opened, the forester w^as

jnlvised by the district attorney that the infor-

mation was not drawn up in good form and was

of no value. This not only made it impossible

to get the case before the court that term but
made necessary a second hearing.

The constable and justice being unable to col-

lect their fees for the first hearing, since it was
not valid, required considerable urging before
they would take any action for a second hearing.

The forester at last remained with the justice

until he did draw up a second information in ac-

cordance with suggestions offered by the district

attorney. The forester mailed this information
to a different constable, the first one not desir-

ing to act. In this information the charge was
made against H. G. Smith, Superintendent of the

Blair Lumber Company. The defendant was
again held for court under bail of $500.

During the trial before the court, November
10, 1919, David Blair, a member of the firm,

testified that the spark stack, diaphragm screen

and the ash-pan were all in good condition. Wit-

nesses for the plaintiff declared the fire protec-

tive apparatus was defective, declared that the

diaphragm screen was either out entirely or

burned out so badly that it was worthless, and

gave minute description of this apparatus to sup-

port their claims. At this time two men of the

train crew who, during the hearing, gave testi-

mony favorable for the plaintiff, now testified in

favor of the defendant. This, however, was not

unexpected by the forester, and, while he had

them subpoened as Commonwealth witnesses for

the hearing, it was the defendant that desired

their presence before the court. The logging en-

gineer, however, repeated the statements he made

before the justice.

The defendant secured, as an additional wit-

ness, one local forest fire warden who declared

the spark screen, ash-pan and inside screen were

all in good shape. Cross-examination, however,

showed that his declarations were not based on

any observations or inspection that he made

about the time of the fire. This warden became

enraged because the forester who entered the

prosecution did not consult him instead of the

neighboring warden who had the fire in charge

and guarded it.

The verdict of the jury was '^ Guilty of negli-

gence.'* The sentence of the court was $50 and

costs. Attorney for the defense was Albert H.

Bell who, it developed, was instrumental in draw-

ing up the first and invalid information. He was

assisted by David Blair, Attorney of Indiana

County and a member of the Blair Lumber Com-

pany. The Commonwealth was represented by

Thomas G. Taylor, Third Assistant District At-

torney.

Judge A. D. MoConnel addressed the jury with
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great deliberation. He opened his address by

stating, in effect, that timber today must be con-

sidered as a greater asset than it had been in

the past. Again, since no malicious or wilful

intent was shown, he said, it would rest upon the

jury to declare whether negligence was proved.

He followed this by stating that the care in

such operations should be commensurate with

the danger accompanying them, and continued,

while some operations may be conducted with

but little regard for fire, others, where the dan-

ger is greater, must be carried on more carefully

with relation to this element.

The judge also advised the jury that it was

not required of the plaintiff to inform the de-

fendant just what particular equipment he should

use. This statement may require some explana-

tion. At the time of the second hearing, after

David Blair had satisfied himself that he could

not affect a compromise with the forester, he

wanted the Department to recommend some one

particular spark stack and meet with the lumber-

men of the State and request all to use that

one. While any one of three or four were recom-

mended, I refused to confine my recommenda-

tions to any one in particular. His attorney evi-

dently tried to lead the jury to believe I was at

fault because I would not state which particular

stack should be adopted, after I admitted mak-

ina: such a statement before the court.

While on the witness stand, David Blair got

so far beyond the case, in his criticisms of the

Department, that it became necessary for the

Judge to interfere and remind him that we were

not trying the Department.

V. M. Bearer.

The Pennsylvania Department of Forestry has

been co-operating with private planters since

1910y and is now in a position to supply abso-

lutely healthy and stocky seedlings to owners of

forest land who are willing to pay the cost of

packing and shipping which should not exceed

50 cents per 1,000 trees. Two men should set

out 1,000 trees per day.

The trees available for free distribution are

White Pine, Jack Pine, Pitch Jine, Western Yel-

low Pine, and Norway Spruce.

Tree planting is no longer a mere pastime for

the rich and idle, but a real business proposition

full of promise. During the past 10 years over

40,000,000 forest trees have been planted in

Pennsylvania. Help make the idle acres pro-

ductive. Write for information and send your

application to the Department of Forestry, Har-

risburg. Pa.

Cutting the Christmas Tree Wisely.

A PARTICULARLY appropriate opportun-

ity to display the Christmas spirit, ac-

cording to officials of the Forest Service

of the United States Department of Agriculture,

is the manner in which persons getting Christ-

mas trees direct from the forests cut the ever-

greens for their holiday celebration. Each year

thousands of dwellers in towns and cities, near

the National Forests or privately owned forests,

turn to these tracts for trees which are to be

the central feature in Yule-tide decorations.

Where the trees are cut in accord with the rec-

ommendations of the Forest Service no harm

is done, but the tendency of many is to slash

into the growth without regard to conserving the

forest's resources.

The point particularly emphasized by the Gov-

ernment 's foresters is that a tree selected for

cutting should be one which is part of a group

of trees of comparatively compact growth rather

than a more or less isolated tree, the absence

of which would make a decided gap that future

growth could not fill. To follow this rule, of

course, prevents the wholesale stripping of

wooded tracts, which is done in many instances.

Objection is sometimes made to selecting for

Christmas purposes a tree standing close to

others, because the one chosen is apt to be un-

symmetrical, the lower branches particularly

being irregular and unattractive. This difficulty

can be overcome by selecting a tree several feet

taller than the height desired and cutting off the

lower end. By using only the upper portion a

well-shaped, pleasing ornament can be obtained,

and at the same time a selection is made which

results in no harm to the forest.

Wherever possible local Forest Service officials

are gla<l to recommend areas under their juris-

diction in which it is entirely proper to make
cuttings of Christmas trees, and it is urged that

their recommendations both as to sites for cut-

ting and the method of selecting individual trees

be followed carefully. There is a widespread

sentiment against disregard of conservation by
thoughtless felling of Christmas trees in private

holdings, and the Forest Service is heartily in

accord with this sentiment.

Very large trees selected for municipal cele-

brations or church use need not be symmetrical
in their natural state, as they can easily be made
so by boring holes in the trunk and inserting

sufficient limbs of proper size to give the tree

a well-rounded appearance. Frequently where a

large tree is to be carried considerable distance,
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practically all the limbs are cut off and then

replaced in the manner indicated.

Farm Woodlands and the War.

WOODLANDS on farms answered big de-

mands during the war, but peace condi-

tions will give them an even greater op-

.portunity, declares Col. Henry S. Graves, head

of the Forest Service of the Department of Agri-

culture, in the Yearbook of the Department of

Agriculture, 1918, just issued. The peace require-

ments of a rapidly expanding nation will be re-

flected in demands upon local supplies of lumber,

and with the foreign market, which will undoubt-

edly be open to the more valuable American tim-

bers, the pressure upon our forest resources is

likely to be heavy. To provide the efficient man-

agement needed to meet the pressure, he believes

that every facility should be given to farmers-,

through the co-operation of State foresters and

agricultural extension agencies, to obtain more

practical knowledge of how to market good prod-

ucts and how to improve woodlands.

Farmers, he points out, are best situated to

take advantage of the favorable conditions be-

cause the highest farm income is received from

diversified farming which gives profitable em-

ployment to men and teams during seasons when

they are not engaged in planting, harvesting, or

other strictly agricultural work.

**In order to organize better the woods indus-

tries of the farms,'' says Col. Graves, *' co-

operative associations may possibly be developed

similar to the co-operative creameries, live-stock

associations, and other associations which have

done so much for the farmers. Small woodland

owners are hampered in the disposal of their tim-

ber by the fact that they often do not have

enough of one grade to make a carload. By co-

operating they may frequently find it possible to

operate their own mill, employ a skilled sawyer

and grader, and market their product to much

better advantage than has ever before been pos-

sible. It may not be too much to expect also that

we shall in time have home wood industries simi-

lar to those which play an important part in the

daily lives of the farmers in France and Switzer-

land.

''There is danger that unless proper care is

taken the woodlands may deteriorate as a result

of cutting, instead of being improved. The temp-

tation is to remove only the high-priced trees or

those easiest to get. To yield to it would eventu-

ally result in the reproduction of the poor species

and the rapid deterioration of the woodland.

'^In order to take advantage of the encourag-

ing conditions which are almost sure to develop^

the farmer should begin at once systematically to

build up his woodlands, using the best informa-

tion available as to the kinds and character of

timber which will be in demand and which will

be most profitable for him to produce. Several

factors will influence him in his decisions: The
relative value of the timber; the rate of growth;

the local conditions for marketing; the suscepti-

bility to damage by fire, insects, disease, cattle,

etc. It is evident that there will always be a

national demand for such high-class timbers as

hickory or white oak, though the rate of growth

is not as rapid as in the case of some other spe-

cies. In most cases, greater profit can be derived

by raising more rapid-growing, though in some

cases less valuable, species, such as red oak, bass-

wood, ash, poplar, and pine. In restricted areas

trees like the black walnut can be grown; these

combine high value with rapidity of growth.

''Too little emphasis has been placed, in the

past, upon the importance of thinnings as a

source of intermittent income. A forester's

statement that it requires perhaps 50 years to

mature a timber crop is naturally discouraging

to a man of middle life. The fact is, however,

that in any well-regulated woodland, especially

of any size, periodic cuttings can be made, re-

moving always the poorer varieties and the in-

ferior specimens and giving the best trees an

opportunity to develop into the most valuable

classes of lumber. The utilization of all this ma-

terial, which in a natural woodland dies and goes

to waste, adds appreciably to the income which

the owner eventually derives from the high-grade

stock of the last cutting. In fact, if the income

from such intermittent cuttings were placed in a

savings bank, or were invested in some interest-

bearing security, it would be found by the time

of the final cutting to form a very large part of

the total income from the crop.

"In planning for the best use of farm wood-

lands, a distinction must be made between those

on farms which contain large areas of tillable

land, where the woodlot is relatively unimport-

ant, and those on farms in hilly country where

the proportion of woodland is relatively large.

The first type is common throughout the Central

States and in the better agricultural regions of

the East. On such farms the woodland will al-

ways be a source of home supplies rather than a

source of salable material.

"In the hilly regions where the tillable lands

are confined to small areas in the valley bottoms,

the plan should be to develop especially the for-
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31. Eighteen game refuges established on State

land.

32. The cost of extinguishing forest fires is

regularly attempted to be collected from those

who are believed to cause them.

33. Co-operation is going forward with all

railroad companies in an endeavor to locate and

burn safety strips along rights of way.

SlIAICULTUKE.

1. Planting of forest trees on State Forests

began in 1899.

2. Seven nurseries in use growing seedling

trees, and covering an area of 17 acres.

3. Plantations made to date 1,131, employing

noarlv 34,000,000 seedlings and transplants on

22,168 acres.

4. About 80 per cent, of all trees planted are

still living and in some plantations the establish-

ment is as high as 98 per cent, with thrifty

growth.

5. Average cost of planting 22,168 acres is

$9.22 per acre or $6.05 per thousand trees.

6. The organization and technique of planting

in Pennsylvania State Forests is such that the

foremost silvicultural authorities in America

quote the Pennsylvania practice as the best and

the most successful.

7. The protection accorded plantations is so

complete that only one-sixth of one per cent, of

the area planted has been burned over, and for

the 20 years during which planting has progress-

ed, this represents an annual loss of only three

hundredths of one per cent. These data are

based upon special rejwrts and accuiate surveys.

8. Plantations are reasonably safe from lire in

"TVnnsylvania State Forests, and where natural

regeneration is not i)romising or where existing
|

orowth is insufficient or unsatisfactory, planting

should be continued with gi-eat vigor.

9. The State nurseries are capable of producing

annually from 8,000,000 to 10,000,000 trees, and

nearly all the trees planted on State forests oi-

distributed to pi'ivate planters were grown in the

Department nurseries.

10. In 1910 the Department began co-oi>eration

with private owners of woodland by furnishing

young forest trees at the cost of production,

though from the start it always co-operated when-

ever possible.

11. During the first year of co-operative effort

66',000 trees were distributed to private planters.

This was deemed insufficient.

12. In 1915 authority was obtained to distri-

bute planting stock within the State at cost of

packing and shipping.

13. Immediately the growth of private forest

l)lanting was prodigious. In 1916 1,500,000 trees

were disti'ibuted. In 1918 over 2,000,000 and m
1919 more than 3,000,000.

14. To date (January 1, 1920) the total number

of trees distributed to private planters is 9,042,-

022.

15. More trees were planted privately in 1919

than during the first 7 years of undertaking

(1910-1916 inclusive.)

16. The number of applicants for forest trees

in 1910 was 23, and in 1919 was 791.

17. Private planters in Pennsylvania comprise

farmers, lumbermen, recreation clubs, hunting

clubs, water companies, mining companies, muni-

cipalities, and educational institutions.

18. The results accomplished by private forest

planters in this State have made tree planting

an established practice.

19. Individuals and corporations do not plant

for pastime, but to make their idle land attractive

and productive.

20. The co-operative plan of the Department is

practical, economical and effective. It is the

best line of extension work in forestry ever under-

taken and developed by any State.

21. Foresters reix)rt that the gift of trees for

piivate planting has done more than anything

else to stimulate tree appreciation and promote a

durable sentiment in favor of forestry.

22. The foresters say that one of the best ways

to protect forests against fires is to dot the land

with attractive plantations composed of valuable

and thrifty trees.

23. As foi-estry implies work, it also implies

woj'kmen, and the workmen are prepared at the

State Forest Academy, originally an educational

I

experiment, but which has met the demands and

today is in the front rank of American schools

of forestry.

NoTAP.LE Facts in Forbst Legislation.

1. Purchase of land at tax sale in 1897.

2. With the aid accorded by the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association, the Department was estab-

lished in 1901.

3. Constabulary i>owers were conferred upon

forest officers in 1903.

4. State Forest Academy established in 1903.

5. First State Sanatorium for tuberculosis

established in 1903.

6. New and useful Shade Tree law passed in

1907.

7. Municii)al forests authorized and establishe;!

in 1909.

8. A new and improved forest protection
law was passed in 1909, which was revised and
amplified by the act of 1915.

9. To recoup for loss of taxes, fixed charges
were placed upon State lands in 1905 for the
benefit of roads and schools, revised in 1909 for

the benefit of schools, and in 1919 for the benefit

of counties.

10. Incasing of lands for camp purposes author-

ized in 1913.

11. Auxiliary forest reserve code [>assed in

1913.
*

.

12. Appointment of district foresters authoi*-

ized in 1913 and a division of the State into 10

forest districts made by the Commission in 1919.

13. Distribution of forest tree seedlings for

private planting authorized in 1910 and amended
and improved in 1915.

14. Purchase price of land enlarged from $5.00

to $10.00 an acre in 1915.

15. Forest Pi'otection act passed in 1915.

Complete reorganization was effected immediately

thereafter.

16. Co-operative agreements for fire protec-

tion and prevention authorized in 1915.

17. Rights of way authorized to be granted

through State Forests in 1915.

18. The purchase of surface rights only to

forest land directed in 1917.

19. Leasing of small arable areas in State

forests foi' agricultural purposes authorized in

1917.

20. Condemnation of lands for State Forest

])urposes authorized in 1919.

Education.

1. Free assistance given to private indivi<luals

in all their ])lanting problems and advice and

assistance with respect to the handling of ])rivate

woodlots and forests.

2. A specialty made of assisting farmers with

their woodlot problems.

3. Free advice and assistance given to the

owners of trees which suffer from insect and

fungus attacks.

4. Shade tree work of every kind promoted

and all foresters directed to assist in improving

the quality of such trees throughout the State.

5. Numerous posters, circulars and advertising

matter distributed throughout the State.

6. Forest exhibits made at fairs and various

public gatherings.

7. Inumerable lectures and talks upon forestry

by the forest staff generally throughout the State

has been going on since the formation of the

Department.

Survey of Pulp-Wood Resources of the
United States.

IN less than 20 years 95 i)er cent, of the
pulp and paper mills of the country, mainly
those in the East, will have practically ex-

hausted their supplies of spruce, hemlock, and
fir—the principal woods from which the papei-
on which newspapers are printed is made.
The annual cutting of these woods in the New

England States and New York is approximately
3,262,000 cords, and at this rate the supply will

last ai)proximately 17 years. The estimated an-
nual cutting in the Lake States is 3,030^000 cords,
and if continued will exhaust the supply in that
i-egion within 18 years. Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Virginia and North Carolina, with their smaller
forest resources, are even worse off, the annual
cutting being calculated at 1,470,000 cords, at

which rate the spruce, hemlock and fir will last

but ten years. Only in Alaska, Washington,
Oregon and California, are the reserves in no im-

mediate danger of exhaustion if the cutting con-

tinues at the present rate of 2,218,000 cords a

vear.

These figures are included in estimates com-
piled by the Forest Service of the United States

Department of Agriculture. The data accumu-
lated gives additional em[)hasis to the demand for

a nation-wi<le policy that will put privately

owned forests on a permanently productive basis

and will also result in utilizing mill waste for

paper making.

Even if the country *s hemlock, spruce and fir

resources, including the vast forests of far-off

Alaska, are lumi)ed together, the supply of these

woods will be sufficient to meet the lumber and

pai>er demands for less than three-fourths of a

century, assuming that the present rate of cutting

continues. At first glance it might seem that a

nationaF supply for three-fourths of a century

makes it unnecessary to worry over the lumbei'

question for some time. But, as already stated,

95 per cent, of the pulj) and pai>er mills are locat-

ed in the East ; these are very exi>ensive estab-

lishments, often costing millions of dollars; and

cannot be moved conveniently to new locations,

nor can wood be shipped to them economically

from great distances. Consequently talk ol

easily utilizing the far-off reserves is impracti-

cable unless the ]>resent mills are to be scrapped

and new ones built nearer the source of su]>ply.

Up to ten years ago the United States was self-

supporting with regai'd to newspiint, but within

the last decade the consumption has exceeded

home production, and promises to do so in-

I
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ereasingly. In view of this situation two altern-

atives present themselves, aceordinj>' to lorest

Service ex^wrts and representatives of large

wood-usino- industries. The country must de-

pend increasincvlv upon Canada, eventually aban-

doning manv of its own mills, or the Nation s

policy with regard to its private forests must be

radicallv changed. Canada now has 90 paper

and puip mills which produce approximately 2,-

100 tons of paper a day, of which 89 per cent.

is available for exix)rt. Of all supplies of paper

wood and pulp, used by the United States about

one-third now comes from Canada.

While the supplies of pulp wood in Alaska and

the Northwest are very g:reat, only about 5 per

cent, of the mills are located in those regions.

So loniT as publishers can obtain Canadian paper

more cheaply than they can get it from the West,

it is to be^ expected that they will buy from

Canada. Nevertheless, there are several factors

which should gradually bring western paper into

competition with the eastern Canadian ])roduct,

according to forest experts. There are quanti-

ties of wood in the West available at stumpage

prices much less than in the Northeast. Much

of this wood is on the National Forests, and,

therefore, is available without the carrying

charges that must be figured against large invest-

ments in land. Furthermore, the yield per acre

of forests is much greater in the West than in

the eastern Canadian forests, and there are large

water poweis available in the West. Certain dis-

advantages, such as high wages and high freight

charges, must be recognized in considering the

supplies in the West, but it is believed that these

do not counteract the advantages.

The Forest Service points out, however, that

whether i)ai>er interests rely increasingly uj)on

Canada, or upon increased use of our Western

resources, in either case these are temporary ex-

pedients. In the long run the country must

solve the paper problem on the basis of a per-

manent wood supply. To this end it is urged that

the mill waste be utilized for paper making and

that the forests of this country be regenerated

and administered on a more productive basis.

Mill waste, including slabs and edgings, is well

adaijted for pa{>er making by one of the three

chemical processes now commonly employed. But

only about 3 per cent, of the wood used for pulp

is mill waste, and this is evidently a very small

poition of all the slabs and edgings from spruce,

fir and hemlock now being made into lumber.

Ilerev undoubtedly, is a big field for development,

as it is estimated that there must be an annual

waste of 1,()00,000 cords of these species alone.

Even more important than the utilization of

mill waste is the regeneration of the forests for

the perpetuation of the paper industry in the

United States. The policy of wastefuUy cutting

the forests and making little provision for future

growth must be abandoned speedily, say forest

experts. In the future, operations should be so

conducted as to secure increasing reproduction

of trees valuable for lumber and pulp. Fortu-

nately such species as tir and poplar are prolifie

seeders and may be reproduced naturally. Spruce

may be reproduced under proper methods of

forest management, though with more difficulty.

As the cost of pulp wood increases, investments

in plantations, especially in the neighborhood of

pulp mills, will commend themselves. The grow-

ing of large quantities of wood close to the mills

will greatly reduce the cost of lumbering and

transportation. Young, thrifty, growing forests

will produce yields scarcely imagined by one who

has been accustomed to deal exclusively with old

timber. It is urgently recommended that in this

connection the practice of Sweden be given seri-

ous consideration. In that country the mills em-

ploy technically trained foresters who prepare

accurate figures concerning the yearly gi-owth of

the forests which serve as a rigid basis for the

annual cut of timber.

It is the wood-using industries, rather than

the lumber companies^ that are especially inter-

ested in applying conservation to the national

lumber supply, according to the Forest Service.

Likewise, it is the publishers rather than the

pulp companies which must eventually pay the

penalty for wasteful lumbering and which must,

therefore, take it upon themselves to guarantee

the perpetuation of the Nation's pulp supplies.

Tree Planting is China's Latest Hobby.

TREE planting has become a hobby in China,

since American foresters have interested

themselves in reclaiming millions of acres

of land, which are now a waste, according to re-

j>orts from a survey being made in the Orient

by representatives of the Interchurch World

Movement. It was some time before Joseph

Bailie, an American in China, found his place in

the missionary field. He discovered it in Nank-

ing and is now applying his home training in

forestry to teach the Chinese to plant trees. The

Chinese gentry and government were quick to

see the advantages of reforesting the vast hills

and preventing the floods, which have played

such havoc in the past. Following America's
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custom, a national Arbor Day has been establish-

ed, and its observance is general.

The example set by the enterprising American
in Nanking has been followed by his country-

men in other parts of China, who are educating

the people along practical lines. The Chinese

bid fair to become energetic foresters, lor they

have taken hold of tree planting with enthusiasm.

Many acres of public land, unsuited for agri-

culture, have great possibilities for forestry.

China's lack of lumber is resix)nsible for the

weak formation of her houses. So much avail-

able wood has to be utilized for fuel, that the

supply for building purposes is limited. In con-

sequence, brick foundations are used. The bricks

are burned too little to make them practical and

they soon become soggy. The Chinese realize

their need for lumber and eagerly await the time

when the trees will be big enough to cut.

Little Known Forest Products Widely
Used.

IN
addition to the ordinary uses of wood, man-

kind is dependent upon the forest for a

variety of products whose appearance does

not indicate their origin, says the United States

Forest Service, Numerous as these products are,

and as extensive as is their use at the present

time, science is constantly learning new constitu-

ents which enter into the makeup of wood and

is finding new usee to which these constituents

and those already known can be put. Fowder
for munitions or blasting, disinfectants for pro-

tection against contagious diseases, and artificial

silk for clothing are among the products obtained

in whole or in part from wood.

Charcoal, as everyone knows, is essential for

the manufacture of black powder. All of the

acetone used as a solvent in making nitrocellu-

lose powders is derived from acetic acid, a i>rod-

uct of hardwood distillation. Creat Britain, it

is said, is de[>endent ujwn the United States for

acetone used in making cordite. Black walnut

is a standard for gunstocks, and has been so

much in demand for the past two years that our

supply of this valuable wood has been consider-

able reduced and other woods, notably birch, are

being substituted. From Europe comes the com-

plaint that there is a shortage of willow lor mak-

ing wooden legs.

Pure wood alcohol is the only substance which

can be converted commercially into formalde-

livde, which is universallv used for disinfection

against such contagious diseases as small|M)x,

scarlet fever and tuberculosis. The experts at

the Forest Products Laboratory have conducted
extensive experiments on the production of grain
or ethyl alcohol from wood and have been suc-
cessful in experimental work in raising the yield
and lowering the cost of production. If this

process can be put on a commercial basis, it will

result in putting the millions of tons of coni-

ferous sawdust and other material which is now
wasted every year to a profitable use.

By converting cellulose, one of the elements
of wood, into a gelatinous material, known as

viscose, a wide field is oj>ened \\\) for the utiliza-

tion of wood waste, and a new line of products,

\arying all the way from sausage casings to

ta[>estry, is added to the ali'eady lengthy list.

Many of the so-called ^'silk'^ socks, neckties and
fancy braids now on the market contain ai'tificial

silk made from wood.

About nine-tenths of all the paper is made
from wood. Besides the detailed investigations

of the methods of making newsprint paper, and
of the production of j)aper from woods hitherto

unused for that purpose, which have been con-

ducted, kraft paper, which compares favorably

with the best on the market, has been produced

experimentally at the Forest Products Labora-

tory from longleaf-pine mill-waste. This kraft

paper is brown in color and is very much stronger

than ordinary papers. It is used for a variety

of purix)ses, andy cut into strips, is spun or

twisted into thread which is then woven into

onion and coffee bags, matting, suitcases and wall

covering, similar to burlap, and furniture closely

resembling that made from reeds, as well as other

articles of common use.

Within the past year the Forest Products Lab-

oratory has, by co-operating with manufacturers,

succeeded in getting a dye made fi'om mill waste

of osage orange put on the market as a substi-

tute for fustic, imported from Jamaica and Tehu-

antepec.

Other activities, ranging all the way from the

study of decay in wood to that of the resistance

of wood to fire, are in progress, and new dis-

coveries are constantly being made. The Forest

Products Laboratory, at Madison, Wisconsin, was

the first of its kind in the world and is probably

still the best e(|uipi>ed. With the possible ex-

cei)tion of (Jermany, no other country has done

as nuich as the United States systematically to

investigate the iwssibilities of its forest re-

sources.

Forester R. B. Winter has established a small

picnic ground at Sand Spring along the Brush

Vallev Narrows road.
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Game is Increasing in Pennsylvania.

THE last ten years have practically restored

Pennsylvania to the list of game-pi'oduc-

iiio- States. Previous to that deer and

bears were fast disappearing. It is officially re-

ported that in the two first weeks of December,

1919, three thousand deer and more than four

hundred bears had been taken by hunters within

the limits of Pennsylvania.

It is fortunate that any good movement once

started usually takes care of itself. About 400-

000 hunting licenses were issued in this btate

during the past year. It is to be noted that it

meant as many dollars contributed by the hunters.

They did not ask the State to pay for their sport

(or to put it better) for their recreation, though

it is beyond question that every hunter who went

afield pi'obably returned a stronger man, with a

gi-eater capacity for work than when he shoulder-

ed his gun.

Out of the money derived from these hunting

licenses (one may quote from an authoritative

source) 'Hhe (lame Commission have at their dis-

posal at present a considerable fund, raised

throu-h the hunters' license law, which they pro-

pose to use in pai't in acquiring forest lands and

at the next meeting of the Commission several

tracts will be up for consideration. While the

laud that the Commissioners may buy will not

amount to nuich, at the same time it is another

step in the matter of conservation of the State's

resources.'' Such purchases are made under act

of l!)!.'), which provides that the Commissioners

''May establish and maintain State game pre-

serves, foi- the protection and propagation of

game.' Such State game preserves may be lo-

cated on the State forests, or may be upon laiiil

lease<l by the Board for that purpose."

The Cole Pines (Adams County).

THE Cole Pines, a superb remnant of virgin

white pine forest, with their straight

clear stems and tufted crowns, stand along

the headwaters of the Conewago Creek in Adams

County, where the stream starts its plunge down-

ward from Buchanan Valley, through the Nar-

rows between Big Hill and Bear Mountain, to

the lowlands east of the South Mountains,

through which the creek finally reaches the Sus-

quehanna below York Haven.

These noble trees deserve more than their local

fame, for they not only visualize the traditions

of the South Mountain joineries, of which the

names Pine Hun, Pine Crove Furnace, Big Pine

Fhdty and Piney Mountain, continue the associ-

ations of different well known tracts and dis-

tricts, but they are part of a system of manage-

ment that is worth knowing.

The Francis Cole tract contains 555 acres

which has been held in the Cole family for more

than sixty years, and upon this home tract are

the original buildings, of great picturesqueness

both of location and structure. The trees men-

tioned lie a short distance from the homestead,

to the south of the road crossing the South

Mountain from Shippensburg to Arendtsville.

The large pine tree shown in the illustrations

is 4:¥2 feet in diameter at the butt, 110 feet tall

and about 50 feet to where the lower branches

start. Other pines range from 2y2 to 3 feet in

diameter, with heights of from 85 to 100 feet.

Besides the ^'home tract" there are other

holdings, which form a total of over twelve hun-

dred acres upon which lumbering has been car-

ried on for ''at least a hundred years by the

original and later owners. The early mills were

run by water-i>ower; for the last twenty years

steam has been used." The special feature of

these operations has been the cutting of ''only

the large and mature trees, and in that way the

tract always had a good stand of timber. The

small timber also has been saved, and today there

is a fairly good stand of timber all over the

tract."

I first saw the pines in the Narrows twenty-

five years ago, and though that memorable

growth has been cut for ten or more years a

splendid continuance of species is very marked,

and forms a striking contrast to operations in

some other jwrtions of the State. Compared as

trees to other trees the Cole pines remind nu'

more of the Dubois pines in Clearfield County

than of the primevals on the Cook tract, or othei*

tracts where there were some very large pines.

It is in their symmetry, close gi'owth and clear

boles that the Cole pines are linked in memory

with some of the great pine woods that are now

only memories. Mira Lloyd Dock,

(Appreciation is due to Mr. James C. Cole,

Biglerville, Pa., for valued information and kind

co-operation. Photographs by P. Mark Parthe-

more, of the J. Horace McFarland Co., Harris-

burg.)

Mr. W. D. Humiston of Potlatch, Idaho, says

the past year has been one of the most disastrous

years in point of forest losses the North Idaho

Forestry Protective Association has ever ex-

perienced.

Example of Work of the Pennsylvania

Department of Forestry

^:*;>^-'•

?

Barren—Worth $1.00 per acre in 1910.

Planted—Worth $25.00 per acre in 1920.
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Game is Increasing in Pennsylvania.

TllK last ton vcars have practically restored

Peiiiisvlvania to the list of game-produe-

ino States. Pievious to that deer and

bears were fast disappearing'. It is oilicially re-

ported that in the two lirst weeks of December,

1919, three thousand deer and more than four

lumdred bears had been taken by hunters withm

the limits of Pennsylvania.

It is fortunate that any good movement once

started usually takes care of itself. About 400-

000 hunting licenses were issued in this State

during theV«t vear. It is to be noted that it

meant as many dollars contributed by the hunters.

They did not ask the State to pay for their sport

(or to put it better) for their recreation, though

it is 1)eyond question that every hunter who went

aliel.l iMobably returned a stronger man, with a

greater ('ai)acity loi' work than when he shoulder-

ed his gun.

Out ol" the money derived from these hunting

licenses (one may (piote from an authoritative

source) ''the (lame (Commission have at their dis-

posal at i)resent a considerable fund, raised

thiough the hunters' license law, which they pro-

pose to use in pait in acquiring forest lands and

at the next meeting ol' the Commission several

tiacts will be up lor consideration. While the

jjind that the Commissioners may buy will not

amount to nuu-h, at the same time it is another

step in the mattei" of conservation of the State's

resoui'ces." Such purchases are made under act

(,)' iqiT). which provides that the (Commissioners

''May establish and maintain State game pre-

serves, foi" the pi'otection and proi)agation of

game.' Such State game preserves may be lo-

cated on the State forests, or nuiy l)e upon land

leased by the Board for that imrpose."

The Cole Pines (Adams County).

TllK Cole Pines, a superb remnant of virgin

white pine foi'est, with their straight

clear stems and tufted crowns, stand aloni:'

the headwaters of the Conewago Creek in Adams

(Jounty, Avhere the stream starts its plunge down-

ward from Ruchaimn Valley, through the Nai-

rows between Big Hill and Bear :Mountain, to

the lowlands east of the South Mountains,

through which the creek (inally reaches the Sus-

(pudianna below York Haven.

These noble trees deserve moie than their local

fame, for they not only visualize the ti'aditions

of the South Mountain pineries, of which the

names l*ine liun, Pine Crove Furnace, Big Pine

Flat, and Piney Mountain, continue the associ-

ations of different well known tracts and dis-

tricts, but they are part of a system of manage-

ment that is woi'th knowing.

The Francis Cole tract contains 555 acres

which has been held in the Cole family for more

than sixty years, and upon this home tract are

the original buildings, of great picturesqueness

both of location and structure. The trees men-

tioned lie a short distance from the homestead,

to the south of the road crossing the South

Mountain from Shippensburg to Arendtsville.

The large pine tree shown in the illustrations

is 4y2 feet in diameter at the butt, 110 feet tall

and about 50 feet to where the lower branches

start. Other pines range from 2V2. to 3 feet in

diameter, with heights of from 85 to 100 feet.

Besides the ''home tract'' thei'e are other

holdings, which form a total of over twelve hun-

dred acres upon which lumbering has been car-

I'ied on for ''at least a hundred years by the

original and later owners. The early mills were

I'un by water-power; for the last twenty years

steam' has been used." The special feature of

these operations has been the cutting of "only

the large and nuiture trees, and in that way the

tract always had a good stand of timber. The

small timber also has been saved, and today there

is a fairly good stand of tindjer all over the

tract.''

I first saw the ])ines in the Narrows twenty-

five yeai's ago, and though that memorable

gi'owth has been cut for ten or more years a

si)lendid continuance of si)ecies is very marked,

and forms a striking contrast to operations in

some other i)ortions of the State. Compared as

trees to other trees the (.'ole pines remind me

more of the Dubois pines in Clearfield County

than of the primevals on the Cook tract, or other

tracts where there were some very large pines.

It is in their symmetry, close growth and cleai

boles that the Cole pines are linked in memory

with some of the great pine woods that ai"e now

only memories. Mira Lloyd Dock.

(Appreciation is due to Mr. .fames C. Cole.

Biglerville, Pa., foi' valued infornuition and kin<i

co-operation. Photogi-aphs by P. Mark Parthe

more, of the J. Horace McFarland Co., Harris

burg.)

Mr. W. D. Humiston of Potlatch, Idaho, say

the past year has been one of the most disastrou

years in point of forest losses the North Jdah<

Foresti'V Protective Association has ever ex

perieiiced.
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Example of Work of the Pennsylvania

Department of Forestry
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Barren—Worth $1.00 per acre in 1910.

Planted—Worth $25.00 per acre in 1920.
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Continuing Appropriations for National
Forests.

BILLS are now pending in both Senate and
House of Representatives, Washinj^ton, for

the appropriation of $2,000,000 a year for

five years for* the purchase of land suitable for

forestry purposes upon the head waters of our

navigable streams:—The bulk of the money to

be expended on the highlands of New England
and the southern States. The following state-

ment shows that it is a most mei'itorious measure,

which should pass:

Some of the reasons for continued purchase

in the White Mountains and Southern Appa-
lachians are very briefly as follows:

1. The original program of purchase as laid

down by the Government should be carried out.

it is necessary to maintain a timber supply.

2. The prices of forest land are constantly

I'lsing.

3. Both at the North and the South the most

destructive lumber operations continue to denude
the high mountains wherever the Goveinment
has not secured possession. Fire usually follows

these operations and consumes the soil itself

which is of vegetable origin and therefore in-

llammable. This sets back the forest for cen-

tinies. The method of removal bv the Govern-

nient is wholly different, so that the growing

power of the forest is maintained.

4. The White Mountain Forest and some of

the Southern forests have become self-support-

ing. The White Mountain Forest yields a small

levenue to the Government annually. All of the

lands puixjhased will yield a substantial revenue

to the Government at an early period.

'). The lands have greatly increased in value

since they were acquired, and as estimated by
Ulcers of the U. S. Forest Service the property

could be sold for 50 per cent, advance upon the

purchase price. The outlay, therefore, is an

investment, not an expense.

(). At the North an even flow of streams is

essential to industry. At the South the devastat-

ing floods of the Ohio and other rivers ,can be

controlled, and should be.

7. A continued regular appropriation is neces-

sary in order that the Government mav maintain

an expert personnel, which is not i)ossible if the

sums vary from year to year or are occasionally

omitted. In so large an enterprise, extending

into ten states, the Government must be able

broadly to take advantage of market conditions.

8. Although the Government faces enormous

<'xponditure8 at this time because of the war,

and must meet extraordinarily heavy interest and
other charges during the next few years, the
I'undamental i)olicies of the Government that
preserve its natural resources should be con-
tinued.

9. The best forest authorities assert that in
the United States timber is consumed much faster
than it gi^ows. With the constant increase of
l>opulation the present system of indiscriminate
removal of the forest already necessitates curtail-
ment of the lumber output. Many mills have
already gone out of business; others have sup-
plies ranging from five to twenty-five years be-
fore the end. At the South 3,000 lumber mills
and factories must close within five years from
failure of supplies. The high prices due to

timber scarcity are already upon us.

10. There is no other means of solving the
problem so simple and satisfactory as that of
State and Federal acquisition while forest land
is cheap.

Apropos of the above:—What is Pennsylvania
about to do in the matter of securing adequate
forest reserves on the head waters of the Ohio
which are within our limits? Is it necessary to

explain that the Allegheny, the Monongahela
and the Ohio are all navigable streams with some
headwaters in this State. Think of a petty

12,000 acre reserve for that end of the State

which contains our greatest wealth, and pays

taxes equal to or exceeding any similar area in

the Commonwealth!

Haycock Mounttarn.

TIFERE are many signs which indicate the

present unrest, and among them none are

clearer than the gi'owing demand for a

rational, healthful, restful life which shall not

be wholly sacrificed to a struggle for mere exist-

ence. More recreation in the open air, individual

and social, more room for the Boy Scouts and for

the Camp Fire girls, gathering grounds for delib-

erative bodies, all |K)int to the necessity for

public areas from which no decent citizen can

any time be excluded and to which any who so

incline are invited.

Very rapidly lands suitable for such purposes

are being purchased as private holdings, fiom

which those seeking an outing are warned olf

as trespassers; from forests and fields that were

once open to all!

It is clear that this demand is becoming more

insistent and that it will not down. The sooner

the fact is recognized that such public ground

must be had the better. The State P\)rest Re-
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serves are visited and utilized for such recrea-

tional purposes by increasino- thousands every

year. But such reserves are found in but half

the counties of the Commonwealth. They should

be found in every county—if not for forestry

purposes then for purposes of healthful recrea-

tion.

With this purpose a start is now attempted

in Bucks County, Haycock Mountain, an isolated

peak of trap rock, now covered with the scanty

remains of a forest, a rejiion wholly unsuitable

for agriculture, but admii-ably adapted to fores-

try and outing- purposes, is under examination

of the Forestry Commission. The titles to the

land seem to be somewhat involved. Certainly

it would be to the advantage of Bucks County if

the mountain were in the hands of the State.

Whether or not this shall come about depends

mainly on the attitude of the citizens of the

county. The peak rises about 900 feet above

tide. The base of the mountain is probably ten

miles around. Stony Garden Field, on the north-

ern slope, has an elevation of 620 feet. It is

quite celebrated for the number and variation in

tone of its Ringing Rocks. It was from this

Held that Dr. Ott selected the stones for his

orchestra.

Why Plant Forest Trees?

PENNSYLVANIA was originally one of the

best timbered States in the East, and for

more than a quarter of a century it was the

lumbering center of America. Forest fires usual-

Iv followed the wake of lumbering operations and

as a result of these and other destructive agen-

cies acres of desolation now remain where once

stood the heavy, valuable and attractive stands

of virgin timber.

But conditions have changed and the methods

of the past can no longer prevail. We must be-

gin to offset the destructive tendencies of the

early methods of lumbering by a business-like

j^rogram of reforestation.

During 1918 over 8 million trees were set out

(»n State forests and private holdings, and dur-

ing the spring of 1919 the private planters of

the State set out over 3 million trees. Most of

them will jdant again in 1920. Join the little

army of tree planters and help a promising and

profitable undertaking. But before making out

your order take time to read the following: ad-

vantages of forest tree planting:

1. The days of cheap wood are gone forever

in Pennsylvania.

2. Worthless land no longer exists in the Key-

stone State. Every acre is capable of producing

some useful crop. If it cannot be wheat, corn,

or fruit, let it be wood; but make it produce

something.

3. Productive forests are a great storehouse of

wealth. The planted forests of France helped

win the war.

4. Planted trees utilize the energies of nature

which might otherwise be wasted.

5. Planted trees will grow in volume and value

while you sleep.

6. Planted trees will help supply the constantly

growing demand for wood. They are a credit to

the present generation, and will be a blessing to

future generations.

7. Planted trees may be used to protect water

supplies and prevent erosion on steep slopes.

8. Planted trees beautify and protect homes,

and afford shelter to domestic and wild animals.

9. Planted trees beautify and improve high-

ways, byways, and waterways.

10. Planted trees are fitting and durable

memorials to fallen heroes.

11. Planted trees help make beautiful sur-

roundings. They stimulate tree appreciation and

develop knowledge of trees.

12. Nature will ultimately restock the vast

reaches of denuded areas, but it takes too lonu

and the results are uncertain. Therefore, Plant

Trees! Plant more and better trees! Do not

delay! Begin the delightful and profitable busi-

ness now.

Wood Ashes Too Valuable to be Wasted.

THE Pennsylvania Department of Ag:incul-

ture reminds farmers and others who are

burning wood for fuel that wood ashes

contain the mineral matter that the trees, from

which the wood was obtained, took from the soil

when they g^-ew. Wood ashes, therefore, are valu-

able for making the soil fertile. If they have

not leached, that is, if they have not been ex-

posed to water, they contain much ix>tash and

some phosphoric acid and a large percentage of

vegetable lime, but no nitrogen. If they have

been leached, the potash has been mostly washed

out.

Much wood is still being consumed in rural

sections for fuel, particularly at this time, due

to the scarcity and high })rice of coal. Besides,

the price of commercial fertilizer is high and

the practice of permitting waste is wrong, ^^e

tire now living under changed conditions and in

order to obtain the best results in farming, as

in everything else, the little things must not be

overlooked.

Some Effects of Frost in Northern
Pennsylvania.

IN
the mountainous portions of the northern

tier counties of Pennsylvania, where the

forest is largely made up of the northern

hardwoods and conifers, other species of more

southerly range, such as Chestnut, Rock Oak,

Black Oak, Sassafras, Tulip Poplar, etc., are

usually found only on the upper slopes of the

higher ridges and mountains. This altitudinal

occurrence of the southern species is contrary

to what might be expected, and is entirely due

to frost. The topography is generally character-

ized by deep, narrow, often ravine-like valleys

in which May and June frosts are nearly annual

in occurrence; except where a large stream or

other considerable body of water causes the

formation of fog. • -

Along the sides of many valleys, the eye can

readily trace an irreg:ular line which designates

the usual limit of frost damage during the grow-

inu' seasons. Occasionally how^ever, an unusually

severe frost will freeze back the tender green

shoots and foliage even on the slopes and

plateau-like mountain-tops; but this injury is

not serious when compared with the recurring

damage inflicted on the lower slopes and bottom-

lands. In many localities the latter is so de-

trimental to tree-growth that the best watered

and most fertile areas are thereby kept utterly

devoid of valuable forest stands. Worthless

shrubs, and a few stunted and scrubby trees

may be present upon these sites, struggling to

maintain life in spite of difficulties, but only

serving to emphasize the blasted and desolate

character of the vegetation.

Even briers (Ruhus sp.) fail entirely or mak^

but sickly growth, in these * ^ Frost-hole " local-

ities. In late summer, however, the goldenrods,

asters, coarse grasses and other vigorous, rank-

growinjg herbaceous forms come on in great

piofusion, making a miniature jungle. The deep

snows crush this growth down to the ground in

a tangled mat, strangling or smothering all tree

seedlings that may have survived the shade and

loot competition during the summer and autumn.

This growth of perennial herbs is jK)ssibly a

meater hindrance to artificial reforestation on

sueh sites than frost; as the latter may be over-

come by planting some hardy native or intro-

<liued species, but the former requires expensive

planting methods, large and vigorous stock, and

probably later assistance to the young trees.

That the above-mentioned valleys did not al-

^vays suffer so severely from late frosts is a well

authenticated fact. Onlv after lumbering and

fire had removed the heavy forest cover did the
damage become increasingly evident. Testimony
of local residents and a study of older trees still

present, fully justify this statement. The large

Hemlock and hardwood stimips on these sites

mutely testify as to the past and give certain

promise of future forest productivity.

During three years on the Hull State Forest
in Potter County, careful notes and measure-
ments were made by the writer with reference

to the frost-resistance of several tree species.

In addition to the natural occurring trees, there

were at hand on these frosty sites, experimental

plantations of White Pine, Red Oak, Silver

Maple, Black Walnut, Norway Spruce, and
European Larch. The following table lists the

species according to their frost sensitiveness and
frost resistance:

Vbry Sensitivf:.

Black Walnut
Rock Oak and Red Oak
Chestnut

Beech

White Ash
Basswood
Black Ash and Norway Spruce

Sensitive.

European Larch

White Walnut
Sugar Maple and Re<l Maple

American Elm
Bird Cherry (P. Pennsylvanica)

The Birches (B. Icnta and B. lutea)

• Resistant.

Ironwood

Willows {Salix nigra et al.)

Aspens (P. tremuloides and P. grandidentata)

Hornbeam (Carpinus Caroliniana)

Apple (Pyrus malus)

Hawthorns (Crataegus sp.)

Service Berry

Hardy.
Black Cherry

White Pine

This table refers primarily to trees in the

seedling and. sapling stages. The age of a tree

is an important factor with respect to Frost-

resistance. There also seems to be some varia-

tion dependent ujwn soil moisture, humidity,

to other trees and individuality.

Young Bird Cherry trees are lar more resistant

to irost^ than older ones. Hemlock and Sugar

Maple become more resistant with age.

The seasonal stage of growth is also a factor

that determines the extent of damage with some

\
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species. Hemlock is very resistant normally ex-

cept for about a fortnight just after the begin-

ning of active growth. Successive damage seems

to weaken this tree however, so that finally the

winter cold affects trees whose young tips have

been frozen back during the preceding growing

season.

Silver Maple is not injured by late frost in

southern Pennsylvania; but along more northern

stream courses, it not only suffered at that sea-

son, but was killed back to the ground by the

extreme winters.

The injury to European Larch was more ap-

parent than real, due to the fact that this species

leafs-out early, but its shoots or twigs, especially

terminals, do not elongate for about a month

thereafter. Thus it frequently happens that the

early foliage is frozen black, yet later normal

gi-owth is made, and at the end of the gi'owing

season the Larch is far ahead of its neighbors.

Among native trees under observation. White

Pine and Wild Black Cherry were the only

species of value that were found perfectly hardy

on these sites. The latter species was injured

by late frost in southern Pennsylvania in 1919.

The damage was slight however, and limited to

weak, sickly individuals on sterile soil. It serves

merely to verify the rule that every species is

most resistant to climatic, insect, fungal and

other injuries when it gi'ows under optimum

conditions of its range and habitat.

White Pine and Black Cherry could doubtless

be planted in mixture on the well drained soils

with promise of success. The moist bottoms

which are almost swamps at times, offer a more

difficult problem. They afford a good opportunity

for experimental plantations to test the claims

made in behalf of Jack Pine and Ix)dgepole

Pine, to the effect that they make satisfactory

growth on wet sites.

Frost may increase the fire risk in the forest;

especially where the species are northern hard-

woods. The years of severe late frosts are in-

variably those of greatest spring fire danger.

Ordinarily the danger season in the northern

hardwood forests of Pennsylvania is only for a

period of two or three weeks, for ferns, mosses,

and wild flowers carpet the forest floor almost

as soon as the snow vanishes. The maples.

Cherry, Beech and Basswood also leaf out early

and rapidly; hence, the ground would not usually

become very dry were it not for chance frosts,

which prevent the development of the leaf

canopy or cause it to l>e thin and broken for

a month after it should normally be closed.

George S. Perry.

Pennsylvania Mining Companies Planting

Forest Trees.

HON. UOBEKT S. CONKLIN, Commis-

sioner of Forestry, stated that the most

promising development of the x>ast year

in the field of reforestation is the interest min-

ing companies are taking in forest tree planting.

Fourteen different companies already have com-

mitted themselves to the practice. During the

past 4 years mining companies have planted

over 450,000 trees, of which number 250,000

were set out during 1919.

Some of the mining companies which made the

largest plantations are:

Number of

Trees Planted

Pittsburgh Coal Company 60,000

Penn-Mary Coal Company 54,000

Colonial Collieries Company 37,10)

Potts Run Coal Company 34,000

Westmoreland Coal Company 19,000

Coal companies are beginning to see the value

of reforestation. They are experiencing gi'eat

diffljculty in procuring suitable mine timber at

a reasonable cost, and they realize that it is

now possible to gi'ow timber of usuable size on

their own holdings, at present almost entirely

unproductive, long before the supply of their

mines will be exhausted.

Commissioner Conklin predicts that mininir

companies will plant at least 500,000 trees dur-

ing 1920, and announces that the Department of

Forestry is co-operating with them by supplying

the planting stock, and giving technical advice

free of charge.

Hon. Robert S. Conklin, Commissioner of

Forestry stated that 150 bushels of Black Wal-

nuts were planted last fall in the Mont Alto

nursery in Franklin county. The seed was of

good quality and should produce 100,000 seedlin*?s

which will be available for planting this year.

Most of the trees will be distributed to private

planters throughout the State, who are anxious

to start groves of this valuable tree, the wood

of which was in such great demand during Ihe

war.

The planting of Black Walnut seedlings is

recommended highly for the tree attains a large

size, is attractive, produces valuable wood, and

yields delicious nuts which are used by man.

and furnishes food to many wild animals.

especially squirrels.
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"Pennsylvania Trees," by Joseph S. lUick.

NO more widely useful publication has ever

issued from the State printing office in

Harrisburg than ^^Pennsylvania Trees, ^'

bv Professor Joseph S. Illick, of the State Forest

Academy. It is a compact volume of 235 pages,

129 i)lates and 120 figures.

The entire book is a marvel of accurate, helpful

condensation. A copy of it should be in every

public library and public school in the State.

The list of contents is as follows:

PART L

The North American Forest.

Forests of Pennsylvania.

The Forests and Forestry.

Foiestry in Pennsylvania.

The Structure of the Forest.

The Kstablishment of the Forest.

The Development of the Forest.

The Protection of the Forest.

The Value of the Forest.

The Value of Trees.

Deciduous and Evergreen Trees.

The Age^of Trees.

The Form and Structure of Trees^ considered

under the following heads: Form, Bark, Twigs,

Buds, Leaves, Leaf-Scars and Bundle-Scars,

Flowers, Fruit, Wood.

PART IL

Manual of Pennsylvania Trees.

Identification of Species.

Names of Trees.

Explanation of Terms and Headings.

How to Identify the Species and Use the Keys.

(Jeneral Key to the Families.

Tabulation of Genera and Species.

Description of the Families, Genera and

Species.

(ilossary.

Index.

Kvery species of tree native to Pennsylvania,

and having commercial value is accurately repre-

sented by clear, sharp illustrations of bark, leaves,

flowers, fruit and bud.

It should be added that this is the third edi-

tion, each of 5,000 copies, and the demand for

more still continues.

Professor Tllick is to be congratulated uf)on his

work.

Perusal of this volume should serve to show

not only the vast importance of forestry to the

<oninionwealth, but should also furnish convinc-

ing evidence of the fact that our forestry depart-

nient has been wisely directed. J. T. R.

A Policy of Forestry for the Nation.

HENRY S. GRAVES, United States Fores-

ter, Department of Agriculture, has late-

ly issued Circular 148, bearing the above
caption, from which the following liberal extracts

have been made: •

^ ^A national policy of forestry seeks the protec-

tion and beneficial utilization of our present for-

est resources, the renewal after cutting of for-

ests on lands not needed for agriculture and set-

tlement, the stability of forest industries and of

satisfactory conditions for forest workers, and
the restoration of forest growth on lands now
uni)roductive and idle.

The service of forests is not alone local; it is

national as well. It is the function of the Feder-

al Government to take the leadership in formu-

lating a national economic policy that gives con-

sideration to the relationship of all forests to

the industrial life of the country.

The States have not only the function of

handling the public forests owned by them, but

they have also a direct responsibility in the pro-

tection and continuance of private forests. In

the ])robIem of private forestry, the Government

would work through and in co-operation with the

States. The legislation affecting the private

owner in the matter of protection and continu-

ance of forests should be by the States. The

Government should help the States in formulat-

ing plans and developing methods and should

give direct assistance in carrying them out. The

assistance offered by the Government should be

contingent upon the States taking legislative

and administrative action to provide for the pro-

tection and renewal of their forests.

A national policy must recognize the problems

of the private owner of forests. Greater secur-

ity of forest propeity from fire, better returns

from tindjerland in the long run, and more stable

industrial conditions must be sought. A program

in which the public participates and recognizes

industrial problems, like taxation, would enable

private proprietors to handle their forests in a

way that would result not in a public injury

but in making these forests serve in building

up the lo<'alities in which they are situated.

There should l>e an extensive program of pub-

lic forests, owned by the Nation, by the States,

bv municipalities, and, too, by (|uasi-public in-

stitutions and organizations. The public for-

ests today comprise about 25 per cent, of the

total forest area of the country. They should

be extended to include ultimately from 40 to 50

per cent.
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In any plan of extensive public holdmj^s,

whether Federal or State, provision should be

made for returning to the communities a snare

of the receipts.
^ a a \..r

The Federal holdino-s should be extended by

purchase, by exchange of stumpage for land, and

by placing under permanent administration tor-

est lands now in the unreserved public domain.

The program of acquisition should seek two

classes of forest land

:

f ,v«fpr
1 Areas needed for the protection of water

resources, to prevent erosion, for recreation and

other general public purposes. These should in-

clude both virgin forests and cut-over lands.

o Cut-over lands, with the purpose ot insuring

the* production of lumber and other products

and of establishing demonstration areas and

centers for Federal co-operation with States and

i)rivate owners.

The present Weeks law program contemplates

the purchase of about 1,000,000 acres in New

England and .>,()00,000 acres in the Southern

Appalachians. This program should be com-

pleted as fast as is compatible with public

financial conditions, and should be extended to

include other imi)ortant areas needed tor water-

shed protection and other general public ser-

vice There are still forest lands in the public

domain which should be added to the National

Forests. The great forests of the interior ot

Alaska should also be placed under adecpiate pro-

tection and administration.

The States should establish public forests, with

the same general objectives as the Federal Gov-

ernment, and with si^ecial reference to the eco-

nomic and industrial needs within their boundar-

ies. Many western and southern States still own

forest lands received in previous grants from the

Oovernment. These should be placed under

permanent forest administration, with i)rovision

for the settlement of areas suited to agriculture.

Lands reverting to the States for taxes or other-

wise should, where practicable, be retained and

used to build up permanent public forest reser-

vations.

Every encouragement should be offered to

municipalities to establish public forests or

woodland parks. These may be necessary to pro-

tect the local water supplies, or to serve as pub-

lic recreation grounds; and in many instances

they may yield i)roducts that will help in a ma-

terial way to reduce local taxation for schools

or public works. Permanent institutions and

organizations of a quasi-public character should

also be encouraged to accpiire forests and handle

them on the basis of continued production.

The safeguarding and perpetuation of forests

on private lands are possible through an organ-

ized system of protection, through the prohibition

of destructive processes that produce waste lands,

and through the promotion of constructive and

entirely practical measures of forestry.

The objectives of fire protection are

:

1. To prevent destruction and injury to stand-

ing timber by fii'e.
, . . 41

2 To safegnard young growth already estab-

lished within the older timber and on cut-over

lands.
^ ^. «

3. To promote natural reproduction so tar as

this can be done hy fire protective measures.

Effective fire protection is achieved only

through a joint undertaking between the public

and private agencies in which all lands, regard-

less of ownership, are brought under an organ-

ized system. Such a system requires

:

1. An effective service for preventing forest

fires and detecting and suppressing those which

may be started. Such a service already exists

in a number of States.

2 Improvements needed for the prompt detec-

tion and suppression of fires. These include

roads, trails, lookout stations, properly located

stations for rangers, bases for airplanes, when

these are used, and so on.
- .

. „

3. Measures to reduce the inflammability ot

the forests. These may consist in lopping the

tops, as is practiced in parts of the East; or

burning the brush in piles, as is done in many

pine stands on the National Forests; or burninir

over at the proper season cleared areas, protected

by fire lines, as in heavy Douglas fir stands; or

felling dead snags, as is required in many Na-

tional Forest timber sales; or other measures.

In some places fire lines may be desirable, as

practiced in southern California, or carefully

controlled burning at the proper season of strips

and selected areas, as is practical in certain open

pine forests. Uncontrolled light burning should

be prohibited everywhere.

4. A vigorous campaign of education of the

public regarding the danger of forest fires and

the need of co-operation on the part of every

user of the woods.

5. A systematic campaign of law enforcement,

in which all citizens should be asked to co-oper-

atev to punish those who by carelessness or in-

tent start fires or permit their spread.

There should be incor[)orated in the forest

laws of every State requirements to bring all

forest owners into the protective system, and to

extend it to all cut-over and unimproved lands

in the State. To these requirements should l)e
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added the disposal, by lopping or burning, of

dangerous slashings, and other special measures

that the local conditions may require.

In general, the cost of the preventive system

should be shared about equally between the pub-

lie and the owner of the land. At the present

time assistance by the States and the efforts of

the private owners alike are inadequate. The
Federal Government should grant liberal financial

aid in fire protection, far greater than at present.

This aid should be contingent on the Staters

inaugurating and carrying out such a system as

above described, and should not exceed in amount

the funds appropriated by the State.

As in fire protection, the spread of dangerous

insect infestations and diseases requires the aid

and direction of the public. Both the National

and State governments should participate and

appropriate liberally to check the depredations.

The renewal of forests on lands not needed for

agriculture and settlement is an essential fea-

tnre of a national policy of forestry; and an

effective program should be worked out in each

State, backed by appropriate legislation and

ellicient administration, which will achieve this

object on private as well as on public property.

As in the case of fire protection, the additional

measures necessary for forest renewal should be

made a part of a systematic program in which

the public and private owners engage in a joint

undertaking with a common objective.

The first steps in this undertaking are to

determine in each region

:

1. The circumstances under which fire protec-

tion alone will not sutfiice to prevent wasting of

the land under prevailing methods of lumber-

ing.

2. The additioiml measures necessary to se-

cure conditions favorable for natural renewal.

3. The classes of land upon which forest

urowth should be continued.

4. The co-operation that should be given by

the public to make feasible in practice the meas-

ures that may be necessary for the owners to

take.

.'). The legislation needed to bring these tneas-

u!es into practice, as a part of the State's pro-

Liiam of forestry.

Measures of forestry upon private lands sought

h> the projwsed program fall into two classes:

Kirsty those necessary to j>revent the lands be-

coming waste after lumbering; and second, those

^vhieh seek a maximum production of timber and

other products. The first class of measures

should be required on all lands that ought to re-

niain in forest growth. The measures to secure

maximum production are of a more intensive
character. They should be encouraged in every
way but should not be obligatory. They involve
a larger initial investment, and when they are
practiced the lands render a larger ultimate re-

turn to the owner. Under the second class fall

such measures as i>lanting where needed, leaving
a larger number of seed trees, cutting in favor-
able seed years, leaving medium-sized trees, even
though now salable lor a second cut or for cover,

various kinds of thinnings of second growth, or-

ganization of the forest work on a basis of sus-

tained annual yield, and so on. Experiments
should be conducted by the public to establish

and make generally known the best practice in

each region. Advice by public officers should be

freely accorded. Planting stock should be offered

at cost. Taxes should be adjusted to encourage
owners to undertake the methods found to be

most efficient, and other measures of aid given.

Every encouragement should be afforded to

bring about close utilization of timber in the

forest and to prevent losses in the handling and

use of the manufactured product.

In a national policy of forestry the public it-

self should assume certain responsibilities and

certain burdens. It should co-operate with and

assist private owners in carrying out their part

of the undertaking. The measures of co-oper-

ation fall ninder the following heads:

1. Fire Protection.—As already indicated, the

public should directly share the burden of fire

protection, esi)ecially in a preventive system and

in the cost of suppression.

2. Assistance in Forestry.—The public should

assist owners in working out plans for cutting

that will promote natural reproduction, in plant-

ing, and in other measures of forestry. The

State should offer ])lanting stock at cost and co-

operate with the owners in establishing planta-

tions.

;}. Taxation.—The States should adopt a form

of taxation calculated to encourage good forest

practice. The present methods of taxation, with

their lack of uniformity in application, often

tend to ])romote premature and wasteful cutting

and to discourage forest renewal. To promote

action by the States, the Federal Government

should help the States to investigate the current

methods of taxation and their effect in causing

premature and wasteful cutting and in increasing

the difficulties of holding cut-over lands for tree

growth, and should assist in drafting model tax

laws applicable to various forest conditions.

4. Forest Loans.—It has been suggested that

existing" legislation concerning farm loans should

i£.

< "i
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be extended to include loans for the purchase

and improvement of forest lands, to encourage

the holding of lands previously acquired, where

the purpose of the owner is to hold and pro-

tect cut-over lands or those having growing tim-

ber, to reforest lands by seeding or planting, or

to use other measures in promoting forest pro-

duction. To obtain the benefit of such loans,

Avhich should be for a maximum period of fifty

years, the land owner should enter into a specific

obligation to retain the land in growing timber

and protect and care for it during the life of

the loan.

5. A Survey of Forest Resources.—Funds

should be provided whereby the Federal Govern-

ment in co-operation wdth State and private in-

terests may make a survey of the forest re-

sources of the country. This would determine

the quantities of timber suitable for different in-

dustrial uses, the current consumption of forest

products, the probable requirements of the

different regions for material, the ix)ssible pro-

duction of the forests by growth to meet these

requirements, and other matters which will aid

in developing and carrying out the national for-

est policy.

6. Land Classification.—The public should co-

operate in land classification to aid oAvners to

put their lands to the most productive use. The

public should aid in bringing settlers' upon the

lands suited to agriculture, and at the same time

should discourage speculative undertakings that

lead to the deception of innocent investors and

efforts to colonize lands which are not suited to

settlement. Land classification would indicate

the classes of land which should be devoted to

the production of timber, either permanently or

pending a development which would make possi-

ble their successful settlement.

7. Research Work.—Adequate funds should be

provided to enable the Government and other

public agencies to carry on investigative work
needed in carrying out a national policy of for-

estry. This would include investigations on a

larger scale than at present for determining the

best methods of forest practice, and also research

in forest products.

8. Forest Insurance.—As soon as forest prop-

erty becomes secure under systematic protection,

fire insurance comes within the range of feasi-

bility. Every encouragement should be given to

plans of insurance such as that already inaugu-

rated in the Northeast.

A program for the Nation must be an aggre-

gate of local programs adapted to different con-

ditions, and correlated and standardized through

the Federal Government to meet the broader re-

quirements of the whole country.

The initiation of a national policy of forestry

requires as one of the first steps the passage of

a Federal law that recognizes its objectives and

provides the Government with authority and

means to extend co-operation with the States in

protecting and perpetuating the forests under

their jurisdiction along the lines of the foregoing

statement. At the same time. Federal appropri-

ations for the purchase of forest lands should bo

greatly increased.
*'

Pennsylvania Forest Tree Nurseries.

THK forest tree nurseries operated by the

Pennsylvania Department of Forestry

have produced over 50,000,000 trees., most

of which have been planted already within the

State.

Pennsylvania stands in front of all other

States in the development of the state-owned

forest land and in the degree to which it co-

operates with private owners in the care and

development of their forest land. The growth

of forest tree planting by private owners of

woodland has been phenomenal. The work was

first undertaken in 1910, and its wonderful

growth is showm in the following table:

Number of

Year Trees Planted

1910 66,374

1911 25,360

1912 66,a54

1913 47,770

1914 108,685

1915 115,577

1916 1,471,875

1917 1,812,997

1918 2,186,899

1919 (spring) 3,038,0a5

Hon. Robert S. Gonklin, Commissioner of

Forestry predicts that over 4,000,000 forest trees

will be planted by private owners of woodland
during the spring of 1920. Healthy and stocky

trees will be furnished by the Pennsylvania
Department of Forestry for planting anywhere
within the State. The only charge which the

ai>plicants must satisfy is the cost of packing

and shipping which is usually less than 50 cents

per 1,000 trees. Fi-om 500 to 2,500 trees should

be planted per acre. Two men can plant 1,000

trees per day.

If you want trees for planting during the

spring of 1920 communicate at once with the

Deimrtment of Forestry, Harrisburg, Pa.
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An Official Transfer.

THURSDAY morning, March 12th, the

papers announced that Hon. Clifford Pin-

chot had been appointed to succeed Hon.

Robert S. Conklin as Commissioner of Forestry.

There was no surprise in this. It had been

an open secret for months that a change was
contemplated.

Mr. Conklin was simply transferred from the

head of the Forestry Commission to the head

of the Water Supply Commission, Governor

Sproul himself volunteering the statement:

^' There is no reflection upon Mr. Conklin in

the change. I have stated to him that no criti-

cism which has ever reached me of his depart-

ment has reflected in any way upon his official

integrity or his personal honor. I have trans-

ferred him to the Water Supply Commission, a

place with which he is entirely familiar and
which will be very agreeable to him, he being

particularly well qualified for this work by long

experience. '

'

There is no reason for considering this change
in the light of a political move, for the Governor
says that he and Mr. Pinchot have differed politi-

cally in the past and probably will do so in the

iuture.

Mr. Conklin has a long, favorable record as an

executive officer and under his administration a

large forest reserve has grown up. Lands pur-

chased at $2.50 an acre have developed into for-

ests worth $15.00 per acre. There is a long list

of things done which have added wealth to the

^tate, and rescued for the inhabitants thereof

health, happiness and strength in the outing

grounds to which they may repair. There is no
charge of extravagance, nor is there a penny of

^tate money which has not been properly ac-

counted for.

^et, the Governor must have had a reason lor

his action. Whatever he does is (as was this

*^ct) carefully considered. Governor Pattison
•iJifl every one who has succeeded him in office

has been friendly to the forestry movement, but

no Governor has been so distinctly outspoken in
his appreciation of its vital importance to the
prosperity of the Commonwealth, or of his de-
sire to further its activities, as Governor Sproul.
He has watched the movement pass from the
stage of recognition and toleration as a fad> into
an established fact demanding and receiving an
ever-increasing public support. It is probably
not too much to say that he has determined to

make it one of the distinguishing constructive

measures of his administration, and to associate

it in importance with the good road question.

This, then, may be the explanation of the

official transfer made. The Governor doubtless

wishes to accelerate the State progress in forest

restoration. Evidently he and Mr. Pinchot dis-

covered that they were of one mind upon that

question, and he determined that Mr. Pinchot

should have a chance to show what he could do

to lift the Forestry Department out of the ruts

worn (it was alleged) by its own progress in a

new field.

The Pennsylvania Forestry Association cor-

dially tenders Mr. Pinchot its earnest support.

It can not be so forgetful of its own mission as

to do otherwise. There is no reason to doubt

that the present Commissioner will have more

liberal appropriations than were ever granted to

the former Commissioner, and if, with his in-

creased opportunities, he fails to make a more

brilliant showing, it will reflect upon him. This

must be remembered in our final assessment of

values at the review of the two forest adminis-

trations. Every friend of forestry wishes Mr.

Pinchot the most abundant success, for his own

sake, and for that of the Commonwealth.

Mr. Pinchot is right in his contention that the

one great disturbing element in our plans is

forest fire. All foresters have known this for

years, and have labored to suppress them, but

with public indifference, and often with reluctant

support of the courts, progress has been slow.

There are vast areas to patrol, and inadequate

help, and indeed, the open expression of opinion

that forest fires were a benefit, because they

cleared the way for production of a berry crop

which was said to be of greater value than any

timber that could be restored to such ground.
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ber sales shall be made, except after advertise-

ment, and then to the highest responsible bidder,

and in all cases sales will be made only upon

the report and recommendation of the State For-

ester in charge.

A regrouping of the State forests into units of

approximately 50,000 acres each is under way.

This will permit a more economical and efficient

organization of the working force and reduce

overhead charges.

A summer meeting of State Foresters is being

arranged for at which many general and specific

problems now confronting the Department will

be considered. A committee of foresters ap-

pointed to revise the rules and regulations of the

Department will submit their report at this meet-

ing for discussion and amendment, if necessary.

Plans are also being formulated to establish some

medium of exchange between the foresters in the

field, and to make possible the publication of at

least some of their valuable experiences and

worthy accomplishments.

The foregoing are some of the accomplish-

ments and a few of the plans for the future. Too

much must not be expected from a fortnight of

effort. A good beginning has been made. The

field ahead looks promising and good results will

come forth if everyone works together and uses

only the best methods.

J. S. Illick.

Forest Fire Proclamation.

** Whereas, The native forests of Pennsylvania,

with proper care and protection from fire, would

have supplied, by their recurring growth for

generation after generation, the needs for wood

of all our citizens; and

*^ Whereas, The destruction of our unrivaled

woodlands by the axe and fire has reduced not

less than one-sixth of all the land within our

Commonwealth to barren and unproductive

wastes; and
^* Whereas, Our people, because of such de-

struction, must import almost all their supplies

of lumber from outside the State at heavy and

unnecessary cost ; and
*^ Whereas, The cost and loss to our people, by

reason of the fact that our denuded forest lands

are prevented by fire from producing trees, in-

clude freight charges upon lumber imported into

the State to an amount of not less than $25,000,-

000 each year; the cost of the imported lumber

itself to an amount of $50,000,000 each year; the

loss of the product of wood-working industries

now shut down or moved away, and loss from

floods, loss to our farmers and merchants, and

many other incidental costs, damages and losses;

and
*^ Whereas, This tremendous yearly total, far

in excess of the cost of our whole State govern-

ment, constituting one of the heaviest burdens

our people are called upon to bear, could have

been avoided by reasonable care and protection,

and can still be reduced or removed by restoring

the gi-owth of our forests through the prevention

of forest fires.

'^ Therefore, I, William G. Sproul, Governor of

the Commonwealth, do call upon all the good citi-

zens of Pennsylvania to exercise watchful care

against the starting of forest fires and to ex-

tinguish the same promptly when by mischance

they occur> knowing that so to do is to perform

one of the most imjwrtant services that can be

rendered to the present and future welfare of our

State.

**Let teachers impress upon our boys and girls

this duty. Let ministers instruct their congrega-

tions. Let associations, such as the Boy Scouts,

granges, labor unions, patriotic and benevolent

societies, chambers of commerce and the like join

in the crusade to protect ourselves and our pos-

terity. Let railroads take all steps needful to

prevent or extinguish fires along their rights of

way, let mines and factories see that no fires burn

on or near their lands and lumbermen leave no

fire traps after logging. Let fishermen and all

who use the woods for health or recreation see

to it that their camp fires are kept safe, and that

carelessness does not endanger the forest they

enjoy. Let all good citizens resolve to protect

and restore to beauty and commercial prosperity

our forest lands, now so largely desolate and un-

productive, by preventing and suppressing forest

fires and by giving information against those who

criminally or thoughtlessly endanger our forests

with fire, and so detract from the comeliness and

prosperity of our beloved Commonwealth.^*

The Bureau of Forest Protection of the Penn-

sylvania Department of Forestry has just issued

a blotter reading: **Help make and keep every

acre of land productive. Waste land is a burden

upon everyone. Forest Trees will grow on land

not needed for Food Crops. Fire is keeping

millions of acres in Pennsylvania non-productive.

Be wise, use care. Prevent fire in the forest.

Notify nearest forc8t-fii*e warden if fire occurs.*'
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Forest Fire Prevention and ControL

An address delivered at the neorganization Meeting of

the Central Pennsylvania Protective Association, Phillips-

burg, Pa.

THE way of the world is changing, and the

methods we use in forest fire protection

are no exception to this rule. During the

past twenty-five years the forest fire situation in

our State has passed through three distinct

stages. The first is well remembered by many,
the time when forest fires were allowed to burn

unmolested. Possibly some of you recollect how
the firelines were watched at night as they crept

slowly up the mountain sides and no person

thought of the money value that was going up in

smoke nor of the result which the fire was bound

to have upon the forest growth of the future.

The second stage was the time when a few of

our patriotic citizens fought the fires. Then their

entire effort was expended in extinguishing fire

after it had started. Today we are in the third

stage, that of fire prevention. Preventive meas-

ures are better than remedial. We now try to

prevent fires from starting. Any rational pro-

tection policy must deal with removing, as far

as possible, the agencies by which forest fires

are started.

We are all familiar with the different theories

for the suppression of forest fire. Some of these

are practical, some are not. If you want to

make a favorable impression upon a person who
knows little about these agencies, some of the

theories will answer your purpose; but the Cen-

tral Pennsylvania Protective Association is out

for results, and you must pick out theories that

are practical. There are plans which will woi'k

successfully in one locality, but will not apply

to another. It is evident we must choose those

suitable for the district for which the plans have

been made.

The keynote of a successful business imder-

taking is *' organization.
'

' Prevention and con-

trol of forest fires is a business undertaking and

you must have an efficient organization. Men
differ in ability to organize. This is the reason

for successes and failures. Your Association was

well organized and you were getting results

which should encourage you to reorganize and

extend your work. It will be necessary to pre-

pare two sets of plans. The one will deal with

Fire Prevention and the other with Fire Con-

trol; but bear in mind, the results you get will

be in proportion to the thoroughness of the plans

and the ability of those who prepare them.

•

Fire Prevention,

In formulating your prevention plans you must
know what agencies have caused your fires. This
you will need so that the greatest effort may be
exerted upon the greatest offender. In Pennsyl-
vania, statistics show that railroads have caused
the greatest number of fires. Brush burning is

second, followed by incendiaries, campers, and
lumber operations. Is this the order of their
importance in your district ? If not, what is it f

Let us suppose that the agencies which start fires

in this district are in the same order of import-
ance as for the State. You then must make your
greatest effort against the railroads.

Kailroads: It has been proved that a railroad

company can prevent nearly all of the fires

which are started by their engines. The com-
panies know this, and during the year 1918, out

of 492 fires originating on railroad rights-of-way

they paid for 172 of them. But railroad officials

are not unlike the rest of us. We are willing

to do everything we can provided someone will

keep after us and encourage us; and that is

what we must do with the railroad companies,

keep after them and see that they use all possi-

ble preventive measures.

Every engine should be equipped with an ef-

fective spark arrester. If an arrester is used

after holes have been burned through it, after

the fireman has punched a hole through it so

that his engine will have a better draft, or if

it is not properly fitted to the boiler or stack,

live sparks will be thrown out and we must

expect the usual result.

The ash pan should close tightly so that no

live coals may drop out. There is no doubt that

some of the fires which originate on railroad

rights-of-way come from this source.

If the right-of-way is properly cleared of in-

flammable material the danger is greatly lessen-

ed. Places along the railroad where fires fre-

quently start should be burned over before each

fire season> or at least once a year. It may be

necessary to obtain the consent of adjacent land

owners and burn a strip from 100 to 200 feet

wide to get the proper results. Your associa-

tion should co-operate with the railroad com-

panies in burning strips along the danger sec-

tions. The width of the strips will depend large-

ly upon the topography.

Organization against those persons who have

been guilty of careless brush burning is largely

a matter of education. These persons must be

taught not to take a chance at burning brush

during the dry seasons. In the matter of clear-
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ing land it is easy to get on the right side of

the owner and have him burn at the proper time

and have sufficient men there to keep it under

control, because you know he intends to do these

things and you can warn him of the danger.

But it is the fellow who touches a match to a

small brush pile, grass or weed growth before first

thinking it over, that we must deal with and the

only way to get him is through education. Fire
|

wardens and patrolmen should talk with per-

sons who are apt to start such fires and have

them burn only when it is damp. If their at-

tention is called to the danger they will not

likely take a chance. Posters and signs tacked

up in woodlands should describe this fact clear-

ly. Special newspaper articles would warn of

the danger in brush burning during dry sea-

sons.

The plans against incendiarism will be very

similar to those used against careless brush

burners because again it is largely a matter of

education. The more intelligent people become

in this behalf, the more they realize the need of

preventing fires. While the number of in-

cendiary fires is growing less each year, we still

have persons living in wooded regions who think

it necessary to have forest fires to increase the

berry crop, to improve the pasture, or to open

the woods for hunting. These people ought to

be handled with tact and must be shown the

value of green forests. Fire protection officials,

especially patrolmen and fire wardens, should

use caution in matters which interfere with any

of the supposed rights of the mountain people.

We must have their good will if the effort is

to succeed. Education through signs, circulars,

and newspaper articles, and personal contact

with individuals when mingled with tact, are

efficient methods for stopping incendiary fires.

Each year the forests of our state are used

more freely for hunting, fishing and general re-

creation. Persons accustomed to camping know

the danger which lurks in the coals of an unex-

tinguished camp fire or the lighted match or

cigarette carelessly thrown away; but inexper-

ienced persons must be taught. Here again

posters and signs tacked up in the woods will

reach them directly and have a lasting effect. A
person will stop to read a sign in the woods

which he would pass by if placed elsewhere. Patrol-

men and fire wardens should in a kind way cau-

tion all persons met in the woods during the

fire season. During rainy and damp days patrol-

men may make and post signs, call on the local

people to talk over the fire problems*, and at

places frequented by campers they might build a

few fireplaces. Anything that will attract the

attention of people in the woods may be used for

educational purposes.

Sparks from sawmill engines have been respon-

sible for many fires in this state. A gentleman

who has studied the lumber industry, says that

80 per cent, of the men who go into that busi-

ness fail financially, and one of the causes for

these failures is forest fires. If the matter is

properly explained no lumberman will refuse to

equip his engine with an efficient spark arrester

and clear away the debris near his mill. Before

each fire season every sawmill should be in-

spected to make sure that no fire hazard will

develop.

In summary, then we should co-operate with

railroad companies so they will equip their en-

gines with proper spark arresters, see that ash

pans fit tightly, and remove inflammable mater-

ial from their right-of-way. Fire warning signs

should be posted conspicuously through the

woods, circulars distributed to the local people,

and the newspapers supplied with timely articles

relating to fire prevention. The wardens and

patrolmen should caution kindly all persons met

in the woods during fire season as to proper care

with fire in the forest. Every sawmill and dinky

engine should be inspected before each fire sea-

son and the owner not allowed to operate un-

less he has installed an efficient spark arrester;

and in the case of sawmills the inflammable ma-

terial immediately surrounding the mill should

be removed so that the sparks which might slip

through the arrester will not start a fire.

rire Control.

Even though we are careful and use all pre-

cautionary measures possible, some fires will

start. These must be detected immediately Be-

cause delay is always costly. On the State For-

ests we have found patrol service, tower obser-

vation telephones, and forest roads indispens-

able.

Patrol. We must have our patrol. In the

west one man often covers 40,000 or 50,000 acres

but in the east where conditions are so much dif-

ferent, it is necessary that the service be more

intense. In the Boalsburg Fire District one man

covers from 9,000 to 14,000 acres, according to

the topography, and we are getting excellent re-

sults. Patrolmen should be hired by the month,

and when it is wet and patrol not necessary,

they should mingle with the local people, talk

over fire problems, open roads, tack up posters,

make signs, and do similar work.

Towers. According to the lay of the country,
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towers should be erected on several of the high

points in the district^ to afford a commanding

view over a large territory. Towers need not

be expensive. If it is not necessary to make

them higher than 40 feet or 45 feet, they may
be made of chestnut or dead pitch pine with a

cost not to exceed $50.00. In locating a tower

you should always take into consideration the

distance from the observer's home and from the

nearest telephone line. A tower without a tele-

phone line to it is of little value. Some kind

of shelter should always be provided for the

observer, because there are days in spring and

fall when it is too cold to remain on these bleak

points without some kind of protection against

the weather.

Roads and Trails. The number of roads and

trails will depend upon the value of the material

to be protected, the extent of use of the forest

by the public, and the probable fire danger.

There was a time when wide roads and trails

were advocated but the cost of upkeep is too high

in proportion to the amount of protection af-

forded. W^e have found that six or eight feet

is wide enough and at many places four or five

feet will answer the purpose. It will be neces-

sary to rebrush most of the roads and trails each

vear or two, but if the width is small the cost

will be in proportion.

The Crew. If a fire starts you must have

men to extinguish it unless your patrolman

reaches it before it gets much headway. The

organization of the crew will depend largely

upon local conditions. If you have a regular

force that can be depended upon each man may

))e assigned his work beforehand. This is the

best way, and six or eight men who know tfceir

work will do as much as twice the number when

not organized. But too often we must take the men

we can get and then the warden must make the

best of the circumstances.

The warden should, before each fire season,

make a list of the available men who can be

obtained for fire fighting. Their telephone num-

bers, if they have telephones in their homes, or

the number of the telephone of some person who

will notify them should be placed opposite the

name on the last. If a fire occurs, the war-

den can then call his crew in a few minutes.

Another list should be made of persons who

own automobiles or teams which may be

hired to carry men to the fire, and opposite

their names the appropriate telephone num-

ber. Likewise a list of provisions to feed

the number of men you are counting on having

as your crew, when it is necessary to keep them

out for any length of time. The list of provisions
should be taken to a local store and arrange-
ments made by which the store keeper, when noti-

fied, would send the bill of foodstuffs to the fire.

Tools. Each warden and patrolman should
have access to a full set of fire fighting tools.

These should be kept at his home or in a tool box
located at a convenient place in the district.

The equipment should consist of hand axes,

double bitted axes, cross cut saws, fire torches

and supplies of oil, fire rakes, several garden
hoes, and, if possible, some kind of a fire extin-

guisher with shoulder straps to carry water. This

water is used to extinguish smouldering stumps,

logs, roots, etc. Drinking water for the men
can be most convenientlv carried in canvass

covered canteens or in the absence of these a

two gallon stone jug answers the purpose very

well.

Care of the Crew. All men are human and

fire fighting is hard work. Transport the men
as far as possible by automobile so that they will

not be wearied before they reach the fire. See

to it that there is drinking water for them, and,

if it is necessary to keep them out long at a time,

supply them with good food and plenty of it. To

get the best service from a man he must not be

allowed to go hungry. Let the men know you

are looking out for their interest and they will

help you out gladly when you need them again.

John W. Keller.

National Research Coxmcil Receives $10,000.

THE National Research Council has received

a gift from the Southern Pine* Association

of $10,000 to pay for the incidental ex-

penses of a co-ordinated scientific study by a

number of investigators of the re-growth of trees

on cut-over forest lands with the aim of

determining the best forestry methods for obtain-

ing the highest productivity. Although some of

these cut-over lands can perhaps be most advan-

tageously used for agricultural purposes there is

a large acreage of them which will yield 'better

returns if devoted to re-forestration.

Despite the large amount of forest study that

is being conducted under Government and State

auspices, there is much need for additional in-

vestigation. This is well recognized by lumber

men and is especially indicated by the action of

the recent meeting of the Southern Forestry Con-

gress at New Orleans in formally endorsing the

scientific projects of the National Research Coun-

cil in regard to forestry. The gift from the

m
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day we are doing all in our power to keep pace
with the apparent demand for increased facili-

ties.

Further additions to the park during the past

summer have been the following. Ten portable

picnic tables, 20 portable and stationary benches,

one 12 X 16 pavilion or shelter, one toilet, one
tie place for horses, 3 barrels for table refuse and
papers, 2 swings, 2 see-saws, 1 stove, and
1 merry-go-round. The area has been enlarged

from about one half acre in the beginning to

about eight acres at the present time. Aside
from the Voneida spring proper, there is an addi-

tional and much larger spring which has been

developed into a fish pwnd. This was recently

stocked with about thirty extra large California

trout.

The plans for the future call for the follow-

ing additional facilities: Construction of a dam
with a six feet breast across Four Mile Run, at

the eastern end of the park; erection of addition-

al tables and benches; the building of a new and
improved fire place, so constructed that four

families may cook meals at one time. Also a

small camp or building for the storage of equip-

ment during winter and for the use of the fores-

ter or caretaker during summer.
As a pure business proposition the construc-

tion of such recreation centers as I have outlined

is justified by the increased land values and the

stimulus given to applications for permanent for-

est camps alone. Aside from this we have the

large indirect benefits derived from free public

use. A public in touch with our work and, there-

fore, having some knowledge of it, cannot but be

sympathetically inclined towards it, assuming it

is a good thing and in the public interest.

As to the value of public use I may cite the

improved road movement in this State as an ex-

ample. Would it have been possible for our State

Highway Department to obtain the huge appro-

priations it has, as well as secure the approval

of the $50,000>000 bond issue, for the improve-

ment of our roads as public utilities without the

sympathy and backing of the citizens'? Just as

the free use and utility of roads has made the im-

proved road movement popular, so the Forestry

Department may make by like use and utility

improved forests popular.
I believe every State Forest should have a

lecreation center, wherever it is found to be prac-

tical; and in order that the sentiment embodied
in its favor, may revolve around some concrete

statement of the eventual aim of the Department,
I suggest the slogan, ''A Park and Public Recre-
ation Center for Every State Forest. *'

A. C. Silvius.

A Brief Description of the Buffalo State
Forest.

THE Buffalo Forest is practically a solid
block of State-owned land in eastern Cen-
tre and western Union counties. It is 23,-

326 acres in area and is almost equally divided
between the two counties. The forest is triangu-
lar in shape, with one side of it facing the west,
and bringing to an abrupt end the rich and well
developed agricultural region, Penn's Valley. An-
other, the north side, adjoins the White Deer For-
est throughout its entire length and ends at the
forest boundary on the border of Buffalo Valley
in Union county. The remaining or south side
of the triangle faces and walls in Buffalo Valley
on the north. It will be seen from this descrip-
tion that the Buffalo Forest is the mountain wall
that separates Penn's from Buffalo Valley, and
because of this barrier, what is practically its

center line has been made the line of separation
between Union and Centre counties. Only one
public highway connects the above valleys, which
running latitudinally cuts the forest in twain.

The mountains composing the forest are of uni-

form formation, being typical of the prevailing

type in this region. The mountain ridges are

practically parallel and run in an easterly and
westerly direction. At almost regular intervals

these ridges are cut into deeply by gaps, and al-

most every gap carries a stream of pure mountain
water.

The land within the forest was originally pur-

chased and taken up by the early settlers in

Penn's and Buffalo Valleys during the years 1792

and 1794, with the exception of a tew scattered

tracts which were taken up about sixty years

later. The price received by the Commonwealth
for the great bulk of this land with all its wealth

of virgin timber was 6 1/4 cents per acre. Later

on, after most of it had been sold, the price was

advanced to 26 2/3 cents per acre. One hundred

and ten years later the Commonwealth, through

its Department of Forestry, bought back this

land after being cut over and frequently burned

over, at an average price of $2.85 per acre. To-

day this same land is worth at least $6.00 per

acre.

The present growth in the forest is predom-

inately hardwood, consisting of 40 per cent,

chestnut and the remainder in the order of num-

ber of specimens, as follows: Scrub oak, white

oak, maple, pitch pine, red oak, white pine, hem-

lock, ash, and hickory. The hardwoods are

nearly all sprout growth, so it is seen that the

forest is essentially coppice in character. About

II
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three-fourths o^f it has been burned over in the

past fifteen years, while the last fi^e of conse

quence was four years ago. These fires have

produced an existing growth that -presef he

nrevailing type, which varies from four to fifteen

Tears in a^^^^^^ Aside from this, there is scattered

over the forest a considerable quantity ot

crooked, defective -wolf- trees and near the

southwestern corner of the forest a small stand

of virgin hemlock, and white, pitch, and yellow

(PinJ echinata) pine is found. This stand has

been estimated to contain up to two million feet

of merchantable timber.
T^r- ;i ^ 1

The Pennsylvania Village for Feeble-Mmded

Women is located on this forest, about two

miles north of the village of Laurelton. About

700 acres of land have been segregated and

placed under its control. The village at present

comprises three beautiful native sandstone build-

ings with a capacity of 150 patients. It is ex-

pected that several additional buildings will be

erected during 1920.

Many improvements on the forest proper have

been made in the past eight years, the follow-

ing being a list of the more important ones:

Planted 2,235,700 forest seedlings.

Repaired and constructed about 70 miles

of roads, trails, and fire lanes.

Built one fire observation tower and con-

nected it with a telephone.

Constructed seven buildings of various

types.

Opened and developed a reci^eation park

and made several large improvement cut-

tings.

Brushed four miles of boundary line all

of which is maintained and used as a fire

lane.

Made and erected over 100 permanent for-

est signs.

Stumpage value of the principal timber trees

of France averaged five times those prevailing

in the United States. Col. W. B. Greeley says

that the U. S. Army paid for maritime pine

stumpage in the Landes around $26 per M. board

feet. Oak timber of all grades in the Loire River

Valley and in the upper watershed of the Marne

averaged $36 per M. on the stump. The silver

fir and the spruce in the Vosges and Jura Moun-

tains, timber averaging 6 or 8 logs to the thou-

sand feet, cost about $50 per M. standing, while

selected piling sometimes exceeded $90 per M.

These war time prices were probably 75 per cent,

more than the stumpage values in 1914.

Miscarriage of Justice.

ON March 14, 1919, a fire occurred in Dela-

ware township. Pike county, about one

and one-half miles from Dingman's Ferry,

where one of the forest fire wardens, Thomas

Shepherd, live*. About 1 oVlock two men ot

the neighborhood brought a Russian named vjus-

tav Boderer to the home of the forest fire warden

and requested that he be placed under arrest tor

putting fire in the woods. There was some ques-

tion as to making such an arrest, so the warden

called the district attorney on the telephone mak-

ing inquiry in regard to the matter. The district

attorney discouraged any arrest and recommend-

ed that the Russian be given a reprimand and

told to leave the State. The warden was still not

satisfied and called a lawyer of Milford, who

practically advised the same thing. The warden

then wanted to hold the man until he could com-

municate with the officials of the Department of

Forestry, but the district attorney informed him

that it was not possible for him to do so. The

warden then gave the fellow a good lecture and

the man promised never to start any more fires

in the woods, and to leave the State.

Between March 14th and March 26th, not

fewer than ten houses, cellars, and camps were

broken into and clothing and food stolen, and at

least a dozen fires were started in the woods.

The forest fire warden laid various traps to catch

the offender, and as he traveled mostly at night,

it was a difficult and unsatisfactory work. How-

ever, the warden at last did catch him in the

act of setting fire to the woods:, and arrested him.

He found on him some of the goods which had

been stolen from various places. The man first

denied everything, and then finally admitted that

he was responsible for the above acts. He was

taken to Milford, lodged in jail, and held for

May court. When brought up for trial, he was

discharged upon his promise to leave Pike

county; and instead of being punished in any

way, he was given, by some one, as he reported,

carfare to Scranton whence he came.

This is a remarkable example of how the in-

terests of Pennsylvania citizens are protected by

the local legal organization which is maintained

for just such protection. Pike county is mostly

forest area and the progress and future welfare

of the county depend upon the protection and

development of its forests; and yet a foreigner

may set a dozen fires and be punished merely by

being sent out of the county. The forest pro-

tective organization may be never so complete

and adequate, if its efforts are not sustained by

the local legal machinery which must be em-

ployed in such cases, all protective measures are

brought into disrepute. The easy escape of the

culprit amounts to an invitation * to do it again.

Chief of U. S. Forest Service Resigns.

AFTER ten years' service as Chief Forestei

of the United States Department of Agri-

culture^ Colonel Henry S. Graves has noti-

fied the Secretary of Agriculture that he will re-

tire on May 1st.

^* Since the pecuniary returns afforded profes-

sional and scientific men in the Government ser-

vice inadequately provide against the exhaustion

of the working powers which must inevitably

take place in time, and entail sacrifices from

which employment elsewhere is free," Colonel

Graves wrote, 'Uhe only course consistent alike

with self-respect and a regard for the public in-

terests seems to me to be retirement from office

before effixjiency has been impaired.
^* Present conditions, which amount to a heavy

reduction in the rate of compensation in practi-

cally every branch of the Government service,

emphasize this point of view. '

'

During Colonel Graves' administration of the

Forest Service great strides have been made in

national forestry. The system of operating the

public forests has been improved and developed,

both in business methods and in the application

of technical forestry to the problems of manage-

ment, while marked opposition to them has been

transformed to general support.

Their use by the public has been vastly in-

creased. Individual timber sale transactions

have risen from 5,398 to over 12,500 annually,

and the timber cut from 379 million to 705 million

board feet. The grazing permittees have in-

creased from 25,687 to 39,152; the number of

stock grazed under permit from 9,140,000 to 10,-

230,000, and the annual receipts of the forests

from $2,090,148 to $4,358,414.

A gigantic task of land classification has been

nearly completed. This segregates and opens to

settlement agricultural lands while insuring -that

the real forest land will be permanently held and

administered as a public enterprise. In the East,

negotiations have been conducted on behalf of

the National Forest Reservation Commission for

the purchase of nearly two million acres of moun-
tain lands, and administration of the purchased

lands has been inaugurated.

A large and forward-looking policy of develop-

ing the National Forests by road building has

been entered upon and recognition of this policy
by Congress has been secured, with appropri-
ations totaling $19,000,000 for this work.
As the contribution of the Forest Service to

winning the war many men were sent to partici-

pate in the forestry operations of the American
Army in France, for which the preliminary or-

ganization was effected by Colonel Graves in per-
son. At the same time the administrative activi-

ties on the National Forests were maintained es-

sentially unimpaired and a very large task of aid

to the Government in problems relating to war
supplies of forest products and their use was suc-

cessfully assumed.

Finally, a new movement that looks to the
right handling of private forests and the halting

of extensive forest devastation has been set on
foot.

Resignation of Albert F. Potter as associate

chief of the Forest Service also is announced.
Mr. Potter, in asking that his resignation be

made effective on April 15th, says he feels that

^Hhe time has now arrived when I should retire

from the Government service and give my atten-

tion to private interests.^'

In asking that the effective date be deferred,

Colonel Graves wrote to Mr. Potter that *^Your

retirement will be a very great loss to the pub-

lic service. The work that you have done in

building up a system of management of the Na-

tional Forest ranges is a gigantic achievement.
ii* • Previously millions of head of stock

ranged over the western mountains without any

regulation whatsoever. The ranges were over-

grazed and abused. * • Dangerous erosion

was starting in a multitude of places. It was

your work which built up a regulation of the

National Forest ranges, and substituted orderly

use for the chaos which existed before. '^

Secretary Meredith has selected Col. W. B.

Greeley Assistant Forester in the Forest Sendee

to succeed Col. Graves as Chief Forester. Col.

Greeley is from California, and has been in the

Forest Service continuously since 1904, except for

two years ^ military service with the American

Expeditionary Forces, and brings with him a

thorough knowledge of the important duties he

will be called on to perform in his new office.

As far as is known there are 278 species of

native trees and shrubs in the State of Pennsyl-

vania, of which 125 are trees. Of these not more

than 25 species are of sufficient importance to

deserve to be developed into future forests.

It
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Pocono Forestry Association,

THE Pocono Protective Fire Association en-

tered the eighteenth year of its career in

November, 1919, and in the following

month it assumed the name of Pocono Forestry

Association. On the first of January, 1920, there

was a roll of 319 members.

In the spring ^^fire season »^ 24 fires were re-

ported, spreading over 4,287 acres. The argest

of these fires (1,471 acres) was undoubtedly the

result of well planned incendiarism. In another

section of the country five fires occurred withm lU

days in huckleberry tracts and burned 2,050 acres.

The remainder of the spring fires were small in

extent. In the autumn only 3 fires have been re-

ported, burning a trifle over 20 acres. An area

of 4,300 acres for the year at a cost of about

$6,000, is far below the average annual loss by

forest fires in Monroe County.

Under the efficient direction of State District

Forester R. W. Stadden the fire wardens' service

has been maintained throughout the sixteen town-

ships of the county. Five of the wardens have

served as patrolmen. The Board of Directors has

made efforts to extend the patrol to two sections

in which forest fire protection is needed and

should be provided. In each of these districts

there are residents who are anxious to obtain the

benefits of fire patrol, they have not been able

to impress the rest of the people with the im-

portance of forest protection, nor to secure sub-

stantial contributions towards the cost of main-

tenance.

In March the fire wardens held their sixth an-

nual meeting, as guests of our Association. The

State Department of Forestry was represented

by Commissioner Hon. Robert S. Conklin, and by

Chief Forest Fire Warden George H. Wirt, both

of whom made addresses. Addresses were also

made by members of the Board of Directors of

the Association and by fire wardens. An inter-

esting and instructive lecture was also given by

Prof. John H. Kunkle on the work of birds as

protectors of trees.

During the year the objects of the Association

and the subject of forestry in general, have been

kept before the public in many ways. In June

the secretary made an address at the Tobyhanna

High School commencement, and again in October

at an Arbor and Bird Day celebration at Pocono

Summit, and Rural Life Day at Tannersville. The

thanks of the Association are due to the press

of the county for generously opening the columns

of the newspapers for the publication of much

material on topics of forestry. Besides full re-

ports of meetings articles have appeared, from

time to time, on tree-planting in general and es-

pecially on memorial tree-plantings; on incen-

diary fires, and on other similar subjects.

The annual meeting of the Association was held

at Tannersville in August, and a few days later

Barrett Township Fair was held at Buck Hill

Falls. Both of these events furnished excellent

opportunities for bringing the Association before

the general public. District Forester Stadden

presented an interesting exhibit at the forestry

booth of the "fair, where 500 potted seedlings oi

white pine and spruce were given away to per-

sons who promised to plant them. These little

trees were furnished by the State Department of

Forestry. They act as educators, and call atten-

tion to the larger distribution which the Depart-

ment makes every spring to promote reforestation

throughout the State by private individuals and

corporations.

In the spring of 1919 Monroe County received

117,000 trees from the State, and 40,000 of them

were planted by members of Pocono Forestry As-

sociation.

The Farm Bureau Extension Service is prepar-

ing to reach the farmers ; to interest them and to

instruct them in practical ways in the best

methods to be followed to care for and to develop

their wood-lots.

It is hoped to interest the farmers of Monroe

in the advantages of the proposed extension work

at an early date. It is expected that a large in-

crease in tree-planting will follow the demon-

strations which are to be given by experts in

forestry and that more of our farmers will be-

come interested in the Pocono Forestry Associ-

ation and its objects. The financial condition of

the Association is good, there being a balance on

hand December 31, 1919, of $717.20.

Seventh Annual Meeting of Fire Wardens

of Monroe County, Pa.

THE Seventh Annual Meeting of the Fire

Wardens of Monroe County was held at

the Fairview Hotel, Mount Pocono, on

Saturday, March 13th, one of the most stormy

days of this tempestuous winter. Professor Clar-

ence R. Anderson, of Pennsylvania State College,

was the principal speaker. His theme was the

proposed extension of Farm Bureau work in the

direction of the wood-lots of our farmers. This

is intended to teach farmers how to care for and

develop their wood lots; to carry a knowledge of

forestry, as applicable to farm life, to the farm-
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ers in a practical way; to demonstrate in the

open how to plant, and what, and w^hen, and

why; and the value of improvement cuttings; to

show the influences of soil and moisture, eleva-

tion, forest fires, and so on, upon tree produc-

tion. Professor Anderson covered a wide range

of subjects in his informal 'Halk*' and held the

interest and attention of his hearers to their

great pro-fit and entertainment.

District Forester Robert W. Stadden then gave

full instructions to the wardens upon their

duties as fire fighters.

Dinner followed. In the afternoon an open

session was held which was attended by a large

number of residents of Mbunt Pocono. The di-

rectors of Pocono Forestry Association were the

hosts and every member of the board was pres-

ent. Short talks on forestry topics by many
speakers filled up the time until adjournment was

compulsory so that the visitors might catch their

trains. In spite of formidable obstacles the

seventh annual meeting was one of the most suc-

cessful of the series.

Dynamite Rejuvenates a Fine Old Tree.

MR. P. L. NEEL, of Philadelphia, pur-

chased a place in Merion, Pa., which

was vacant for about five years, heavily

overgrown with grass and in bad shape. The

grass was cut and all the dead wood removed

from the beautiful shade trees. All the rotten

cavities were cleaned out, waterproofed and then

filled with waterproof cement, guy wires and

bolts being used when necessary.

The question was how to most readily feed the

roots of these trees so that the greatest results

could be obtained in the shortest possible time.

Realizing that if they were simply manured on

the top of the ground and the rain allowed to

act thereon, a great part of the nutrient quali-

ties of the fertilizer would run off on the surface

and simply be absorbed by the grass and upper

strata of earth, the following method was sug-

gested :

Dig a ditch at the tips of the branches about

two feet wide and three feet deep, filling the

ditch with alternate layers of composted manure,

that is, a layer of manure on a layer of dirt and

so on. However, it was further suggested that

if the ground could be loosened up and manure

placed on the top of the gi-ound, this costly work

f'ould be avoided.

The most inexpensive, efficient and practical

\^ay of doing this was by putting charges of one

half stick of dynamite in a circle around the
tree about ten feet apart, the circle following the
line of the tips of the branches. This was done
and the results were very gratifying.

This tree was found to be but a shell, the entire
center rotted out and twenty feet up into the
branches. So badly was it gone that a profess-
ional landscape man gave it up as worthless, but
Mr. Neel said he would take a chance. The suc-

cess of the undertaking and the renewed life and
beauty of the old tree are proof that the pro-

fessional mind does not always know everything.

Norman Supplee.

What the State Forestry Department

Stands For.

1. Education of our people until the care of the

forest becomes habitual.

2. Co-operation with every force active in be-

half of existing forests and those we expect

to have.

3. Assistance to all the people in caring for

forests or forest trees.

4. Maintenance of a tree crop on all soil not

needed for agriculture or other necessary

purposes.

5. Distribution of forest tree seedling's for

forest planting.

6. Prevention of forest fires.

7. Protection from forest insects, fungi, and

other destructive agencies.

8. Timber gi-owth research. Development of the

forest experiment station.

9. Inventory of forest resources.

10. Survey of wood requirements. Co-operation

with all sellers, buyers and users of wood.

11. Expansion of State Forests to 6,000,000

acres.

12. Training of our own State Foresters.

13. Business-like development of State Forests

for greatest possible service. Making our

woodlands the one great permanently renew-

able revenue producing agency for the benefit

of all the people.

14. Development of wise use of forest resources,

—water flow, recreation, game, fish, and all

uses for indirect benefits.

15. Permanent establishment of industries and

retention of population dependent upon the

forest

16. Preservation of the rights of all forest

owners and of the public.

1
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Airmen Help Control Forest Fires.

AT the conclusion of the first season in which

aviators have maintained an organized fire

patrol in the United States, the officials

of the Forest Service, United States Department

of Agriculture, state that the record made by

the airplane has proved beyond question its ef-

fectiveness as an aid in discovering and locating

forest fires.

This new flying undertaking was performed by

the Air Service of the War Department, with its

personnel and equipment, and at the expense of

that organization. For three months uninter-

rupted service was maintained, and a total of 74o

flights covering 92,605 miles were made. Many

fires were discovered, located, and reported m
advance of the regular Forest Service detection

organization.

Six patrol routes covering national forest areas

of high value in California were followed, and

twice each day six Curtis airplanes covered the

better part of 9,000,000 acres of rough, mountain-

ous, heavily timbered country. The average non-

stop run was 160 miles; the average round trip,

320 miles.

With the opening of the hunting season in

the middle of the second month of daily flying

above the forests> the fire situation in northern

California became critical and an extension of

the air patrol was asked. This was one of the

principal factors necessitating a complete reor-

ganization of the whole air patrol in California.

De Haviland planes were substituted for the

slower planes of smaller gasoline capacity and

less climbing power. Two new bases were estab-

lished. New daily routes were laid out, one of

which covered 560 miles, and the service was ex-

tended from the original 5 to 15 national forests

in California.

Beginning September 1st, 8 airplanes covered

twice each day more than 16,000,000 acres of

national forest, and, incidentally, 5,000,000 acres

of privately owned timber lands. Eight addition-

al airplanes were used on alternate days to allow

for necessary repairs and relief of pilots. Six-

teen pilots and 22 mechanics were assigned to the

work. Up to the first of October only 6 forced

landings, with one fatality and no injuries to

pilots or observers> occurred. Damage to the

airplanes, considering the number of miles

covered and the rough country patrolled, was neg-

ligible. No figures as to the cost of the experi-

ment have been made available.

In the discovery of fires the air patrol showed

itself 85 per cent, efficient and it is declared that

it can be made practically 100 per cent, efficient,

either by providing for a longer period in the

air or possibly by making the time of flight cor-

respond more closely to the hours of the day

when the largest percentage of fires start.

Experience shows that while the effective ''dis-

covery radius '^ varies with atmospheric condi-

tions and the height of the observer, an observer

at an altitude of 5,000 feet can detect a fire at

least 30 miles distant.

Though experience and familiarity with the

country are important factors in accurately de-

termining the exact location of fires, wonderful

results were obtained by pilots entirely new to

the region but equipped with such maps as were

available. One lieutenant, flying a De Haviland

over an entirely new route, placed within one-half

mile of its actual location a 200-acre fire that was

35 miles away. To see it he had to look almost

directly into the sun.

On a whole, the reporting of fires—as dis-

tinguished from discovering and locating them—

was not so satisfactory.

Parachutes with messages attached, which were

occasionally used> proved to be uncertain. Car-

rier pigeons released in the air and reports made

by telephone and telegraph after landing were

found to be too slow to insure best results.

It is believed that the wireless, preferably the

wireless telephone, offers the solution of this

difficulty in the air service fire patrol.

Without wireless or some other method of

hastening the reports, the airplanes can never

function as efficiently as the present lookout sys-

tem, say the Forest Service officials. In the mat-

ter of procuring reports of the progress of fires

already known to be in progress, it has been

found entirely practicable to get quicker, more

complete, and more satisfactory reports by means

of the airplane than by any other method so far

tried. This applies either to small, widely scat-

tered fires or to large conflagrations.

It seems possible that the use of airplanes has

been beneficial also in lessening the number ol

fires. One valley in southern California until this

year has been the scene of repeated devastating:

fires, due, no doubt, to carelessness. With air-

ships flying overhead twice daily, the valley has

been without fires. The moral effect of the air

patrol is credited with the change.

As a result of this season's record a request

has been made for continuous daily airplane

patrol of all the national forests in California.
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Forest Service Opposes Light Burning

of the Forests.

THAT the Forest Service is unalterably op-

posed to the practice of ^* Piute Forestry, ''

or the so-called light burning of timberlands

at frequent intervals, was stated emphatically by

Col. Henry S. Graves. California, according to

the Chief Forester, appears to be experiencing a

wave of propaganda for ** Piute Forestry,'' a

term given to the frequent burning over of tim-

berland because this practice was followed by

the Indians many years before the advent of the

white man. A pamphlet advocating this practice

has been issued recently by the Land Department

of the Southern Pacific Railroad, and its general

use has been preached, it is said, by many of the

large lumber companies.

^ * The advocates of light burning, '
' said Colonel

Graves, *' claim that by burning the woods every

few years the forest will be kept clean of in-

flammable debris without injuring the merchant-

able timber. Hence serious conflagrations which,

fed by small growth, underbrush and litter, run

up into the tree tops and kill the large timber

supposedly would be rendered impossible. As a

matter of fact, this process of repeated burning,

beginning back in the Indian days, has steadily

depleted the forests.

** There are today nearly 2,000,000 acres of

land in the National Forests of California which

were once heavily timbered but now have been

reduced to barren brush fields by fire. This is

not the work of one fire or a few fires, but of

repeated burnings, extending over 50 or 100

years.

**It is impossible to fire the pine woods of

California on any extended scale without destroy-

ing with every burning at least a considerable

portion of the small growth and at the same time

eating out little by little the butts of the old

trees. The next fire, whether following in one

year or several years, extends this destruction.

Every traveler through the Sierras is struck by

the openness of many of their pine forests, by

the patches of brush encountered everywhere

from which trees have disappeared. Many a fine

sugar or yellow pine has been burned out at the

base until the wind toppled it over. ^ Piute For-

estry' was steadily wiping out these forests until

they were placed under Federal protection.''

Colonel Graves asserts that the light burning

advocated by the Southern Pacific Railroad and

other timber-owning interests in California would

simply continue this slow but irresistible destruc-

tion. Forest Service men, he declares, have
studied all of the areas deliberately fired by ad-
vocates of the light-burning theory, and there is

no real difference between the effects of such
burning and of the fires which the carefree Indian
or settler started promiscuously in earlier days.
They mean simply the end of the forests in time.

The best argument that can be made for light

burning, according to the Forest Service, is that
the immediate loss of merchantable timber is

comparatively small and that the destruction of
the young growth may afford a degree of protec-

tion against crown fires. In other words, at its best,

this practice is simply part of the process of

timber mining which values nothing but the old

growth, guts a forest of its merchantable timber,

and turns the land into an unproductive waste.

^* Piute Forestry'^ is held responsible by the For-

est Service for wiping out from the ('alifornia

pine forests, in the National Forests alone, at

least 37,000,000,000 board feet of timber and
reducing their value to the State and Nation to-

day by at least $74,000,000. With continued light

burning, it holds, no young growth can take the

place of the virgin timber, and the pine forests of

California in private ownership will be at an end

when their present mature stumpage is cut.

Colonel Graves recognizes the difficulty in pro-

tecting the forests of California efficiently troni

fire. He asserts, however, that the solution does

not lie in the steady destruction of forest growth

by light burning but rather in a much more ef-

fective and united effort by all agencies, public

and private, to prevent and suppress forest fires.

As the first step he advocates State legislation

which will require the disposal of slashings on

cut-over lands, enlist all timberland owners in

organized fire prevention, and afford a basis for

a much larger degree of co-operation between the

Federal Government, the State and the private

owners of forest land in controlling the fire

menace.

**The practical results of protection may be

seen,'' he concludes, ^^on hundreds of thousands

of acres of pine forests in the Federal holdings,

w^here fires have been kept out successfully for

12 or 15 years. These areas afford a striking

contrast to the 'clean' land where light burning

has been practiced. Instead of there being no

vestige of young growth, the open spaces have

been filled with thickets of pine saplings. In

these forests future timber crops are assured.

This is the kind of forest which the State of Cali-

fornia needs for the protection of its irrigation

and water power sources, for insuring a perpetual
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supply of lumber for its intensive agriculture,

and for safeguarding its whole economic and in-

dustrial future. California can have such forests

if no quarter is given to the light-burning idea

and all interests get behind a real program of

fire protection.
'

' The same statement holds good

for Pennsylvania.

Pure Water Supplies Needed,

THE proposal considered at a meeting of

State officials in Harrisburg, March 5th,

that Pittsburgh shall be furnished with

water from mountain springs and streams in

Somerset County may come as a surprise to those

who have been accustomed to think that cur

present supply, drawn from the Allegheny river

and filtered at Aspinwall, is unexceptionable. It

is true that our water is now good, but the time

apparently is drawing nigh when its quality will

be impaired, not by bacterial infection, but by
|

pollution from industrial plants. It is not too

soon to begin to think of drawing it from an-

other source.

The situation is better understood when atten-

tion is drawn to the statement of one of the

United States engineers of this district that if

the water of the Allegheny river were as acid

as that of the Monongahela the Aspinwall fil-

tration plant would be put cut of business in

three days. Drainage from coal mines and the

pickling liquors discharged from steel mills have

made Monongahela river water unfit for indus-

trial use. The water contains a large content of

sulphuric and muriatic acids, which corrode all

metals with which it comes in contact. It is esti-

mated by the United States engineers that dam-

age from this source amounting to from $10,-

000,000 to $14,000,000 occurs in Allegheny Coun-

ty each year.

Now the Allegheny gives promise of becoming

another Monongahela. As it is, slack-watered

mills will be erected on its banks and additional

mines will be opened. The acidity of the water

will be increased. It can be kept free from bac-

teria-, and so not cause disease; but bathtub fix-

tures will be stained, pipes corroded, and an

excessive consumption of soap required on ac-

count of its hardness. And even though it con-

tains no disease germs, its effect on the human
tissues can hardly be favorable. Water that rail-

road companies disdain to use in the boilers of

their locomotives, which steel mills do not even

use to cool the rolls, and which is fatal to fish

and vegetation, hardly is suitable for human con-

sumption.

Purifying plants can be built, but they are not

always satisfactory. McKeesport in 1907 built a

plant for the purification of the Youghiogheny

river water, which is acid at all times; but dur-

ing the war the amount of chemicals required

to'' treat the water successfully became so large

and so difficult to obtain that a new source of

supply had to be obtained.

Town after town, confronted with this trouble,

has had to go to the mountains for pure water.

Eventually Pittsburgh will probably have to do

the same. Now is the time to begin the search

for a new ^source.—Pittsburgh Post.

WILLIAM B. McCALEB, general superin-

tendent of a water company which sup-

plies Greensburg and the vicinity, told

the Pennsylvania Water Works Association at

its last annual convention, that the water of some

of the streams had become so contaminated by

drainage from mines and mills that it was not

wholesome even for live stock, and in some cases

the pollution was so powerful as to kill vege-

tation. It was inadvisable to bathe in such

streams, he said, because ''it is highly probable

that actual harm would result by reason of the

action of the powerful chemicals in the water

on the delicate membranes and even on the skin.''

While expressing the hope that he would not be

considered an alarmist, he said

:

''Hundreds of miles of waterways, embracing

thousands of square miles of drainage area, have

been so polluted in various ways as to be unfit

for ordinary use, although in some cases, by

means of expensive treating plants, water is

made available for certain purposes. But the

use of such water presents many disadvantages

which are not present in the use of a pure sup-

ply. Unless our stream.s are kept relatively free

from pollution, it is possible to foresee the avail-

able water supply limiting the industrial de-

velopment and even the population.''

McKeesport "doctors" its water with chemi-

cals whichy when the supply is more than ordi-

narily polluted, cost as much as $300 a day. As

showing the large proportion of chemicals that

the water contains after being treated, it is

stated that after evaporation of water used to

clean sidewalks minute crystals appear on the

sidewalks.—Pittsburgh Post.
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The Plague of the Forest.

IT
is safe to say that 95 per cent, of the fires

that are the plague of the forests result from
ignorance, carelessness, or crime. The remain-

iim- 5 per cent, may be attributed possibly to

li-htning, or spontaneous combustion, such as is

occasionally alleged to arise in haymows. What-
ever the number may be of fires arising from
li;:htning in other regions, I am persuaded that

it is extremely rare in this State. The great
majority of the cases in which fires are alleged

to have been started by accident are distinctly

the result of carelessness.

From this statement it would appear that
neither ignorance nor carelessness are excuse or
leason for shifting responsibility, for the court
in final estimate exempts neither from a penalty
accorded to crime.

For generation after generation these fires

have been allowed to rage unchecked. Because
of our very abundance they placed no impedi-
ment in the national growth, or on individual
comfort.

They were a familiar sight, a spring and
autumn occurrence, exciting neither interest nor
ahirm. When at last they did begin to attract
attention enough to have laws passed for their

prevention it was the exception rather than the
^•ule to have the laws enforced and the courts
were inclined to be lenient to the offenders, even
when the crime was fixed upon the guilty.
In very fact it was often hard to avoid the

eonclusion that the sympathies of the court op-
posed enforcement of the law. To put the mat-
ter bluntly, the courts seemed at times to be as
ijrnorant of the damage done by forest fires as
the criminal, and, therefore, quite as unconcern-
^<1 about them.

^Ir. Pinchot, recognizing that we are on the
ejlge of the time when the forest fii-e drain upon
tne resources, and upon the prosperity of the
ommonwealth must be ended, has centered all

his energies in a campaign to find a reason for
every fire and to bring the guilty party, if such
there be, to trial. The fact is, that we ftre al-

ready in the pinch of timber shortage. We have
no longer any timber to burn, except in a use-
ful purpose. Whatever may be the outcome of
the industrial problems now before the country
it may be safely assumed that coal will never
again revert to the earlier comfortable prices,
be<^ause of the increasing difficulty of mining it,

and the ever greater need of it by a constantly
growing population. At first, in the rural dis-

tricts, then in towns and finally in the larger
cities, wood will be in demand as a fuel for home
comfort. The forest fire of today will add di-

rectly to the cost of living in the future.
The most striking appeal made to an average

citizen by the forest fire is the destruction of the
existing forests. The black and charred timber
are convincing evidence of destroyed wealth.
But convincing as it may be, it is of far less

consequence than the destruction of the soil upon
which the timber stood> for the soil was the slow

accunuilation of centuries. This fact is now
lecognized by the courts in the assessment of

damages resulting from forest fires.

The duty of first importance in State forestry

is the suppression of these annual burnings, for

they actually preclude the forest restoration

which is year by year becoming more essential.

The hunter, or the fisherman, the brush-burner,

the farmer, the lumberman, or the railroad com-

pany, upon whom the charge of creating a forest

fire is fixed, merits punishment just as surely

as though a house or a barn had been burned.

The plea that burning over forest land is neces-

sary to the production of a crop of berries is not

sustained by careful inquiry, though it is well-

known that these fires in the interest of the

berry picker have often spread from the berry

ground to other regions and done serious dam-

age. It should be very distinctly observed that a

large part of the berry picking of the State is

done by parties on land to which they have

no claim and often without the knowledge or

consent of the owner. If it is proposed to sub-

mit to test the statement that burning over of

wild land is essential to production of a crop of

berries, then it should be done under direction

of those who will guarantee that there shall be

no escape of fire from specified limits. The

berry pickers* statement alone is one-sided evi-
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deuce, and cannot be accepted as final in a mat-

ter of such importance. The question of sup-

pression or toleration of forest tires has been

fully placed by Mr. Pinchot before the citizens,

the courts, and the business interests in the

State. With their help an end may be made of

such destructive and unnecessary forest fires. It

is merely a question of crushing- by force of law

and public sentiment a nuisance which should no

longer be allowed to exist.

The statement so often made that it is better

to burn up (each year) the accumulated leaves,

and litter of the forest floor, and so save any

heavy burning, no longer merits any seiious con-

sideration. It seems to have been absolutely

disproven and should be relegated to the limbo

of outgi'own ideas.

J. T. Rothrock.

That Growing Scarcity of Paper.

TO our daily newspapers we owe recognition

of the alarming and increasing dearth of

paper material. The note that they have

sounded is not a ^ ^ scarehead '
^ but the statement

of a fact that cannot be ignored. Newspapers,

periodical journals, books, are a public necessity.

Interchange of ideas, public policy, education,

our very place in the list of nations depend upon

information to which there is no other avenue

than the printed page. The printing press is just

as necessary to the life of the nation as the

wheat crop is to the life of the individual.

We cannot conceive that these sources of in-

formation would intentionally approve of, or in

any way countenance in such a crisis as now
seems to be impending, a deliberate burning up of

ton after ton everv day of an article so im-

j)ortant to every one as paper. Yet with a singu-

lar inconsistency they do that very thing in actu-

ally wasting page after page on advertising

space which accomplishes no national good what-
ever. For example, a page advertisement of a

cigarette! And this is a national question!

It is no answer to assert that such advertise-

ments bring in large revenue. There are many
other things which would bring in great corpor-

ate or private gains, but which we prohibit by
law because of the injustice they would work
upon the community. It will be interesting to

know just how many tons of printing paper are
wasted every day in this country in caricatures
which neither instruct nor in any way elevate

the moral sense of the people!

J. T. R.

The Summer Meeting.

THE Summer Meeting of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association will be held at Lock

Haven> Pa. It will open on Wednesday

evening, June 23, 1920, continuing through June

24th and 2oth. On each of the three evenings

there will be interesting forestry meetings in the

Auditorium of the new High School.

On Thursday, June 24th, there will be an auto-

mobile trip up Fishing Creek to Lamar and

thence to the Freshman Forestry Camp of the

Pennsylvania State College, situated on a 14,001)

acre tract of young timber, formerly belonging

to the Queen of Spain—the old Washington Fm--

nace Tract. This timber has not been cut lor

20 years, and at that time was cut down to a

diameter of 8 inches. There is a wonderful stand

of Poverty Pine near the camp and up the val-

ley four miles the remnant of a virgin forest.

Luncheon will be served at the camp.

On Friday, June 25th, there will be a trip up

the Nittany Valley to Zion, crossing the moun-

tain to Center Hall. Thence to the top of Seven

Mountains^ overlooking 150,000 acres of State

Forest, and an insi)ection of a tine State Forest

plantation, returning to Center Hall tor luncheon.

From thence to Penn's Cave, the largest in

Pennsylvania, returning via Madisonburg to

Lock Haven.

The headcpiarters will be at the Fallon House,

Lock Haven, Pa., where reservations should be

made. We hope all members who can do so will

make an effort to be present, notifying F. L. Bit-

ler, Recording Secretary, Pennsylvania Forestry

Association, 1012 Walnut Street, Philadelphia,

Pa., of their intention, so that arrangements can

be made for their entertainment.

Boy Scout Movement Growing.

THK l^y Scout is growing into a mighty

host with immense possibilities for good.

He and his nearest kin, the Camp Fire

Girls are 100 per cent. American. True to the

national instinct, they seek the *^out of doors''

tor cultivation of health, strength and contact

with the things they will encounter in their

mature life.

They are doing their part, the |>ick of our

youth, those on whom the hope of the nation

rests; they have solemnly ple<lged themselves to

honor, purity,, humanity, service and loyalty to

the flag. Such a body of coming citizens shouM

be an inspiration to those of us who are still in

the thick of daily duty. What are we going to
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do tor them is a question we may all ask. There
is, however, one more question that the friends of
forestry may well specifically ask themselves:
The Scout and the Camp Fire Girl are to succeed
us. As we have needed the forest and its product,
so will they. Are we leaving the State as well
provided with timber for their wants as we found
it for ourselves? Or, to put the question still

more directly, have we not by our reckless waste
and criminal neglect deprived them of enough
forest products to meet their actual need when
the country passes under their control? That
(piestion is answered by the prices we are now
paying for inferior lumber and by the official

declaration that we are using it three times as
fast as we are producing it. It will be a jx)int

gained if we start them right by bringing them
in direct touch with the State Forest Reserves
where they will see the barren grounds, the gi'ow-

ing timber, and the ruin caused by forest fires,

and where the thought can be pressed home that
every barren acre and every forest fire will be
an added burden to their lives.

These young citizens long for the woo<ls. The
dreams of vacation include a hike to and a camp
in the woods. There should be in easy reach for

every Boy Scout or Camp Fire Girl in the State a
possible attractive, liealthful camping ground.
We have wisely set apart gi-ounds on the State

Forest Reserves for care and multiplication of
wild game. Why cannot suitable acres be dedi-
cated to the health and education of the grow-
ing citizens of the Commonwealth? Their pres-
ence under guardianship of their leaders, could
not fail to be a protection to the growing forests
as well as a wholesome recognition of the fact
that the Scouts and Camp Fire Girls have in

mind the sole purpose of beeoming stronger, wiser
Americans than we ourselves have been. No one
<an deny that the nation needs now and always
will need just what they are striving to bring
•ibout. Let us help them!

J. T. R.

Slowly the production of white pine along the
"|)per Mississippi is decreasing and this once
plentiful lumber is becoming scarce. One of the
l>ig Weyerhaeuser mills at Little Falls, Minn.,
has just closed down, having sawed all the avail-
'''>Ie logs in that locality. Mills at Cloquet,
•Minn., are still operating and it is estimated that
there is enough timber in sight to keep them
uoing several years, but the production of white
l'»ne boards, shingles and other forms of lumber
J-^ plainly on the decrease.—Pm6//c Ledger,

Ask Tobacco Companies* Aid in Forest-Fire
Prevention.

BECAUSE of the very serious fire hazard
created by tobacco smoking in the forests,
E. T. Meredith, Secretary of Agriculture,

has just written to seven of the leading tobacco
companies in this country asking their co-opera-
tion in enlisting smokers in a campaign against
careless use of fire in all forests, both National
and private. Smokers, statistics show, are an-
nually responsible for a large number of con-
flagrations in timbered areas causing immense
losses.

The letter is one feature in a movement now
being carried on by the Forest Service to lessen
the number of fires caused by smokers and
others while working or enjoying outings in the
forests, whose preservation is so essential to na-
tional prosperity.

The letter of the Secretary is as follows

:

''In protecting the National Forests of over
ir)(),000,000 acres, the Department of Agriculture
has to fight thousands of forest fires every sum-
mer due to carelessness. Throughout the United
States we needlessly burn up every year a great
deal of our forest wealth and turn productive
timber into wastes, largely because the public

does not sufficiently realize the importance of a
sense of individual responsibility in the preven-
tion of fire.

"Smokers cause many forest fires. Some lum-
ber companies forbid smoking in the woods, and
the extension of this rule is being strongly urged.

Such measures would never have been considered

necessary if smokers sulficiently recognized the

<langer that attends the droppings of a lighted

match, a pipe coal, or an unextinguished ciga-

rette or cigar stump.

"Hunters, fishermen, and woods workers of

all kinds smoke in the forests, while automobilists

toss a bit of fire from their cars and speed thought-

lesslv on, unaware even though thev have left an

incipient conflagration behind them. A single

glowing cigarette end may cost the Government

thousands of dollars for fire fighting, to say noth-

ing of the value of the timber destroyed, the

desolation of scenic beauty, and the harm done

to waterflows.

"Your company can^ I believe, do much to

lessen these losses. Would it not be possible for

you to print a fire caution on the outside of each

tobacco, cigar, or cigarette container? Hundreds

of thousands of people would read such warnings,

and their effect would be very great. I under-

stand that in Canada at least one important to-
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baceo company has already taken this step.

'^t is not enough to bring the importance ot

fire prevention to the attention of an individual

once or twice. The warning to use caution needs

to be so drilled into his consciousness that care

becomes habitual and instinctive. Perhaps you

could see your way clear to print on the reverse

side of the packing slips enclosed in tobacco cans

a fire warning, and to place the slip in the can

with the fire warning up so that it would catch

the eye. Coupons and packing slips in cigarette

and tobacco packages and cigar boxes would at-

ford a further opportunity for fire warnings.

** Would it not be possible, also, for you to

consider putting a slogan, like one of those on

the enclosed sheet, on the lithographs which you

use in billboard advertising? From its novelty

as well as from the evidence that it would afford

of a desire to further the public welfare, such

advertising will, perhaps, appeal to you. I am

confident that I may count on your interest in

this subject, and your willingness to co-operate

in so far as you can with those who are seeking

to diminish the excessive and startling number

of man-caused fires in the woods. I would much

appreciate advice as to whether the suggestions

made appeal to you as being practicable.''

Fire-Prevention Slogans for Smokers.

Don't drop fire when you smoke in the woods,

nor throw it out along the road. Keep the

forests green!

Danger! Matches, pipe coals, cigar stubs, and

cigarette ends start many forest fires. Help pro-

tect woods, streams, scenery.

Be Careful! Don't start a fire in the w^oods

when you begin or end your smoke! Be sure

your match, cigarette or pipe is out.

Don't Start What You Can't Stop! Be care-

ful with fire in and near the forest.

Fire Is Dangerous! Be careful when you

smoke in the woods.

Look Out! When you smoke in the woods,

don't start a forest fire.

Letter of Commissioner of Forestry Pinchot

in Regard to Forest Fires.

Your Co-operation with this company to keep

down forest fires is asked. Break your match in

two. Knock out your pipe ashes into your hand.

Don't drop a burning cigarette.

Forest Fires cost millions a year. Don't start

one.

Don't Throw Fire Away in the woods or along

the road.

Help Prevent Fires!

My dear Governor:

''The harm forest fires do is not measured by

the few trees they are still able to find and de-

stroy on our devastated hill sides, but by the

enormous production of lumber and wood which

they prevent. The vast wealth that our forest

lands would be producing every year, if pro-

tected, is what the fires really cost us.

^^ Forest fires have made a desert in Pennsyl-

vania larger than the whole State of New Jer-

sey One-sixth of the area of our State is a

waste, of practically no benefit to the people of

Pennsylvania, and getting worse instead of bet-

ter.

**^Six million acres in our State are too rough

and rocky for the plough. They must either

grow trees or produce nothing. They are, in fact,

producing practically nothing, for the fires kill

each new growth of little trees before they can

reach merchantable size. One million acres of

this rough land is owned by the State, and is

partially protected. Five million acres are pri-

vately owned, and the fires are ruining even what

trifling value it still has left.

<'This is the Pennsylvania Desert. It covers

one-sixth part of our State. It is producing lit-

tle or nothing, whereas it might, if the fires had

been kept out, be producing in taxes without

hardship to the owners almost as many dollars

as it now produces cents, and in addition vast

stores of lumber and wood for the use of our

people.

^^The million acres of State Forests we have

now cost us about $3,28 per acre. The State

Forests are worth today in cash at least $2,500,-

000 more than they have cost us. Pennsylvania's

Desert ought to be bought as an investment by

the State, for that is the only sure way to make

it productive.

''To offset the Pennsylvania Desert, the State

has appropriated for forest fire protection, dur-

ing the last six years, less than $30,000 per year,

or not a quarter of a cent per acre, in an ineffect-

ive effort to stop this gigantic loss. It has been

like trying to put out a burning building with

water in a spoon.

*' Eleven years ago Pennsylvania was cutting

as much wood and lumber as our people con-

sumed. Today we are cutting less than one-third,

and we consume ten times as much as we grow.

Until w^e permit our mountains to reforest them-

selves by stopping the fires, we must import two-

thirds now (and far more later) of all we use,
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and get it from steadily increasing distances at
steadily increasing expense.

'^If our forest lands had been wisely handled,
they would be growing, each year, as much tim-
ber as they produced in the year of their great-
est yield, and that timber would be available at
half the present prices. And the difference is

only part of what we pay for forest devasta-
tion. We pay at least $25,000>000 a year for
freight on lumber brought into the State, which
might have been grown at home. We pay at least

$50,000,000 more for the lumber itself. Then
there is the loss from the closing or removal of
wood-working industries, the loss from floods, the
loss to farmers and business men, the loss of fish

and game, and many other losses.
^* There is small comfort for us beyond our

own boundaries. As a Nation, we cut two and
one-half times as much as we grow. Our needs
are increasing. Our domestic supplies are dwind-
ling, and there are no forests in the world from
which we can import lumber enough of suitable

kinds at suitable prices to meet our neetls. Under
these conditions a national timber shortage was
inevitable. As the prices of paper and lumber
show, it is already here, and is growing steadily

worse.

*^For all these reasons it would be sound busi-

ness and wise foresight for us to protect from
fire, restore to production, and as it were annex
once more to the State, the wasted forest lands

of our Commonwealth. These lands might be and
should be pouring out a flood of valuable prod-

ucts, saving us from a vast and needless ex-

I>ense, and securing us against the certainty of

suffering from the national timber famine which
is now clearly in sight. Fire stands in the way. ^

^

Very sincerely yours,

(Signed) Gifford Pinchot.

Hon. Wm. C. Sproul,

Governor of Pennsylvania.

Conference in Regard to Forest Fires.

AT a meeting held in the Capitol in Harris-

burg on April 19, 1920, consisting of in-

vited representatives of timberland own-

ers and representatives of the Department of

Forestry, to consider the application ol the law

of June 3, 1915, relating to the prevention of for-

<'st fires on privately owned lands. The situation

was set forth as follows:

As an owner of timber lands, your attention is

• ailed to the Act of June 3, 1915> Sections 102-n,

102-O, and 1004, which provide, with regard to

the Chief Fire Warden under direction of the

Commissioner of Forestry, that

ULi,
Sec. 102-n, He shall have authority to de-

clare a public nuisance any property whi<jh, by
reason of its condition or operation, is a special
forest fire hazard, and, as such, endangers other
property or human life.

''Sec. 102-O, He shall notify the owner of the
property or the person responsible for the con-
dition declared a public nuisance, and advise him
as to the abatement or removal of such nuisance.
In the case of a railroad, such notice shall be
served upon the superintendent of the division
upon which the nuisance exists.

''Sec. 1004, Penalty for Non-abatement or Re-
moval of Nuisance. Every person or corporation
refusing to comply with an order of the chief
forest fire warden for the abatement of a nuis-
ance, under this act, shall be guilty of a misde-
meanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be
sentenced to pay a fine of not more than one
hundred dollars, or undergo imprisonment not
exceeding one month, or both, in the discretion
of the court. In construing or enforcing the
provisions respecting the abatement of nuisances,
under this act, the neglect or refusal of any
officer, agent, or other person acting for or em-
ployed by a corporation], and having within the
scope of his employment the supervision of the
property complained about, shall in every case
be deemed to be the neglect or refusal of the
corporation itself.

^* Every day^s continuance in the non-abate-

ment of a nuisance, after an order by the chief

forest fire warden to abate the same, shall be a
separate and distinct offense.

^^

Forest fires in Pennsylvania, in the language
of the Governor's recent proclamation, causes a

loss of production ^^constituting one of the heav-

iest burdens our people are called upon to bear.

Most fires occur on private lands. I do not

mean to include farmers' woodlots, which are, in

most cases, protected by their isolation and are

less frequently affected by the above provisions

of the law.

^'A very considerable portion, if not the larg-

est part of the lands kept unproductive by re-

l)eated fires, are owned in considerable bodies

as commercial timberlands. Such ownership, like

the ownership of any other property, carries with

it an obligation so to use and care for it as not

to injure, or run undue risk of injuring, the

general welfare. This principle is clearly exem-

plified in the law just quoted.
'

' The major portion of the huge loss which the

people of Pennsylvania suffer from the failure of

timber production due to forest fires, is caused

by the neglect of private owners. More than

nine-tenths of the forest lands of Pennsylvania
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are in private hands. Upon those lands the

forest fire warden system of the State can only

supplement, but never take the place of, the care,

protection, and oversight whi-ch it is the plain

duty of the owners to exercise both in their own

interest and in that of the Commonwealth.
' ' My responsibility under the law quoted above

is clear. I am very anxious, however, not to use

harsh measures. I am convinced that the o^reat

majority of Pennsylvania timberland owners will

be glad, as good citizens, to comply with the law

when their attention is definitely directed to their

responsibility under it. The others, if there be

any, can be dealt with as the law provides."

The following' conclusions were regarded as

reasonable by the conferees:

First. That railroads, passing through tim-

berland or land from which fire is likely to spread

to timber, should with due allowance for their

locomotive equipment, as a general rule, burn or

clear the inflammable material upon their rights

of way and an additional strip on each side of

the right of way making, when local conditions

so demand, the total clearing approximately 150

feet from the outside rail, whenever the neces-

sary permission can be secured from abutting

owners.

Second. During the fire season, spring and

fall, one forest fire patrolman should be main-

tained by timberland owners upon each 5,000

acres or major part thereof.

Third. That the Department should investi-

gate upon the ground in co-operation with repre-

sentatives of operating lumbermen, the question

of the disposal of slash in its relations to pro-

tection against fire. The whole matter is to be

taken up in the light of the results of this in-

vestigation later on with representatives of tim-

berland owners.

"Growing Plants as Health-Giving Agents.»

DR. JAMES M. ANDERS has just published

an interesting brochure entitled ^Hjrowing

Plants as Health-Giving Agents,*^ showing

that while they are beautiful, they are remark-

able for their effects upon human health and

welfare. Dr. Anders recommends also the study

of wild flowers by individuals, also in schools and

universities. He also states that the prejudice

against flowers and plants in sleeping and living

rooms is unfounded.

**The carefully conducted experiments of Pet-

tenkofer, however, have shown beyond all dis-

pute, that the amount of oxygen absorbed from

the air and the percentage of carbon dioxide ex-

haled as the result of plant breathing are too

small to exert any appreciable effect. At all

events, Pettenkofer's investigations indicate con-

clusively that no ill effects to the human race can

be traced to the cultivation of plants and flowers

indoors. It is strongly to be hoped that this

statement will be given the widest publicity and

also that it will be generally accepted. There

are many lovers of growing house-plants and

flowers, especially among women, but a not in-

considerable percentage of them do not cultivate

these helpful and ornamental objects, owing to

the unwarranted belief already mentioned that

they are prejudical to health.'^

^ht is an interesting and important fact that

quite apart from the organic function of respir-

ation, which proceeds uninterruptedly, and the

harmlessness of which has been demonstrated,

oTowing plants give off oxygen to the surround-

ing air in an amount sufficient to improve this

medium by increasing its oxidizing properties.

The sanitary advantage thus offered is not ap-

preciated to an extent commensurate with its

significance. The writer ^s experiments, con-

ducted long since (and later confirmed by

French observers), showed conclusively that

flowering plants as well as all odoriferous foli-

age, e. g., pine trees, possess the peculiar power

to convert the oxygen of the air into ozone. The

far-reaching importance of this fact can be only

grasped when it is recollected that it is the ozone

contained in the air which oxidizes, or in other

words burns up, the various impurities to be

found in this life-giving medium. If this be cor-

rect no argument is needed to prove the high

sanitary value of blooming and odoriferous

plants, especially when grown indoors. ''

^* There is another phase of the physiology of

growing plants and trees which indicates clearly

that they exert a beneficent effect upon the

salubrity of the surrounding air. I refer to the

function of transpiration, or the evaporation of

moisture from their leaf surfaces. The actual

amount of water thus returned to the atmosphere

is far in excess of what persons versed in vege-

table physiology had supposed, when they came

to note the actual results of carefully conducted

experiments by the writer and others.* It has

also been shown that soft, and thin-leaved plants

show the most active rate of transpiration, and

such as possess foliage of this sort should be

selected so far as practical in making a choice

for indoor cultivation. It has been computed

that the Washington Elm at Cambridge, Mass.,
with its 200,000 square feet of leaf surfaces in
twelve hours of clear weather transpires not less

than seven and three-fourths tons of vapor. Ex-
periment clearly indicates that this function is a
|)otent factor in maintaining a proper degree of
moisture in the air, when plants are grown in-

doors. Verily^ to plants may be assigned honor-
able rank as natural and efficient atomizers,
making their influence everywhere felt beyond
(juestion.*^

Dr. Anders also says :
^ ^ Brief reference to two

climatic influences of forest growth may be
made. In the first place, trees possessing
odorous foliage or flawers, especially pine for-

ests, as was pointed out above in connection
with plants grown indoors, increase the ozone or

normal purifying agent of the external air.

Again from facts developed as the result of ex-

perimentation, there can be little doubt but that

forests tend to augment and maintain an equal

degree of atmospheric humidity in their vicinity

and in so far as this influence extends must thev
likewise tend to abritfge the diurnal range of

temperature—a matter of greater importance to

the race than seasonal variations of tempera-
ture.

1

J

Public Camping Grounds in Forest
Protection Work.

•Vide "House-Plants as Sanitary Agents," by the writer,
page 93.

THE reported results of the public camp
ground work so far done by timber protec-

tion agencies in Oregon and Washington,
warrants a serious consideration of the benefits

to be expected from the outlay in funds. This

consideration may lead to a wise policy and plan

or future camp ground development.

A start has been made by private timbcj*

agencies. At a cost of a few hundred dollars in

one case an area of a few acres, beside a stream

in Western Washington, was cleared of brush, a

short loop road constructed from the main high-

way, benches, tables and fireplaces put in. Thou-

sands of j>eople now camp here near the Forest

^luard's Station amid conditions of comparative

«'omfort and safety from timber fires. The hea I

ranger reports that this investment is the best

fire protection investment that has ever been

made in his district. And why, may we ask? In

the first place, the camping has been concen-

trated and the number of campers' fires de-

<*reased. This is one of the main benefits. The
concentration effected by having prepared camp
grounds at suitable intervals will largely elimin-

ate these fires. The placing of signs along the

highways, giving the distance to these camping
areas, will tend to increase their use.

Where large numbers of people use the for-

ested highways from the large centers of popula-
tion, especially on Sundays and holidays, there
is greatly increased danger. The careless young
folk and the inexperienced clerk with his family
must all eat their lunch, enjoy the cool of the
woods; and human nature away from the re-

straints of city police reverts to past barbaric
instincts and revels in an abandonment of so-

ciety's restrictions. A disregard of social de-

mands is inherent in the city chap turned loose.

From a fire protection standpoint, he needs
watching.

Quickly enough, when brought into contact
with the evidence of human handiwork in t^^

improved camp gi'ound he becomes respectable,

appreciative and sympathetic.

The move to prepare camping places is a popu-
lar one with the public. The public is appreci-

ative of rude conveniences for their comfort and
are, thereafter, more careful with fire in the

woods. An invaluable personal contact is made,
an attitude is created which can only be of bene-

fit to the existing protective force.

—

The Forest

Patrolman.

James D. Lacey & Company, Chicago, 111., has

the following to say:

If you have timber land to sell, tell us about it.

If you want to buy timber, it is very likely we
have it.

If you need estimates, logging maps, apprais-

als or forest engineering service of any kind, the

^* Lacey'' facilities are yours to use.

And to the full extent that we are both **in

timber" it is to our mutual interest that we
l>ool our activities.

But you are many and we are one. You can

always reach us; we might miss you.

So, tell us your needs and use our forty years'

experience and nation-wide resources.

The cost of the service we render will be profit

to you through results accomplished and time

saved.

Let us jointly capitalize the greatest oppor-

tunity the lumber industry has ever had.

In North Carolina in 1919 the reported dam-

age by forest fires to young growth was over

$000,000, while the total damage was given as

$l,2ijO,000, and the Forestry Division of the

North Carolina Geological and Economic Survey

advocated a strong concerted movement to pre-

vent this great loss.
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Neighbors.

FOREST LEAVES has received a view from

the south of a pine and an oak growing in

very close companionship. The idea of the

friend who kindly furnished the illustration ap-

parently was that the trees had formed a vital

union. This seems hardly possible. ' Not that

trees will not actually grow together, for we

know that under certain conditions they will

as in budding or in grafting, or when the

branches of the same tree come together they

may grow into vital union. The beech tree fur-

nishes some admirable examples of this. But

it must always be remembeied that there are

definite limits to this gi'owing together. The\

must be trees which are more or less closely al-

lied. Thus we all recognize the oaks as a group

of related species. It is well known that they

frequently cross and hybridize and one can see

the possibility of two oak species even coming to-

gether and forming a vital union. So the vari-

ous species of hickory might do the same. But

when one thinks of the wide divergence of types

between a pine and an oak it is easy to see that

a vital union could hardly be possible. To start

with, one is a deciduous and the other an ever-

green tree. One produces a cone, the other an

acorn; beyond the fact that they are both trees,

the resemblance is small.

View from Piney Mountain, Franklin
County.

THIS is a characteristic Mountain View oC

the Franklin County sort; that is moun-
tain, or ridge, ranges maintaining in a

general way a northeast and southwesterly direc-

tion, but intersected so often by breaks, or gaps,

that one is apt to regard the mountain system
as made up of peaks without appreciable order.

In this respect these Franklin County Mountains
differ in marked degree from those of Juniata,

Mifllin and Huntingdon Counties, where one sees

a continuous mountain range, without the gaps,

extending for many miles. Piney Mountain is

])art of what is more frequently designated as

South Mountain. The Lincoln Highway, between
Gettysburg and Chambersburg, runs through a

transverse break, or fault. The mountain mass,
and the valleys also, to the north of this highway
seem to have been pushed about three miles

westward. This shifting of the mountain mass
is very clearly marked after one ])asses Cale-
donia en route to Chambersburg.

A Virgin Forest.

WE still hear of a Virgin Forest existing

in this, or that part of Pennsylvania. As

a matter of fact it would be hard to find

a Virgin Forest in this State if we adhere to

the strict use of the term, for that would imply

a forest as it existed prior to the coming of the

whites. There still remain isolated patches in

which fully matured trees are found, trees as

large as grew before the whites came into pos-

session of the country, but they are the leav-

ings of earlier cuttings.

Half a century ago the lumberman went
through our forests and cut out the white pine.

Intermixed with it in a limited degi'ee there

stood fine specimens of hemlock, fully ready for

the axe. But it was not taken, because it was
then regarded as an inferior lumber; or, if it

was taken, it was usually to get the bark for

tanning purposes. Pine and hemlock seldom
mingled in dense masses, though they often oc-

cupied contiguous areas.

It would be approximately correct to say that

the pine and the hemlock were neighborly and
formed an evergreen forest mass, while the

birches, the beeches, and the maples constituted

another gi'oup, mainly in the colder parts of the

State; and the oaks, the hickories and the chest-

nuts gave character to and held out best in the

w^armer and more fertile lands. Whatever the

character of the existing oldest forests of the
State may be, there are little, if any, that in the
strictest sense can be called a Virgin Forest,
though the view of Porcupine Run, in Sullivan
County, has been but little cut over and is a
fair illustration of what an average Virgin
Foi'est was like.

The Committee on Application of Forestry of
the Society of American Foresters, in a recent
report has pointed out in plain language the
demands that the rest of the country will soon be
making on the forest resources of the Pacific
Coast. The ''West Coast Lumberman '^ reviews
this document at length, including the follow-
ing:

Most of our timber producing States can no
longer supply even their own demands. Lumber
must be hauled from constantly increasing dis-
tances. Within ten years the Pacific Coast will
be furnishing the bulk of the nation's lumber.
Already our yearly freight bill on lumbei'
amounts to $175,000,000, and even at present
freight rates will reach $050,000,000 within
twenty years. '*
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White Pine Blister Rust Control in 1919.

AT the Fifth Annual International Blister
Rust Conference, held at Albany, N. Y.,
an interesting report was presented on

\yhat has been done and learned during the past
four years of experimental work. A summary is

as follows:

1. Experiments conducted on an extensive scale
since 1916 demonstrate that white pine blister
rust can be controlled locally by destroying wild
and cultivated currant and gooseberry bushes
within a comparatively short radius of the pines.
A distance of 200 to 300 yards is sufficient to
prevent serious damage under average forest con-
ditions. This is a reduction of 50 per cent, in
the minimum width of the safety zone hithei'to

recommended.

2. Unskilled laborers can be quickly taught,
under trained supervision, to find and destroy at
least 95 per cent of the wild currant and goose-
berry bushes in going over the ground once.

3. Wild currants and gooseberries do not re-

produce rapidly in an area that has been worked
by an efficient crew. Thorough checking on 2485
acres in eight separate tracts previously gone
over by eradication crews, showed that on an
average acre, 62 bushes (95.5 per cent.) were
destroyed in the first working and three bushes
in the second working. Bushes missed by the
crews usually are small plants growing in under-
brush. Such plants have less leaf surface than
the average plant ; therefore, the total percentage
of protection to the pines is considerably greater
than the total per cent, of currant and goose-
berry bushes destroyed. Judging from data at

hand, control areas usually should be gone over
again five to ten years after the first working.

4. No new pine infections could be found in

1919 on four control areas on which currants
and gooseberries were destroyed in 1916 and
1917. This demonstrates that eradication of cur-

rant and gooseberry bushes is successful in con-

trolling the blister rust.

5. The cost of eradicating currrant and goose-

berry bushes in the northeastern States in 1919
averaged 42 cents per acre for labor, or 54 cents

including supervision. In 1918, the average cost,

including supervision, was 66 cents per acre. In
the New England States, the average labor cost

was reduced from 44 cents per acre last year to

24 cents per acre this year. This low cost was
obtained by employing scientific methods in lo-

cating wild currant and gooseberry bushes. Costs
are expected to be still further reduced in areas

where wild bushes are very numerous, as a re-
sult of successful experiments in destroying such
bushes by spraying them with chemicals.

6. Blister rust infection on pine in the north-
eastern States is increasing rapidly. A strip sur-
vey m one locality in New Hampshire indicates
that one-fourth of the pines on an area of 72
square miles are already infected with the rust.
The disease is widespread in Minnesota, Wiscon-
sin, Ontario and Quebec.

7. Assistance to individual pine owners, towns,
and associations in protecting pine areas from
the blister rust is given by the New England
States, New York, Wisconsin and Minnesota, in
co-operation with the United States Departm'ent
of AgTiculture. In 1919, about $10,000 was sub-
scribed for co-operative eradication of currants
and gooseberries by individuals and associations
in New York. In Massachusetts, local co-oi)ei'a-
tors furnished $1,075. In New Hampshire, 53
towns voted appropriations totaling $8,514, and
34 individuals and firms subscribed $2,053 addi-
tional. The interest of the public in blister rust
control is further evidenced by the fact that this
State destroyed 21,171 bushes of cultivated cur-
rants and gooseberries, belonging to 1,023 own-
ers, and only three owners insisted on compensa-
tion for their bushes. The others willingly ga\e
their currants for the safety of the pines.

8. Owners of young white pine stands in in-
fected regions should hasten to remove currant
and gooseberry bushes (both wild and cultivated)
within at least 200 yards of their pines, to pre-
vent greater damage than has already occurred.
The blister rust is an insidious disease. A tree
usually is severely diseased before the infection
becomes noticeable. Cultivated black cun-ants
are especially susceptible to the blister rust, but
all kinds of currants and gooseberries will cause
serious damage to white pines if the bushes are
not destroyed before they are infected.

9. Cultivated currants and gooseberries should
not be planted in localities where white pine
is an important tree. The laws of some States
prohibit the planting of such bushes without per-
mission from State authorities, except in areas
designated as '^ currant growing districts.^'

White pine plantings are a safe investment if

currant and gooseberry bushes are first destroyed
within 200 to 300 yards. The cost of protection
may be reduced by selecting planting sites as far
removed from cultivated currants and gooseber-
ries as possible, and where the wild bushes are
naturally few or absent. Cultivated black cur-

rants may cause loss if within a mile of the pines.

10. White pine blister rust has not been found
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in the western half of the United States or west-

ern Canada. The abundance of wild currants and

gooseberries in the sugar pine and western white

pine forests would make control of the blister

rust difficult, if not impossible, in most locali-

ties. The principal safeg-uard of these valuable

western forests lies in the strict enforcement of

the Federal quarantines prohibiting shipment of

5-leaved pines, and currants and gooseberries to

points west of the Great Plains.

In Pennsylvania no white pine blister rust was

found in 1919, and relative scarcity of host

plants in Pennsylvania and New Jersey will aid

materially in delaying the spread of the disease

southward.

The disease has been found in all the New

England States, New York, in a few scattered

localities in the other Middle States, and a wide-

spread infection in Michigan and Wisconsin.

None has been reported from the Rocky Moun-

tain and Pacitic Coast region.

Sixty-five species of Hibes are indigenous to

western North America. Out of this large num-

ber can be found species adapted to neaily e\'ery

site condition occurring in these regions. The

constant occurrence of these Ribes would a1-

tord unbroken chains for the dissemination ot

white pine blister rust.

If the sugar pine and western white pine arc

to be kept free from this disease, five-leaveil pines

and currant and gooseberry plants from infected

regions must be kept out of the West, as pro-

vided by quarantines in both the United States

and Canada. Several violations of the Federal

(juarantine have been discovered in the Rocky

Mountain States. A single diseased shipment

of either pine or Ribes may result in enormous

losses in the Far West> both to private and gov-

ernment holdings.

There was also presented at the Conference an

estimate of the stand of 5-needled white pines in

North America in 1919 as follows:

United States:

The reported value of white pine lumber cut

in 1918 in North America is given as over

$80,000,000.

Less Maple Sugar and Syrup Produced.

PRODUCTION of maple sugar and syrup

has declined this year, according to the

Bureau of Crop Estimates, United States

Department of Agriculture. The sugar produc-

tion was 7,529,000 i>ounds, which compares with

10,169,000 pounds in 1919, 13,271,000 pounds in

1918, and 10,839,000 i>ounds in 1917.

Syrup production has not fallen off in the

same degree, and yet the estimate of 3,60(),f)00

gallons for 1920 is much below the 3,854,000 gal-

lons of 1919^ the 4,905,000 gallons of 1918, and

the 4,286,000 gallons of 1917.

With syrup converted to terms of sugar, the

maple sugar production of 1920 amounted to 36,-

373,000 pounds, and this compares with the esti-

mate of 41,005,000 pounds in 1919, 52,513,000

IMDunds in 1918, and 45^127,000 i)ounds in 1917.

The productive season of 1920 was a short one

and the average number of pounds of sugar |)er

tree, with syrup expressed as sugar, was only

1.91, While in the preceding three years the aver-

ages ranged from 2.16 to 2.72 pounds per tree.

l^ennsylvania's maple trees produced a crop of

syi'up and sugar valued at almost a million dol-

lars, this year, according to figures preparetl by

the Bureau of Statistics, Pennsylvania Depart-

ment of Agriculture. The amount of maple syrup

obtained was only 8.3 per cent, of last year's,

while only 80 per cent, as much maple sugar was

turned out. The decreased production was brought

about by unfavorable weather conditions. About

264,600 gallons of maple syrup were produced

and sold at an average price of $2.75 per gallon,

representing a total value of $727,670. There

were 549,440 pounds of maple sugar produce<l

and sold for 37 cents per pound, the total value

being $203,292.

Lake States 9

1 nland Empire 23

Sujiar Pine 38

84.5Total

Canada

:

Western Canada 2.5

Eastern (^anada 60

Total 62.5

Grand Total North America 147

lion
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of commission by boring holes in the cables,

through which the water enters, rendering the

wire connections useless until the place is found

and repaired.

'^Continued experiments with chemical sub-

stances applied to linished and crude forest prod-

ucts show that very few of the many substances

that have been tried are effective, and, with crude

products, none of them is so economical as sim-

ple and inexpensive management in logging and

manufacture which will render the conditions of

the bark and the wood unfavorable to attack.

'^ Continued studies of termite or white ant

damage to the woodwork of buildings has led to

the discovery that, one of the most destructive

species can not live if deprived of moisture in

oround or foundation timbers; thus it is possible

to prevent serious damage.
'^ Investigations of shade-tree insects have con-

tinued, and there has been much correspondence

about insects of this class.

^^The recent appearance of the so-called seven-

teen-year locust, or periodical cicada, has given

an opi>ortunity for detailed study of certain

l)oints, and motion pictures have been made.''

The Eastern National Forests.

THE National Forest Reservation Commis-

sion has issued a brochure entitled ^* Prog-

ress of Purchase of Eastern National For-

ests'' well illustrated with plates and maps.

The Act of March 1, 1911, which was designed

]>rimarily for affording protection to the head-

waters of navigable streams, seeks its results

tlii'ough the maintenance of forests. It thus of-

fers a means of furthering fheasures for main-

taining a supply of eastern timber. Under its

provisions there had been acquired to January 1,

1920, a total of 1,841,934 acres of spruce and

ha I'dwood forests in the White Mountains, and the

Southern Appalachian regions have been, or are,

in process of being acquired, out of more than

50,000,000 acres of this class of timber-land. All

of these purchases are rough lands in the moun-

tainous sections of the country.

The original Weeks bill carried an appropria-

tion of $11,000,000, and to this $600,000 was add-

ed for the fiscal year 1920. The Commission has

authorized the expenditure of all but $300,000.

The 1,841,934 acres are being purchased at an

average price of $5.26 per acre, and as the mer-

chantable timber has increased in value, the Na-
tional Forests will not only serve in their protec-

tive function, but be an excellent investment

financially.

Some of the tracts have merchantable timber .

on them. Many purchases, however, through

neglect by prior owners have been burned and

their earning capacity greatly reduced, or are

cut-over lands, or lands in young timber which

can yield no immediate returns. The cutting of

timber by the government on acquired land is

conservative, less timber being sold each year

than the estimated annual replacement by

growth. The receipts for the fiscal year 1919 on

the then acquired area of 1,347,660 acres was

$71,942.

There have been twenty-one purchase areas

located in nine States in the important hardwood

and spruce regions of the White Mountains and

Southern Appalachians. On seventeen of these,

purchases have been authorized. These pur-

*chase areas have an area of nearly 7,000,000

acres, including some interior farming land.

A further appropriation of the kind which has

been recommended;, covering a period of years,

would be expended primarily in acquiring lands

on areas which have already been located so as

to secure consolidation and more efficient ad-

ministration, and with the further abject of ex-

tending the policy of new units located particu-

larly in States in which no purchase areas have

as yet been established.

The Forest Reservation Commission gives the

total area of hardwood and spruce lands in the

mountains of the Eastern States, which is un-

suited for agricultural purposes and should be
\|

maintained in productive forests, in excess of

30,000,000 acres.

The purchases not only promote navigation

through the maintenance of equitable stream

flow, and through reducing deposits of silt, but

aid in securing a supply of hardwoods and of

spruce for pulp and for airplane construction.

A collateral advantage is that enjoyed by

towns in securing their supply of domestic water

from watersheds in whole or in part owned by

the government and lying within the forests.

There are seventeen municipalities, including

four large hotels which now make use of this

privilege, while twenty-nine municipalities and

five hotels secure their supply from lands which

have not been acquired, but are located within

the purchase areas. Government control assures

sanitation of such areas without interfering with

their use for timber production. These forests

can also be used for recreational purposes, while

certain restricted areas have already been desig-

nated as game preserves.

Detailed descriptions and maps are given of

seventeen purchase areas.
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Forestry in Blair County in 1919.

The Blair County Game, Fish and Forestry
Association has issued its 5th Annual Report.

This Association has been doing a notable

work in conserving the forests, game and fish of

Blair County, and descriptions are given of what
was accomplished in the year 1919.

The Forestry Committee reported as follows:
^* Because of the importance of the forests to

our industries, water supply, game, and health of

the citizens, a survey of the Blair County timber

lands has been attempted.

There are 134,000 acres of timber land in the

County, of which 11,647 acres are municipal

water shed, and 27,520 acres are railroad water-

shed. On this total of 39,167 acres, some
principles of forest protection and management
are in constant application.

On the remainder, 94,833 acres, lumbermen and
farmers find their timber supply, but this

amounts to only 15 per cent, of the lumber used

by the County. These lands are less protected

from fire than those of the railroads and of the

municipalities.

.
Fires in the last nineteen years caused 68 per

cent, of the wood land to be burned over, and

caused, directly and indirectly, a total loss of

$270,300.00. The cost to extinguish these fires

per year amounts to two mills per acre burned

over, paid out of the County Treasury.

A tax of one-half of one cent per acre on the

134,000 acres would not only pay cost of ex-

tinguishing fires for two years, but would allow

the hiring of extra wardens in dry times, to

patrol the more valuable i>arts of the forests.

The past custom of distributing shade trees to

members, in the Spring, was omitted because of

the high cost of the trees.

Sixty-seven white Mtilberry trees were secured

from the State Forestry Department and were

planted at different spots in the County by the

Roy Scouts. This tree furnishes food for game
and insectivorous birds.

Thirty-five Fire Wardens are in active service

and two special Wardens were employed during

the Fall and Spring. The importance to the

citizens of the Blair County forest condition may
be realized when it is stated that for the past

eighteen years the annual amount of wood cut

has been 3,300,000 cubic feet, while but 1,700,000

cubic feet of lumber of cutting size is annually

growing. Which means the exhaustion of Blair

County's forests in about thirty-five years.

This will mean not only the loss to industries

depending upon the present timber supply, but

m addition $85,000 worth of labor is lost. The
United States Forest Service is making strenuous
efforts to devise a Federal forest policy agreeable
to the private owners of timber land which aims
at replanting and other conservative measures
for the protection of our remaining forests and
their conservative use. If such a policy is adoi)t-
ed, it will also benefit Blair County.'^

Development of Alaskan Forests for Paper
Production.

Secretary Meredith is convinced that there is a
large opportunity for the Department of Agri-
culture to assist in the economic upbuilding of
Alaska. As one means to this end, attention is

called to the favorable situation for the establish-
ment of paper mills in the territory, and offering

co-operation by making available National Forest
pulpwood on terms that will provide a satis-

factory operating basis.

The Secretary believes that the development
of the forest and hydro-electric resources of
Alaska is a practicable means of increasing the
supplies of newsprint available for the United
States, and thus eventually lessening the paper
shortage, now so acute. The National Forests of

Alaska probably contain 100,000,000 cords of

timber suitable for the manufacture of newsprint

and other grades of paper. Under careful man-
agement, these forests can produce 2,000,000

cords of pulpwood annually for all time, or

enough to manufacture one-third of the })ulp

{)roducts now consumed in the United States.

The Alaskan Forests also contain the second

chief essential of a paper-manufacturing industry

—water power. While no accurate survey of

water powers has been made, known projects

have a possible development of 100,000 horse-

power; and the department estimates that a com-

plete exploration of the National Forests in

southern Alaska will increase their potential

power to a quarter of a million.

The chief drawbacks which have prevented

paper making in Alaska hitherto have been the

large investments required for new plants, in-

accessibility and lack of development in Alaska,

and the transportation charges to consumin«:

regions in the Central and Eastern States. It

is believed, however, that these obstacles are more

than offset by the present acute demand and

high prices for all grades of paper; and that the

near future should witness a movement of the

paper industry into southeastern Alaska.

Alaska is destined to become a second Norway.

I'
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With enormous forests of rapidly growing species

suitable for pulp, water power, and tidewater

shipment of manufactured products, Alaska will

undoubtedly become one of the principal paper

sources of the United States. A substantial

development of the paper industry in this

wonderful region, combined with the intelligent

reforestation of pulp lands in the older regions,

should settle forever the question of a paper

shortage in the United States. Within the last

ten years, the Forest Service has brought about

the sale of 420,000,000 feet of sawtimber in the

National Forests of Alaska. A number of areas

suitable for pulp operations have been cruised

and prepared for sale; and during the coming

summer the survey of pulpwoods will be extended

in order that other desirable tracts may be

brought to the attention of manufacturers.

Promising developments in paper manufacture,

in fact, are now pending. The Forest Service has

also investigated stream flow in co-operation with

the Geological Survey, and has collected data of

value to engineers in planning power develop-

ments.

To encourage a paper industry in Alaska,

National Forest timber will be offered for large

installations bnder mutually favorable termsL<

The department is prepared to contract sufficient

stumpage to supply paper mills for thirty years.

The timber will be paid for from month to month
as it is cut, obviating the necessity for large in-

vestments in raw material.

The initial prices, based upon current timber

values in Alaska, are sufficiently low to make the

cost of pulpwood stumpage a relatively negligible

factor to the manufacturer. On several areas

which have been appraised, the spruce timber is

priced at 50 cents a cord and the hemlock timber

at 25 cents. These rates will apply dui'ing the

first five years following th*e installation of the

plant. Thereafter prices will be readjusted at

five-year intervals if current timber values in

Alaska warrant, but with equitable provisions

regarding maximum rates which, in no event, will

be exceeded during the earlier portion of the con-

tract.

At the present juncture, the opening up of the

foi'ests of Alaska for the development of the

l>a|)er in lustry will supply one of the most
critical economic needs of the United States to

the profit and service of both Alaska and the

people of the several States without in any wav
sacrificing or interfering with the purposes for

which the forests were established.

The Bamboo Plant.

Np]BUCHADNEZZAR has attracted some
centuries of curiosity as a grazing human,
but he deserves no credit for the unique

quality of his exploit. The Bureau of Plant In-

dustry, United States Department of Agricul-

ture, asserts that the natives of the Far East

were eating grass in the form of edible bamboo
sprouts long before. And now the tender

sprout of the bamboo, prepared for the table in

the same manner as asparagus, is declared to be

a delicious spring, vegetable for American tables.

It probably is news to most Americans to learn

that there are several bamboo plantations of

undoubted value already established in Georgia

and Louisiana. Bamboo, according to scientists,

is not a tree, but a giant grass. It grows like

asparagus, the new plants > forming from the

original roots. The bamboo sprout shoots up at

the incredible rate of a foot a day, and when
mature has a stem 4 inches in diameter and 50

feet high. It requires no cultivation. The grown

timber has an infinite number of industrial uses

owing to the light composition of the wood and

its long, tough fibres. It can be used for barrel

hoops, ladders, trellises, etc.

It is a valuable crop. In 1902 the leadinu

Japanese growers estimated an annual profit of

$50 an acre from the sale of the edible sprouts

and grown timber. Present conditions would

warrant a much larger profit. An acre of bam-

boo will produce abmit 1,000 edible shoots each

spring and will continue the production for 40

or 50 years without being renewed.

More general introduction is urged for the

South Atlantic, Gulf and Southern Pacific States

where conditions for bamboo culture are favor-

able.
'

New Jersey has nearly 2,000,000 acres of

woodland, most of it in a degraded condition be-

cause of repeated forest fires, wasteful logging,

neglect of o\vners, and abuse by the public. As

determined by soil surveys and careful studies

nearly three-quarters of this area is unfit for

any profitable use other than growing timber.

If this is made into productive, profitable for-

ests, the value can be rapidly increased from the

]>resent total of $6,000,000 to over $20,000,000.

Instead of furnishing less than one-tw^entieth of

the lumber used within the State as at present,

New Jersey ^s woodlands are capable of supply-

ing a large part of the ordinary lumber and wood
products required by its people.
. ' ' .

.i •".'i : ' •
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United States Timber Depletion.

THAT the high cost of lumber and news-
print is due in no small measure to the
using up of the forests east of the Great

Plains was stated by the Secretary of Agriculture
in forwarding to the Senate a report by the For-
est Service on timber depletion, called for by
i-esolution of Senator Capper.

''Scarcity of timber in the Eastern States is

by no means the only cause of high prices. Forest
products have shared in the wave of inflated
values. An auction lumber market would have
resulted in any event from the sudden release
of pent-up demands for housing and industrial
material at a tim€ when lumber stocks were short
and the saw mills unable to resi>ond rapidly with
increased production. But the facts remain that
three-fifths of the original tind)er of the United
States is- gone ; that we are using timber four
times as fast as we are growing it; and that
nearly two-thirds of the timber left is west of
the Great Plains where its availability to the
average user is greatly lessened.'^

The Forest Service estimates that 2,215 billion

feet of timber is left in the United States. Never-
theless, the bulk of its population and industries
are handicapped by the exhaustion of the forest
regions which formerly supplied them. New
England has one-eighth of her original timber.
New York manufactures about one-tenth of the
lumber required by her own population. The
present lumber cut of Pennsylvania is less than
the amount consumed in the Pittsburgh district
alone. The States on the Great Lakes, which for
thirty years supplied most of the eastern and
central regions with softwood lumber, now cut
less than one-eighth of their former production,
and are themselves i^lporting softwoods from the
Pacific Coast. The cut of Southern pine, the
standard lumber of the East for the last fifteen

years, is now falling off. Within a decade it will

not exceed the requirements of the South itself.

The Secretary of Agriculture iwints out that
the freight bill on the average thousand feet of
lumber used in the United States is rising stead-
ily. The falling lumber cut in the East and its

<'oncentration in a few regions increases the ef-

fect of car shortage, labor troubles, and bad
weather upon lumber stocks and prices. It marks
the disappearance of effective competition be-
tween groups of sawmills in different manufac-
turing regions, which has been the great leveler
of the lumber market.

The Forest Service reports that building

grades of softwood lumber retailed in the
Middle West for $15.00 to $20.00 per thou-
sand feet prior to 1900 when the material
was cut in the Lake States, and for $25 to $35
per thousand feet somewhat later when Southern
pine supplied this market. Now, with Western
lumber taking over the territory, the price level
has advanced to $80 or $85. Practically every
softwood market in the United States reflects
these distinct and advancing price levels as the
result of local timber depletion. Lack of compe-
tition contributes to the increase. Instances are
cited where the consumer of certain lumber
grades in the Ohio Valley has paid as much as
$50 per thousand board feet more than the con-
sumer of the same grades on the West Coast,
over and above all transportation charges.

^' Other existing evidences of timber depletion
are the scarcity and excessive cost of timber
products of high quality, particularly of hard-
woods, which already is critical for many Ameri-
can industries, the shrinking production of tur-
pentine and tosin in the Southern pineries, and
the necessity of importing two-thirds of the news-
print which the United States requires.

''Timber depletion has not resulted from the
use of our forests, but from their devastation.
There are 463,000,000 acres of forest land of all

classes in the United States, including burned,
culled, and cut-over. Of this amount 81,000,000
acres is an unproductive waste. Upon enormous
additional areas the growth is so small in amount
or of such inferior character that its economic
value is negligible. These forest lands will pro-
duce the timber required by the country if they
are kept at work full time growing trees. But
unless timber growth takes the place of devasta-
tion from forest fires and destructive methods of
cutting, our consumption of lumber must drop to
the level of European countries where wood is an
imported luxury.''

The Secretary advises the Senate that there
has been no marked change in the concentration
of timber ownership during the last ten years.
About 2;50 large owners control half of the
private timber in the United States. The specu-
lative holding of timber has been checked to some
extent, some of the principal properties have been
decreased, and the present tendency is toward
manufacturing o])erations. He reports that no
information has been obtained to justify a con-
clusion that a lumber monopoly of any great
scale exists.

At the same time the lumber industry is, in

part, being more closely organized in large oper-

ating and marketing groups. Although there is stiJI

*
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a \ ery larjie number ot* individual timber owners

and sawmills, the larger interests are securing a

more dominant place in lumber manufacture in

the West. As timber depletion goes on these

lai'ue owners will more closely control the remain-

ing supplies, particularly the old growth of high

(luality. This situation points toward a natural

mouoiioly of the high grade softwood timber.

Secretary Meredith endorses the position taken

by the Forest Service that the fundamental need

arising from this situation is to grow trees. He

strongly urges a national policy of reforestation.

The most effective attack both upon excessive

l)rices and i>ossible monopolies of lumber or news-

print is the production of timber as a steady crop

on non-agi'icultural lands in all parts of the coun-

try. The immediate steps which the Secretary

recommends to Congress are an enlargement of

the National Forests on a wide scale and legisla-

tion which will enable the Forest Service to co-

oiierate effectively with the States in stopping

forest fires and gi'owing timber on State and

private land. At the same time a comprehensive

survev of the forest resources of the United

States should be made, concerning such matters

as the quantities of timber available for each

form of use, the classification of land as between

the production of timber and farm crops, and the

timber growing resources and timber needs of

each region.

Notes.

A strict Federal embargo upon all Christmas

trees and evergreens from the districts in the

New England States, that are infested with

gyi)sy moth, has been urged by Secretary Fred

Rasmussen;, of the Pennsylvania Department of

Aiiriculture. Pennsvlvania has maintained an

embargo airainst trees from the infected area

for some years, but despite these precautions,

trees have been shipped into the State, as it is

practically impossible to examine every tree

leaching the Commonwealth, the snow and ice

with which the foliage is covered making it next

to impossible to find the nests of moth eggs.

Secretary Rasmussen has asked the Federal

Hoiticultural Board at Washington, that the Fed-
oral embargo be declared. Similar action has

been taken by commissioners of agriculture in a

number of other States.

The gypsy moth was first imported into Bos-
ton, and the cities within the infested zone are

large enough to use up all Christmas trees and
evergreens cut in the infested area if the Fed-
eral embargo is declared.

Bows of Yew for Modem Archers.

ON the Snoqualmie National Forest in Wash-

ington a quantity of yew has been sold to

be used in making bows. The yew has long

been known as the best of all bow woods. Famous

English archers would have no other. Richard

in ordered bowyers to make four bows of witch-

hazel, ash, or elm to every one of yew, in order

that the supply of this valued wood might be

preserved. This is said to be one of the earliest

forest regulations in England. The staves from

which bows were made in those early days were

seasoned for three years before being made into

bows and the bows were not used for two years

after being completed.

The American yew is botanically very similar

to the European yew. One of the three species

found in the United States grows only in Florida

and is a small tree. Another is a shrub growing

in the north Atlantic region, while the third oc-

curs in the forests of the Pacific coast. It is the

latter that grows in the Snoqualmie National For-

est. When mature it usually is from 20 to 30

feet high and from 6 to 12 inches in diameter.

On account of its elasticity and strength the

Indians of the Northwest utilized the wood of

the yew for their bows and often for canoe pad-

dles. Yew wood is also well adapted to carving

and numerous attractive articles can be made
from it. Not only does the grain of the wood

make it possible to carve attractive designs, but

the combination of red bark, white sapwood, and

rose red heartwood make especially pleasing ef-

fects possible.

That the lumberman should not carry all of

the blame for the condition of forest depletion

to which the country is awakening, is the text

of an editorial in '* Lumber*' (St. Louis), com-

menting on the recent appointment of Dean
Hugh P. Baker, of the New York State College

of Forestry, to the secretaryship of the American
Paper and Pulp Association. ^* Little, if any-

thing, worth while has been said or written about

the part the consumers or users of lumber have

played in this now national game of forest de-

pletion—a game that is developing in some quar-

ters into a crime. But 'the worm is turning.*

The responsibility for forest depletion is being

slowly but surely placed where it properly be-

longs, and the forestry problem is becoming an

issue in the solution of which almost every in-

dustry of the country must take a part—and a

responsible part/*
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EDITORIAL.

IT
is not many years since an important edu-

cational institution sensed the growing de-
mand for instruction in practical forestry,

and honestly purposed providing to meet that
demand.

While the subject was being discussed one ot
the officials most active in the work was asked,
''Where is your forestry faculty?*' He replied'

''We will take a number of the members of the
present faculty, stand them up against the wall
and say> 'There is our faculty!' '' The reply
was based on an honest belief that all the in-

struction necessary could be given without special
training by an average college faculty.

Forestry in this country has already become
so specialized, so exact in detail, and with so
many points of contact with other great inter-

ests that it ranks as a profession of the first

order. No education falling short in any neces-
sary direction can be considered as sufficient.

Here is the standard set by the Pennsylvania
State College: ''The course in Forestry is profes-
sional in character. Its aim is to train men for
government, State and private forestry work, and
lor the lumber industry. The complete forestry
course is covered in four years of college work.
The theoretical principles of forestry are studied
at the college and their practical application is

made in the woods at the close of the Freshman
and Sophomore years, and the last two months
of the Senior year are spent in practical forest
^^ork in the woods.''

A careful study of the curriculum as given in
tli<' catalogue shows a student requires for en-
t It nee a good high school course, or must pass
ail examination.

One would like to make extended report upon
tlu- curriculum itself, but lack of space forbids.
It can be said, however, that it involves careful
tiJiining in botany, zoology, geology, chemistry,
'J'i't hematics (which includes actual mensuration
ot land areas and topographical surveying)
<l<'fi(lrology, silviculture, tree diseases, economic
hi tory, seeding and planting, wood technology,
political economy, forest law, lumber and its uses,
billing and marketing, forest m»msement, farm

wood lot, French, or German, or Spanish,
rhetoric, expression and physical education.

All of the above is admirable. The Pennsyl-
vania Forestry Association spent a delightful
day (June 24th) in the Forestry Camp of the
btate College. Every provision was made there
tor the practical application of the principles
taught in the classroom. The tract itself, situ-
ated on the boundary line between Clinton and
Centre Counties, contains, it is said, about 14,000
acres. Queen Christina, of Spain, had at one time
a certain interest in it, though she never was the
actual owner. From it during the early days,
Washington furnace derived its supply of char-
coal. The forest cover is already of good size.
The last cutting was twenty years ago and then
down only to an eight inch diameter. The trees
are of the usual middle Pennsylvania species.
Fishing Creek and some of its tributary streams
flow through the valley. The topographic fea-
tures of the entire region are among the most
attractive of this State.

One may, without exaggeration, say that a si)ot

so secluded yet so accessible, should belong to
the State. The public demand for such outing
grounds is too insistent to be longer overlooked.
The public servant who cannot recognize this fact
has not sufficient vision for his post. Now is the
time to secure for public use such scenic i)arks.

They will not be available much longer.

At the time of our visit the tract was being
used for practical instruction, not only by the
College Forestry students, but by the students of

other departments. In fact, that tract is indis-

pensable to the State College, and should be

secured as a portion of its equipment for educa-
tional purposes. The Forest School at Mont
Alto is in the heart of a great State forest re-

serve, and it is hardly fair that the State Col-

lege School should be obliged to give its forestry

instruction on private property.

Very much more might be said in this connec-

tion, but one should not leave unsaid this fact:

The State of Pennsylvania can purchase that

tract now at a reasonable price; use it as a

ground upon which the State College students

may round out their professional education, and

if tired of the ownership may at any time after

the next ten years sell it for more than it cost
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regret of the death of our esteemed fellow mem-

ber, Joseph Elkinton.

Resolved, That we deplore the loss of the coun-

sel and support of Mr. Elkinton from the cause

to the promotion of which our Association is de-

voted. He was a true nature lover, fond of

the woods, and his presence and helpful co-

operation meant much to forestry in our State.

We shall miss his gracious presence and kindly

friendship, and we tender to his family our

hearty sympathy in their great loss.

Resolution Adopted by the Council of the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association,

July 26, 1920.

Address of Hon. Gifford Pinchot.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Council was held

on July 26th, 1920, to consider what

action should be taken in support of the

Governor and of the State Forest Reservation

Commission in asking from the next Legislature

a larger appropriation than has heretofore been

given for promotion of the forestry interests of

the State. The following resolution was adopted

:

Resolved, That the Pennsylvania Forestry As-

sociation should and will give hearty support

to the Governor of Pennsylvania and to the

Department of Forestry in urging upon the

Legislature convening in 1921 the urgent ne-

cessity in the interest of the State of larger

appropriations to be applied to the protection

of our forests from fires, the encouragement

and support of the growth of new wood, and

the acquisition and planting of large areas of

land in our State fit for tree growth and not

suitable for agriculture.

Resolved, That the members of the Association

throughout the State be urged to bring this mat-

ter to the attention of prospective members of

the next Legislature and to all others interested.

Timber raising in Eastern United States pays

because

—

1. There is plenty of cheap land unfit for agri-

culture.

2. The abundant rainfall permits rapid tree

growth.

3. Transportation facilities by rail and water

are good.

4. Numerous large cities furnish an adequate
market.

5. The region is far removed from the virgin

supplies of the Pacific Northwest.

HON. GIFFORD PINCHOT, Commissioner

of Forestry, spoke of the problems to be

faced in Pennsylvania with 5,000,000

acres of waste land, and the losses incurred in

importing timber (amounting to $100,000,000 an-

nually) into the State, which should produce its

own supplies. The foundations for a continuous

forest policy should be laid. This would mean

three things : First, stopping forest fires ; second,

creating a public opinion which will enable the

State to secure the 5,000,000 acres of desert land,

reforest and handle it well; third, private

lands amounting to another 5,000,000 acres must

be kept safe from forest fires. There is a law that

lands can be declared a nuisance if not taken

care of, and a heavy fine imposed to make the

owners keep their lands reasonably safe from

fires. All weapons which the Department of

Forestry can employ, will be used to prevent for-

est fires.

On public lands it is a question of fire preven-

tion. Narrow trails cut down to mineral soil, to

check spread of fires and to enable men to go

quickly from one place to another. Good roads,

telephone lines, fire towers, fire wardens, etc.

To stop forest fires an informed and effective

public opinion is needed, and must be created

which will brand as a malefactor whoever sets a

forest afire, even negligently. This is a most

powerful weapon. If the State is to acquire

5,000,000 acres of Pennsylvania desert nothing

but an informed public opinion will enable us to

do it, whether it is secured by the new Constitu-

tion providing for a bond issue of $25,000,000, or

by a series of appropriations by the Legislature.

Forestry at this |>eriod of development is de-

pendent on underlying public sentiment.

A tribute was paid to Dr. J. T. Rothrock for

his effort on behalf of forestry in Pennsylvania.

The present State Forests and system was due

to him, and the tool he used at the beginning

was the Pennsylvania Forestry Association.

The Association could either continue as at

present and do a little in backing up the De-

partment of Forestry, or be a big factor in put

ting forestry where it ought to be. It should also

continue to publish *^ Forest Leaves.''

A long struggle had just been won at Wash
ington in the coal, oil and water bills which ha<l

just been passed; many times they were nearly

defeated, but the friends of conservation still

fought on and finally won. Each of these bilN

should eventually turn into the treasury of tho

United States a large share of the cost of th»'

I
World's War. To win these fights required a

force which was uncontrolled by officials, and al-
ways urging that which is right.

The situation in Pennsylvania is parallel. We
will win if we have the proper fighting spirit,
the proper plan, and the push behind it. If it

becomes necessary to demand large sums for for-
est protection, to purchase lands, or revise the
present forest laws to make Pennsylvania self-

sustaining in timber, nothing more is necessary
than a fighting organization behind the plan, and
he would welcome most cordially the support of
the Pennsylvania Forestry Association.

•

Address of Seth E. Gordon, Secretary of
Game Commission.

IT
gives me, as Secretary of the Board of

Game Commissioners, as well as a moinbeT'
of this Association, a great deal of pleasure

to be present and address you on the work of
the Board of Game Commissioners and its rela-

tion to the activities of this Association.

So that all present may more fully understand
how the Board of Game Commissioners was es-

tablished, I want to say that an organization
such as this, only more interested in game and
wild bird protection directly than in the larger

Held of forestry work, was formed in Harris-
burg in 1890 under the name of the Pennsvl-

•

vania State Sportsmen's Association. The sports-

men at the head of this movement realize<l that

far more benefit would come to our interests by
joining forces and working in unison than could

possibly come through individual effort, no mat-
ter how concerted that might be. The orurani-

zation so forme<l kept going forward and ingather-

ing strength until in 1895 sufficient sentiment
had been crystallized to present properly to the

Legislature the advisability of establishing a I)e-

l)artment by Act of Assembly that would be

charged with the pro|>er enforcement and a<l-

ininistration of the statutes then on the books a?,

well as legislation deemed necessary later on.

The organic law governing the Board as passe<l

in 18i)5 has not been materially change<l since

that time. The Board consists of six members
appointed by the Governor, at the present time

<omj)osed of six prominent business and profes-

sional men, who are willing to devote such time
to the work of the sportsmen of Pennsylvania as

may be necessary to properly direct the aiTairs

of the Department without a single i>enny of
» <*uuineration for either time or expenses in-

< urred. A number of the members of the

l^oard have devoted a great deal of time ami
"loney to the work, several of them having

traveled half way across the continent on more
than one occasion to attend meetings of the
Board, and it was most gratifying to me as well
as the sportsmen of the Stat» to find five out
of SIX members of the Board attending the Na-
tional Conference at the Waldorf-Astoria March
1st and 2nd, the other member being unavoidably
absent. The sportsmen of the State agree that
with a Board such as this they are receiving
the benefit of a ripe experience in sportsmanship
and business affairs on the part of these six
men that could not be secured in any other way.
The Secretary and Chief Game Protector, while
executive officer of the Board, is simply a servant
of the Board, the same as all other employees.

Sportsmen's Organizations.—Since the cre-
ation of the Department special stress has been
laid upon the advisability of sportsmen and others
interested in wild life conservation forming or-
ganizations in all parts of the State, and at the
present time there are many local organizations
scattered throughout the Commonwealth that are
each in their way doing an invaluable service to
all persons interested in conservation.

Co-operation With Other Departments.—
The employees of the Game Commission have for
a number of years past been endeavoring to co-

operate with other forces interested in any phase
of conservation, and this year were of very ma-
terial assistance to the Department of Forestry,

as has just been testified by the Chief Forester,

Hon. Gifford Pinchot, in reducing the losses

from forest fires throughout the State as well as

aiding to bring to justice persons responsible for

the setting of forest fires. We have likewise been

assisting the Department of Fisheries in the en-

forcement of their laws, as well as the Secre-

tary of Agriculture in the enforcement of the

dog license law.

Field Okoanization.—Our present field organi-

zation consists of 10 traveling or supervisory

(Jame Protectors, G4 Game Protectors in charge

of county districts (a man for every county ex-

cept in three cases where two small counties are

joined together as a unit), 10 Assistant Game
Protectors aiding county officers in difficult dis-

tricts, and the 24 Game Preserve Keepers in

charge of our game preserves. This field organi-

zation is constantly kept busy with the many

duties imjx)sed upon them, and are devoting fully

IT) per cent, of their efforts to the educaton of

our people to the value of game and wild bird

protection, as well as the conservation of other

natural resources, the other 25 per cent, being

devoted to the discharge of police powers con-

ferred upon the Department in such manner as
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may be necessary to secure proper compliance

with the provisions of law.

Tribute to Dr. Kalbfus.—The Game Commis-

sion operated for six years without an appropri-

ation to pay a salary to its executive officer, and

nght here I want to take occasion to pay a

ti'ibute to a man who was sufficiently interested

in the work of wild life conservation to devote

six years of his life to the work of the people of

Pennsylvania without a penny of pay from the

Commonwealth, who faced all sorts of dangei'S,

underwent all kinds of hardships and privations

to put the woi'k he had undertaken into the place

it has now reached. A more loyal, devoted, con-

scientious State ollicial never existed—I refer to

Dr. Joseph Kalbfus, who was killed while in the

performance of his duties on Aui^ust 10, 11)10, in

Warren County.

Appropriations.—The first appropriation the

Crame Commission obtained was in 1807 when

$800 Avas appropriated to the use of the Com-

mission for two years to pay postage and express

charges. In ISOO the same amount was appropri-

ated. Fi'om that time on the appropriations

were as lollows:

1001 $3,000

1003 12,000

1005 20,000

1007 40,000

1000 00,000

1011 55,200

1013 07,400

This was the last ai)propriation asked from the

general revenue of the Commonwealth, b(H^ause

the sportsmen in 101.'J were successful in having

the Leji^islature place uj^on our statute books what

is known as the Resident Hunter's License Act,

through which a total of i]05,028 licenses were

issued that vear. The Countv Treasurers receive<l

10 per cent, for the issuance of the licenses, so

that the net revenue to the Department was 00

per cent, of :]05,02S licenses at $1.00 earli. The
issuance of licenses since 1013 has been as fol-

lows :

Year Resident

1014 208,072

1015 262,.355

1010 200,422

1017 :n5,474

1018 :ni,2oo

1019 401,i:30

From this you will see that hist year we had
more than 400,000 licensed hunters in Pennsvl-

vania, and since there are 210,000 farms in the

State it has been estimated that there are at least

200,000 men in the State who hunted legally with-

out licenses, or it means that in Pennsylvania we

Non-Resident

402

532

0G2

588

478

1128

last year during our hunting season had an

army of 600,000 men in the field. The Federal

authorities have estimated that there are 6,000,

000 hunters in the entire United States. This

means, therefore, that in Pennsylvania we have

one-tenth of the entire hunting population, and

with the improved firearms, improved roads, auto-

mobiles, etc., we now have it is a wonder there

is a single bird or animal of any kind alive in

our forests today.

Game Killed.—Regardless of the army of

hunters that we have had each year for a num^

ber of years past we last year had actual records

of 2,013 legal male deer, 472 bears and 5,181 wild

turkeys being killed with almost innumerable

other game birds and animals, the total weight

of which, based on a most conservative estimate,

aggregated more than 3,600 tons. This flesh

taken during our hunting season last year, if

figured at the average price for flesh equally de-

sirable, would be worth more than three million

dollars-, and this is only one phase of the benefit

derived by our sportsmen. Many tired, indoor

workers through outdoor recreation of hunting,

are able to again take up their everyday voca-

tion with renewed vigor and strength. Thou-

sands of men yearly learn to handle firearms and

to shift for themselves. It teaches their boys

something they could not secure in any other way
and makes them the superiors of the youngs man-

hood of any other nation on the face of the

earth.

Hunting Accidents.—While last year we had

35 men killed and 128 men wounded, which did

not prove fatal, in comparison to 19 men killed in

1018 and 48 men wounded, the number of acci-

dents is not greater, comparatively speaking,

than were the same 600,000 men engaged in any

other walk ot life for the same |>eriod. We were

unfortunate in having one man killed in Penn-

sylvania in mistake for a deer, the first accident

of this kind, however, since 1914, when an em-

ployee of the Department of Forestry was killed

in Lycoming County in the same manner. Our

law protecting deer as it now exists in Pennsyl-

vania has not only very materially increased the

deer of the State but has annually saved the

lives of dozens of men. Our sister State to the

norths New York, learned through a most sad

experience the absolute fallacy of j>ermitting the

killing of both sexes of deer, more than a dozen

men being shot in mistake for a deer, nine of

them proving fatal and their stock of breeding

animals has been so materially reduced that it

will take them a number of years to recover.

Fortunately, however, the good sportsmen ol

New York State were able to have this legisla-

tion stricken from the statute books, pnd even
better legislation enacted than they had previ-
ously to protect not only their deer but the
sportsmen as well.

Bounty Work.-—Our work in the payment of
bounties during the past year has shown that
the present system is probably the best all-round
system for the payment of bounties in use any-
where in the United States. While it may be
true that to a certain extent earnivora of various
species are necessary to maintain the balance of
nature, still in Pennsylvania the sportsmen hold
that the balance of nature has long since been
disturbed by men and it is up to men to hold
in check the things that do not have natural
enemies sufficient to keep them within reason-
able bounds. We paid bounties last year, Juno
1st to May 31st, on 320 wild cats, 4,718 gray
foxes, 2,408 red foxes, 2,270 mink, 48,885 weas-
els, amounting to $113,802.

Game Preserve Work.—As previously stated,
we now have in Pennsylvania 24 Game Preserves.
Through good house-keeping the Board of Game
Commissioners accumulated a little nest egg in

the State Treasury which has given the sjiorts-

men more or less concern. The Department wise-

ly was expanding gradually and for that reason
the funds referred to accumulated with the re-

sult that the sportsmen agreed among themselves
that the best thing to do would be to purchase
tracts of from 5,000 to 8,000 acres in sections

where the State Forestry Department does not

own lands, and create on the centre of such tracts

one of our State Game Preserves, leaving the bal-

ance open to hunting for all time. One hundred
thousand dollars was appropriated for this pur-

pose to cover lands contracted for during the

lirst year, and $50,000 per year thereafter if

there are sufficient funds to permit the expendi-

ture of this amount in that direction. I am glad to

say that we have matters in shape so that we
hoi>e to establish probably 10 new Game Pre-

serves this year in widely scattered portions of

the State where there are now no State lands,

the purjwse being to start the work in the hope
that later on the Department of Forestry will

he in a i)osition to purchase large areas of wild

land surrounding the tracts purchased by the

sportsmen. As you are no doubt aware each
one of the present game sanctuaries consists of

approximately 2,500 to 3,000 acres of \vild land,

surrounded with a single wire about waist high
to the average man, and a fire line upon which
tiles may be met and extinguished, also ;i line

of notices calling the attention of the people of

the State to the purpose of the enclosure. The

ofhcer in charge works continuously to improve
game conditions, and each of these sanctuaries is
undoubtedly doing a work in the territory where
located that could not be done in anv other way.
As an evidence of the enormous increase of

wild life under favorable conditions I cite the
situation surrounding our Mont Alto game pre-
serve, the third sanctuary of this kind to be
establishe<l in the State, which was done largely
at the instance of the former Commissioner of
Forestry, Dr. Rothrock, one of the leaders in the
Pennsylvania Forestry Association since its con-
ception. When the Mont Alto Game Preserve
was established in the winter of 1906-^07 the
deer were practically exterminated in nearly all
the surrounding country. Only 4 deer were
killed in that surrounding territory the previous
season. Twenty-five deer were stocked, 22 does
and 3 bucks, and they gradually increased and
spread out until last hunting season more than
425 legal male deer were killed in the territory
over which the increase has spread from the Mont
Alto preserve, some of these animals now being
found as much as 40 miles away from the place
where originally release<l.

Stocking of Gamk.—The Department makes
a special effort to secure all the desirable birds
and animals for stocking purposes that can be
obtained at a reasonable price, although wild
birds and animals cannot be purchased in carload
lots as you would lumber or coal, and we are of
the opinion that our first duty is to protect and
increase our native birds and animals. To brin^^

back to the fauna of the State one of the ani-

mals that originally existed here we have recent-
ly intioduced a number of colonies of beaver,
which bear every evidence of being a success

throughout. Our puri)ose is to establish at least

one colony at every Game Preserve where we
have suitable water, feeling certain that through
the dams built by these animals they will lielp

to conserve the flow of water, improve fishing

conditions, etc., and after awhile the I>egislature

will, no doubt, see its way clear to permit the

taking of a reasonable number of these animals

each year under special permit, which will add
a very material asset to our wild life resources.

Before concluding my address I want to as-

sure you that the sportsmen of Pennsylvania

are interested in the work being done by the

Pennsvl vania P^orestry Association and are readv

to assist any or^^anization or department inter-

ested in any jdiase of conservation, and so long

as they receive active support in their efforts

they will be a most vital factor in the conserva-

tion movement in Pennsylvania as well as other

States of the Union.

ilii
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The Washington Furnace Tract, Clinton

County, Pa.

THE Washington Furnace forest of 14,000

acres, lies along the mountain range run-

ning in a southwesterly direction from

Williamsport. It covers a portion of four of the

mountains which enclose three valleys. Rag Val-

ley, Cherry Valley and Bear Valley, each of

which drains into the Fishing Creek. This stream,

rising near Loganton, flows through Sugar Val-

ley and cuts through the mountains forming

what are locally known as 'Hhe Narrows.'' It

then flows through the lower end of Nittanny

Valley, cuts through the mountains near Mill

Hall and empties into the Susquehanna River at

Lock Haven.

The original forest was of pine, hemlock and

various hardwoods, the characteristic forest of

central Pennsylvania. Two samples of this old

forest, each of a few acres, are still standing in

Sugar Valley. The forest was originally cut

to supply charcoal for the Washington Furnace.

All through the tract are to be found the old

hearths where the charcoal was made, all kinds

of wood being coaled to make the charcoal.

After the closing down of the furnace some

time before the Civil War, the forest grew and

developed until about 25 years ago when it was

lumbered over, the trees being removed down

to a diameter limit of 8 inches on the stump. The

trees left have grown and scattered their seed so

that the present stands are of uneven age, being

composed of the trees left at the time of the

logging and the reproduction that has come in

during successive seed years.

The forest is fortunate in not having been

burned over in recent years, so that there is a

wonderful stocking of young trees. The stands

vary in different parts from pure pine or hemlock

to various mixtures of these trees with the many
kinds of hardwoods.

Four pines are found on the tract. The white

pine occurs throughout the forest. It has seeded

in under the older trees and if left undisturbed

the forest would rapidly revert to the original

mixture, in which white pine predominated. Pitch

jiine is found on higher and drier situations, but

is not a common tree. Jersey scrub pine is found

on the oj)en lands along the Fishing Creek, some-

times forming fairly dense patches. Table Moun-
tain j)ine is found in all parts of the forest, but

especially on Cherry Mountain, where it was
able to gain a foothold at a time when the other

trees were not able to seed in because of poor

conditions of seed-bed), probably due to fire. On
the bottom land, near the mouth of Cherry Run

the Table Mountain pine has grown under forest

conditions, there being a dense stand of this tree

about 60 years old, covering nearly 10 acres. The

trees in this stand vary from 6 to 10 inches in

diameter and are from 40 to 50 feet in height.

Because the forest has not been burned or

lumbered during recent years and due to the seed

trees that were left at the time of the last cut-

ting, this forest is better stocked with young

trees than most of the young forests of Pennsyl-

vania. It is such young, vigorously growing for-

ests as this one that should be placed under

forest management and be protected for the pur-

pose of growing a future supply of large timber.

The forest is a famous one among hunters and

fishermen. It is known as wild turkey country,

but manv bear and deer are also gotten every

winter. Fishing Creek has been one of the

famous trout streams of the State. It has been

regularly stocked with young trout from the

neighboring State Fish Hatchery near Bellefonte,

so that every spring it still attracts fishermen

from many parts of the State. The drive along

the Fishing Creek is one of the most beautiful

and popular in central Pennsylvania. The cut-

ting of Fishing Creek through the mountains

gives the appearance of a very rugged and broken

country.

J. A. Ferguson.

The Pennsylvania Department of Forestry has

had metal signs prepared which will be erected

on State Forests at such points as they can be

easily read. The background is of green with

white letters.

Along railroads the size will be 8 ft. x 10 ft.,

and on much traveled auto roads 5 ft. x 8 ft., and

will bear the inscription:

PENNSYLVANIA STATE FOREST
For Timber, Water and Recreation

Fire Destroys All

Please Be Careful

Along less traveled roads the signs will be 2V2

it. X 6 ft. and read:

PENNSYLVANIA STATE FOREST
You Are Welcome

Be Careful With Fire

On recently burned areas signs of the same

size will have the inscription:

Carelessness

Destroyed This Forest

Be Careful With Fire

r 1
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General View, Showing Long Mountain.

From the Top of Cherry Mountain, Showing Fishing Creek and Road.
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View at the Foot of Cherry Run.

Virgin Stand of about Ten Acres in Sugar Valley.
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View at the Foot of Cherry Run.
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Virgin Stand of about Ten Acres in Sugar Valley.
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Problems Arising from the Loss of Our
Chestnut.

SINCE the complete failure of Pennsylvania's
elaborate effort to combat the Chestnut
Blight Fungus in 1911 to 1913 there has

been a marked falling off of publicity in the
matter. The general public seems to have for-
gotten that there is such a public calamity as
the progressive, total and inexorable destruction
of all chestnut timber, moving relentlessly across
the State. The disease rolls like a tidal wave,
from the Delaware west and south, somewhat
retarded by the wider agricultural limestone val-

leys where chestnut has never grown. For fifty

miles west of Philadelphia the chestnut is com-
pletely swept, the gaunt white skeletons of trees

often still protruding their branches mutely to-

ward the sky in contrast to the living green
crowns of the oaks. Along the east side of the
Cumberland Valley the infection is at least 95
per cent, complete and 75 per cent, of the crowns
dead. Going west along the Lincoln Highway
the disease is less and less advanced. At Bed-
ford the trees are observed to have possibly a

30 per cent, infection though the destruction
of the entire tree crowns is as yet less frequent
and the gravity of the disease not so apparent to

the eye of an inexperienced forest observer. The
general public is not awake to the situation.

Just recently a public journal in Franklin County
came out with large headlines voicing a protest

against the order of the Department of Forestry
to salvage as much of the wood as possible and
keep the forest clear of the tangle of dead wood
and the resulting fire menace.
The chestnut bark disease "Endothia para-

sitica^^ was first noted in 1904 in the Bronx Park,

New York City. In the sixteen years since then

it has extended across New Jersey and eastern

Pennsylvania, moving most rapidly in line of

the heaviest and most continuous chestnut stands

in a southwesterly direction.

There is absolutely no information to rest a

shadow of a hope on, for. its dying out from any
cause except the exhaustion of food supply

—

the blotting out of all native chestnut.

Utilization.

The first problem then and one that has been

delayed too long by practically every chestnut

timber-land owner is one of immediate utiliza-

tion. The Pennsylvania Department of Forestry

with its limitations of appropriation, scarcity of

labor, and lack of market (up to 1918) is now
laced with the tremendous problem of market-

ing several hundred thousand cords of chestnut,
mostly of small size, within the next three years.
A failure to get this out will subject its forests
in the southern part of the State to a fire haz-
ard that could easily ruin a large part of the
other forest species left in them.

Private owners from Franklin County west
should be encouraged to at once begin the mar-
keting of chestnut even though in the west it

may not all be infected. To wait until the in-

fection is general, is to fail to get it all out be-
fore the wood deteriorates.

At present the markets are good and if there
is no great falling off in general production for
three or four years the situation may still be
largely retrieved. The lumber market readily
absorbs mill run chestnut at $35 a thousand
board feet at the railroad; allowing general
manufacturing costs of $20 from stump to car,

this shows a net stumpage return of $15 per
thousand feet for stumpage close to market. A
four mile haul would reduce this to probably $10.

Railroad ties are now bought at from 75 cents
to $1.50 each, depending on the grade; this fur-
nishes about the same stumpage return as lum-
ber.

Chestnut shingles sell for $8 per M. and (cal-

culating 5,000 shingles to 1,000 board feet of
logs) are seen to give a larger gross retiu-n than
lumber. The extra expense of manufacture, how-
ever, would decrease the net stumpage over lum-
ber, and a chestnut timber owner should }>ermit

only the smaller trees, say from G to 10 inches
dbh., to be manufactured into shinulos alouii'

with short sound cuts from larger defective trees.

The stave market is even a better market than
shingles for 5 to 10 inch chestnut, since the mar-
ket is a wider one, including all kinds of slack

cooperage barrels and kegs.

The closest utilization is obtained in cutting
chestnut extract wood for tanning extract. The
extract plants pay from $G to $10 per cord of
128 cubic feet stacked in car. The latter price

nets from $1 to $3 per cord stumpage for hauls
of 4 mi. and one-half mi. resi>ectively and a $3
freight rate.

Freight Rates.

Foresters and lumbermen talk a great deal

about the effect of taxes on the producing of

timber by forestry methods, but the problem of
freight rates is of many times the importance of

the tax problem in retarding the development of

forestry methods. As a concrete example the

State pays a commodity freight rate of $1.40

per 2,000 pounds ($2.90 per cd. of green wood)
on chestnut cordwood from Mont Alto to New-
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port—a distance of 100 to 110 miles. In 1912

the Pennsylvania Railroad established an emerg-

ency rate on blighted chestnut of 35 cents per

ton up to 70 mi. increasing to 55 cents at 101

mi. with 5 cents increase for each additional 10

miles' haul up to 190 miles. The present rate

is over 2^ times that emergency rate. With-

out discounting the undoubted need of the rail-

roads for more revenue this Association could

well go on record asking for the restoration of

emergency rates on chestnut not to exceed 100

per cent, higher than those of 1912. These

emergency rates ought to apply to distances over

75 to 100 miles particularly, to permit the re-

moval from forest areas more distant from mar-

ket dying chestnut which will otherwise endanger

the forest. Shorter hauls will need no special

rates at the present market. The 1912 rates are

o'iven below:

Miles Rates per 2,000 lbs.

1-70 inc. 35 cts.

71-80 40

81-90 45

91-100 50

101-110 55

111-120 GO

121-130 65

131-140 70

141-150 75

151-lGO 80

161-170 85

171-180 90

181-190 95

191-272 1.00

If these rates allowing all the percentage in-

creases in general freight rates since added,

could be secured and extended to include mine

props, the cleaning of Pennsylvania forests of

dying chestnut could be carried out and the later

fire hazard greatly decreased.

The rates should not be limited to intra-State

shipments but should have the approval of the

Interstate Commerce Commission so as to ap-

ply to interstate shipments and junction points

as well as joint rates. The obliteration of the

chestnut is not a State but a National calamity.

What Will Replace Chestnut in the Forest?

The replacing of chestnut with other si)ecies

permits at least two type cases to be differen-

tiated. All stages merging imperceptibly from
one to the other are found but their handling

will approach one or the other of these two.

(1) When the chestnut is much scattered and

does not form more than 20 per cent, of the

stand, the other species will crowd in from the

sides and fill the openings without any effort on

the part of the forest manager. In this case it

would be wise to observe a full seed crop of

some species in the mixture, that would be most

desirable to increase—say white or red oak, or

in southern ravines yellow poplar, and white

pine in the north—and then plan the removal

of the chestnut so that the logging would be com-

pleted by the time the seed had fallen. The

stirring of the soil incident to the logging would

act to greatly increase the catch of the tree seed

being scattered. Where chestnut is a minor

tree in a stand of chestnut or rock oak, the case

is the same, but even less thought is necessary

beyond removal of the chestnut and the fire

hazard. Rock oak is such a prolific seeder that

it will replace the chestnut in short order.

Case one applies to the chestnut replacement

problem in the northern half of the State and is

no gresit cause for worry on the part of the

forester in this section.

(2) In the southern portion of the State the

problem becomes more difficult. Chestnut forms

from 40 to 90 per cent, on more or less extensive

areas and its removal leaves openings that can-

not at once be filled up by the surrounding hard-

woods. Leaving these openings blank for several

years would result in scrub oak, laurel and other

forest weeds gaining a foothold and making the

establishment of a close forest cover still more

difficult. Where chestnut has formed an almost

pure stand the soil, and soil moisture conditions

are favorable to tree growth. The rapid growth

of the chestnut from sprouts has kept the forest

weeds in check admirably so that on such sites

the removal of the chestnut leaves a situation

peculiarly favorable for artificial reforestation.

Only where there is a uniformly scattered stand

of seed trees of some prolific seeder like the

chestnut oak can natural seeding be relied on in

time to prevent the deterioration of the site

through drying out of the soil and humus and

the establishment of the shrubby forest weeds.

In artificial reforestation rapid growing s|>ecies

are to be favored and often at the same time the

hardwood forest can be converted to coniferous

forest. White pine on lower and moister areas,

with red pine, pitch ]nne, scotch pine and jack

pine in order, for up]>er, drier slopes. We have

made more progress with artificial coniferous

forest replacement, than with the hardwoods.

This is natural and proi)er, for the coniferous

forests produce the better financial returns. The

early logging methods have also generally worked

in the direction of replacing conifers with hard-

woods, and forest fires (if we except jack and
lodgepole pine regions) everywhere have had the

same effect. Our coniferous forest areas in the

east have, therefore, been on the rapid decrease.

Whether the clearing of hardwood forest for

agricultural use has kept pace with this con-

version of coniferous forest to hardwood is a

question in the entire country. In Pennsylvania

we know it has not.

Financial Considerations.

Unless we can replace the chestnut in the

southern part of the State with rapid growing

species, the forest production must suffer a large

decrease and the capital value of forest property

decline accordingly. On the Mont Alto Forest

of 22,000 acres chestnut forms approximately 50

per cent, of the stand, as an average on all sites.

On some sites it is a very minor component and

on others forms almost pure stands. Chestnut

in pure stand produced a cord per acre per year

as shown by our sample plots. White and chest-

nut oaks will not produce more than 30 to 40

per. cent, as much and scarlet and red oaks 50 to

GO per cent, of the same quantity. Replacing

chestnut with the oaks would, therefore, de-

crease the production of this forest over 50 per

cent., as chestnut oak would be the largest factor

in a natural replacement. The increased value

of oak over chestnut would only be obtained in

larger sizes and longer rotations, and this would

be more than offset by the failure to secure the

profit in the early oak thinnings that are possi-

ble in the chestnut.

The decrease in the capital value of the forest

where oak replaces chestnut may be estimated

on the basis of this decreased yield. A decrease

of one-half cord total volume (150 board feet of

merchantable stuff), at a net stumpage rate of

$8 per thousand would be an annual loss of $1.20

per acre, or at 5 per cent, would represent a

decrease in earning capital of $24 per acre of

forest. Facing such a loss the forester will per-

mit chestnut to be replaced by the slow growing

oaks only if he cannot replace the chestnut with

any of the quick growing conifers or hardwoods.

The financial loss will i>ermit of considerable ex-

pense in artificial reforestation.

Experiments under way on the Mont Alto For-

est, under direction of the State Forest Academy,

show that on the more favorable chestnut sites,

approximately pure stands of chestnut can be

replaced successfully, both from the silvicultural

and financial view point, with white and other

pines artificially planted. Experiments on natural

seeding from scattered chestnut oak seed trees

are too recent to announce results as yet.

The loss in the compulsory cutting of imma-
ture chestnut, and chestnut too small for any
utilization is tremendous, and for the Mont Alto
State Forest will be several hundred thousand
dollars.

Summary.

All chestnut must be utilized at the earliest

possible moment. Prices are good now.
The fire hazard requires the removal of chest-

nut even where some loss results. To help this

situation the freight rates on small chestnut

products like cordwood and mine props should be

fixed at merely the operating cost to the railroads,

on the order of the rates of 1912 extended to in-

terstate points, junction points and joint rates.

The chestnut situation is a national forest calam-

ity and emergency measures are warranted.

Where chestnut is a minor component in the

forest its replacement is no large problem.

Where chestnut forms a large part of the stand

as in southern Pennsylvania artificial regener-

ation through planting is silviculturally desirable

and financially practicable. The State nurseries

should keep this situation in mind in their for-

est seedling production program.

E. A. Ziegler.

The Artistic Anatomy of Trees.

THE study of the artistic anatomy of trees

should api)eal to the nature lover, the

artist, the botanist, the forester and the

landscape gardener. The outline of the tree

against the skv is characteristic for a consider-

able number of species. The most general classi-

fication of tree forms is into the deliquescent

trees, like the elm, which break out into smaller

and smaller branches and branchlets until the

tree is lost in the multiplicity of such ramifica-

tions. The excurrent trees are those with a

spire-shap'ed top, as in the firs and spruces. Tree

roots also are important in such a study, for

some tropical trees are perched on stilt-like

roots, as in the screw-pine and red-mangrove.

The base of many trees is swollen, or buttressed,

and some palms become bottle-shaped. Many
trees can be distinguished by their bark, as the

plane tree and beech. The finer details of the

various species have been examined carefully and

nnich of interest is connected with the arrange-

ment of leafscars and buds and the method of

branching, whether alternate or opposite.

The landscai>e gardener is interested in using

trees as elements in his gardening operations.

We can learn much by studying natural groups

i

III
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of trees and the conditions under which various

trees grow in nature, whether in dry soil, or wet

soil, whether in the forest, or in the open. Last-

ly, various celebrated artists have reproduced

lipon canvas their conception of the anatomy of

trees and have used trees as elements in their

paintings along with architectural details, includ-

ing man and various domestic animals.

John W. Harshberger.

Stuart State Forest.

ON the summit of I^aurelHill, a spur of the

Alleghenies, lies the Stuart Forest, rela-

tively small, but the largest State-owned

body of land on the Ohio watershed. Though

little known, this forest is within twenty miles

of Johnstown and is but little more than two

hours' drive from the second city of the State.

Although approaching within six miles of

Ligonier, the centre of the Ligonier Valley which

nature has endowed with beauty and wealth, and

extending within two miles of the Lincoln High-

way at the crest of the Laurel Hill Mountain,

the forest is not readily accessible. The ab-

sence of roads and trails by which it should be

connected with the main highway, makes it a

vast recreation ground so very near, yet so far

fiom the people of Pittsburgh and western Penn-

svlvania that while the multitude long for the

joy which may be found within its limits^ few

have the opportunity to learn of its beauty and

charm.

Within its boundary is embraced an area of

8,o.T2 acres, which is almost equally divided by

the line separating Somerset and Westmoreland

counties. Bald Knob, the highest point on the

Stuart Forest, rises to an elevation of 2,907 feet,

or 1,707 feet above the level of the railroad depot

at Ligonier, less than ten miles distant.

It was repeatedly swept by devastating forest

fires before its purchase by the Commonwealth.

During the twelve year period that the Depart-

ment of Forestry has controlled it, it has suf-

fered little injury and the young growth which

is rapidly shooting upward gives assurance that

nature will provide forest production if human
effort will assist in its protection.

Artificial reforestation has been undertaken

with a good measure of success in the more
favorable situations, and 909,695 forest tree

seedlings have been planted. More than 75 per

cent, of these are thriving. Some of thera have

given way to the dense natural growth.

Chestnut, red oak, white oak, ash, yellow pop-

lar, basswood, and hickory are found commonly.

The young growth of the three last named

species, which occurs along the cool and shady

hillsides and slopes, is especially promising.

Black locust forms the principal stand of the

high and dry slopes and has as its chief competi-

tor the fire cherry with sassafras as a close

second. Scattered hemlock adds a tint of green

to the stream bottoms and a few rugged jack

pine stand out very prominently on the crest.

Laurel Summit cabin, on the summit of Laurel

Hill, was erected primarily as a dancing pavilion

by the Pittsburgh, Westmoreland, and Somerset

Railroad Company. The railroad, after living

through a checkered career, was finally aban-

doned. The cabin is now a forest camp and is

frequently referred to as *^The Lookout^' be-

cause of the grand panoramic view of Somerset

and Somerset county which the observer finds at

this point.

Lynn Run, which penetrates the forest for a

distance of eight miles, is a habitat unexcelled

for brook trout. However, due to insufficient

stocking, trout are too scarce to supply all of the

numerous anglers with full creels. Clear Run,

Furnace Run, North Fork, Powder Mill Run,

and Beam Run, all are terms well known to local

fishermen.

Three permanent camps have been located on

the Stuart Forest. Applications for two others

are on hand. Additional requests for camping

permits, almost innumerable, have been received,

but prospective recreationists find the more

favorable locations too hard to reach. There

are no good roads and few that are even pass-

able.

V. M. Bearer.

The Lewistown Narrows.

In giving its support of Fire-Prevention Week,

the Forest Service calls attention to the appall-

ing losses which fires of various origins have

caused in recent years. The average annual loss

in the United States from forest fires during

the last three-year period (that ending with

1918) was $20>727,000. The average of the areas

burned annually was 13,9()9,000 acres. The

burning of brush in the process of clearing land

was responsible for a yearly average of 5,17.'i

fires in the period. Railroads, incendiaries and

campers were also responsible for a large num-

ber of conflagrations.

The Auditor General of Pennsylvania has given

an opinion that any money that can be collected!

for the cost of forest fire extinction may be used

to help pay the cost of future fire fighfing.

PENNSYLVANIA does not lack mountain
scenery, though it has nothing to compare
with the stupendous ranges of the West.

Indeed without disparagement to our State we
may admit that in mountain scenery it even
suffers by comparison with New Hampshire and
Vermont, to say nothing of some States to the

south of us. Yet it must be allowed that we
have mountain regions grand enough to awaken
State pride and to invite tourists and sight-

seers from any part of the Union. Same of these

are easily accessible, even tempting to the outers

of today. For example the region of the Susque-

hanna and the Juniata, through which what is

now known as the William Penn Highway runs.

In addition to its most attractive scenery, it is

historic ground. A route over part of which
civilization marched westward before the adop-

tion of our Federal Constitution. The Lewis-

town Narrows and the Jack^s Narrows are clefts

in the mountain ranges which allowed passage

for three stages of travel.

1. The turnpike over which the Conestoga

wagons with ^Hheir orchestra of bells** toiled

slowly transiwrting (at now fabulous cost) the

products of the East and West.
/*Ye knew him well, ye mountain-miles.

Throughout your numerous dark defiles;

Where Juniata leaps away
On feathery wings of foam and spray.'*

2. The canal from Philadelphia (via Chesa-

peake Bay) by Columbia to Hollidaysburg, whence

** section boats** were placed on cars and por-

taged across the Alleghenies for the West,

3. The now existing Pennsylvania Railroad.

The canal has become a mere memory. The
turnpike survives in part as the reconstructed

William Penn Highway. The Lewistown Nar-

rows, about eight miles in length, awaken the

interest of all who pass over the splendid road.

From mountain to mountain, with the Juniata

flowing between, the distance across is hardly

over two hundred yards, with room on the road-

side for scores of attractive camps.

The mountains are rugged enough to test the

energies of even a hardened climber. The river

invites fishing and canoeing, and from the slopes

of the mountain numerous strong springs of the

purest water break forth.

We must recognize the fact that such outing,

camping grounds are in the public mind. They
are part of the new world that events (more

than persons) are creating. The State Forestry

Departiuent now has ample power to commandeer.

without wrong to anyone, such locations for the

public good and the time to do so is now. Such
a haven of health and rest should never, with the

new vision we have of coming events, be allowed
to become the exclusive holding of any one, or of
any club. J. T. R.

Timber Depletion in the United States.

THE Forest Service, in response to a reso-

lution of the U. S. Senate, has prepared
a valuable report entitled, '* Timber De-

pletion, Lumber Prices, Lumber Exports and
Concentration of Timber Ownership,** of which
the following brief summary is given except that

portion relating to Pennsylvania which is in ex-

tenso.

The original forests of the United States are

estimated to have covered 822 million acres and
to have contained 5,200 billion board feet of tim-

ber. Over two-thirds of this area has been culled,

cut-over, or burned. There are left todav about
• *

137 million acres of virgin timber, 112 million

acres of culled and second-growth timber large

enough for sawing, 13.3 million acres partially

stocked with smaller gi'owth, and 81 million acres

of devastated and practically waste land. We
have 463 million acres of forest land of all sorts

which contains about 2,214 billion feet of timber
of merchantable sizes. Three-fifths of the tim-

ber originally in the United States is gone.

The cutting and loss of merchantable timber

consume about 56 billion board feet yearly.

About 40 billion feet of this amount is cut from
the virgin forests still left, the rest from second

growth. We are even cutting into pulpwood,

acid wood, and fuel, 14 billion cubic feet per year

of material too small for sawing. All told, we
are taking about 26 billion cubic feet of material

out of our forests every year and growing about

6 billion feet in them. We are cutting more
of every class of timber than we are growing.

We are even using up the trees too small for the

sawmill but upon which our future lumber sup-

ply depends three and one-half times as fast as

they are being produced.

Our annual wood bill includes 40 billion feet

of lumber, 87 million hewed railroad ties, nearly

5^ million cords of pulpwood, a third of which

is imported, and 110 million cords of fuel.

Even with large allowances for the substitu-

tion of other materials, the United States will

require at least 35 billion feet of lumber yearly,

aside from enormous quantities of wood pulp and

other products of the forest.

The crux of timber depletion is the exhaustion,
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or partial exhaustion, df the forests most avail-

able to the great bulk of our population, agi'i-

culture, and manufactures. One timbered region

after another in the Eastern States has been cut

out. Less than 5 per cent, of the virgin forests

of New England and but 12 per cent, of her

original stand of timber are left. New York now

manufactures only 30 board feet per capita year-

ly, or not more than a tenth of the requirements

of her own i>opulation and industries.

The forest history of Pennsylvania has been

similar to that of New York. Once practically

covered with a heavy timber stand, Pennsylvania

for many years exjwrted large quantities of lum-

ber. In 1860 it stood first among the States in

lumber production. As early as 1870, however,

the stand of white pine-, the most valuable species

in the State and formerly one of its principal

export woods, had diminished to such an extent

that imports from Michigan began. The deple-

tion of the white pine was followed by an increas-

ing cut of hemlock and later of hardwoods, and

the State reached its maximum lumber produc-

tion of 2,440 million board feet in 1889. Today

it occupies twentieth place in lumber produc-

tion, and its annual cut of 530 million board feet

constitutes less than 2 per cent, of the cut of the

country.

The present forest area of Pennsylvania is esti-

mated at approximately 12,000,000 acres, with a

stand of 11 billion board feet of timber. Of this

70 per cent, is hardwoods, chiefly oak, chestnut,

and northern hardwoods, and 30 i>er cent, soft-

woods, one-half hemlock. In addition to the

stand of material suitable for the manufacture

of lumber, it is estimated that there are 380,000,-

000 cubic feet of wood suitable for railroad ties

and mine props. The total stand, including fuel

wood, is 0,200 million cubic feet.*

Depletion in Pennsylvania has already pro-

gressed so far that the complete cessation of

large-scale logging operations, of which only a

few are now left, may be anticipated within a

decade. It has reached a jwint where the an-

nual lumber production is only 00 board feet per

capita, or about one-fifth of the average ])er

capita consumption for the United States. The
Pittsburgh district alone uses more lumber than

is cut in the whole State. AVilliamsport, which

once had an annual output of 300,000,000 board

feet of lumber, now has not a single sawmill.

In those parts of the State where the forest con-

stituted the sole resource the trail of the lum-

ber industry is marked by abandoned mills and
])ractically deserted villages.

Equivalent to at>out 16,600 mlUion board feet.

The steady decrease in the amount of standing

timber has been accompanied by a deterioration

in quality. Virgin stands are practically gone,

old-growth white pine, for example, being re-

duced to some 10,000 acres, practically all in a

single tract which will be cut out in the next

five years. Only about 50 per cent, of the total

volume of wood now standing is suitable for

manufacture either as lumber, pulp wood, ties,

or props. The average area burned over annual-

ly is 500,000 acres, and much of this has been

burned over again and again. In addition to

the damage from reckless cutting and fires the

State has suffered severely from the chestnut

bark disease. Nearly one-seventh of the entire

State, once richly wooded, is said to be practical-

ly barren. Several counties that were once rich

in forest and prosperous are now almost bank-

rupt because the timber is gone.

The original pine forests of the Lake States,

estimated at 350 billion feet, are now reduced to

less than 8 billion.

The virgin pine forests of the South are esti-

mated to have contained 650 billion feet of tim-

ber; they now contain 139 billion feet aside from

considerable quantities of second growth. The

cut of southern pine is falling off and within an-

other decade promises to exceed by little, if at

all, the requirements of the Southern States

themselves.

One-half of the timber remaining in the conti-

nental United States is in three States bordering

the Pacific Ocean. Sixty-one per cent, of it lies

west of the Great Plains. Since 1894 western

timber has been filling gaps in the Eastern and

Middle Western markets. Within the past year

it has assumed a dominating place in the princi-

pal markets of the Lake States and has largely

replaced southern pine at many consuming points

in the Central States. An experienced lumber-

man has estimated that within the next decade

the shortage of nearer timber will compel the

Eastern and Central States to increase their an-

nual consumption of western lumber by IIV2

billion board feet.

The true index of timber depletion is not

quantity but availahility.

The wholesale prices on upper grades of soft-

wood lumber in New York prior to 1865 were

from $20 to $25 per thousand feet. The supply

then came from mills in the same State or Penn-

sylvania. A level of from $35 to $45 marked a

period of 30 years or more prior to 1917 when

most of the lumber came from the Lake States

or the South. The abnormal conditions of 1919

initiated a new level of about $130 per thousand

feet, with a considerable part of the material
coming from the Pacific coast.

Our remaining timber is so localized that its

availability to the average user of wood, and,
therefore, its national utility, is greatly re-
duced.

The concentration of timber ownership has not
changed materially since the exhaustive report
made upon this subject by the Bureau of Cor-
porations in 1910. One-half of the privately
owned timber in the United States is held by
approximately 250 large owners, the ownership
of the remaining timber being very widely dis-

tributed. The tendency toward the acquisition
and speculative holding of timber beyond oper-
ating requirements has been checked and the
present tendency is toward manufacture in con-
nection with large timber holdings.

The depletion of timber in the United States
has not resulted primarily from the use of our
forests, but from their devastation. The kernel
of the problem lies in the enormous areas of
forest land which are not producing the timber
crops that they should. There are 326 million

acres of cut-over timber lands bearing no saw
timber. Their condition ranges from complete
devastation through various stages of partial re-

stocking or restocking with trees of inferior qual-

ity, to relatively limited areas which are pro-
ducing timber at or near their full capacity. On
81 million acres there is practically no forest

growth. This is the result of forest fires and
of methoils of cutting which destroy or prevent
new timber growth. There were 27,000 recorded
forest fires in 1919^ burning a total of S% million

acres. During the precetling year, 25,000 fires

burned over 10^ million acres of forest land. An
additional large acreage was burned each year,

of which no record could be obtained.

The area of idle or largely idle land is being
increased by from 3 to 4 million acres annually
as the cutting and burning of forests continue.

The enormous area of forest land in the United
States not required for any other economic use,

estimated at 463 million acres, would provide an
ample supply of wood if it were kept productive.

Depletion has resulted, not from using our tim-

ber resources, but from failure to use our timber-

growing land.

A remedy for this appalling waste must be

found in a concerted effort to stop the devasta-

tion of our remaining foi-ests and to put our idle

forest lands at work growing timber. It is in-

conceivable that the United States should forfeit

the economic advantage of its enormous timber-

growing resources, and that it should go on using

up its forests with no provision for growing more

until wood products are priced on the basis of
imported luxuries and their use is restricted to
the lowest possible scale of civilized existence.
The concerted action necessary to put an end to
forest devastation must enlist the National Gov-
ernment, the respective States, and the land-
owner.

It is impracticable to nationalize all of the for-
est land in the country or even the major por-
tion of it. On the other hand, the results need-
ed can not be attained if timber production
is left to the initiative of the private owner
of lands or is sought solely through compulsory
regulation of private lands.

On the other hand, the public can not and
should not do it all. A measure of responsibil-
ity rests upon the landowner, and should be
recognized in equitable requirements as to the
handling of his land. It is a case of the public
and the private owner alike doing their part.
Our policy must aim toward timber production
on somewhat the same footing as in France or
Scandinavia—as an established national prac-
tice. This calls for a core of public forests, pub-
lic instruction and example, public encourage-
ment in protection and taxation, and a responsi-
bility recognized by forest owners to keep their
lands productive.

In closing, suggestions are made in regard to
appropriate national and state legislation needed.
The report is a splendid resume of the present

timber condition and future outlook of the Uni-
ted States and can be purchased from the Super-
intendent of Documents, Washington, D. C.

Forestry in British Columbia.

A SPECIAL report to the Imperial Forestry
Conference held in London in July, 1920,

from which interesting figures have been
taken as follows:

There are in British Columbia Rve climatic

belts and 21 forest types. Commercially the im-
|)ortant belts are the Coast, the Interior Dry Belt

and the Interior Wet Belt. The important types
are those of the valleys and lower slopes which
include Douglas fir, red cedar, western hemlock,

yellow pine, the spruces, the balsam firs, western
larch and lodgepole pine.

The forest land is given as 149,344 square
miles, of which 53,000 square miles is estimated

to be timber land and 97,000 square miles is

young forest in various stages of restocking and
gi-owth. Of the timber land 22,000 to 27,000

square miles can at present be classed as inac-

cessible. Of this area 14,700 square miles are tem-

4
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porarily or partially alienated from the govern-

ment by means of leases, licenses, sales and

berths, and 115,000 square miles are unalienated.

Thus the State owns a total of 129,700 square

miles, or 87 per cent, of the total forest land.

Of the standini? timber, however, the Crown

owns but 7,500,000,000 cubic feet, while private

interests have 21,750,000,000 cubic feet. In addi-

tion there is an estimatetl total of 1,250,000,000

cubic feet of pilinjj:, i>oles and pulpwood, owner-

shii) of which is probably in similar proportion.

The estimated income in 1020 from orovernment

forest land is $4,100,000, while the expenditures

will be $775,910. The average annual growth of

young forest is estimated at alK)ut 8 cubic feet

per acre, which, on the total forested area, would

amount to 790,500,000 cubic feet annually, while

the loss by fire is 25,000,000 cubic feet, and from

waste, decay, etc., 277,330,000 cubic feet, leaving

a net annual increment of 494,167,000 cubic feet.

The utilization in 1919 was 149,515,737 cubic feet,

the value being given at $70,285,094.

In closing an estimate is made of the standing

timber of North America, not including Mexico

and Central America, as follows:

Cubic Feet

Ontario 13,333,333.000

Quebec 27,500,000,000

New Brunswick 1,588,888,000

British Columbia 30,500,000,000

Dominion of Canada .... 1,916,000,000

United States 230,500,000,000

Total 305,338,221,000

Want State and National Legislation.

THK Committee on Forest Conservation of

the American Paper and Pulp Associa-

tion asks for both State and National legis-

lation. The former projwses the enactment of

measures which foresters have been urging for

years, while the latter demands an initial but

gradually increasing annual Federal ai>propri-

ation amounting to six million dollars to be used

for the following jnirposes:

1. Co-oi)eration with States for forest protec-

tion, care and management and the distribution

of forest planting material.

2. (Classification of National Forest lands and

co-operation with States in classification of pri-

vate forest lands.

3. The continued accpiisition of forest lands on
the watersheds of navigable streams in New
England, the Southern Appalnchiaus and other

suitable regions, .

4. Enlarging the National Forests by exchange

of timber for land.

5. Replanting devastated areas in the National

Forests.

6. Continuous research and investigation in

the utilization of forest resources and products.

7. The extension of the Federal Farm Loan Act

to include loans for the purchase or improvement

of cut-over or immature forest lands, or for

holding, protecting and reforesting such lands.

'* These recommendations,'' the report asserts,

^^ cannot be criticized on the basis of the expense

involved. They are exceedingly moderate in view

of the magnitude of the problem to be solved,

and represent true economy in the treatment of

a basic national resource.''

New Publications.

FORESTS, Woods and Trees in Relation to

Hygiene.—By Augustine Henry, Profes-

sor of Forestry, Royal College of Science,

Dublin; 8 vo. ; 314 pages; illustrated.; bouad in

cloth. E. P. Button & Company, 681 Fifth Ave-

nue, New York. Price, $7.50.

In this book Prof. Henry has endeavored to

interest the statesman, the engineer, physician,

the forester and the layman in certain aspects of

forests and trees.

The opening chapters describe the far-reach-

ing influence of forests and trees on climate, flow

of water, erosion of the soil, shelter from wind,

purity of air and water, etc., which affect di-

rectly the health and comfort of man. The value

of forest districts as sites for sanatoria and the

history and utility of parks, open spaces, and

trees in towns are discussed. The afforestation

of coal pit mounds in the *^ Black Country" and

other districts is shown to be of great interest.

The concluding chapters are devoted to a

study of the reforestation of the >vater sheds

from which the great centers of population ob-

tain their water supplies. The work of plant-

ing suitable {wrtions of these areas with the

aid of discharged soldiers it is urged might be

undertaken at once. This reforestation should

be linked up with the general scheme of affores-

tation of the waste lands of Great Britain and

Ireland.

The kind of trees suitable for the catchment

basins are described, and detailed data given as

to the individual areas used for water supplies.

The compulsory purchase of catchment areas

which are not already owned by municipalities

is also thought advisable.

Numerous illustrations and maps aid in an

understanding of the subject.
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EDITORIAL.

END FOREST FIRES, is, or should be, the

State-wide slogan. The season is upon us.

It *s no longer a question of extinguishing or

suppressing these di^aeetful fires. The call

for every citizen of the State is to end them. We
have dallied along with insutticient funds in the

idea of making them less frequent and less severe

each year. The one idea now is to end them.

They are burnin;^' up our resources. They are

diminishing the water power of the State. They
are making our life harder than ever before.

They are placing a burden, a hindrance upon

^very growing boy and girl, because they make
the price of all wood products higher each year,

because these products are scarcer, the demand
for them is gi'eater, and an increasing [)opulation

nuist have them, lor there is no substitute for

them. The Governor of the State, in eloquent,

forceful terms, has set apart a whole week for

the citizens to keep forest fires in mind, to pre-

pare for preventing them and if they do come in

spite of all that we can do to prevent them, then

to stop them with the least |)ossible delay. Prob-

ably one-fifth of the woodland area of Pennsyl-

vania is more or less fire-scarred each year. Tn

Germany the annual forest burnings are about

one-tenth of one {>er cent, of the woodland area.

They give their attention there to making for-

est fires impossible. The extent of our attention,

is to lament their coming, and if the fire warden

summons us, the service rendered is, too often, an

unwilling one.

, Let it be understood, there is no excuse for

forest fires started by human agency. No man

has a right to start one and allow it to escape.

If there was any danger in starting it, he had no

right to take the chance, and if he did take it

he should be ferreted out and take the conse-

quences. Rarely, but very rarely, a forest fire

originates from lightning, and such an one is the

only kind of fire for which there is no one to

punish. In an experience of fifty years I have

seen but two forest fires that I could charge to

lightning.

This has been an unusual growing season. The

volume of foliage fonned is greatly in excess of

the average. These leaves are falling or down
now, dead. Two or three days of bright, warm
sunshine will dry them, and the forest floor will

be as inflammable as a haymow. Yet thousands
who would never drop an unextinguished match
into the hay will, without thought, drop one into

.the leaves. It would be a great step taken to

allow no one to go into the woods until he had
satisfied some competent judge that he was fully

aware of the forest fire hazard and intended to

regard it. It would be a greater protection still

if every court in the State recognized the fact

that every forest fire is a disaster to the State

and that there is probably some one who ought to

be punished for it.

Within the lifetime of men still living the man
who started a forest fire had the benefit of

every possible doubt. If convicted he usually

had the sympathy of the community unless that

fire invaded a lumber job. Yet it might well be

that the damage done to the lumber was the least

part of the damage done to the State. Cases

have been brought into court in Pennsylvania

where the reluctance of the judge to have them

tried caused the suit to be dropped, yet those

very cases were backed by reliable witnesses.

Never before has there been such a mustering

of public sentiment against forest fires as this

autumn. The Governor of the State has per-

sonally sounded the alarm. The railroads are

backing the crusade. Lumber, commercial fores-

try organizations, professional men, have pooled

their interests in one great committee to work for

the restoration of timber on our barren lands.

The first move that this committee made was to

organize into a permanent body, pledged to work

now might and main to free the State from the

curse of forest fires which destroy the timber,

young and old, and burn the best part of the

soil.

The quality of citizenship exhibited by any

able-bodied man who will stand by and see the

fire licking up the future forests of the State

may well be called in question.

When the fire hazard is so reduced in Pennsyl-

vania that there is a reasonable chance that

young timber planted will escape fire and be al-

lowed to grow to merchantable size, then, and not
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until them, may the State bend its entire forestry

energy to planting solid blocks of the most desir-

able trees as is done in Europe where forestry

has been practiced .
successfully for centuries.

Until then we must content ourselves with plant-

ing only such lands as we can protect against

fire, and trust to nature ^s unassisted offerings of

such kinds of trees, good and bad, as may survive

in the unequal struggle. It must be remembered

that our forests, as we find them now, contain a

large proi>ortion of trees of relatively small value

which take the space and nutriment of better

kinds.

It is strictly within the truth to say that the

rapid increase of impoverished soil is one of

actual peril to this Commonwealth. One may

now go mile after mile over areas that were rich

in timber but ui)oii which nothing of value is now

growing. The one and only cause of this desola-

tion is the rei)eated burnings which not only de-

stroy the young growth but destroyed the soil as

well.

Of course, the Pennsylvania Forestry Associ-

ation is enlisted in the crusade to end forest fires

as evidenced by the following:

Ih'solvedy That the Pennsylvania Forestry As-

sociation should and will give hearty support to

the Governor of Pennsylvania and to the Depart-

ment of Forestry in urging upon the Legislature

convening in 1921 the urgent necessity in the

interest of the State of larger appropriations to

be applied to the protection of our forests from
fires, the encouragement and support pf the

growth of new wood, and the acquisition and
planting of large areas of land in our State fit

for tree growth and not siritable for agriculture.

Resolvedf That the members of the Association

throughout the State be urged to bring this mat-
ter to the attention of prosi>ective members of

the next Legislature and to all others interested.

The following organizations have thus far en-

dorsed the campaign, while other endorsements
will come when annual meetings are held:

American Legion, State Federation of Pennsyl-
vania Women, State Chamber of Commerce, State
Federation of Labor, Pennsylvania State Grange,
Pennsylvania Forestry Association, Tiuraber Deal-
ers' Association, Y. M. C. A., Knights of Colum-
bus, P. 0. S. of A., State Editorial Association,
State Sixn-tmen's Association, Pennsylvania
Medical Society, Lehigh Portland Cement Com-
pany, Harbison-Walker Refractories Company,
Lehigh Coal and Navigation (Company, American
Lime and Stone Company, Central Pennsylvania
Lumber Company, Madeira-Hill Company, Na-
tional Paper Box Manufacturers' Association^

Buffalo and Susquehanna Railroad Corporation,

D. L. & W. Railroad Company, Rockhill Coal

and Iron Company, Lehigh & New England Rail-

road Company, Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadel-

phia & Reading Railway, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

Railroad Company, Pittsburgh Wholesale Lumber
Dealers' Association, Rotary Clubs, Delaware &
Hudson Railroad, Anthracite Protective Associ-

ation, Pocono Forestry Association.

The following statement shows very conclusive-

ly what the wish of the Governor is: ''The For-

estry Department should have for fire protection

more money than it now has for all purposes. '

'

There never has been such a concerted, power-

fully backed determination to wii>e out the blight

of forest fires upon the prosperity of the State

as now.

Least of all organizations can the Pennsyl-

vania Forestry Association lag behind in this

work. It is up to us, individually, to see that the

members of the next Legislature are fully in-

iormed as to our wishes, and that we anticipate

their active co-operation in providing ample

funds to end forest fires. They can only properly

represent us when they know what we want. Tell

them plainly.

J. T. Rothrock.

Resolutions of the Medical Society.

THE following resolutions were unanimously

adopted by the Medical Society of the

State of Pennsylvania, at its Pittsburgh

meeting, October 4th to 7th:

Whereas, Abundance of pure water is an abso-

lute necessity for public health; and

Whereas, Our timberless, unproductive, aban-

doned highlands of the State are a nursery of

floods which transport germs of disease through

the breadth of the Commonwealth, and by such

floods, disturb the even flow of water which is

so necessary for a production of water power;

and
Whereas, There are in Pennsylvania today ^\e

million acres of such timberless areas which are

a menace to individual health and to public pros-

l)erity, which lands once produced a crop of tim-

ber of immense value to the State, and which,

under State control, can be restored to a pro-

ductive condition; therefore, be it

Resolved, The Medical Society of the State of

Pennsylvania cordially approves of the wish of

His Excellency, the Honorable William C. Sproul,

Governor of the Commonwealth, that these acres

be taken under control of the Pennsylvania For-

est Commission by purchase, that further im-

poverishment of the soil be stayed ; that the water

power of the State be increased to supplement

the growing demand for coal, of which, as the

supply becomes more limited, the price becomes

higher, and the needs of our population grow

greater.

Resolved, In order that this beneficent purpose

be made possible, the Medical Society of the State

of Pennsylvania earnestly urges upon the in-

coming Legislature that sufficient funds be ap-

propriated for the purchase, by the State, of the

said land, and their protection against destructive

forest fires. Under State Forest control, streams,

heading, in our mountain ranges and higher

ridges, would insure an abundant supply of pure

water to a large portion of our population.

Governor Sproul's Fire Protection Procla-

mation.

wITHOUT forests Pennsylvania cannot

prosper as she should. The protec-

tion and renewal of our forests is of

inestimable importance to the future welfare of

our State. It is our duty to use wisely and care-

fully protect feeble remnants of the mighty for-

ests given to our forefathers, and restore to pro-

duction the millions of acres now barren because

of forest fires. Those who come after us must

have ample supply of wood, pure water, access-

ible play grounds, and all other blessings that

come from forested mountains.
** Sixty years ago Pennsylvania produced more

timber than any other State. Now her timber

production is of comparatively little worth. The

glory of our forests has largely departed. Forest

fires have raged too widely and too long.

^* Every forest fire is not only a curse but a

possible calamity. Nine out of every ten of them

result from carelessness and might have been

l)revented. This is a heavy indictment against

an enlightened people.
^* Forest fires must stop. Our original forests

have been laid waste, but the productive forces

of nature still remain. The damage can and

must be repaired. Our hills must be kept green

and our streams full.

'' Therefore, I, William C. Sproul, Governor of

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, do designate

the week of September 26th to October 2nd next,

as FOREST PROTECTION WEEK.
^*I request and urge all citizens of this State,

men and women alike, and all persons residing

or being within its boundaries, to unite in thought

and action for the preservation of our common

heritage by preventing and suppressing forest

fires ; and especially I ask all churches, schools

and civic and commercial organizations to let the

facts be known through sermons, discourses, and
addresses during the week designated. Let those

who conduct operations likely to start fires take

steps to prevent them, and let those who own
forest land take measures for reducing the like-

lihood of their arising, for lessening their sever-

ity, and for limiting their extent."

The Pocono Forestry Association.

THE eighteenth annual meeting of the Pocono
Forestry Association was held on August
12th, at Pocono Manor Inn, and was well

attended.

The official reports of Forester Robert W. Stad-

den showed that last autumn there were frequent

rains and few fires; only 20 acres were burned

over. But during the spring months of the

present year, 53 fires in 12 townships have burned

(),7G9 acres, at a cost to the State for extinguish-

ment amounting to $907.92, and a loss of $5,-

005.25.

The Board of Directors commended the fire

wardens of the county for their prompt and effi-

cient services, under the direction of Forester

Stadden; well recognizing that the losses from

fires would have been far larger if the aid of a

corps of experienced fire fighters had not been

available.

Five patrol stations were maintained during

the year, with observation towers equipped with

telephones. These points of outlook provide for

the supervision of the major part of the county,

yet plans are under consideration to erect and

equip additional towers, to increase the efficiency

of the service.

Referring to the importance of reforestation,

the report of the Directors commended the in-

crease in the number of persons in Monroe

County who are applying each year to the De-

partment of Forestry for seedlings for planting.

During the present spring 124,000 trees were

given by the State to private parties. Arbor Day
celebrations have been held at public schools, and

on one occasion a planting of 3,000 little trees

was made by the pupils of a single class.

The Association has furnished a cancellation

die to the postmaster at Stroudsburg, bearing the

legend, '^Help Protect the Forests.'* This is in

constant use in canceling postage stamps on let-

ters and serves to remind thousands of persons

that our forests are in need of protection.

The report of the Directors closed in saying:

<^The outlook for forestry is most encouraging.
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Never before have so many different interests

been united in a common recognition of the

uriient need for forest protection and forest de-

velopment. Never before have our legislators

been as ready to heed the warnings and to listen

to the demands of those who know what forestry

conditions actually are, and what they should be.

Never before have there been such opportunities

for this pioneer association of ours to show by

its activities a broader interest and a wider scope

in the advancement of the forestry of the

future.
^^

District Forester Stadden gave an interesting

account of the conference at Mont Alto which

was conducted by Commissioner Pinchot during

the hitter part of July and the early part of

August. This brought together the foresters of

the entire State for a discussion and elaboration

of improved methods of future work in conserva-

tion.

An election of a Board of Directors for the

following twelve months resulted in the choice of

Edwin A. Hoopes, J. A. Seguine, Dr. Mary Erd-

man, John 11. Kunkle and W. R. Fisher; and the

I^joard was organized by the election of W. R.

Fisher as President, J. A. Seguine as Vice-Presi-

dent, and J. H. Kunkle as Secretary-Treasurer.

Monroe County is to be congratulated upon the

flourishing condition of* its association, An in-

come of $2J81.a>, a balance of $1,289.24, and a

membership of 332 persons give assurance that

activities in forestry are on a sure foundation in

northeastern Pennsvlvania.

Special Forest Fire Hazards.

September 28, PJ20.

ronimissioner of Forestry,

Harrisburg, Pa.

Dear Sir:

Under the provisions of the Act of June 3,

PUT), it is my duty as Chief Forest Fiie War-
den, *^To declare a public nuisance any prop-

erty which, by reason of its condition or oper-

ation, is a special forest fire hazard, and, as such,

endangers other property or human lite/' In

Section 1004 the Act further provides that
^* Every person or corj)oration refusing to com-
l)ly with an order of the chief forest fire warden
for the abatement of a nuisance, under this act,

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and ujwn con-
viction thereof shall be sentenced to pay a fine

of not more than One Hundred Dollars, or under-
go imprisonment not exceeding one month, or
both, in the discretion of the court, » #

and every day's continuance * * * shall be a

separate and distinct offense.''

It seems to me very important that these

legislative provisions be called to the attention

of the public at this time so that any existing

hazards may be removed before the beginning of

the fall fire season. The conditions which the

Department's experience has shown to constitute

on their face special fire hazards are as follows:

1. Engines of all kinds not provided with ef-

fective spark arresters, ash pans, or other equip-

ment to prevent the spread of fire, when such

engines operate within 200 feet of woodland, or

of other inflammable proi)erty likely to spread

fire to woodland.

2. Inflammable debris within 100 feet of a

steam railroad track. This includes uncleaned

woodland which requires cleaning for the cora-

l)letion of a safety strip along the railroad.

3. Inflammable debris located within a radius

of 150 feet from a saw mill or other engine oper-

ating within woodland, or operating within 150

feet of woodland.

4. Inflammable debris within 25 feot of the

edge of the traveled part of a public highway,

the clean road bed of an electric railway, or of

any other frequented highway.

5. Slash from lumbering operations without a

protective strip of 100 feet adjoining woodland.

As used above, debris means such material as

slash, mowings, or other wastage, and accumu-

lated forest litter.

It should be understood that in unusual or ex-

traordinary cases the Department is not re-

stricted to action based upon the conditions cited

above. Its duty is to investigate independently

or upon report all fire hazards and to base its

action ujwn the conditions in each particular

ease.

When hazards within the provisions of the Act

are found, notice will be given to the responsible

parties that they must be removed. If, after

notice duly given they are not removed, it is my
purpose, with your approval, to declare them pub-

lic nuisances and to recommend that action be

taken under Section 1004 of the Act.

George H. Wirt,

Approved: Chief Forest Fire Warden.

Gifford Pinchot,

Commissioner of Forestry.

October 2, 1920.

Forestry Education.

The State Forest Commission authorized the

making of timber sales by Foresters, in the dis-

cretion of the Commissioner, in an amount not

exceeding $250.00 in any one sale.

THE British Empire Forestry Conference,
which met in London during July, adopted
the following resolutions on forestry edu-

cation, which the delegates are to bring to the
notice of their respective governments:

It should be a primary duty of forest authori-

ties throughout the empire to establish systematic

schemes of forest education. It has been found,

for climatic and other reasons, that it would not

be possible for each part of the empire to estab-

lish a complete scheme of forestry education of

its own, and, therefore, it is essential that those

parts of the empire which are willing and able to

establish complete systems should, as far as possi-

ble, frame such schemes with a view to combin-

ing for meeting the needs of those parts which
can only themselves make a partial provision fcJr

their requirements. Part of this subject has been

dealt with by a committee, whose report, which

refers mainly to the higher training of forest

officers, is approved by the conference. The main
principles embodied in this report are as follows:

1. That one institution for training forest offi-

cers be established in the United Kingdom.

2. That students be selected from graduates

having taken honors in pure or natural science at

any recognized university.

3. That it be an integral part of the work of

the institution to arrange supplementary courses

at suitable centers for students requiring special

qualifications and also special courses for forest

officers from any part of the empire, whether at

the institution or at centers of training in other

parts of the world. The governments should

recognize these courses as part of the ordinary

duties of the forest officers-, at any time during

their service, and the governments concerned

should give special facilities to forest officers in

their service to attend such courses.

4. That a department of research into the for-

mation, tending and protection of forests be as-

sociated with the training institution.

5. That encouragement should be given to the

existing provision made by universities and col-

leges for forestry instruction for those who do

not desire to take the full course suggested for

the forestry service. It appears that this is es-

pecially applicable to the United Kingdom. It is

also desirable to make adecpiate provision for

woodmen's schools for the training of foresters

as distinct from those which are intended for for-

est officers.

Science.

From Address of Governor Wm. C. Sproul,
Outlining Administration Forest Policy.

i i/^^NE other great branch of Pennsylvania
I I production has been not only neglected

but virtually destroyed. Time was
w^hen Pennsylvania was the first lumber-produc-
ing State in the Union. Today she has fallen back
so that about half the States have passed her.

If we compare what we need and what we con-
sume in lumber with what our forests actually
grow^, we must recognize the unhappy truth that
Pennsylvania is a deforested State. That we have
allowed her to become so is one of the greatest
blots upon our industrial sagacity and our states-

manship.
^^ Because Pennsylvania is deforested our peo-

ple are daily paying increasing prices, not only
for all the products of the forest but for all

products of every kind, for there are few articles

of human necessity, use, or enjoyment that can
be produced, transported, or delivered without
the forest. We are beginning to realize what will

happen when the actual famine in lumber and
forest products arrives, the foretaste of which is

already with us. Ten years ago Pennsylvania was
producing as much timber and lumber products
as she consumed. Twenty years ago we were a
lumber exporting State. Today we are import-

ing three times as much in forest products as is

being cut from our depleted store, and almost

ten times as much as our forests are growing.

''Out of 13,000,000 acres of forest land in

Pennsylvania there are 0,000,000 acres that are

lit for nothing except to grow trees. Of this

6,000,000 acres, good only for trees, 1,000,000 is

owned and protected by the State. The other

5,000,000 has been aptly called the 'Pennsylvania

Desert.' It is producing nothing, and that is the

best definition of a desert. If this Pennsylvania

desert were protected from fire it could produce

substantially all of the wood needed by the peo-

ple of our State. Fire makes it and keeps it a

desert. One great problem is to stop fire.

"Forest fires do not stop with the destruction

of the forest. They destroy also the industries

which dei>end upon the forest and the opportun-

ity for employment afforded by them. I am
deeply interested in restoring the forests of Penn-

sylvania and the industries which go with them,

and sincere in my intention to leave nothing un-

done that is practical and possible to bring back

to our forests the enormous power of production

w^hich was once one of the blessings of the State,

and can be so again.

"Why not restore Penn's Woods'? Why not

let these mountains contribute once more as they

9
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have done in the past to the wealth, prosperity,

and beauty of Pennsylvania?
'

' The first step is to put an end to the unmiti-

gated curse of forest fire. The second is to take

into the hands and under the protection of the

Comimonwealth, as soon as we can, the 5,000,000

acres of the Pennsylvania desert.

* ^ These things take money. I have strong hope

that the next Legislature will appropriate gener-

ously to stop the curse of forest fire, and as much

as the revenues of the State and the just demands

of other departments of our work will permit,

for the purchase of more State Forests. These

are two of the fundamental policies of this ad-

ministration.
* * The purchase of additional State Forests will

be an investment, not an expense—an investment

both sound and profitable. It will not only pay

in the ordinary sense in returns upon the capital

invested, but it will be a powerful means of se-

curing to our people the supplies of timber

—

without which, under our form of civilization,

there can be no assured prosperity. Nor can we
overlook their value for conserving the health of

our people, regulating the flow of our streams,

and for outdoor recreation.
*^ Never forget that if we fail to provide for

our own needs in forest products no one else will

do it for us. The very solemn fact is that if we
fail to do so, neither in the other States of the

Union, nor elsewhere in the whole world, shall we
be able to secure what we need. The supplies of

timber still available in the South will be ex-

hausted in ten or fifteen years. What remains
then will be in the Far West and Alaska, and
the $2;'),000,()00 we are already paying annually
for freight on forest products will seem small

conij)ared to what we shall pay then, so long as

the supply lasts. Within a generation that sup-
ply will be scarce to the point of famine.

**As with Pennsylvania among the States, so

with the United States among the nations. No
other part of the world has or can supply us
with the kinds of timber we need if we fail to

produce it ourselves. Pennsylvania cannot trust

to the Nation; the Nation cannot trust to the
world. We must grow what we need or go with-
out.

**Tt is high time we took the forest question
seriously. We cannot get along without wood^
yet we seem to have neglected nothing that would
destroy our trees and deprive us of it. Our chil-

dren will see the time when what we have grown
at home will be the whole supply.

^* Substitutes may prevent the demand for wood
from increasing as fast as would otherwise be the

case, but in spite of them the growth of construc-

tion, industry, and population is so rapid that the

world needs and uses more timber decade after

decade. Over the whole earth the need for forest

products rises as the forests are destroyed. Penn-

sylvania's forests hold the key to her future not

less than her farms, her factories, and her mines.

To restore Penn 's Woods is a clear-cut duty, from

which we cannot afford to turn our eyes or with-

hold our hands.''

Forestry in Relation to Our Public Schools.

THAT forestry bears a close relation to our

public schools is evidenced by the fact that

the subject can be closely associated with

the average school curriculum, whether it be aca-

demic, high or rural. It may be associated with

history, for the stories of nations are inex-

tricably bound up with the stories of trees, and
our forests played no small part in the settle-

ment and development of our country.

In descriptive, commercial and physical

geography, the relation is still more closely as-

sociated, for our forests bear an important rela-

tionship to the stream flow, topography and con-

tour of our countries. In physiology and hy-

giene, botany, geology, agriculture and even in

mathematics the subject of forestry may be asso-

ciated and its relation made instructive as well

as interesting to the children of our public

schools.

In a recent article in the Atlantic Monthly,

the statement was made that education is quite

as much a matter of habit and attitude of mind
as of subject matter and if the child is to cope

with the problems he is to face after leaving

school, he must face them in his school life. Wil-

liam Allen White said if we are to solve the prob-

lems of the centuries, the restriction of ignor-

ance and greed in our business and commercial
life, we must solve these problems in the school

house rather than in the Legislature or court

room.
** Train up a child in the way he should go and

when he is old he will not depart therefrom,'' is

as true today as it was in the days of Solomon.

The men and women, the law makers, magis-

trates, public officials and citizens of tomorrow
are the boys and girls of today, and if we can
have their minds directed along the proper chan-

nels in relation to our forests we need not worrv
•

as to the outcome. They will enact laws, create

public sentiment and live up to the principles

that they were taught in their youth. Conse-

quently our State and nation will conserve theii'

forests through wise use and will secure a con-
tinuous and abundant supply of the necessaries
of life. If we start them right by bringing them
in direct touch with our forests, where they see

the barren ground, the growing timber and the
ruins caused by forest fires, the thought can be
pressed home that every barren acre and every
forest fire will be an added burden to their lives

and it will not only interest them but will help

them to be better and more serviceable men and
women.

"

As our civilization and culture depend upon
our commerce and our commerce depends upon
the transformation and transportation of our

natural resources, it is very evident that our

existence depends, in a lafge degree, upon our

resources.

Not only do the public schools of our laud

have an influence upon the youth of today but a

good way to reform the parents is to interest the

children. If we have the children interested iji

trees and forests, the parents themselves will

become interested with the children and their in-

fluence and relation will affect not only the future

but the present as well. They will look upon the

forests not as a mine where one harvest was all

that could be expected, but they will look upon

our mountains as a repeated and successive

source of revenue and that they can be treated

the same as any agricultural crop. This was ex-

emplified by the work which we have been doing

in Potter County with the rural schools.

In 1915, with the assistance and co-operation

of the County Superintendent of the Public

Schools, every rural school in Potter County was

furnished with trees for the observance of an

Autumn Arbor Day. School exercises and the

planting of trees formed a special progiam for

that day. Later on, in the same year, a list of

trees growing in Potter County was furnished to

the teachers of each rural school. Eacli school

was requested by the County Superintendent to

report as many of these trees as they found grow-

ing within the locality of their school. The chil-

dren became very much interested and naturally

entailed the services of their parents in an ef-

fort to have their particular school report the

largest number of trees. That year the forester

received more inquiries relative to the different

kinds of trees than ever before and the requests

largely came from the parents which showed that

they were taking a lively interest in the contest.

r^The stereoptican, with the use of an acetylene

tas tank, for use in rural sections was found to

(be very effective in showing the relation of our

orests to the welfare of the community. It was

our aim to show just as many pictures contrast-
ing what Potter County once had in the way of
lumber products, and how it has fallen away
from this great source of revenue because of
destructive lumbering and repeated forest fires.

These talks were given in the rural schools and
were largely attended, not only by the children,

but by the parents and people of the community^
Another way in which forestry was associated

with the public schools was by having tree nur-
series established in their school gardens. In
so much as a great number of the schools in

Potter County have a summer term instead of

a winter term, it was comparatively easy to have
these nurseries. Tree seeds were furnished and
it was attempted to grow trees not native to the

immediate locality so that an interest would be
stimulated in watching these trees develop and
grow which were not common. Quite a number
of these trees grew and it was surprising to learn

that a number of the parents asked permission

of the teachers to plant some of these trees on
their home grounds.

Some one has said that the function of a tree

is four-fold, namely, its commodity value, its

beauty value, its language value and its discipline

value.

^^If our trees and forests will be given their

true setting among the other elements of the

content in our educational processes, the child

will grow and develop into a living realization

that in the midst of light is the beautiful, and
in the midst of the beautiful is the good, and in

the midst of the good is God the Eternal One."
R. Lynn Emerick.

Henry Solon Graves, ex-forester of the U. S.

Forest Service, gives this valuable opinion on

** Forest Devastation:" **We must take our

choice between stopping forest devastation and

lessening prosperity. Do we want to sink to the

condition of the European countries, where

scarcity and high cost of wood handicap industry

and human comfort? We must decide now."

—

Lumber World Review,

'^High prices of lumber are here to stay. Our

field of supply is constantly getting further and

further from the market and unless we undergo

some industrial crisis, the level of high prices

will not only be maintained, but will go a great

deal higher. We must reinvest some of the pro-

ceeds from our forests in the recuperation of

commercial trees on the non-agricultural lands

that lie almost at our doors."

—

Western Lumber-

man (Winnipeg).

ii>
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Concerning the Boy Scout.

HAT ** jamboree'^ abroad to which our Boy

I
Scouts were invited, was a look ahead.

"*• The essential idea of the Scout organiza-

tion, in fact, the name itself is one that appeals

to every red-blooded boy, on either side of the

ocean. It is a guarantee of permanency, for the

spirit which brought together the first body of

Scouts exists everywhere and in some form has

always existed. It was a stroke of genius that

led the boys of South Africa, during the Boer

War, to render the help they did in an hour of

stress. That desire to do something woithy of

notice exists unchallenged, in early life. The boy

is willing you should know that he desires your

recognition of him. He makes no secret of it.

It is the bud of the larger ambition which leads

to great undertakings in mature life.

The more we can have of it the better, pro-

vided it be directed into useful channels, and be

made at the same time an education, a life habit

in the individual lad.

No doubt, the greatest outcome of the ^^ jam-

boree" was to inspire those fortunate members
who were there with an idea of their importance,

as an organization. It is something for n boy to

be able to say, '^We Scouts are a world-wide

body. We are everywhere. We are brothers, bent

on the mission of help to each other and to every-

one. We scorn all that is mean, impure, degrad-

ing, or injurious. There is use for us everywhere
and the world is only commencing to know how
useful we can be, and will be."

It was, on these grounds, wise that the *' jam-
boree" was suggested and led to a successful is-

sue; but the same reason exists for a ^*jamboree"
here that existed for the other one across the
ocean.

Why not assemble representatives of all the
Boy Scout Troops of this State in some central

point each year, where they can go into camp,
amid healthful surroundings, learn new duties,

new sports, new means of being more useful, and
above all, where Scout pride may be developed
by contact with Scouts from every part of this

great State, and where every lad may take to his

home a clearer idea of the greatness of his or-

ganization. It could be made a custom that the
most distinguished Scout for the year should be
the troop delegate, which would be an incentive
to high effort.

This Scout movement is too promising to be
lost sight of as a patriotic impulse. It should
frown upon everything that endangered the per-
petuity of **a government of the people, by the
people, and for the people." Let it be a nursery

here of Americanism. It is needed now, if ever,

that our boys should have grained into them that
such a government is now, and ever will be eter-

nally right. To produce such citizenship the State
may well help, and as the Forestry Department
has set aside suitable ground for a rallying place
for the Boy Scouts at Pine Grove Furnace, the
Legislature should promptly make an appropri-
ation for preparation of the ground for the pur-
pose to which it is dedicated.

This recognition of the Boy Scouts by the For-
estry Department is not a gratuity. It comes
because of the fine service the Scouts of the State
have already rendered in the suppression of for-

est fires. Such service has been so very im-
portant that medals 'have already been produced
to be presented to the lads who have thus dis-

tinguished themselves. It is within the power of
every Boy Scout in the fire-infested region to

help protect the Commonwealth and the Scout
who does so merits the recognition of the com-
munity.

The illustrations in this issue give an idea,

though a very inadequate one, of the ground set

apart at Pine Grove Furnace as a rallying point
for the Scouts of the State. Weather conditions
failed to allow clear views of the beautiful moun-
tain ranges, or of the lake.

Concerning this ground the following state-

ments should be made:
1. It is near the centre of the State.

2. It is an ideal camping ground.
3. It is remote from all dissipation or influ-

ences that would tend to interfere with the camp
life and development of a perfect physical con-
dition ; but has railroad communication.

4. The topography is admirably suited for in-

struction in signaling.

5. It is a fine ground for extended hikes to at-

tractive points.

6. Owing to the mountain ranges, one may wan-
der at will without possibility of being lost in a
valley.

7. There are fine bathing and swimming fa-

cilities.

8. It is a region of health. — -

9. Altitude is nearly 1,000 feet above tide.

J. T. Rothrock.

; \

On May ir>, 1020, the fiftieth birthday of Mr.
Henry L. Doherty, President of the Cities Service
Company, was celebrated by tree planting. This
company controls eighty-one public utility com-
panies, and twenty-six in the petroleum industry,
and all these companies joined in commemorating
the event by planting one or more trees.
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Timber Depletion—Its Relation to the
Farm.

I

.

\' I

MR. W. B. GREELEY, Chief, Forest Serv-
ice, U. S. Department of Agriculture,

has prepared an interesting paper on
this subject. He says:

'^Who in this country uses the most timber*?

And who owns the most forest land? The an-
swer to both questions is—the farmer. Both
going and coming the farmer is vitally interested

in timber.
^^ Whenever the farmer builds a barn or silo

or buys an ax handle the supply and the price

of timber affects his pocketbook. On the other
hand, whether material suitable for his farm im-

plements or buildings is to be had when he wants
it may depend upon how he manages his wood-
land. And his interest in timber does not stop

there; it extends to the question of how con-

venient and desirable a place his farm shall be
on which to live and to raise his family. Is he
going to be able to keep his house and barns and
fences in good repair?

*^The estimates of a large number of county
agents show that the average farm, new or old,

requires about 2,000 board feet of lumber year-

ly for repairs or new buildings. Can he get up-

to-date tools and equipment at reasonable prices

to work his land? After he has raised his crops,

are they to be shipped in proper containers to

the best markets or sacrificed because containers

can not be had or cost too much? All these de-

pend in no small degree on the supply and price

of timber.

^^Agriculture is the greatest wood-using indus-

try of the United States. Forty-six per cent, of

all the wood which this country consumes annual-

ly is used on its farms. The yearly lumber bill

for farm structures and improvements aggregates

6 3/4 billion board feet! Farm requirements for

boxes, barrels, and other articles manufactured

from wood call for nearly 4 billion board feet

additional each year. Add to these requirements

the 80 million cords of fuel wood consumed an-

nually by farmers and over a billion cubic feet

of fencing material and it is easily seen that

farmers have a greater interest in an assured

supply of timber at reasonable prices than any

other class of American citizens.

^^The needs of the fruit growers in California

for a steady and sufficient supply of box shooks

at reasonable prices have become so urgent that

several of the fruit associations are now operat-

ing saw mills and manufacturing their own box

material on a large scale. A number of these

sawmills are getting their logs from the national
forests. The gradual depletion of timber in Flor-
ida and the adjacent States is confronting
orchardists and truck farmers with a serious

problem as to where and at what cost they can
obtain in the future the enormous quantities of
wooden containers required to move their crops
to market.

^^The availability of cheap lumber of good
quality has been a tremendous aid in the rapid
development of American fanns. During the
eighties, the Middle Western farmer obtained
for $15 to $20 per thousand board feet white pine
lumber from the Lake States of a quality now
scarcely to be found. In February, 1920, he paid
from $70 to $75 per thousand feet for framing
and sheathing lumber and up to $150 per thou-

sand feet for the better grades of finish, and all

of it came from the South or the far West.
^^The effect of such excessive prices is inevi-

table. Lumber dealers in the Prairie States re-

port that new farm construction in the spring

of 1920 is less than half the normal volume, and
that even current repairs on farm buildings have
dropped off one-third. Reports from a large

number of county agents in 33 States lying east

of the Rocky Mountains indicate that the real

demand for lumber for farm improvements and
improved living conditions is greater than before

the war^ but that this demand is not being sup-

plied owing to the excessive cost of lumber. The
scarcity of lumber, particularly in our great cen-

tral agricultural belt, is handicapping farm de-

velopment, crop production, and the growing
live stock. And from all parts of this territory

comes the report that these conditions, which

tend to lower the standards of living and effi-

ciency on the farm, are making it more difficult

to hold the farmer ^s own children and desirable

classes of labor.

**The farmer in common with the other users

of lumber is not merely experiencing a wave of

high prices. Lumber, indeed, has had its full

share of price inflation. This is due not only to

general causes but also to the sudden release of

I)ent-up demands for building and construction

at a time when lumber stocks were low and the

industry could not rapidly increase its produc-

tion. But behind these temporary conditions is

a more permanent and more serious cause of high

lumber prices. The steady depletion of the great

forest regions nearest the bulk of our agricul-

ture and population has gone so far that 61 per

cent, of the timber now in the United States is

west of the Great Plains; that lumber is being

hauled longer and longer distances, paying high-

ti
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er freight charges and becoming more and more

subject to the delays arising from car shortages

and congestion of transportation; and that com-

petition between different lumber manufacturing

regions for the supply of many of our large

rural and other markets, which has been the gi'eat

leveler of lumber prices, is fast disappearing.

'^n all probability the existing high prices on

lumber can not be long maintained. But the de-

pletion of our forests is bound, from the very

shortage and restricted location of the remain-

ing raw material and from the narrowed field for

competition, to bring about permanently higher

price levels for timber products and to accentu-

ate the temporary waves of high prices due to

labor shortages, congestion of transportation, or

other special causes. By and large, American

agriculture will suffer more from this condition

than any other industry, because our farms are

the largest consumers of timber.

^^The farmer is the most independent of any-

one in the Nation when it comes to food. He
might be equally independent in the matter of

timber. He owns, in the aggregate, more forest

land than the lumber barons and all other pri-

vate owners combined. Farm woodlots, or wood-

lands, reach the enormous total of 191 million

acres and comprise two-fifths of the forest area

of the United States. East of the Mississippi

River they cover 153 million acres, or 45 per

cent, of all the forests. A rough estimate places

the timber standing in the farm w^oodlots of

the Eastern States at 340 billion feet, or

40 per cent, of the timber in this region. And
this quantity includes over half of our remaining

hardwoods.

*'It has been estimated roughly that the an-

nual growth of timber possible on the farm woo<l-

lands of the United States is equal to 8 1/2 bil-

lion board feet of material suitable for lumber,

staves, boxes, etc., and 114 million cords of fuel

w^ood. In other words, the farm woodlands them-

selves could produce more than the entire quan-

tity of fuel now consumed by the farmers and 81

per cent, of the present quantity of lumber, boxes

and barrels now used on the farms, if their grow-

ing capacity were fully utilized. From the in-

formation to be had, which is far from complete,

it does not seem probable that the farm wood-
lands are growing today more than one-third of

the timber which they might produce if they

were kept at work at full capacity.

'^The farmers of the United States are not

only the largest consumers of forest products;

they are the most permanent users of wood. How-
ever other industries may shift or change, the
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great areas of agricultural land remain as the

most basic of our national resources. Not only

must the fertility of our farms be maintained;

their homes, the improvements necessary for their

efficient operation, the containers required to

ship their products—^these requirements of per-

manent and efficient agriculture must be pro-

vided. American agriculture can not thrive if

wood is priced as an imported luxury. There is

no more immediate or more vital need for a na-

tional policy of reforestation than the need for

assuring a cheap and abundant supply of tim-

ber for our farms.

^^The United States contains an acreage of

forest land not required for other purposes that

is ample to grow all the timber it needs. But the

great bulk of our forest land is now growing

only a small fraction of the timber which it might

produce, and 81 million acres have been so de-

vastated by fire and destructive lumbering that

they are growing almost nothing at ally A
national forest policy must replace these enor-

mous areas of idle, or largely idle, land with

growing forests—distributed all over the coun-

try. Just as far as the character of the land

will permit, timber should be grow^n near where

it is to be used ; and aside from the Prairie States

and limited regions where all the land is too

valuable for growing timber, this is entirely feas-

ible. To put back real forests upon our denuded

lands means: First, that forest fires must be

stopi>ed; and, second, that we must apply to the

growing of timber the study and intelligence that

has been given to the growing of food crops.

There is no one who has a more vital interest in

getting this thing done than the farmer, and by

that same token should the farmer see to it that

his own forest lands are in the working, not the

idle class.

*^Far too generally, the farm woodlot is the

result of chance. Its size, the material it con-

tains, its value to the farm, such as it is, have

come about haphazard. The direct contribution

which the farm owner can make to solving oui*

timber problem is to determine what parts of

this land are suited to wood rather than other

crops and to develop these portions of his land

for the production of wood crops with the same

foresight and the same conception of permanence

as his orchard or his wheat field.

''In many sections of the United States, par-

ticularly in the Lake States and the South, the

farm woodlot, or woodland, represents simply the

unimproved ground within a farm holding, whose

soil may or may not be inferior for field crops.

In the Central States, indeed, many woodlots oc-

cupying the poorly drained portions of farms in-
clude some of their best soils. Such woodlots
must decrease as clearing and cultivation are ex-
tended.

''In other regions, particularly New England,
farm woodlots are extending through the rever-
sion of poor land, hill pastures, and the like to

forests. Such regions perhaps afford the best
opportunity for the development of the wood-
lot as a permanent and valuable part of the farm.
Many far-sighted farmers, indeed, are aiding
natural reforestation by planting poor or waste
lands. Not only can these woodlots produce fuel,

poles, and fencing needed on the farm itself, but
they readily grow commercial crops of timber in

relatively short periods for such products as pulp
wood, box lumber, telephone poles, and railway
ties.

"In most of our agricultural regions the farm-
er who plans his business with care will find

that a woodlot on some portion of his farm is

valuable as a permanent enterprise-. It will

produce the fuel and other rough products needed
on the farm. It can usually combine with home
supply the production of salable material, not
alone quickly grown products like low-grade lum-
ber, pulp wood, or ties, but wood of exceptional

value like hickory spoke stock, ash billets for

handles, and hardwoods required by the vehicle

and furniture makers. The farm woodlots now
contain half of our hardwood timber. It takes

but little care and foresight to keep these wood-
lots stocked with species of timber that will yield

valuable products and whose harvesting, little by
little, will add appreciably to the income of the

farmer. Many a woodlot, indeed, will serve its

owner as a bank in which he may, by a little

thought and labor in odd hours, accumulate ma-
terial whose total quantity and value will some
day afford a pleasant surprise.

"The farmer's part in national reforestation

is thus to make the woodlot a permanent asset of

the farm. Its grazing should not be left to chance

but should be intelligently adjusted within the

limits necessary to prevent injury to growing tim-

ber. Woodlot crops and their markets are worth

real study. As permanent farm enterprises, upon
which real thought is expended, the woodlots of

the United States will not only pay their owners

well but will also aid i)owerfully in solving the

national problem of timber depletion. '

'

The Social Uses of State Forests.

The Auditor General of Pennsylvania has given

an opinion that any money that can be collected

for the cost of forest fire extinction may be used

to help pay the cost of future fire fighting.

IT
is a well-known fact that Lock Haven

played an important part in the great lum-
ber industry of Pennsylvania, but few peo-

ple realize that this same city will, in years to
come, play an equally important, if not an even
greater, role in the practice of forestry. Clin-
ton County, of which Lock Haven is the county
seat, covers an area of 561,920 acres, of which
88 per cent, is still covered with some sort of a
forest growth. Most of the mountain land is too
rough and rocky for the plough.

Forest trees are the best crop it can now grow,
and as time goes on, if forestry is given the sup-
port it deserves, the hillsides and plateaus of
Clinton County will again become covered with
many matchless miles of unbroken forest dotted
with wood-using industries supporting a pros-
perous population.

This meeting is being held in the heart of a
great forest region and in the very midst of
our State Forests. Clinton County surpasses all

others within the Commonwealth in its acreage
of State-owned forest (131,956 t.cres). Potter
County comes next with 130>295 acres. The
County of Clinton and the six counties border-
ing it, embrace 620,827 acres of State Forest
land, that is, almost 60 per cent, of the entire

forests are now owned by the State. It follows
that much of the good work which forestry will

do must be done right here, and while the bene-
fits derived from the practice of forestry are
far-reaching, yet most of the good will come to

local people.

Twenty-two years ago (June 13, 1898) the

State of Pennsylvania became the owner of her
first tract of forest land. Since then additional

hind was purchased each year until now (June

1, 1920) the State owns 1,077,520 acres. This
vast area was purchased at an average cost of

$2.28 per acre, which implies a total purchase
price of almost two and one-half million dollars.

In addition to the purchase price, somewhat over

three and one-half million dollars have been in-

vested in developing, improving and administer-

ing the State Forests, making a total investment

of about six million dollars, or approximately six

dollars per acre.

The total income from the State Forests up
to January 1, 1920, was $206,641.21, that is, about

20 cents per acre. The foregoing figures might

cause one to conclude that forestry is a failure

—a non-paying business proposition. A few
ultra-radicals have even gone to the extreme and
said that forestry is a theoretical phantom and

i
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a good pastime for the idle and the rich. But

these points of view are untenable. They are

not based upon facts. Neither do they embrace

all points in the case. When the forest land

came into the possession of the State it con-

sisted chiefly of vast stretches of devastated and

rough mountain land densely dotted with fire-

scarred stumps and tree trunks, silent sawmills,

and declining towns with a stranded population.

Because of this deplorable condition it was

right that most of the activities upon the State

Foi-ests to date should have been directed to-

wards making them safe and putting them in

order. These important tasks bring in little or

no money, but must be given ^Uhe right of way'^

in the early days of forestry for they are its

foundation stones. As soon as th(; preliminary

tasks are well in hand and the foi^sts again

stocked with thriity stands of trees, then there

will begin to flow forth continuously a wealth of

forest products, which will not onlv pay for Iheir

maintenance but also yield a fair rate of intei-est

on the investment. A recent conservative esti-

mate, places the present value of the State For-

ests at $11,000,000, that is a net gain of almost

five million dollars above the purchase i)rice and

all maintenance charges.

I hope you will not think it too academic if I

consider briefly WHAT FORESTRY IS. But a

half century ago some of our good dictionaries

did not contain the word forestry. But this is

no longer true for during the pa^t few decades

many definitions of the word apjieared in print.

In a widely used elementary textbook on forestry

appears the following definition: '* Forestry may
be defined as the art of raising re})eated croi)s

of timber on soil unsuited to ag:riculture. '
^ This

is an extremely narrow definition. It neither

covers the field nor gives a proper point of view.

That forestry which embraces o»ilv the produc-
ft' ft 1

tion of timber on non-agriculture soil is a narrow
gauge variety.

While timber production is the primary ob-

ject of forestry there are other imi)ortant sup-

plementary phases of the business which must
not be overlooked. Among these are recreation

and health. These social uses of the State For-

ests are becoming more significant each year, and
that forestry which does not stress their develop-

ment is neither utilizing fully nor making avail-

able to the public all of the best benefits to be

derived from the forests. It seems to follow that

forestry should be defined as the business of

handling forest lands in such a way as to ^et

irom them the greatest service thoy are capable

of rendering. This means not one particular kind
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of service, but any and all kinds. It implies not

only the production of wood but also the pro-

duction of bark, berries, nuts, gyme and fish,

and the development of rest, recreation and out-

of-door study places.

The State Forests of Pennsylvania are vast un-

developed treasure places. They contain many
rich things, but their owners—the people of the

State—know too little about theiih More and

better information is needed. It should be scat-

tered widely. There is more thnr one way to

give out this information, but it seems to me that

the best way is to get the peoplvi out ui)on the

State Forests and while there give them first

hand impression of forest conditions; tell them

what forestry is; show them the work that is

being done, and let them know about the prob-

lems ahead.

The big question right now is how to get the

public to use the State Foi*ests more fully. The

first thing that must be done to a«*complish this

is to let the people know that they are welcome

upon the State Forests, that they will not be re-

garded as intruders, but that their status will be

that of friendly guests.

This welcoming may be done in person, on

pai^er, or by posters. All three methods have

their good i>oints, but the poster or sign method

seems to be the most imj)ressive and effective.

The Department of Forestry has started recent-

ly to post every State Forest and all important

objects upon them with attractive and instructive

signs. Present plans call for about 200 s\gi\s

ranging in size from 2 1/2x6 feet to 8 x 10 feet.

The words PUBLIC WP:L(^0ME are a conspicu-

ous feature of all sig:ns. These two words will

appear on every sign, for too many people still

think that State Forests are closed to the pub-

lic, that whoever g-oes u^wn them is regarded as

an intruder, that lookout towers are available

only for official use, and that recreation places

are being maintained for the favored few. In-

stead, the State Forests are wide oi>en for busi-

ness and for play, but, unfortunately, the public

as a whole does not yet know it. It is, therefore,

our business to dispel this false notion, and it is

(piite probable that attractive and instructive

signs will help considerably in getting people

out upon the State Forests for *Mift, liberty and

the pursuit of happiness.*^

But the mere welcoming of the public to the

State Forests, no matter how extensively or well

it may be done, is not sufficient. It will not bring

the desired results. For the peojile want some

advance information about the places where they

contemplate si)ending a vacation. Among other
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things they desire to know where the State For-
ests are located, what is on them that is worth
while, just where their main attractions are, and
how to get to them. There exists a most urgent
need for this information right now, and the De-
partment of Forestry is doing its utmost to

make it available as rapidly as possible.

Ten regional maps of the State Forests are

now in preparation. Each map will cover a

number of State Forests and show all important
objects of interest to vacationists, hunters and
fishermen, such as the location and boundaries
of the forests and game refuges, county lines,

roads, trails, streams, foresters* and forest

rangers' headquarters, leased camp sites and
lookout towers. These maps will be 11 x 16

inches in size and made up like a railroad time-

table. On the side of the sheet opi)osite the map
will be printed general data about the State For-

ests and specific local information about each

region mapped. The mere announcement that

the Department of Forestry was ))i'eparing these

maps brought forth favorable editorial comment
in leading newspai)ers, and requests are already

coming in for the maps.

One of the first i)re-re(iuisites to a full and
satisfactory use of the State Forests is good

roads and trails. If the public is expected to

use the forests they must be accessible. They
must be opened up so that anyone may go into

them and get out again with reasoi;able ease and

safety.

There are strong social and economic reasons

for making the State Forests accessible. Since

the decline of the lumber industry there has been

a continuous exodus of the popidation in the

forested regions of the State. In most of the

extensive stretches of forest land only a few in-

habitants remain. Some of them are stranded

and most of them are becoming dissatisfied and

thinking of leaving unless conditions improve.

The few remaining guardians of the forests are

attached to their mountain homes. They ad-

mire the l>eautiful surrounding h;lls, and enjoy

life in the oi)en, but that is not all they need.

They cannot make a living on appreciating their

environment. They must have more, and one of

the items they particularly need is good roads

which will enable them to go to the market and

visit with their relatives and friends. They say,

**Give us good roads and a reasonable income

and we will stay within the forests, protect them

against fire, restore a thrifty growth of valuable

trees ujion the barren hillsides and assist the pub-

lic in finding suitable places to enjoy themselves

in the great and quiet out-of-doors.
''

While there exists an urgent need for giving
the small population within the forests an out*
let to the rest of the world, there are even
stronger reasons to give the larger population
without the State Forests an inlet into them, for
they are the property of the people and nowhere
else can one find such unlimited opportunities
and favorable places for rest, sport, recreation
and health.

Not every acre of forest land is adapted to

fishing, hunting', resting, camping and other out-

of-door activities. Every locality has its special

attractions. Here is a hunter's paradise, there

a mecca for fishermen, and elsewhere a quiet re-

treat for those seeking rest or health. There are
certain spots on every State Forest developed by
nature in such a way that they are well adapted
for recreational uses. It is the plan of the De-
partment of Forestry to set aside a selected area
or a number of them, if necessary, on each State

Forest, and develop them as play or picnic

grounds. Such forest playgrounds are needed
in every community. One was established on the

Buffalo State Forest in Union County in 1918.

During its fiist season (1919) it was visited by
15,000 people, 345 of whom froliced there on one
day. Such pleasure places are becoming an es-

sential feature of rural life. They offer an ex-

cellent means of giving out first hand informa-

tion about the forests and forestry, and to show
the people the work that is being done on the

forests and acquaint them with the problems

ahead.

The original purpose of establishing State For-

ests in Pennsylvania was not only to make idle

land produce crops of trees, to conserve the

rapidly failing timber supply, and to add to the

revenues of the Commonwealth, but also to con-

tribute to the recreation, sjwrt and health of

the people.

A commendable beginning has been made, but

much still remains to be done, and the need for

doing it right now is compelling. In the good

old days few people took vacations. Life was

different then. It was not so swift and strenu-

ous, and chiefly in the open. Then there was

little need for halts along life's journey. But

now in these equally good new days a vacation

is a necessary prescription for good work. The

business man who hems, haws and hesitates may
be a good judge of calico and corn but he is not

a good judge of human values.

Recreation is a safety valve. All work and

no play makes Jack a dull boy. It does even

more. It makes him a sick boy and in some cases

a dangerous boy. Life isn't made for play, but
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play is made for life; not only for boyhood and

srirlhood but also for manhood and womanhood.

Too often the joys of life come to fruitage in

childhood and are there plucked for the last

time. It is my sincere belief that a wider and

fuller use of the State forests for social pur-

poses will be a benefit to the forests and help

build up a braver, broader, stronger, healthier

and happier citizenry.

Joseph S. Illick.

Save the Redwoods.

THE Save the Redwoods League was organ-

ized to assist in bringing about a better

and more general understanding of the

value of the primeval redwood forests of America

as natural objects of extraordinary inteiest as

well as of economic imjK>rtance, and for the pur-

pose of bringing into unity of action all interests

concerned with the movement to preserve such

portions of these forests as should be saved to

represent their fullest beauty and grandeur.

The plans of the League involve: (1) The se-

curing of a belt of the finest redwood timber bor-

dering the northern highway^ in the hope that

this area may become a State park. (2) The ob-

taining of a considerable body of the most typi-

cal primitive redwood forest known, for the pur-

poses of a National Redwood Park.

Determination of the precise limits of the par-

ticular areas to be selected for i)ark purposes will

be based upon a carefully prepared report fur-

nished by the Committee on Redwoods Investiga-

tion, including the most competent authorities in

America.

The movement to secure forest areas border-

ing the highway for purposes of a State park

has received enthusiastic sup|)ort from a wide
range of organizations in California as well as

from a great number of individuals concerned

with the welfare of the State. It has been gen-

erally recognized that the redwood forests con-

stitute a natural asset of this country to be

ranked in importance with the great mountains
and valleys as monumental works of nature. To
have the northern highway traverse the groves

along the streams means bringing the finest trees

to their fullest usefulness. There is reason to

hope that the desires of those who have phmned
the preservation of these areas may yet be real-

ized.

State Forest Districts.

Numbers have recently been assigned to the

State Forest Districts of Pennsylvania as fol-

lows:

No. District Headquarters.

1. Michaux Caledonia.

2. Buchanan Everett.

3. Tuscarora Blain.

4. Rothrock Mount Union.

5. Ix)gan Petersburg.

6. Penn Milroy.

7. Karoondinha Mifflinburg.

8. Bald Eagle Mill Hall.

0. Moshannon Clearfield.

10. Sproul Renovo.

11. Sinnemahoning Driftwood.

12. Tiadaghton Williamsport.

13. Elk .^ Sizerville.

14. Red Jacket (^oudersjwrt.

15. Ole Bull Galeton.

16. Tioga Wellsboroi

17. Valley Foige
18. Weiser Pottsville.

19. Delaware Cresco.

20. Wyoming Dushore.

21. Lackawanna Johnstown.

22. Forbes Scranton.

23. Gallitzin Ligonier.

24. Kittanning Clarion.

25. Cornplanter Warren.

Recently E. G. Crawford, of Portland, Ore.,

discussing the financial outlook in the great

northwest, stated that the value of forest prod-

ucts shipped from the Columbia River in 1919

amounted to $37>225,000. He said: ^^ One-fifth

of the standing timber of the United States is in

the State of Oregon, estimated at from 450,000,-

000,000 to 500,000,000,000 feet.'' This subject was
treated at length in the Lumber Trade Journal

(New Orleans).

In Australia 90 per cent of the forest lands are

said to be held by the Government,

Approximately $20,000,000 damage was in-

flicted by the southern pine beetle in its attack

on southern timber forests during two decades,

according to investigations made by the United
States Department of Agriculture concerning de-

struction caused by insect forest pests. Added
to this damage is that of the black and the red

turpentine beetle. The hickory-bark beetle is

found to be doing extensive damage in the north-

ern tier of States from Wisconsin to Vermont
and southward through the Atlantic States to

central Georgia.
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Alaskan Paper Mills Will Solve News-
paper Shortage.

THE U. S. Forest Service says that the
shortage of newsprint will be overcome
by new paper mills in Alaska. Colonel

W. B. Greeley, Chief of the Forest Service, has
just returned from a month's inspection of tim-
ber and water power on the Tongass National
Forest. He says: ''The National Forests of
Alaska contain resources sufficient to produce
1,500,000 tons of paper annually in perpetuity,
and a paper industry in the Territory is now as-

sured.'' Colonel Greeley believes that the ad-
ministration of Alaska's great resources should
be put in the hands of men on the ground, but
is opposed to the transfer of all Federal in-

terests to a local commission.

A sale of 100,000,000 feet of pulp timber has
been made, and a second sale of 1,500,000 feet,

which will supply a large paper plant for 30
years, is now being arranged. '^The National
Forests of Alaska," said Colonel Greeley, ''offer

paper manufacturers an ample supply of pulp
timber, available under long term contracts at

low prices and subject to very simple and rea-

sonable cutting requirements. The Forest Serv-

ice is doing its utmost to develop this resource

of the Territory. We will not only make Alaska
one of the great sources of paper for the United

States; but will make the industry permanent, as

it is in Norway, by keeping the cut of timber

within what our forests are growing. Paj>er

manufacturers who go to Alaska can count upon
an assured supply of raw material indefinitely."

The Chief Forester points out also that Na-
tional Forest timber has supplied all the sawmills

on the coast of Alaska for the past 15 years,

furnishing large quantities of lumber and mine

timbers for local use, salmon cases by the hun-

dred thousand, and high grade spruce for ship-

ment to the Eastern States. "Such facts," he

said, "show that the National Forests in Alaska

are not locketl up or shackled with burdensome

restrictions as has been frequently alleged."

The development of Alaska, in the Chief For-

ester's opinion, has not been held back by over-

conservation as many claim, but mainly by busi-

ness conditions which have prevented capital from

exploiting her resources. "Alaska," said Colonel

Greeley, "cannot be made prosperous overnight

by passing some new law. It is going to take

time and hard work and favorable conditions in

the world's markets. At the same time, Federal

administration can undoubtedly be improved and

we owe it to Alaska to aid her development in
every practicable way. The first step, in my judg-
ment> should be to decentralize the handling of
Federal matters by putting a representative of
each department or bureau in the Territory with
full authority to transact its business on the
ground. Ninety per cent, of the work of the
Forest Service in Alaska is dispatched by our
resident supervisors and only matters of the
greatest importance come to Washington. This
sort of organization is the cure for long range
administration and red tape. These responsible
Federal officers might well form an Alaskan Cabi-
net, acting as a unit in working out the best

means for developing her resources. Further-
more, the Territory should be given more self-

government in local matters and should be aided
by liberal Federal appropriations to develop
transportation. '

'

"I seriously question," said the Chief For-
ester, "the proposal that a local commission in

Alaska take over the administration of all Fed-
eral laws and public resources. After all, the

National interests in Alaska are uppermost.
Alaska is one of the great food sources of the

country. Her vast forests should meet acute

needs arising from the depletion of our timber.

Our National interests in public timber, food sup-

ply, coal and oil, water power, and migratory

birds are exactly the same in Alaska as elsewhere.

These resources should, I believe, be handled in

Alaska by the same experienced agencies and
under the same uniform National policies as in

the States themselves. Nor would it seem wise

to cut xilaska off from the energies and technical

skill of "Teat Federal departments which are ex-

perts in doing the very things which she needs to

have done."

Help Prevent Wood Fires.

Be sure your match is out before throw-

ing it away.

Don't throw away burning tobacco.

Choose a safe place and make your camp

fire small.

Put out your fire with water and then

cover it with earth.

Don't make large brush heaps. Choose

a still day for burning and plow furrows

to protect near-by woods.

BE CAREFUL WITH FIRE.
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Fall Arbor Day.

Fall Arbor Day was observed on October 27th,

and announcements were made by Governor

Sproul, the Superintendent of Public Instruction

and Hon. Gifford Pinchot, Commissioner of

Forestry. It was made a Roosevelt Day also

and the Governor in his Proclamation said:

^^The purpose underlying the establishment of

Arbor day and Bird day has been the conserva-

tion of our forests and the feathered life that in-

habits them. It is peculiarly fitting, therefore,

that we should combine these occasions with the

memory of that American citizen whose life was

so largely and effectively identified with these

fields of conservation, Theodore Roosevelt.

'4)urini» the administration of Theodore Roose-

velt the national forest service took the longest

strides that had ever been taken on the conserva-

tion for forest lands.

^^Mr. Roosevelt's efforts for the conservation

of water power, mineral deposits and oil fields

are almost as notable as his salvage of the forests

for the public welfare, and during his administra-

tion millions of dollars had been spent in i"ec-

lamation of arid lands on which there have now
been established thousands of farm homes of

strong American citizens and hundreds of pros-

perous towns and villages.

^^His interest in birds is shown by his estab-

lishment of the first national bird preserve on
Pelican island, Florida. Before he left the presi-

dency he had established fifty-one of these re-

servations as breeding grounds for the various

species of water fowl which have thus been
rescued from exploitation and possible extinction.

*^But Wr. Roosevelt believed, too, in human
conservation. Throughout his whole busy life he
never lost his interest in boys and girls. The
letters which he wrote from time to time to his

own children have been gathered together in a
book which is a splendid tribute to his sympathy
for childhood and youth.

^^Mr. Roosevelt is one of the great Americans.
His public life was characterized by a fearless-

ness and sincerity that few men have possessed.
He was a student, a statesman, a soldier, a
naturalist, a hunter, an explorer, a writer, and he
was all these to a distinguished degree. Few
statesmen have achieved as much for their people.

^'It is eminently fitting, therefore, that all

Americans, and especially the future citizens, the
boys and girls who are to be the men and women
of tomorrow, should know of this great man and
from his life learn some of the lessons of personal
character and public achievement that will help

them to do their part in the service of their

generation. '

'

New Publications.

Heredity and Evolutian in Plants.—By C. Stuart

Gager, Director of the Brooklyn Botanic

Garden. 8vo. ; 265 pages; bound in cloth;

Illustrated. P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1012

Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

This work was originally intended as a reprint

of chapters xxi to xxxviii of the author's ^* Fund-
amentals of Botany,'' but considerable new mat-
ter has been added, together with other illustra-

tions, and so changed as to appeal not only to

students, but also to general readers. In order

to give an idea of the scope of the book the fol-

lowing table of contents is presented:

Life History of a Fern;
Fundamental Principles;

Heredity

;

Experimental Study of Heredity;
Evolution

;

Darwinism

;

Experimental Evolution

;

The Evolution of Plants;

Geogi-aphical Distribution

;

Paleobotany;
,

The Great Groups of Plants;

Bibliography

;

Index.

The heredity and evolution of plants is inter-

estingly traced, also methods of distribution, to-

gether with a description of some of the plants of

geologic time and their range, and the effect of
changes of environment and conditions. The
numerous illustrations aid in an understanding
of the subject.

NOTES.

The State Forest Commission of Pennsylvania
made the following decision in reference to the

pioi>osed four-year course at the State Forest
Academy

:

1. Students admitted to the Academy by com-
petitive examination will, as heretofore, secure
free tuition, lodging and board for the whole
course.

2. Residents of Pennsylvania admitted to the
Academy without the competitive examination
will secure their tuition and lodging free. They
will meet their exi)enses for board and other inci-

dentals.

3. Non-residents of Pennsylvania admitted to

the Academy will pay tuition, lodging, board and
other incidental expenses.

A Word With Every Member

rp HE Pennsylvania Forestry Association, for the coming year, does not see thatX it will have enough income to meet .its necessary and desirable expenses. Despite
the exercise of all care as to costs of conducting the Association, the continued

high cost of almost everything, and an advance even yet in costs of some things, will
make us run short in 1921 unless some steps are taken to avoid it. Study the Treas-
urer's report in this number of Forest Leaves and you will see.

** Steps" means increasing our income in some form.

There are two ways to do this:

One is to ask everyone to contribute something over and above the dues. This is

the poorer way. It lacks novelty, to say the least. It benefits no one else. It is but a
temporary expedient, and only postpones a real readjustment of sufficient income to
meet expenses. It is distasteful.

The other way is to BUILD UP OUR MEMBERSHIP. This is the real answer.
This is the real way to assure greater and continuing income to not only enable the meet-
ing of current expenses but the doing of more and better work than ever. Moreover it

benefits others by extending the advantages of information, interest and help in be-

longing to the Association. And it avoids an assessment upon ourselves.

Why should we not have many times our present number of members? There are

nearly 9,000,000 people in our state. If but one fiftieth of such number be considered

as of that better, earnest, understanding and appreciative class which supports forestry

work (or will if properly made to realize its importance) there are nearly 200,000

people from whom members should be secured.

When one realizes the universal love of the woods by all classes—the preservation

of such as the prime object of this association—the trifling yearly cost of membership

in it—and the information, interest, advantages and pleasures secured through mem-
bership, it would seem as though every member could, with but moderate effort, secure

at least two or three new members in his or her own immediate personal circle or neigh-

borhood. If through such, we should double for the present our numbers, we would

secure an annual increase of income of about $3,300 that would not only meet all current

needs but enable a large increase of Association work.

What that work is and the present scope and growing importance and value of

forestry work, is especially well indicated in the annual reports of our General Secre-

tary and the Council on pages 179 and 182 of the December issue of Forest Leaves,

and every member will be thankful for the reminder to read the same throughout.

Rarely has so much and such interesting information on forestry been compiled or

submitted as has been therein given.

Will you not make an earnest effort for new members as herein asked? Application

blanks, additional numbers of *' Forest Leaves" and all further information desired,

will be gladly given to members applying to the Pennsylvania Forestry Association,

130 South 15th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

II
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EDITORIAL.

THE forest fire season for this year is over.

And it may be safely said that there has
been a marked reduction in the number

and severity of the fires. In fact this may be
credited to favorable weather conditions; though
during" October there Avere periods of extreme
anxiety. But making every allowance for favor-

able weather it is evident that thei-e were other

influences at work. There never has been a

season prior to 1920, when the one great pi'oblem

to solve was, where is the nionev to come from
if the needed protective steps are taken, was
settled in advance. Fortunately that question

did not arise during the past season, for it was
evident that the (iovernor had pledged the whole

weight of his influence in support of measures

that would reduce the fire risk.

In addition to the weather and the backing of

the Governor, Mr. Pinchot conducted a most in-

tensive campaign holding every forester to a

strict account for tires on the land under his

care. The newspapers told of the losses to the

community and to the nation caused by forest

tires. The duty of every owner to clear away

all inflammable matei-ial, which was a fire hazard

to his own, or his neighbor's property, was in-

sisted ui)on as never before. The railroatls re-

sponded to the demand that their right of way,

and bevond it, be made safe against laboring

locomotives, and to their credit be it said that

their response was on the whole heart\ and

effective enough to encourage even greater care

next season.

This is a good time to ring in again the fact

that as a rule people are not given to burning

their own property, or proi)erty in which they

have an interest. To many thousand, vigorous,

red-bloode<l citizens of this state the Autunm

months are looked torward to as the perio 1 for

an outinu. Months are spent in i)reparing for it

and in anticipation of the open air life which

will come with the frost. It was noticeable that

greater care than ever betore was exeicised

against dropping burning matches among the

l(^ives, cami) tires nt noon were fewer and care

was lisually taken to leave no live flame, or

endjers, when those who made the fire departed.

Fires burned up the sprouts and the acorns on
which the deer lived and the hunter was gi'adually

realizing that when he turned a forest fire loose

he was destroying his own outing.

There will be other fire seasons, the next one
will come when the trout streams invite the

fisherman. He too pays the penalty lor careless-

ness if the fires prevent, as they do, increase of

forest co\er which hoard the water to make the

stieams steady in volume. It is up to you Mr.

fisherman in the coming spring to surpass, if

you can, the record of care left by the Autumn
outers of 1920.

J. T. Rothrock.

Narrative of the Annual Meeting:.

The Annual Meeting of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association was held in the (Ireen Koom
of the City Club, Philadelphia, Pa., on Monday,

December i3th at 3 P. M. Vice-President Conklin

in the chair.

The reports of the Council, the Treasurer and

the General Secretary, and the remarks of Presi-

dent Driidxer were read and will be found on

other pages of this issue.

Messrs. Wm. S. Harvey and J. Clarence Cran-

mer were ai>i)ointed Tellers of Election, and after

collecting the ballots, announced that the fol-

lowing ollicers were unanimously electel to serve

during the year:

President Emeritus, Dr. J. T. Rothrock.

President, Dr. Henry S. Drinker,

VicC'PrcHidents, Robert S. Conklin,
Wm. S. Harvey,
J. Frecnum Hendricks,
Albert Lewis,
Sannu'l L. Smedloy.

General Seen lory, Samuel Marshall.

Rccordiuij Secretary mid Treasurer, F. L. Bitler.

COQNCIL

Adams County, C. E. Stable.

Allegheny County, U. M. BrackenridKo.
George M. Lehman,
Tlon. Walter Lyon.
John B. Potter.

nearer County, Robert W. Darragh.

liedford County, W. L. Hyers.

Berks Connti), Mrs. Edward Brooke,

Geo. G. Wenrick.

Blair County, Jos. S. Sillyman.

Bradford County, C. S. Maurice.
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Bucks County, Mrs. Elizabeth P. James.
Henry C. Mercer.

Butler County, Dr. J. Linwood Eisenberg.

Cambria County, P. L. Carpenter.

Cameron County, Josiah Howard.

Carbon County, M. S. Kemmerer.

Centre County, Theodore D. Boal.
Prof. J. A. Ferguson.

Chester County, Alexander Brown Coxe,
Miss Esther G. Leggett,
Mrs. David Reeves.

Clarion County, F. L. Harvey.

Clearfield County, W. F. Dague.

Clinton County, Forrest H. Dutlinger.

Columbia County, C. R. Woodin.

Crawford Comity, E. O. Emerson, .Ir.

Cumberland County, John R. Williams.

Ditunhin Countxi, W. Gard. Conklin,
Geo. H. Wirt.

Delaware County, F. H. Shelton,
Miss Ethel A. Shrigloy.
Hon. Wm. C. Sproul.

Fayette County, Roland C. Rogers.

Franklin County, J. S. Illiek.

Alfred E. Rupp.

(ireene County, M. E. Carroll.

Iluntintfdon County, Hon. Geo. B. Orlady.

Indiana County, S. J. Sides.

Jefferson County, W. N. Conrad.

Laehawanna County, Mrs. J. Benjamin Dimmick,
L. H. Watres.

Laneaster County, Hugh M. North, Jr.

Lebanon County, William C. Freeman.

Lehigh County, Harry C. Trexler.

Luzerne County, Dr. Alexander Armstrong,
Mrs. Eekley B. Coxe,
Alvan Markle.
William R. Ricketts,
Samuel D. Warriner.

Lyeomimi County, L». Clyde Smith.

Mereer County, W. A. Addicott.

Mifflin County, F. W. Culbertson.

Monroe County, Dr. Wm. R. Fisher.

Montaomery County, C. P. Birkinbine,
Isaac H. Clothier,
Dr. H. M. Fisher,
Miss Mary K. Gibson,
John Wanamaker.

Montour County, H. T. Hecht.

Northampton County, Dr. .John Henry MacCracken,
J. Clarence Cranmer. .

Northumberland County, C. Q. McWilliams.

Perry County, H. E. Bryner.

Philadelphia County, Dr. J. M, Anders.
Richard L. Austin,
Charles Biddle.
Mrs. Rudolph Blankenburg,
Owen M. Bruncr,
Mrs. Brinton Coxe,
W. Warner Harper,
John W. Harshbergcr.
Bayard ITenry.
.J. F'ranklin Meohan,
.J. Rodman Paul,
Harold Peirce,
Eli K. Price,
.lohn H. Webster, Jr.
Albert B. Weimer,
Dr. W. P. Wilson.

Pike County, John E. Avery.

Potter County, R. Lynti Emcrick.
Ffchuylkill Countif, William H. Newell.

Snyder Countif, W. J. Bartschat.

Fiomerset County, V. M. Bearer.

Susquehanna County, Edgar A. Turrell.

Tiopa County, Paul H. Mulford.

Union County, A. C. Silvius.

Venango County, James Dentou Hancock.

Warren County, A. J. Hazeltine.

Wayne County, Hon. Alonzo T. Searle.

Westmoreland County, D. J. Snyder.

York County, Samuel Small. Jr.

Appreciation was expressed for the reports of

the General Secretary and the Recording Secre-

tary and also the remarks of the President.

There was then a general discussion as to the

best method of increasing the membership of the

Association.

Maj. H. L. Stick then gave a description of

his method of reforesting his tract of woodland

in York County, containing considerable chestnut

which had been killed by the blight. From 12,000

to 14,000 trees had been planted. He also in-

terested the farmers in the vicinity in forestry.

Remarks of President Drinker.

FORESTRY in Pennsylvania has today at-

tained a position decidedly better than at

any time in the past. Our Pennsylvania

, Forestry Association has for many years, steadily

since its foundation in 1886, sought to bring

home to our citizens the importance of proper

conservation and reproduction of our woods, and

the increasing scarcity of timber is forcing home

to our people and to the Executive and Legisla-

tive bodies of our State the imminent need of

immediate and energetic action.

We have today in His Excellency Governor

Sproul a Governor who is fully alive to the

situation, and desirous of cooperating in and

forwarding measures looking to the prevention

of the forest fires which have done so much

damage in the past, and to the promotion of

intelligent forestry throughout the State. His

address at Oleana last summer was a masterly

exposition of the whole subject. In Gifford

Pinchot the State has a man at the head of the

Stale Forestry Reservation Commission whose

heart is in the work, and whose intelligence,

thorough knowledge of the subject, marked

energy, and disinteiested devotion to the public

service of the State ensures careful, economic,

and scientific handling of the whole subject.

It has been the privilege and pleasure of our

Association to actively cooperate in and promote

during past years efforts to bring home to the

people of our State the importance to our in-

dustrial interests of the adoption and effective

promotion of measures giving the State enlarge<l

forest reseivations and placing at the disposal

of our State Forestry Department sufficient

means to preserve from fire what the State still

has in woodlands, and to avail of the large areas
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in the State, unfit for agriculture but highly fit

for forest growth, for the planting, care and
growth of new woodlands to replace those that
have been improvidently burned or cut in the
past.

For many years the devoted band of women
and men who formed and maintained this As-
sociation labored to bring home these truths to
our people. We may well take good heart and
encouragement from the fact that at last we see

evidence of the adoption and enforcement of a
broad economic policy governing the forest ques-
tion in Pennsylvania. Today he who runs may
read throughout the wasted lands of our State

the lessons insistently preached in the past by
leading foresters and far-sighted men, Rothrock,

Elliott, and their disciples and followers, and to-

day the remedy is being taken up, and is in the

hands of intelligent energetic State direction

which should bring forth results highly conducive

to the future prosperity of the State.

Report of the Council of the Pennsylvania
Forestry Association.

IN
Pennsylvania there were 54,003 acres added

this year to the 1,048,692 acres in the 22

State Forests, making a grand total of 1,102',-

695 acres, purchased at a cost of $2,499,481.46,

or an average of $2.28 per acre. The greater

portion of these reserves, however, will require

much tree planting and care before they will be-

come capable of reproducing merchantable tim-

ber. The movement to obtain about 5,000 acres

on the Haycock Mountain in Bucks County as a

forest reserve, is progressing, and it is hoped

next year will see the securing by the State of

at least a portion of this area. Much of the

delay is due to the fact that it is impossible to

find owners of some of the tracts desired.

Progress has been made in planting on the

State Forests, 222,900 seedlings being planted

this Spring on 150 acres, bringing the total plan-

tations up to 21,325 acres on which 34,012,233

young trees have been set out.

Many young trees have also been given to water

companies, who are using them to reforest their

water sheds, thus aiding in securing constant

supplies of uncontaminated water; to coal com-

panies, who desire to make their bairen lands

productive of timber suitable for mining and

other purposes; also to private individuals. Dur-

ing the spring of 1920, the number thus given

out was 2,728,000, making the total to date lly-

471,603 seedlings, sufficient to plant about 12,-

000 acres.

There are still remaining in the seven nurseries,
available for distribution in the spring, 4,000,000
seedlings, consisting of white, red and Bank^s
pines, and Norway and red spruce.

Fire is and always has been the worst enemy
of the forest. The climatic conditions in the
spring were more favorable for their occurrence
than in 1919, and 1331 fires were reported, burn-
ing over 240,759 acres, the direct loss being $961,-
243.35. The indirect loss, such as young trees,

humus, wild animals, birds, etc., will amount to
many times this sum. The total cost of extin-

guishing these fires was $38,298.64. Since June
1st, 195 fires have been reported, which burned
over 13,399 acres; the cost of extinction beinjr

$3,301.54. In 1919 but 882 fires were reported to

the same date burning over 121,330 acres, the
total direct loss being reported as $262,719, and
the cost of extinction was $14,826. The Forest
Protection Bureau has established a splendid
system of forest fire wardens throughout the
State, erected 19 steel towers, 40 wooden towers
and 100 tree and mountain lookout stations. The
Bureau has been handicapped by an insufficient

appropriation, and has usually to ask for a
deficiency appropriation. What is needed is a
sufficient sum to supply permanent steel towers
where needed, fully equipped with telephone
lines, sufficient fire fighting appliances, and funds
for the employment of forest patrols, not only on
State Forests, but other wild lands to prevent
fires, and extinguish those which are started in

their incipiency.

A number of local organizations have been
formed to co-operate with the Bureau of Forest
Protection; among these may be mentioned:
The Pocono Forestry Association, formerly

known as the Pocono Protective Fire Associa-
tion. It has constantly been growing in num-
bers and efficiency, maintains a splendid fire fight-

ing organization and five wooden towers equip-

ped with telephone lines. Its members also

planted thousands of young trees.

The Anthracite Forest Protective Association

has been active in the hard coal region, has two
steel towers, with telephone lines, and a fire

fighting force.

The Central Pennsylvania Forest Fire Protec-

tive Association has been reorganized, and while
there were many fires in Center County this

spring, practically none of the territory looked

after by the association was burned over.

The Blair County Game, Fish and Forestry
Association not only is active in combatting for-

est fires in that county, but also aids in propa-
gating game and fish.
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The McKean County Protective Association

also renders aid in that county.

The Boy Scouts have been doing excellent work

in the protection of forests and the extinction of

fires. A special circular entitled, *^Boy Scout

First Book of Forestry/' was prepared and dis-

tributed by the Forestry Department and is pro-

ducing excellent results. The Department has

also prepared an identification card and badge

for each boy who signs the ''Forest Guide''

pledge, and at the end of each year will issue

medals for victorious service in fighting forest

fires.

Governor Sproul made a special ''Forest Fire

Proclamation" this spring, calling attention to

the tremendous losses from this cause, and asking

citizens to exercise great care so as not to start

forest fires and extinguish promptly those which

occur. He also made another proclamation,

designating the week of September 26th to Oc-

tober 2nd, as "Fire Protection Week," calling

attention to the calamitous results of forest fires,

and asking for united action for the preserva-

tion of our common heritage.

The State Forests are becoming more popular

as outing places and 625 permanent camp sites

have been leased. In a few of the forests recre-

ation parks have been established which are

now visited bv thousands, and the number of

these parks will be augmented. Hunters and

fishermen also secure camp sites, finding pleasure

and renewed health, as well as sport on the State

Forests.

On March 12th, the Hon. Robert S. Conklin

resigned as Commissioner of Forestry, a position

which he had occupied efficiently since June, 1904,

and the Governor appointed Hon. Gifford Pin-

chot, who for many years was the head of the

U. S. Forest Service, in his place. During Mr.
Conklin 's term of office over 600,000 acres of

land was added to the State Forests, and the care

and attention given to over a million acres owned
by the State has more than doubled its original

value. The Governor appointed Mr. Conklin a
member of the Water Supply Commission.

Mr. Pinchot has had the advantage of manv
years of experience as Chief of the U. S. Forest
Service. On entering office he at once directed his

attention to suppressing and preventing the an-
nually recurring forest fires, which are so de-
structive to the young growth and soil. The
Association has given this movement its earnest
support, as it has always recognized this as the
gi-eatest menace to our forests. A large number
of influential organizations, including this As-

sociation, have formed a "Committee on Restora-

tion of Pennsylvania's Timber Production"

which will make an active campaign to impress

upon the members of the Legislature of 1921 the

importance of larger appropriations to the De-

partment of Forestry for the protection of forests

from fire, the encouragement and support of the

growth of new wood and the acquisition and

planting of large areas of land in the State fit for

tree growth but unsuitable for agriculture.

Governor Sproul on a number of occasions, has

given his unqualified approval of such action, so

that the outlook is encouraging.

All of the State-owned forest land lias been re-

districted, there being now 22 State Forests, and

three Forest Fire Districts. The Department of

Forestry now comprises the following bureaus

and offices: Lands-, Operations, Protection, Silvi-

culture, Maintenance, Research, Information and

Technical Education.

Arbor Days in the Spring and Fall are being

more generally observed, and attention is also

directed to the birds which are the friends of

the forest.

The State Forest Academy at Mont Alto, has

continued to supply well-educated foresters,

capable of caring for our woodlands. Provision

is now made to also give instruction to a limited

number of students from outside of the State.

The Department of Forestry at State College

is constantly growing in size and efficiency, giv-

ing the students practical outdoor work as well

as the theory of forestry.

Lehigh University has given active support to

the cause and the experimental plantations and

arboretum which it maintains will supply many
valuable facts as to tree growth, etc.

There is also a growing interest in forestry

in many of the preparatory and high schools of

the State.

The press, the women's clubs and some of the

lumbermen's and sportsmen's associations all

have furnished valuable aid.

The Summer meeting of the Association was
held at I^ck Haven, Clinton County, Pa.', June
23rd-25th. There was a good attendance and
many interesting and instructive addresses were
made at the three evening sessions, which werp
held in the auditorium of the High School.

The automobile trips gave a fine opportunity
to see this picturesque section of Pennsylvania
where the largest State Forests are located. On
June 24th a visit was made to the Freshman For-
estry Camp of the Pennsylvania State College, lo-

cated on the Washington Furnace Tract of 14,000
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acres with its fine stand of young timber, return-
ing through the McElhattan Forest. On June
25th a trip was made to the top of Seven Moun-
tains, overlooking 150,000 acres of State Forests.

A stop was made at the beautiful home of Col.

Theodore D. Boal, where our members partici-

pated in the formation of the Center County Con-
servation Association.

The chestnut tree blight has continued its

spread westward through the State and it is only

a question of time until this valuable tree will

completely disappear from the Commonwealth.
The few isolated cases of white pine blister

rust which have been found in Pennsylvania,

were promptly destroyed, and the new and
stricter quarantine laws will, no doubt, prevent

this dangerous disease from becoming a menace
to our pine forests.

The 152 National Forests now have a total

area of 156,000,000 acres, the gi'eater portion

(140) being in the western section of the coun-

try. The White Mountain, Natural Bridge, Shen-

andoah, Alabama, Boone, Cherokee, Mononga-
hela, Nantahala and Pisgah Forests in the White
Mountains and Southern Appalachians contain a

total of 1,461,712 acres, which have been acquired,

and were secured at an average of $5.26 per acre.

Of the above acreage 1,432,303* acres were pur-

chased, 11,369 acres were transferred from the

Treasury Department under the Act of July 2,

1912, and 18,040 acres were unoccupied and un-

entered lands in the Alabama National Forest.

At the close of the fiscal year there remained a

total of 375,000 acres approved for purchase by

the National Forest Reservation Commission, and

under process of acquisition, and plans for the

ultimate acquisition at that time embraced addi-

tional areas of over 4,000,000 acres. Approxi-

mately 70 per cent, of the National Forests con-

tain merchantable timber after making allow-

ance for young stands, areas above timber line,

open parks, etc.

The receipts from the National Forests in the

fiscal year 1920 were $4,793,482, or 193 per cent,

of those of 1915, and the operating expense for

the last six years, not including expenditures to

meet extraordinary fire conditions, which fluctu-

ate from year to year, has been approximately

$4,000,000.

In the fiscal year 1920 there were 6,719 acres

of land in the National Forests planted with

young trees and 324 acres sown with seed.

The fire season of 1919 began early, became

* This includes 12,094 acres acquired in the Arkansas
and Ozark Forests.

serious in June, and was one of the most pro-
tracted known. In addition the Forest Service
was handicapped by changes which depleted the
force of experienced men, and by the difficulty

of securing temporary employes as lookouts, pa-
trolmen, etc.

The majority of the fires (2,258) and the largest,

occurred in District 1 (M]ontana and Northern
Idaho). District 6 (Washington and Oregon)
had 1,591, and District 5 (California) 1,108.

These three districts had 73 per cent, of all the

fires. The total number of fires occurring in the

calendar year 1919 was 6,800, being 1,227 more
than in 1918. The area of National Forest lands
burned over was 2,007,034 acres; the estimated
damage $4,919,769, and the total cost of fire

fighting was $3,039,615.

The fire season of 1920 had an exceptionally

favorable beginning in most of the West, though
the Spring fires in the Southwest taxed the ener-

gies of the protective force to hold them in check.

By the middle of July a hazardous condition de-

veloped in the Northwest, which was held well

in hand until dry electrical storms about August
1st began to start an unusual number of fires in

the high mountains which are diffiicult .to reach.

The cost of fire-fighting has increased and for

the first third of the present fiscal year has been

$800,000, whereas the appropriation for the en-

tire year was $250,000. The general observance
of Fire Prevention Week in many Western
States last May, it is hoped, will have practical

results.

Twenty-five States co-operated in fire protec-

tion with the Federal Government.

On May 1st Prof. Henry S. Graves resigned

as Chief of the U. S. Forest Service, having

served for ten years, during which the National

Forests were consolidated, agricultural lands

eliminated, timber sales, etc., put on a business

basis, and the Forest Service practically made
self-supporting. It is a pity that Prof. Graves

(like many other valuable men in Government
employ) was compelled by inadequate compen-
sation to leave an office for which he was so well

equipped. Col. W. B. Greely, who was Prof.

Graves principal assistant, was appointed U. S.

Forester in his place, and has the best wishes of

the friends of forestry.

There are now 22 State Forestry Associations,

as well as 26 other forestry organizations in the

United States.

State Forestry is advancing and 35 have State

foresters or a similar officer, while 15 have State

Forests, those having over 20,000 acres are:
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State. Acres.

New York 1,900,000

Pennsylvania 1,102,695

Wisconsin 380,000

Minnesota 333,000*

Michigan 290,000**

South Dakota 80,000

Vermont 20,000

It also has 1.000,000 acres of school land to be re-

tained as State School Forests.

* There are also 300,000 acres additional, consisting

of State lands outside the State Forests reserved from

both sale and entry for exchange for alienated lands

within the State Forests.

States annually appropriating $25,000 or over

for forestry purposes are: California, Idaho,

Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Oregon,

Pennsylvania, Washington and Wisconsin. The

largest appropriation was in Pennsylvania.

In New York a bond issue of $7,500,000 has

been authorized for the purchase and mainte-

nance of State Forests, of which amount $2,500,-

000 has been actually made available for these

purposes.

During the past year there has been added to

the roll of the Association 33 new members. The
number of deaths (33) has been large, four of

them being members of our Council: Hon. J.

Benjamin Dimmick, Joseph Elkinton, Horace L.

Haldeman and the Hon. N. P. Wheelor. Charles

E. Pancoast, Esq., who for over thirty years was
the faithful and efficient treasurer of the Associ-

ation, also passed away. Their wise counsel,

earnest, faithful service will be missed. The
present number of members is 1186, and it is

hoped that a well-sustained anil active campaign
lor new members will be made so that the thous-

ands throughout the State who are interested

in the effort to forward the aims of forestry in

Pennsylvania can be united to our Association.

In numbers there is strength.

F. L. Bitler,

Recording Secretary.

Report of General Secretary.

THE report of the Secretary of the Council
deals so fully with the activities of the past
year, that but little is left for the General

Secretary to say, except, perhaj)S, to forecast the
probabilities of the future.

On April 3, 1872, Hon. Richard Haldeman,
representing Lancaster County in the Federal

Congress, 'introduced, by unanimous consent, a

bill (21,971) to encourage the planting of trees

and for the preservation of woods on the public

domain.'' ''It was defeated by a small major-

ity.''

The bill, however, did lead to such public con-

sideration that "The American Association for

the Advancement of Science urged an examina-

tion into the subject." Since that period the

question of forest restoration and preservation

has been more or less before the citizens of Penn-
sylvania. "The years 1877, 1878," 1879 and
1882 witnessed the publication by the late

F. B. Hough of his reports upon forestry

through the Department of Agriculture in Wash-
ington. '

'

Since 1877 our State Board of Agriculture has

been more or less actively interested in the for-

estry situation in this State. "In 1880 the cen-

sus statistics showed that in lumber production

Pennsylvania stood second among the States,

which seemed even then to be not enough for her

own wants, because the State imported more than

it exported. The output for the year aggregated

1,733,841,000 feet board measure. The total value

of all its forest products, for the same period,

was $22,457,359, and the wages paid amounted to

$2,918,459."

This organization was formed in 1886 by the

active interest of two Philadelphia ladies, Mrs.
John P. Lundy and Mrs. Brinton Coxe, whose
names are thus associated forever with the for-

estry cause in Pennsylvania, because this associ-

ation, more than any other organization, has

pressed the claims of the forestry interests

upon the community and upon the State Govern-
ment.

To further consider the past would be almost

dealing with the present and out of place in this

very brief presentation. Let it suffice to say that

the one man who, prior to 1886, had most to do
with encouraging the movement was the late Hon.
Eli K. Price, and that for faithful, productive,

long-continued service to the work of the Associ-

ation the names of the late John Birkinbine and
our own Dr. J. T. Rothrock must remain forever

distinguished. Their unselfish labor and direction

was literally the rock uf>on which the Association

rested.

From the administration of Governor Beaver
to the present, every Governor has come to recog-

nize the vast importance of the forestry move-
ment to the C/ommonwealth, though in some the

interest was not gi-eat at first; in all, however, it
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increased as the administration advanced. It
would seem unjust under such circumstances to
make personal allusions, for all of our Governors
since 1887 have distinctly favored a decided
forestry policy for this State. Without their
active interest our present advanced position
could not have been attained

!

With the administration of Governor Sproul
there begins what we hope may prove to be a new
era for Pennsylvania for he, from the first, has
indicated his intention of making forestry a dis-
tinguishing feature of his term of service—co-
equal in importance with good roads and public
education. The most ardent friend of forestry
could desire nothing more from him. Governor
Sproul is a keen, far-seeing business man. His
vision of the future has hitherto been correct
and so far as we can now interpret it, it may
be well for us to consider the conditions upon
which his vision is founded.

I have recently received direct information
from the State of Maine. In the past that State
has depended largely upon the forest products
for its prosperity. In fact, its colder climate ap-
peared rather inimical to successful agriculture,
beyond a few of our essential crops. From the
first its history has been one largely, of lumber-
ing. Ten years ago its spruce and fir forests
were in full vigor. The reproduction was prompt
and sure, and crop succeeded crop without human
help. There appeared to be no reason why it

should not go on forever. It is true the first lum-
bering operations were in white pine. So com-
pletely has the removal of that been accom-
plished, that one wonders now why Maine was
ever called the Pine Tree State. But there was
no anxiety, for the crop of spruce and fir was
worth more in the market than the white pine,
and it covered the ground mile after mile as
densely as the trees could stand and grow. To-
day those forests are disappearing before an in-

sect invasion as surely as the pine did before the
axe". Over extensive areas from 80 to 90 per
cent, of the spruce and fir forest is already dead
or dying. A well-known Maine lumber man re-

cently stated that the production of long timber
in Maine was over. The dead spruce can be used
for pulp and probably there will be an abundant
supply for a few years, though the price will be
high. But what of the future? The hardwood
ridges, so far as we now know, will continue to

supply beech, birch and maple, and under stress-,

these may, to a certain extent, be substituted for
the disappearing cone-bearing trees. The arbor-
vitae, or cedar, associated with the spince, does

not yet seem to be seriously stricken, though it
IS not in promising condition.
Were Maine the only State so seriously af-

fected, we might rest content with extending our
sympathy to it, but it is not the only State. Penn-
sylvania has witnessed, or is witnessing, the dis-
appearance of all our chestnut timber, with noth-
ing to take its place. Massachusetts has spent
millions of dollars to head off the depredations of
gypsy moth. Year after year some new enemy
appears to certain of our important forest trees.
The demand for wood is becoming larger as

the supply diminishes, and the price for the most
needed kinds continues to soar. The whole prob-
lem is summed up in the one statement, that we,
that IS, the entire nation, are using timber three
times (at least) as fast as we are producing it.

This is not news. We have been forewarned ol
the approaching years of dearth, until the warn-*
ing fell into heedless ears. We have wasted, in
one form or another, more timber than we have
used. We have lighted the spring and autumn
heavens with forest fires, burning up ^^ young
stuff" that would have grown into millions of
cords of lumber and fuel, until now in this, our
own Pennsylvania, not less than five million acres,
bleak, barren and utterly unproductive, are pass-
ing, year by year, into a still more barren condi-
tion.

Many of oui- people have known these facts.
Our Legislatures have known them, but these
gi-eat issues have been sidetracked, year after
year, by considerations which now seem paltry
in comparison. If ever there has been a time
when a change of policy was required, that time
is now, for the emergency is urgent.

This state of affairs would naturally seem to
explain why Governor Sproul has placed himself
distinctly on record as determined to call a halt,
and to take a fresh start. He has a right to
depend, in his lai-ge purposes, upon the loyal sup-
port of every intelligent Pennsylvanian. And
we trust that means will be found by which the
State can, this coming winter, take control of
those desert five million acres, protect them
against forest fires, and start them again into
usefulness. It will cost money, time and large
executive ability, but it can never be done as
quickly, as cheaply as now, for every year in-
creases the difficulty of the situation —and every
year will prolong the hardship and increase the
burden that we have placed upon our children.

Respectfully submitted,

Samuel Marshall,

General Secretarv.
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The Susquehanna River in the Old Logging
Days.

THE rafting and driving of logs as an in

dustry has practically ceased in Pennsyl-

vania. Beginning from the time when the

early lumberman learned to drive his logs to the

milf rather than to take his mill to the logs as

he had formerly done, this industry developed

rapidly and in the early sixties was at its height.

The Susquehanna River, with its many branches

traversing a large part of the State, became the

highway for carrying logs to market. Probably

no other river has seen or ever will see this in-

dustry developed so extensively. The last drive

of any size on this river took place in 1908 when

the Central Pennsylvania Lumber Company drove

about twelve million feet ot logs from Little Pine

Creek to the boom at Williamsport.

Rafting was developed first because the rapid

rise and fall of the water necessitated some con-

trol of the logs on their way down the liver. Be-

cause of the wide extent of country drained by

the river and also because oF the steepness of the

banks preventing the river from spreading out,

floods were frequent. Often they came with great

suddenness. No knowledge would be had of u

cloud-burst back in the mountains until the

water would begin to rise and the logs would be

in the midst of a flood. Where the logs were

fastened together in the form of a laft, the>

would be guided into an eddy and fastened to

shore and so prevented from being washed down
the river and out to sea. Thousands of raft.-i

were floated down the river each year. They
were owned not only by lumbermen but farmers

who had gone back into the country and carved,

a farm out of the forest, would cut theii* white

pine logs in the wintei* an«l skid them out ti) a

low lying flat where they would all be fastened

together into a sti'ong I'aft. Kacdi log was fas-

tened to saplings which were laid across the lafl,

by withes or simj)le wooden straps which were
fastened to the log by being wedged into holes

bored into the log and passing over the saplings.

In the spring, with the rising water, the rafts

would be floated and the owner would take it

down to market.

The floating of the ratts necessitated an inti-

mate knowledge of the river, its rapids and eddies

and great skill in the handling of lafts. Long
sweef)s were erected at the bow and stern by

means of which the rait could be guided sidewise

so as to keej> it in the thread of the <Mirrent, or

to avoid rocks, or to tie the raft up to the bank
at night. The floating of the raft through the

naiTow sluiceways made in the various dams that

crossed the river, required not only great skill

but a cool head and hand. The rafts were made
long and narrow so as to allow^ them to pass

through these sluiceways. If the raft was

properly directed it would pass through safely,

but if it happened to strike the side of the sluic-

ing there was great danger of the raft going to

pieces, necessitating the gathering of the logs

below the dam and the construction of the raft

over again. Many lives were lost in shooting the

dams.

The driving of logs loosely dow^n the river be-

came possible only with the construction of

booms. These were long logs fastened together

in a string by chains and anchored to piers or

cribs fliled with rock erected in the river. These

booms formed |^)ockets into which the logs float-

ing down the river were directed and collected

and held until needed by the mills. These booms
and the inclosed logs rose and fell with the

water in the river. In time of flood all went

well unless the boom broke or the piers were not

high enough. Millions of feet of logs have broken

K)Ose from these booms and have been swept

down the river and out into the bav and ocean.

After the flood of ISDS when nearly all the booms
in the river broke, so great was the number ol

logs that collected along the baidvS and in ed-

dies that mills were built here and there along

the river to manufacture these logs into lumber.

Fortunes were lost over night in some of these

floods.

The flrst boom was built at Williamsport

about 184(S and a few veai's later booms were

in operation at Jeisey Shore, Lock Hnven, and

at othei' points. Wbe -ever a boom was con-

structed there the lund)ei" industry developed

rapi<lly. Over thirty hunber mills were in oj)er-

ation at Williamsport and its vicinity in the

early sixties.

The boom at Williamsi)ort was the largesi

and most famous. It extended for eight miles

u]> the river. \t was constructed by a company
whose plan was to j)()cket in the boom the logs

of many lumber companies getting out logs and
driving them down the river and to sort these

logs after they weie in the boom and (leli\er

them to the proper ownei's. For this service the

boom company collected a fee per thousand of

logs sorted. All logs befoi'e being dumped into

the river were stamped with a distinguishing

nuirk. Kach loii in the boom was poled separ-

ately through a narrow sluiceway under the

sorting deck where the mark was noted and the

log scaled to determine its contents. It was then
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directed to a small boom belonging to the lumber
company. When sufficient logs were gathered
together in the boom they were then taken h^
a tugboat to the lumber mill.

There is but little evidence left of this indus-
try which at one time was one of the most im-
portant in Pennsylvania. In the bed of the rivei
one can now see piles of rock running in a row
tor miles up the river from Williamsport. These
are the remains of the piers that often were
over 30 feet in height. Soon floating ice in the
spring and the great force of water in time of
floods will scatter these rocks and this important
industry that formed the foundation of much
of the early wealth of the State will have passed
into history.

J. A. Ferguson.

Treasurer's Report.

THE fiscal year of the Pennsylvania Forestry
Association ends December 1, 1920, and
the statement of finances on that date was

as follows:

Treasurer's Statement to December \, 1020.

Dr.
To balance on hand December 1, 1010 $ 711.50

Cash, annual dues to Novenib<?r 30, 1020 1,084!50
Cash, donations and subscriptions 105.00
Cash, sale of Forest Leaves and adver-

tisements
Cash, interest on Life Menibersliip bonds

and dei)osits

Cash, Life Membersliip fees ....
Cash, bequest
Casli, proceeds of mortgage ....

GG.87

701.87

200.00

020.50
1,200.00

Total $5,000.14

(R.
l?y cash, sundries, jK)stage, ofTice rent, etc. $ iV.V.\M

Publication of Forkst Lkaves
. 1,:J08.77

Assistant Secretary's salary ...
Afeetings

Life AlendxTship fund '

Investment
For reinvestment i 200.00
balance on hand Dec. 1, 1020 . . . 805.54

(100.00

145.17

200.00

040.85

Total

Invented
In Bank

Forest Leaves Fund.
$5,090.14

$2,564.42

23.00

$2,587.^2
Special Bequest for Forest Leavks invested 500.00

Life MnnhrrsJnp Fund.
Invested $3,000.00
In Bank 1,525.00

Bequests, etc.

$5,185.00
Cenotal Fund.

$5,054.42

F. L. Bitler,

Treasurer.

Extract from Address of Governor Sproul.

THE Second Annual Convention of the Penn-
sylvania State Chamber of Commerce was

9-.U .\c.^''
Harrisburg, Pa., on September

2/th and 28th. At this meeting an address was
made by the Hon. William C. Sproul, Governor
o± 1 ennsylvania, in which he referred to the
needs of the State, making the following state-
ment about forestry:

''We want to help along in our forestry pro-
gram. There has been a good bit said about it.
In coming from New York State I came through
the great forest preserves in Potter County,
where the State of Pennsylvania owns over 200,-
000 acres. We own now over 1,100,000 acres,
but there are still 5,000,000 acres of land in Penn-
sylvania which are not to be utilized for much
else beside growing trees. I tell you it is a great
crop! Five million acres, with what we have
makes an area just about as big as the State of^ew Jersey, and it is right here in the heart of
this industrial State. We want to go ahead now
and acquire that land, for the next generation
will hold us mighty remiss, as we think our pre-
decessors remiss, in sitting by and seeing the
great timber wealth of this State ruthlessly de-
stroyed, and those splendid fertile hills and
mountains in Pennsylvania, the heart of Penn^s
A\ oods, made desolate and barren and useless.
V\e have got to go along with that program.'^
The C^hamber also passed the following resolu-

tion :

Restoration of Pennsylvania's Timber Production.

WHERKA8, The State of Pennsylvania should be
a leader in timber i)roduction, and in the manu-
facture of timber products, but has permitted its
position to be lost through failure to lestore its
deforestated areas, until the State has t alien
from a tind)er exporting State to a timber im-
porting State, and

WiiKREAS, The (iovei-noi- of the Commonwealth
has declared that it is one of the policies of his
administration, as far as possible, to restore
Pennsylvania to its former position as a timber
pioducing Commonwealth therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Pennsylvania State Cham-
ber of Commerce heartily endorses the policy
advocated by (Jovernor Si)roul for the restoration
of Pennsylvania's timber production.

Jn the United States during the past year
27,000 foi-est fires were reported burning over
8,500,000 acres, and there were also numei-ous
fires which Avere not reported.
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National or State Regulation of Pennsyl-

vania's Forests.

THE attention of Forest Leaves has been

called to the following correspondence be-

tween Mr. Pinchot, and Mir. J. Girvin

Peters and Colonel W. B. Greeley of the National

Forest Service.

From his correspondence, the publication of

which Mr. Pinchot apparently desires, judginii

from his concluding telegram, it appears he de-

sires to place, and to center the control of forest

devastation and tree cutting, both public and

private, in Federal rather than in State authority.

This would be extending the authority that the

United States, through its Forest Service, has

exercised over the lands reserved oi- set aside as

National Forest Reserves, and which are owned

by the National (Government, to all foiests and

woods, whether situated on lands owned by the

Government, or on lands owned by a State or by

individuals in States, like Pennsylvania where the

United States Government owns no forest lands.

Difficulty will, we think, be found in convinc-

ing Pennsylvania that such a surrender to the

National Government of individual and Sate con-

trol should be made. The situation is radically

different legally in our State from that presented

in states Avhere the owneiship of Federal forests,

reserved and held by the National Government,

naturally has imposed on the Government the

duty of control and regulation of timber care,

cutting, and replanting. In our State the timber

is mainly owned privately, not by the State, or

by the National Government. Our (Constitution

provides that private property shall not be taken

for public use without due compensation made

to the owner and it is very doubtful whether

legislation authorizing the National Government

or the State to restrict and regulate the cuttiujj;

and growth of timber privately owned, would not

be held bv the courts to be an invasion of private

property, that could only be justified as a quasi

taking or regulation for public use, to be done

only on the basis of compensation to the owner.

But legislation providing for such regulation and

compensation would necessarily have to be passed

by the State, and not by Congress, at least

initially. Any such regulation by Congress would

have to be first authorized by the State, and it

is doubtful whether the State of Pennsylvania

would ever willingly and without serious protest

surrender its State control over lands in the State

to Congress, nor do we see any need for it.

Ai)parently the thought is that State control

would be ineffective over forest devastation. That

under the National plan, the Federal Government

would control the harvesting of commercial

forest crops. That this ''would involve the pre-

vention of destructive lumbering, protection of

young growth already on the ground, simple

measures for securing natural reforestation, and

slash disposal on the cutover land.''

Colonel Greeley in his letter (following) of

October 6th, appears to reasonably and effec-

tively meet this view, where he says: ''There is

no question as to the greater effectiveness of

Federal control of private forests and forest in-

dustries as a regulatory measure. But I do

question the wisdom of attempting this form of

regulation. It faces so many questions, both

legal and administrative, as to Federal and State

jurisdiction over private property, and the rela-

tion between Government and industry, that, in

my judgment, by pinning our faith to this remedy

we will simply mark time and get nowhere for

many years.''

Pennsylvania Department of Forestry,

Haerisburg.

September 21, 1020

Mr. J. Girvin Peters,

U. S. Forest Service,

Washington, D. C. •

Dear Peters:

THIS is a formal reply to your circular letter

of July 3 to State Foresters, which we

have repeatedly discussed.

You ask my cooperation for the Forest Serv-

ice plan to induce the State of Pennsylvania and

other States, by means of a subsidy from the

Federal Government, to pass such legislation as

the Forest Service may approve for protecting

forest lands against fire and for preventing the

devastation of commercial timberlands by de-

structive lumbering. If the State of Pennsylvania

or any other State should not meet your require-

ments as to laws or their enforcement, you pro-

pose to withhold the subsidy.

You advise control by the States over a problem

which is distinctly the concern of the whole

Nation. You propose to distribute control over

forest devastation among 35 timber-growing

States, many of which have heretofore handled

their forest affairs with striking inefficiency;

you propose to solve a Nation-wide problem, of

vastly greater importance to the Nation as a

whole than to any one State, by the indirect

method of subsidized suggestion, persuasion, or
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ent'SeY 'm f''^*"' (Government in 35 differ-

supervxion ff^^^^
""•' ^^^ ^^'^^^ federalsupervision of the administration of State lawsma way surcharged with the certainty ofW

miLr ^*^^^^."^*' .y<^^^ Program is funda-mentally wrong in principle, can never be putthrough Congress, and if it could would be un-
workable. I can not support it.

Your proposal amounts to this, that the Stateswhich are unable to supply their own needs for
timber (States that are already in the vast ma-
jority, and m ten years are likely to be in a
majority of ten to one) shall agree to have little
or nothing to say as to their own future supply
of timber, but shall leave to the legislatures of
the timber-exporting States the control over what

i

IS to them an absolute necessity of life.

Do you imagine for a moment that Kansas and
Nebraska, Pennsylvania and New York, will con-
tribute their money through federal appropria-
tions, and then sit calmly by and trust to the
legislatures and State forces of Oregon and Louis-
iana for the enactment and application of mea-
sures which will assure to the farmers of the
middle west and the workers of the industrial
East the timber supplies they must have to earn
their living? And do you imagine that their
share of a million dollars (I propose to ask a
million dollars from the next Pennsylvania
Legislature for fire protection alone), distributed
among 35 States, will be more powerful with the
Legislatures of Washington and Oregon than the
lumber lobbies which have dominated them for
years? A mere statement of the situation is

enough to show that State control, even if it

were desirable, is altogether out of reach.

The outstanding fact is that there is a question
not of control by the Nation or the States, but
a (luestion of National contiol or no control at
all.

By emphasizing the importance of fire almost
to the exclusion of forest devastation, your letter

opens the gates, first for laxity in the enactment
and enforcement of laws to prohibit devastation,

and then for the side-tracking of such measures
altogether. That is precisely what the lumber-
men want. They have so far successfully kept

fire in the lorefront of the discussion. If they

can overshadow the real issue by talking nothing

but fire protection, they will succeed in escaping

the compulsory ]>ractice of such simple forestry

on commercial foi*est lands as will keep those

lands reasonably productive.
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It goes without saying that close and heartv

LTsfatr •''?"' ''^ ^'''''' Government an^the Sta es in fire protection is essential to anyNational forest program. I am emphatically for
It. I hope that the State of Pennsylvania maybe fortunate enough hereafter to get much more

rr/ f'^i^^ ^'^''^^ Government under the

sTronl f^ '^?r
^"'*^'^^^- ^"* ' «hall opposestrongly the attempt to make such cooperation

the key to State control of forest devastation.
As a State Forester, I realize that forest de-

vastation is a National, interstate problem with

WhVr^ ^^' ^''^''^^ Government can deal.Such National control will increase, not diminish,
the value, importance, and extent of the work of
every State Forest Department, and immeasur-
ably advance the cause of forestry in every State
as well as in the Nation at large.

The Forest Service, with its practical and
successful experience in the decentralization and
localization of forest administration, can make
certain, as separate State administrations natur-
ally could not, of uniform fairness to all the
private interests concerned. Under its super-
vision, an intelligent, clean, stable, and thorough-
ly democratic control would be assured.

It is no answer to say that the present forest
administration of Pennsylvania or any other
State is good. So far as Pennsylvania*^ is con-
cerned, It has been so far a matter of months
only, and we all know the many States in which
the handling of forest affairs has been or is now
weak in resources, vacillating in plan, politically
minded, or under the domination of great lumber
interests. What is needed is the continuous,
consistent, enduring. Nation-wide plan which the
United States Forest Service alone can lay down,
and which the Federal Government alone has
sufficient power to enforce.

The Forest Service program has many ex-
cellent features. Except for the principle of
State control, which is unworkable and unattain-
able, a truly National forest policy might be
built upon it. With that single item changed,
and certain appropriations omitted, I could sup-
port it without reserve. The Society of American
Foresters, as you know, has recently voted three
to two in favor of National control.

Copies of this letter are being sent to the
various state forest departments and to other in-

terested organizations.

Sincerely yours,

Gifford Pinchot,

Commissioner of Forestrv.
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United States Department of Agriculture,

Forest Servicf:, Washington.

October 6, 1920

Forestry Extension

Mr. Gifford Pinchot,

Commissioner of Forestry,

Harrisburg, Penna.

Dear Mr. Pinchot:

I have of course read your letter of September

21 to Mr. Peters with great interest. There is

no question as to the greater effectiveness of

Federal control of private forests and forest in-

dustries as a regulatory measure. But I do ques-

tion the wisdom of attempting this form of regu-

lation. It faces so many questions, both legal

and administrative, as to Federal and State

jurisdiction over private property and the re-

lation between Government and industry that,

in my judgment, by pinning our faith to this

remedy we will simply mark time and get no-

where for many years.

Whatever course our national policy takes, I

believe that we should encourage every sound

development toward better forest practice which

originates in local sources and becomes effective

through local expression and action. I am con-

vinced that the Federal government will make

the most rapid immediate progiess and at the

same time build most solidly for the future by

taking the lead in a cooperative movement and

by aiding the States toward forestry through the

exercise of their recognized powers.

Actual accomplishment in timber production

will, for a long time to come, be measured by

the reduction in the yearly acreage of forest fires.

Every other cause of devastation is insignificant

compared with the destruction of timber and

vounir srrowth bv fire. Records just compiled for

the last fiscal year show a recorded total of 27,000

forest fires and 8,500,000 acres of forest land

burned over. The Almighty only knows how

many additional fires occurred and how many

additional millions of acres were burned over of

which no records are obtainable. One of the

greatest forest resources which the country has

is the 130 odd million acres of land containing

young growth in various stages. This, with the

areas of second growth timber of merchantable

size, must bridge the gap between the exhaustion

of our virgin forests and our adjustment to a

sustained yield. Millions of acres of these young

stands are being wrecked by fire every year. It

seems to me beyond question that our immediate

efforts and the character of the legislation we

seek should be bent toward reducing this funda-

mental cause of forest devastation.

I appreciate your distinction between Federal

cooperation with the States in fire protection and

Federal control of methods of cutting. But I

do not believe it possible to do one thing through

State agencies and the other thing through

Federal agencies. Fire prevention and silvi-

culture are so interwoven that one administrative

organization must handle both. What use for

the Federal Government to require the leaving

of seed trees or young timber if the State laws

do not require slash disposal or freely permit

light burning? Either the State or the Federal

Government must handle the whole thing. With

destruction by fire so obviously the first object

of attack, I am for working through the States,

the exercise of whose police powers seems to me

essential to the prevention of forest fires. If we

can not stop forest devastation by this means, I

will be for F'ederal control; but such Federal

control must extend to fire prevention as well as

cutting methods. And, while seeking to control

fires through the States, I see no reason why we

should not accomplish as much as possible

through the same agencies toward stopping

forest destruction from all causes.

Why should we discard the State forest organi-

zations as active agencies in preventing every

form of forest devastation? Under your leader-

ship, as well as subsequently, the Forest Service

has endeavored to build up the State forestry de-

partments. Many of these organizations have

accomplished real achievements in forestry. They

are established, recognized agencies for accom-

plishing the results we both seek. With better

Federal cooperation they can be made still more

effective. I know that you agree as far as fire

prevention goes; but I fail to see why the State

Foresters and their staffs should not be made just

as active agents as possible in the whole field of

forest practice and the prevention of devastation,

including the creation of State forests, public

education in forestry, and the regulation of

private lands.

It seems to me desirable, furthermore, to enlist

the real support for the prevention of forest dev-

astation which is offered by many individuals

and groups among timberland owners and forest

industries. With it, as well as that of the general

public and the State forest organizations, much

can be accomplished and we can begin im-

mediately under such a program as Col. Graves

and I have advocated.

It is far from my desire to prolong the dis-

cussion of this question. I can see no reason for
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controversy, even were I indifferent to personal
considerations. I simply wish to make U cleathat I am concerned with the most direct routeto results. My main purpose in writing you isto ask why you should oppose the Forest Serviceprogram. Surely anything that we are able to
accomplish in checking forest devastation under
It IS so niuch gained. Any forestry sentiment
that can be developed will be an asset in our
luture national policy. If Federal control is the
only effective remedy, the Forest Service pro-gram IS at worst simply a preliminary and partial
measure. Is it not worth supporting as such?
You yourself have proposed that Federal control
shall not be exercised within areas where forest
devastation is being effectively prevented without
It. Presumably this would be applicable to
States who have put effective measures against
devastation in practice. Does your own progi-am
not thus encourage the States who will do so to
handle the problem of forest devastation them-
selves? If, under what the Forest Service is
trying to do, but a few of the most progressive
States can be colored green on the map, that
much ground will be gained and under your own
plan such States might continue to handle their
own forest lands. Opposition to the Forest Serv-
ice program thus does not appear necessary to
the consistent advocacy of your own.
We are in agreement as to the things to be

done, but differ as to method. I want to ask, in
all sincerity, whether this difference in method
justifies either of us in trying to block the efforts
of the other to get results which every advocate
of forestry wants to see realized.

Very sincerely yours,

W. B. Greeley, Forester.

Pennsylvania Department of Forestry,

Harrisburg.

Col. W. B. Greeley, October 22, 1920
United States Forester,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Greeley

:

I have your letter of October 6th in answer to

mine of September 21st to Mr. J. Girvin Peters,

and would have answered it earlier had I not been
away. With much of what you say I am in full

agreement. I am anxious to avoid controversy,

as you are, and to see all foresters united in

support of a common program. To that end I

am willing to concede anything that is not vital.

I agree that we should encourage local action

toward forest preservation wherever it is practic-

ally possible.

I agree heartily that *Hhe real support for

the prevention of forest devastation which isSi ^l
"'^''^ individuals and groups among

betntTed.^^"^"^
^"' ''''''' ^^^"^^^^ ^^-^^

I ajn entirely at one with you as to the press-ing necessity for taking action against forest

TJL f .1
'^ ^'^ ^'^'^^^ propositions and

aside from the main issue, which is whether we
are to have State control or National control o!
forest devastation.

You misapprehend in some respects, I am
atraid the plan supported by those who, like
myself believe in National control. For example,
the National plan would not ^'discard the State
l^orest organizations,'^ but on the contrary, by
giving forestry, through National action, a wider
importance in each State, would quickly and ef-
tectively improve the standing and increase the
powers of the State Forest Departments, so many
of which are crippled today. The most direct
and effective way of invigorating forestry in the
.States IS by just such Federal participation as
the National plan provides.
As an advocate of National control, I do not

believe that fire is in effect our whole problem, as
your letter indicates, and as your speech of July
23d at Madison specifically states. I would em-
phatically not ''say for the next 10 to 20 years,
forget everything else and concentrate all our
energies upon that one thing of bringing our
forest fire losses down to a basis where they can
be figured on more or less as a fixed hazard or a
fixed liability. »' To prevent the devastation of
what timber we have left is no less important
than to save what has already been devastated
from fire.

Under the National plan, now approved in
principle by a majority of the professional forest-
ers of the country, the Federal Government would
control the harvesting of commercial forest crops.
That would involve the prevention of destructive
lumbering, protection of young growth already on
the ground, simple measures for securing natural
reforestation, and slash disposal on the cut-over
land. All this is a part of the lumbering.
What is desired is neither more nor less than

is now taking place with entire success upon the
National Forests under your own direction. Con-
ditions w^ould thus be kept favorable for forest
perpetuation, and the lands would be made less

susceptible to fire. When the lumbering was
over, Federal control would cease, and the Federal
agents would move on. There would be no
Federal organization to fight fire.

The State, for its part, would begin where the
Nation left off. It would protect against fire not
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only forested lands, but also cut-over lands, and

lands in process of being logged. The Federal

Government would see to it that cut-over lands

were left in safe condition, the State would keep

them safe. ' The division is plain and the plan

workable. With increased appropriations from

the Federal Government, to be used according to

a specified plan, fire protection by the States

would become efficient.

Your letter fails
'

' to see why the State Forest-

ers and their staffs cannot be made as active

agents as possible'^ to prevent forest devastation

by lumbermen on private lands. I recall that,

being political officials under State Administra-

tion, they have been uniformly unable to do so.

Under the State control plan they would remain

in precisely the same position. What I propose

is that the Federal Government shall undertake

what the State forest organizations never have

done and, in my judgment as State Forester of

F*ennsylvania, never can accomplish.

Your letter indicates strongly, and more than

once, that I must be considered an obstructionist

because I do not approve your plan. The fact

is that by attaching to your excellent cooperative

fire protection plan, to which there is no opposi-

tion, a provision for State control over destruc-

tive lumbering, to which the majority of Ameri-

can foresters are opposed, and which men of ex-

perience believe can never be passed, you are

obviously endangering your own fire protection

plan, as well as delaying the advancement of the

sreneral cause to which we are both devoted.

In opposing that part of your plan which

works for delay, I am far from obstructing the

advancement of forestry—I am doing my best

to bring that advancement about.

Since a most important part of your general

piogram, that part which relates to fire preven-

tion, has no opposition, why not cut out the two

or three words which carry that portion which

will have far more effective opposition than mine,

and let the issue of State versus National con-

trol be fought out by itself in a way worthy of

the vast importance of the issue? These few

words, being new legislation, will always be sub-

ject to a point of order, and there has been too

much public discussion of this matter for them to

escape attention and objection on the floor of

Senate or House. By omitting them you will

avoid endangering an item in your appropriation

which otherwise we could all get heartily be-

hind. Thus any controversy could at least be

postponed, and I hope in the end entirely avoid-

ed.

You ask why I should oppose the Forest Serv-

ice program. Very much of it I do not oppose.

But I cannot help regarding the proposal to try

out control by the individual States over the

Nation-wide problem of forest devastation before

National control is attempted, much as I should

regard a proposal to build a pipe line, if my
house were on fire, before starting to put it out.

The house would be burned before the pipe line

was finished, and our remaining forests would be

devastated before State Control had been passed,

tried, had failed, and had been replaced by the

effective control of the Nation. Your own figures

show conclusively that we have no time to waste.

I am against State control because, in my
judgment, it means delay; because it would

mean, if it could be enacted, ineffective control

over forest devastation (your own letter admits

that '^ There is no question as to the greater ef-

fectiveness of Federal control of private forests

and forest industries as a regulatory measure. '^

and because there is, in my judgment, no hope

whatever of passing the necessary legislation

either through Congixss or through the Legis-

latures of the principal timber States. The effect

of urging it, therefore, must necessarily be to

retard the progress of forestry in America.

You believe that to adopt the plan of Federal

control would be simply to ''mark time and get

nowhere for many years. ^' I believe it is the

only plan which offers the promise not only of

reasonably prompt results, but of any results at

all. My arguments, however, have already been

set forth at length, and so have yours. You have

not been convinced by my arguments, I am un-

affected by yours. The matter reduces itself to

one of judgment, and I am naturally inclined to

rely upon my experience of a quarter of a century

of continual dealing with Congress and State

legislatures, and with State and National forest

administration. That experience points clearly

one way. It remains for the public, through

Congress, to consider and decide the matter. I

am quite willing to let the issue rest as it stands.

Sincerely yours, Gifford Pinchot,

Commissioner of Forestry.

L'Mxra States Department of AoRicuLTrRE,

Forest Service, Washington.

Forestry Extension, October 26, 1920

Pennsvlvania.

Mr. Gifford Pinchot,

Commissioner of Forestry,

Harrisburg, Penna.

My dear Mr. Pinchot:

Your letter of October 22 is received. It is

with reluctance that I recognize the necessity.
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as you suggest, to let the issue rest as it stand.I can not, however, leave unanswered your Juesion as to why I do not cut from the proposed
legislation the few words which make coTol ocutting methods a State responsibility, and lethe issue of State versus National control befought out by Itself. This, of course, is propos
ing that I abandon the plan of the Forest Service
and thus give your alternative. National regula-
tion of the lumber industry, a clear right-of-way
1 can not abandon the course which in ray imW-
inent will accomplish the objects sought most
effectively, or subscribe to a division which separ-
ates into two disconnected parts, one to be as-
sumed by the Federal Government and one by the
States, what is essentially a single task, that of
keeping forest lands productive.

I assume that you have no objection to my
sending copies of this correspondence to the State
Forest departments and other organizations, since
your first letter was given like distribution from
your ofllce.

Sincerely yours,

W. B. Greeley, Forester.

Western Union Telegram.

October 28, 1920
W. B. Greeley:

U. S. Forest Service, Washington, D. C.
Thoroughly pleased to have you distribute our

recent correspondence had intended to suggest
that course in my last letter but in rush of leav-
ing for this trip overlooked it please include this
telegram with correspondence.

Gifford Pinchot.

The Center County Conservation Associ-
ation.

AN enthusiastic meeting of the Center Coun-
ty Conservation Association was held at
the University Club, State College, Pa.,

Tuesday evening, November 23rd. A dinner was
served to neaily fifty members of the county or-

ganization. Tables were arranged so that the
directors, officers and members of the Standing
Committees on Forestry, Fish, Game, Song Birds,
Wild Flowers, Recreation and Education were
seated together.

Remarks were made by Ralph A. Smith, the
President, Col. W. F. Reynolds, Col. Theodore
Boal and Dean R. L. Watts, of State College.

Vice-Presidents of the Association, and by a
number of directors and members.
Major R. Y. Stuart, Deputy Forestry Commis-

sioner of the State, was the guest of the occa-
sion He spoke of the present and future plans
ot the State Forestry Department, of the neces-
sity ot securing an appropriation of $1,000,000from the next State Legislature for protecting
the forests from fire for the next two years, and
ot the plan for bonding the State for $25,000,000
ior ex ending the State ownership of forest lands.
At the business session the Constitution and

Hy-Laws of the Association were presented and
approved. Plans were discussed for completing
the organization and for extending the member-
ship Believing that forestry is the foundation
ot the conservation problem in Center County it
^^'as the sentiment of the Association that every
effort should be put forth to encourage the re-
forestation of denuded forest lands and their
protection from fire, the planting up of farm
woodlots, and the planting of trees around
schools and churches and along the highways,
and that all the various activities of the Associ-
ation be encouraged.
The following resolutions were adopted:
That small tributary streams emptying into

larger fishing streams, and the headwaters of all
fishing streams be closed to fishing in order that
they may become the breeding grounds of brook
trout.

That the present law permitting the catchino-
of brook trout below 6 inches in length be
repealed and that the principle of the former
law which limited the catching of brook trout
to fish 6 inches in length and over be endorsed
That a license fee of $1.00 be placed on all

fishermen above 16 years of age in order that
the State Dej^artment of Fisheries may have
funds needed for the extension of its work and
for carrying out the provisions of the law.
That the Association heartily endorse the for-

estry policy of the State Forestry Der)artment,
and lend every effort to the securing of an ap-
propriation of money from the next Leoislature
that will adequately protect our forests from
destruction by fire; and that the plan to bond
the State for $25,000,000 for the extension of
State ownership of forest land be also endorsed

At a conference held at Melbourne of the
Premiers of all the States of Australia it was
decided that an area of 24,500,000 acres be set
aside as a permanent national forest for Aus-
tralia; also that an Australian School of Forestry
be established in New South Wales. The cost of
maintaining the school is to be borne by the
States and the Commonwealth.
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Center County's Forest Fire Loss for

Spring of 1920.

CENTER County experienced the worst fire

season in a ureat many years last Spring,

when out of a total of 575,000 acres of

timberland, there were 35,893 acres burned over,

or 6 1/2 per cent, of the total ai-ea. Putting the

damage to timber, soil, watersheds, wild life, etc.,

at the low price of .flO.OO per acre, woukl make a

total loss to the county of $358,9:}0.0(), or a loss

to each of the 44,304 citizens of the county, of

more than .+8.00. Statement of the causes, dam-
age, acreage, etc., follows:

No. of Total Acreage Total

Causes tires acreage per fire damage
Railroads 41 7,013 172 $70,130

Tramroads ... 18 2,500 138 25,000

Unknown 12 18,000 1,550 186,000

Fishermen (i ()X)'yry 1,109 66,550

Incendiary 4 825 206 8,250

Inrush Burning 3 291 97 2,910

Smokers 1 18 18 . 180
Boys 1 1 1 10

86 35,903 417 $359,030
Ninety-four per cent, of this danuige was

caused by j)ersons, firms or corporations on land
other than theii" own, and it would appear that
the giving of a right to operate railways, tram-
ways, to hunt, to camp, to Hsh, carried no obli-

gation to those receiving it.

Ralph A. Smith.

New Publications.

Teit BooJx of Pastond and Afjricultural Ihdatui.—
John W. Harshberger, Ph.D. Small 8vo., 294
pages. Bound in flexible cloth. Illustrated.

\\ Blakiston's Son & Co., 1012 Walnut St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dr. Harshberger in this book takes up the
study of injurious and useful plants of country
and farm, and ei)itomizes 25 yeai's of laboratory
and research work. Particulai* attention is giveii

to the flowering plants with casual mention of the
flowerless forms. The stock-killing and poisonous
plants ai'e fiist considered with the iiiedical ap-
plications. The study of the forage i)lants

(grasses and legumes) of* the weeds and of seed-
testing are piesented in the final chai)ters. The
chapters end with laboiatoi*y exercises and meth-
ods of utilizing the illustrative material.

It is a handbook which will appeal to the stu-
dent of ])lant life, i)ai'ticularly those who as
agricultui-ists, stock I'aisers and' veterinarians

wish to know something concerning the botany of

the economic plants of interest to tliem in their

agricultural, pastoral, or professional work.

Only plants proven to be injurious or useful are

treated, those of doubtful position having been

omitted. It is a descriptive textbook, a field guide

and laboratory manual, and general reference

book. It ix)ints out the useful plants to culti-

vate and the dangerous ones to destroy; the ef-

fect of poisonous })lants when eaten, active

principles in the plant ; susceptibility of various

animals; remedies to employ; distribution of

plants; attitude assumed, etc. The volume con-

tains 121 illustrations, showing the various

l)lants, flowers, seeds, and the effect of certain

plant poisoning in animals, attitude assumed, etc.

Forest rtf and Farm Income.—By AVilbur R. Mat-
ton, Farmers' Bulletin 1117, United States

Department of Agriculture.

This Bulletin sets forth the real importance
and financial possibilities of the farm svoodlot,

which the author chooses to call the ^^home for-

est" and the ^^farm forest. '^

The extent of forest land on the farms of the
United States is not genei-ally known. There are
190,000,000 acres of foi'est land on the farms of
our country, of which 178,000,000 acres occur
east of the great plains. This area com j irises one-
third of the total forest land in the United States
and is eight times as great as the entire area of
France.

The total value of the products derived from
the farm forests of this country during 1919 is

estimated at $400,000,000. Fuelwood alone com-
prised almost 103,000,000 cords of which more
than 77,000,000 cords were used right on the
farms. Only five farm crops—coin, wheat, oat ,

rye and cotton—have a gi'eater value than the
fuelwood crop.

The authoi- makes a worthy api)eal tt) the own-
ers and managei's of woodlots, and by means of
well selected examples and helpful suguestions
shows how woodlands may be made permanently
jMofitable. He recommends the iniprovement of
existing woodlands by pi'oper handling, good cut-
ting methods, better methods of nuirketing, and
satisfactory provisions for a continuous forest
CI'Op.

This Bulletin, which is well illustrated and
distributed free of charge, should be in the hands
of every farm woodlot owner. It is full of help-
ful information and sound advice, and will help
bring about a better handling of farm forests
and a moi'e i)rofitable disposal of their products.

J. S. I.
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